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The Annual Presidential Address.

By His Honour Sir Edward Gait, KC SI., CLE.

Gentlemen,

It will be convenient if I take the opportunity of our first

annual general meeting to give you a brief account of the pro-

gress which has been made by the Bihar and Orissa Rtsearch

Society since it came into existence a year ago. The proceed-

ings of the inaugural meeting, presided ever by Sir Charles

Bayley, which was held on the 20th January 1915, have been

printed in the first number of our Journal, together with the

rales of the Society as finally passed by the Council.

Up to date 199 persons have been approved by the Council

as members of our Society in addition to the gentlemen who

joined it at the start. There are also seventeen candidates for

election at the present moment, and if these are all elected, our

total membership will amount to 254. This, I think, is a fairly

satisfactory result for our first year.

At our inaugural meeting Mr. Sachhidananda S'nha an-

nounced his intention of presenting his valuable library to the

Society, and we hoped that this generous gift would be emulat-

ed by others. This I regret to say, has not yet been tie case,
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and the only response we have yet had to an appeal which

was made for donations for the purchase of books for our

library is a donation of Rs. 100 from the Proprietor of the

Aul State in Orissa, to whom our best thanks are due. We
still hope that before long his example will be followed by
other gentlemen of means. Books of the kind we need are

expensive and we cannot expect to have a really good library

unless we receive liberal contributions to supplement the income

from annual subscriptions.

I am glad to be able to tell you that the result of the

request which was made to Government for assistance, in ac-

cordance with the Kesolution proposed at the inaugural meet-

ing by Professor Jadu Nath Sarkar, has resulted in an under-

taking by Government to subscribe for a hundred copies of our

Jom-nal. This will go a good way towards meeting the ex-

penditure on paper and printing. Owing to the diflBculty ex-

perienced in finding a suitable private firm to undertake the

work, the first two numbers of the Journal have been printed

at the Gulzarbagh Government Press, but we hope shortly to

arrange for a printer of our own. The Local Government

have also made a contribution of Rs. 3,000 per annum, on

the analogy of ajsimilar grant made by the Bengal Govern-

ment to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, to enable the Research

Society to give Rs. 250 a month to our General Secretary,

Babu Sarat Chandra Roy, who would not otherwise be able

to devote the requisite amount of time to his research work

and other duties, especially those in connection with ethno-

graphy. There are many of our members who are in a posi-

tion to add to our knowledge of this important subject. It

will be the Secretary's business to get into touch with such

persons, to stimulate them to action and to help them with

his advice, without which they would often not know how

to set to work or what information is needed.

In accordance with the decision arrived at at the Council

meeting held on the 6th April 1915, the Local Government were

addressed with a view to the establishment of a Provinoial
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Museum and Public Library. This request also was favour-

ably received, and a small committee was appointed to visit

a number of existing museums and public libraries in other

provinces. The Committee^s report has recently been pub-

lished for criticism, and will shortly be taken into consideration.

I cannot yet say exactly what the result will be, but you may
take it for granted that a Museum will be established, and

that, pending the construction of a suitable building, several

rooms in the new Secretariat, which will not be needed by
Government for some time to come, will be finished off and

made available as a temporary home for the Museum and for

the Research Society's library. A Provincial Coin Cabinet has

already been formed, and the Government of India have agreed

to place it on the list of institutions which are supplied with

Treasure Trove coins. It will have precedence over all other

institutions in respect of specimens from any part of Bihar and

Orissa. Coins of the latter category are of special interest, as

they show that, at the periods to which they belong, the people

inhabiting the places where they were found had direct or in-

direct communication with the countries in which they were

minted. Thus a gold coin of Huvishka, which was dug up

recently in the Khunti subdivision and purchased for the

Cabinet by our energetic General Secretary, shows that that

tract, which in Muhammadan times was regarded as remote

and inaccessible, probably had relations with North-West

India about the second century of the Christian era. The

Hon^ble Mr. Oldham has most generously presented n o less

than 129 coins to the Cabinet including five ancient silver

punch-marked coins and one punch-marked copper coin found

at Rajgir in this district. He has brought these coins with

him to-day and members will no doubt be glad to take this

opportunity to examine them.

We have already begun in a small way the collection of

materials for the Museum. Apart from the various finds men-

tioned further on in this paper, Babu Saurindra Mohan Sinha

of Bhagalpur has promised through theHon^ble Mr. AValsh to
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present two inscribed cannon In his possession. One of these

has an inscription in Sanskrit to the effect that it was taken

by the Ahom King Javadavaja Singh, from the Muhammadans

in battle in the year 1657 A. D. ; it has also two Persian

inscriptions one of which, however, is said to be wholly

undecipherable while the other is decipherable only in part.

Nothing has as yet been made of the inscription on the 'other

guu. Mr. Cobden-Ramsay, Political Agent of the Orissa

Feudatory States, is engaged in making a collection for the

Museum of weapons, musical instruments and other articles of

ethnographic interest in use amongst the primitive tribes still

found in some of those States, and our Secretary is making a

similar collection of articles used by the Mundas and other

tribes in Chofca Nagpur.
I hope it will soon be possible to take steps to remove to

tbe Museum some of the ancient carvings which lie scattered

throughout the province, but this is a matter in which we must

proceed warily, and only in accordance with the advice of

experts. Very great harm was done many years ago by an

amateur enthusiast who made a large collection of these

remains without keeping any record of the places from which

they were taken.

Many of ouv most interesting remains have already left

the province. Enquiries will be made to ascfrtain whether

it will be not possible at a reasonable cost to obtain for our

Museum plaster casts of some of these, such as have already

been made for other Museums.

I now turn to the Journal. I hope you will approve of the

type and general get-up as settled by the Council at its

meetings held on the 6th April and 18th August last, including

the illustration on the cover, which is reproduced from a terra-

cotta plaque found in the Kumrahar excavations. Dr. Spooner

tells us that this is unquestionably the oldest drawing of the

famous temple at "Rodh Gfiya now In existence. Dr. Spooner's

account of this plaque fitly forms the first article in the first

number of our Journal. The said number is, I venture to
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think, an excellent one. On the Anthropological side there are

six papers of which four are by our Secretary Babu Sarat

Chandra Roy, whose reputation as a writer on ethnographic

subjects is now well established. I trust that his contributions

will stir up others to make similar studies in different parts

of the province and the reby not onJy furnish us with inter-

esting and useful information regarding our primitive tribes,

but also provide material for the wider generalizations of pro-

fessional anthropologists. Amongst the other papers 1 may
mention an interesting contribution to early Indian chronology

by Mr. Jayaswal and a suggestive essay on the search for

Sanskrit mauusLripts by Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Hara

Prasad Shastri. This article is of special importance, as one

of the great aims of a Society like ours should be the systematic

and sustained collection of information and materials on a large

scale, utilizing for the pui'pose the services of as many of its

members as possible. The latter are for the most part

amateurs and it is therefore necessary that their efforts should

be guided by experts. This is, I hope, only the first of a

series of papers in which hints will be given to the rank and

file which will enable them to take their part in the researches

which we hope to prosecute. Several well-known experts have

been asked to help us in this way, and I hope that they will

respond to our appeal. One thing which we very much need,

as the Honble Mr. Walsh has pointed out to me, is a map
showing the places mentioned in the List of Ancient Monu-

ments, the different classes of monuments, e.g., Prehistoric,

Buddhist, Jain, Ancient Hindu, Mediaeval Hindu and Muham-
madan, being distinguished by conventional marks. The

map should be supplemented by a classified index which
would refer briefly to the corresponding entry in the List of

Ancient Monuments or other work in which information
about the monument is available. It would be of great assis-

tance if our members who have cameras would tnke photo-

graphs of all such monuments and send them, mounted on

cards, to the Secretary. These would be very useful for the

comparison of styles of architecture and similar pm-poses.
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As an instanoe of the way in which sustained enquiries

may lead to the discovery of facts which would otherwise

remain hidden, 1 may mention the relics of the copper age

which have already been brought to light. In the observations

which I offered at our inaugural meeting I said that accident

had thrown into my hands a copper axe-head from the

Palamau district, and said it was only reasonable to suppose

that, if systematic search were made, similar implements

might be discovered elsewhere. "We have now unearthed those

from various other places. In the Bassia thana of Ranchi no

less than 21 copper celts were dug up in one place, while my
friend the Hon''ble and Rev, Dr. Campbell, on learning of thip

enquiry, said that for years past he has known of these celts,

which are quite common in the Dhanbad sul)division of the

Manbhum district, but being ignorant of their true nature he

had previously attached no importance to them. He says that

in all 27 specimens have, to his knowledge, been found in

the stretch of country between the Barakar river and the

eastern spurs of the Paresnath range. Dr. Campbell sent us

several of these specimens ; they have been examined by Mr.

Coggin-Brown who reports that they belong to the same series

as those found in Palamau and at Bassia. Mr. Coggin-

Brown's notes on the Palamau and Bassia celts have been

ju'inted amongst the Miscellaneous Contributions in the first

number our Journal, and a note by Dr. Campbell on his

Manbhum finds will appear in the third number. Babu Sarat

Chandra Roy has recently found copper axe-heads in (wo

different places in the Khunti subdivision of the Ranchi district,

and a third in a collection of mineral samples belonging to

Mr. P. N. Bose, late of the Geological Survey, who picked it

up some time ago near an old copper quarry at Kera in the

Singhbhum district.

As you will no doubt be interested in these ancient relics

I have brought a few specimens for your inspection. They
will eventually find a place in the Patna Museum. The search

for them will be continued ; and I have no doubt that further
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finds in other parts of the province will sooner or later come

to light.

Another very interesting discovery, presumably of the

same period, for which we are again indebted to Dr. Campbell,

is the rough copper casting of a figure, apparently a monkey,
which was found in the same place as several of the above

celts. This also has been examined by Mr. Coggin-Brown
who says :

—
" In workmanship and material it recalls what I have

called the Hazaribagh celt type as exemplified by those rough
unfinished copper celts which come from Pachamba. But I

am not convinced that these things are really prehistoric, for

they may be rough copies of true copper celts mjvde at some

later period.
"

I hoped TO have been able to exhibit this quaint figure,

but unfortunately it has not yet been received back from Mr.

Coggin-Brown.
Some copper ornaments, which may possibly belong to the

same period, have been discovered in the prehistoric burial

grounds which I shall now proceed to mention, but before

doing so I may say that Mr. Coggin-Brown has promised
to give us a paper on the remains of the copper age in India.

He has been obliged to put off writing it for a time owin»

to his services being required in Burma in connection with

matters which, though perhaps less interosting to our Society,

are at this juncture of the greatest practical importance, and

meanwhile perhaps we may be able to make further additions

to the local finds dating from that age.

The attention of our energetic Secretary Babu Sarat

Chandra Roy has been drawn to the occurrence in the Ranchi

district of remains of the prehistoric people known to the

Mundas as
^' Asurs •*. You are all aware of the remarkable

conclusions arrived at by Dr. Spooner on the basis of his

discoveries at Kumrahar, and of the mass of evidence which

he has adduced to show, not only that the architects of the

buildings at that ; place were Persians but also that Chandra
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Gupta himself, and even Buddha, belonged to the same

race, together with other dynasties including that of Narak

and Bhagadatta, who ruled at distant Pragjyotisha, the modern

Gauhati, in Assam. These far-reaching conclusions have been

contested by many in this country, where they are unpalatable

to patriotic Indians. European experts are taking time to

examine the data and review the position, and no doubt we

shall soon begin to hear what their views are. It is not for

me to venture an opinion on the merits of this controversy.

I may point out, however, that even if all the above-men-

tioned Asurs were Persians, it does not follow that other per-

sons so designated belonged to the same race. Nomencla-

ture is always a very uncertain guide. For instance, the

word ^* Hiudu ", which as we all know v/as originally

applied by the early Greek invaders to the people living

on the east bank of the Indus, has now come to connote

millions of people whose homes ; re far removed from that river,

and who have never had the slightest connection with that part

of the country. The word " Kirat
"

again is used in Sans-

krit literature to denote any hill tribe, and there is no necessary

affinity between the various tribes so designated. So with the

word " Asur *\ Even if it was originally the designation of

people from Persia, it is, I venture to think, probable that it

afterwards came to be applied to other non-Hindu dynasties

irrespective of their race, There is in fact a small Diavidian

tribe of iron smelters in the Kanohi district and the eastern

part of the Sarguja State who even now bear the name Asur.

It is thus by no means certain that the people known to the

Mundas as Asurs are of the game race as those who ruled in

ancient Pataliputra. Nor indeed is it certain that all the

remains ascribed to the '' Asurs "
appertain to the same com-

munity. All that can at present be predicated is that they are

memorials of the inhabitants of the Hanchi district before its

oocupation by the Mundas. Information as to the identity of

the people in question can only be ascertained gradually and

'aboriously, if at all, by an investigation of the remains which
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they have left behind them in their graveyards and elsewhere,

Some brief preliminary notes on the cinerary urns found in

these prehistoric burial places will be found amongst the Mis-

cellaneous Contributions to the 1 rst number of om* Journal.

Babu Sarat Chandra Roy has since made a detailed investiga-

tion of several of these burial places, and his account of them

will be found in the second number of our Journal. Under mas-

sive stone slabs, lying flat on the ground, are found, at a depth

of afoot or so, one or more earthenware urns or ghuras contain-

ing human bones and, in many cases, copper ornaments and

beads of copper stone or rock crjttal, and sometimes a small

earthenware lamp. The mouth of the urn is closed with a

small earthenware bowl. Some broken fragments of one of

these cinerary urns are on the table before me. You will

observe that the pottery is of a superior quality, highly polished

and ornamented with lines. Specimens of the copper ornaments

found in them are also on the table, the most noteworthy being
the scorpion shaped ear ornaments. In some of the graveyards
Sarat iiabu found stone celts and other relics of the stone age,

from which it would seem that the sites in question were

inhabited even before the age of copper, or perhaps that the

stone and copper a^es overlapped, and that stone implements
were still in use by the people of the copper age.

It is interesting to note that the rock crystal beads found

in these burial places are very similar to those often found

after rain at a place near Dumka in the Santal Parganas,
which is known to the Santals as the Eat (market) of the

Bongos (spirits). The comparatively recent settlement of the

Santals probably accounts for the absence of any traditions

regarding an earlier race of settlers and theii- consequent attribu-

tion of these beads to spirits.

The second number of our Journal has only just been

issued, and I think you will agree that it maintains the high
standard set by the first number, but while the first number

was mainly devoted to ethnographic subjects, the second con-

tains more papers dealing with history and archaeology. Apart
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from Babu Sarat Chandra Koy's paper which I have just men-

tioned there is a paper by Professor Jadu Nath Sarkar on

Assam and the Ahoms in 1660, whioh is of special interest to me

personally as a student of Assam history, and another by
Mr. Jayaswal on Republics in the Mahabharata. Principal

Jackson describes two new inscriptions in the Barabar Hills,

and Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Hara Prasad Shastri discusses

the home of Kalidasa,

We have not yet got all our material for the third

number, but I may mention an account by Mr. B, C.

Mazumdar of the old set of copper-plates which I hold in my
hand and which have been presented to the Museum by the

Maharaja of the Sonpur State in Orissa. These plates were dug

up in that State and Mr. Mazumdar attributes them to Yayati

Gupta a scion of the family of the Gupta Kings of Bengal,

who ruled in the 11th century and who, he thinks, had his capital

at the junction of the Tel and Mahanadi rivers on the site

now cccupied by the town of Sonpur. The same number will

contain a paper by our Secretary on the occurrence of relics of

the stone age in the Ranchi district, and also, I hope, the text

and transl'ition by Sir George Grierson, of the first of a collec-

tion of old dramas made by him many years ago, when he

was Subdivisional Officer of Madhubani. The prose of these

plays is usually in Sanskrit, and the songs are sometimes in

Hindi and sometimes in the Maitliili dialect. Sir George has

written to me exi)resslng his great satisfaction at the creation

of our Society, and the paper just mentioned will, I hope, be

followed by others from his accomplished pen.

In conclusion I would express the earnest hope that all

members of the Society will do their utmost to further the

objects with which it was established, and will not only

endeavour to induce as many of their friends as possible to join

the Society, but will also help to provide material for the

Journal. There is an exceptionally wide field for research in

Bihar and Orissa, owing to its diversity of races and languages,

and its richness in sites of special historical and religious interest
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and In archseological remains, dating back to pre-Buddhistio

times, and comprising relics of some of tbe greatest dynasties

that ever held sway in India. It is trae that some members

may have neither Ihe leisure nor the special knowledge

requisite for elaborate papers on the subjects with which the

Society deals, but there are few who will not, at one time or

another, come into possession of items of information which,

though too small to publish as separate papers, are yet

deserving of permanent record. In this connection I would

invite your attention to the section provided at the end of the

Journal for Miscellaneous Contributions. This is intended, like

the defunct Punjab Notes and Queries, for the systematic entry

of all such notes as I have just referred to. If members will help

us by contiibut'ng all the information they can, a mass of facts

will by degrees be collected which cannot fail to be of great

use to subsequent enquirers. For example, it is quite possible

that there may be in existence elsewhere prehistoric burial

places similar to those in the Ranchi district which have been

briefly described above. If any of our members should be

fortunate enough to light on such a burial place, a note men-

tioning the fact, with such details as to its locality and

characteristics as he may be able to give, would be of great use

for the purpose of future enquiry. The discovery of Buddhistic

or other old remains, of stone or copper celts, coins, etc.,

etc., might well be recorded in the same way. On the ethno-

graphic side there is an even wider field for these Miscellaneous

Contributions. Thus, we already have descriptions of the

magic ritual followed by the Mundas and certain other tribes

in order to cause rain to fall, to fertilize the soil and the like.

Similar customs are no doubt in vogue amongst other tribes

also ; and, if so, it is of the utmost importance that they

should be duly recorded. To take another instance, a traveller

may happen to see an aboriginal funeral in progress* and, if so

a full account of the ceremony, if not already available in

print, -would be most welcome. It would be equally welcome

if the facts differ from those already recorded. There has
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sometimes been a tendency in thefpast to idealize these primi-

tive ceremonies ; and I once saw one myself which differed

very widely from the recorded account in the work of a writer

of considerable repute.

When I was engaged on the last census of India I endea-

voured to collect as full information as possible regarding the

curious practice known as the Couvade. I found instances of

it in many parts of India, but none in Bihar and Orissa.

Mr. Friend-Pereira, however, has now found some apparent

survivals of the practice amongst the Kui of the Khondmals

and the Male of the Rajmahal Hills, and has sent us a note

which appears amongst the Miscellaneous Contributions in the

second number of our Journal. Other members living in

remote parts of the province may be able to discover similar

instances, and if so, and they send us notes, we may hope

in time to possess full information for the whole province.

Again, there was no subject regarding which, at the census, 1

made more persistent efforts to get full information than the

occurrence of blue pigmentation on the backs of newly born

children, which a learned Professor of Tokio had declared to be

an unmistakable proof of Mongolian race. The results, how-

ever, were somewhat disappointing. I succeeded in showing
that the pigmentation occurs in many parts of India where the

people are of non-Mongolian origin, but the data were so irregu-

lar that, while in one district in which enquiry was made, the

pigmentation was found on 21 children out of 29 examined, in

an adjoining district it was said to have been found only on 11

out of 3,000. It is clear that far more thorough investigation

is needed than was possible in connection with the census ;

and if any member of our Society is willing to take up the

matter in the district in which he resides, we shall be only too

glad to record the results in the Miscellaneous section of the

Journal. The illustrations given above show how dithcult, if

not impossible, it is for a single enquirer in a limited time to

get anything like complete information on any ethnographio

Bubject. Such information oan be gained only by means of
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sustained enqmries spread over a loa» period of years, and for

such work the agency of a Society like ours is highly suitable.

If all our members make the beat use they can of the opportu-

nities that come to them there can be no doubt that our Society

will fully justify the objects for which it was established.

I would specially urge junior officers of my own service

to take an active part in ethnographic research. No civilian

can be a really successful officer unless he understands the

habits and mentality of the people of his district, and nothing

will tend \o such an understanding more than sustained en-

quiries regarding their language, manners, customs, rites and

superstitions. Such enquiries moreover bring their own reward,

for they give an added interest to official tours and develop one's

powers of observation and mental alertness.

And now, Gentlemen, I must bring to an end these brief

notes of the work done by our Society during its first year of

existence, and these somewhat discursive suggestions for future

action. I thank you for the patience with which you have

listened to me. I regret that in my present position I have not

the leisure necessary to enable me to take a more active part

in your researches, but T can assure you that they will always

receive my most sympathetic attention, and that I will at all

times do everything in my power to promote the interests of

our Society and to assist it in the work which it has undertaken

to do.





LEADING ARTICLES.

I.—The Traditions of the Santals.

By the Hon'ble Revd. A. Campbell, D.D.

The traditional lore of the Santals has been handed down

orally from generation to generation, and as was inevitable in

the absence of written documents, there are often several versions

of the same event, but it is remarkable that the main features

are always present, whether the story be told on the banks of

the Ganges, in the North, or in the jungles of Orissa, in the

South. The following account of their traditions, which deal

with the creation of the world, and the migrations, etc., of the

Santals, is the result of the collation of their traditions as deli-

vered by several Santal sages, and the order observed in the

sequence of the narrative is that supported by a majority of the

most intelligent of them.

In the beginning was Thakur Jiu. There was no land visible,

all was covered with water. Then Thakor Jiu^'s servants said

to him, "How shall we create human beings?'' He replied,
" If it be so desired, we can create them.'-" They then said,

" If

you give us a blessing (or the gift), we shall be able to do so."

Thakur Jiu then said,
"
Go, call Malin Budhi. She is to be

found in a rock cave under the water/' When she came she

received the order to form two human beings. Some say she

made them of a kind of froth which proceeded from a super-

natural being who had his residence at the bottom of the sea,

but others that she made them of a stiff clay. Thakur Jiu was

a spectator of what was being done. At length Malin Budhi

made the bodies of two human beings, and laid them out to dry.

In the meantime Singh Sadom (Day-horse) passed that way and,

trampling them under foot, destroyed them. After an interval

Thakur Jiu demanded of Malin Budhi if she had prepaied them.
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She replied, "I made them, but I have many enemies." Thakur

Jiu enquired who they were, and she replied,
^'
Who, but Singh

Sadom !

" Thakur Jiu then said,
'' Kick the pieces into the

Sora Nai and the Samud Nai/' (Here the following is sung

by the reciter,
" Oh ! The Day-horse, Oh ! The Day-horse,

The Day-horse has gone to the river Grang,

The Day-horse has floated to the Sora sea,

Oh ! The Day-horse.'O

Thakur Jiu then said to Malin Budhi, "I again give you
a blessing, go make two human beings/' Having prepared

them she went to Thakur Jiu who said,
"
Well, have you got

them ready ?
" She replied,

"
They are ready, give them the

gift of life/'' He said, "Above the door frame is the life

(or spirit) of birds, do not bring that
; upon the sanffa (cross

beam) is the life of human beings, bring if/' So she went, but

being of low stature she could not reach the sanga, so she

brought the bird^s life from above the door, and no sooner had

she givBn it to them, than they flew up into the heavens, where

they continued to course about, whether for twelve years or

twelve months is doubtful. The names of the birds were Has
and Hasin. At length the desire to breed came upon them, and

they went to Thakur Jiu and said,
'* You gave us being, but we

cannot find a place on which to rest." He replied,
" I will pre-

pare a place for you."

Living in the water were Sole Hako (Sole fish), Katkom

(Crab), Lendet Kuar (Prince Earth worm), and Lendom Kuar.

Thakur Jiu having called them ordered them to raise the earth

above the water. Sole Hako said,
" I will raise the earth above

the water," but after repeated trials he was obliged to own his in-

ability to do so. Then Katkom came, and said,
" I will do it," but

he also failed. Lendet Kuar then came and undertook to accom-

plish it. He put his head under the water, and swallowed earth

which passing through him fell upon the surface of the water,

but immediately sank to the bottom again. Then Lendom Kuar

said,
" WIthin'the water resides Kaohim Kuar (Prince Tortoise) ;
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if we fasten him at the four corners with chains, and then raise

the earth on his back it will remain, and not fall into the water

again.^^ Having secured Kachim Kuar with chains Lendet

Kuar raised the earth on his back, and in a short time there was

an island in the mildle of the waters. Thakur Jin then caused

a Karam tree * to spring up, and at the foot of the Karam tree

he caused Sirom grasst to grow. He then caused Dhobi grassj

to spring up, after which he covered the earth with all kinds of

trees and herbs. In this manner the earth became firm and

stable.

Then the birds Has and Hasin came and alighted on the Karam

tree, and afterwards made their nest among the Sirom grass at

its foot. Here the female laid two eggs, and Raghop Buar came

and ate them. Again she laid other two eggs, and again Raghop
Buar came and devoured them. Then Has and Hasin went to

Thakur Jiu and informed him that Raghop Buar had twice eaten

their eggs. On hearing this Thakur Jiu said,
'' I shall send some

one to guard your eggs." So calling Jaher-era, he committed the

eggs of the birds Has and Hasin to her care. So well di d she

perform her task that the female was allowed to hatch her eggs
from which emerged two human beings, a male and a female,

whose names were Pilchu Haram and Pilchu Budhi. Thakur

Jiu constituted Marang Buru (Great Spirit ?) their guardian.

(Here the reciter siags,
"
Hae, hae, two human beings,

Hae, hae, are born in the water,

Hae, hae, how can I bring them up ?

Hae, hae, where can I place them ?
"

" My mother gave me birth among the Sirom grass.

My father had his dwelling at the Karam tree foot.
''

)

Here they resided subsisting upon the grain of the

grasses Suniu buhic' § and Sama,\\ and Marang Buru came

* Adina cordifolia Hook f . Benth.
t Andropogon mnricatus, Eetz

JCynodon Dactylon, Pers.

§ Eleusine ^gyptiaca, PerJ.

Q Panicum coloQum, Liaa.
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to visit them daily. When they had grown up Thakur

Jiu created the Kapil cow. She had two bull-calves, and

on their attaining full age, Marang Burn one day said to

Pilchu Haram, ''Make a plough/' He replied,
" I do not

know how to make a plough/' Marang Buru then said to

Pilchu Budhi,
"
Granddaughter, you remain at home, we

are going to the forest to cut timber/' On reaching the

forest Marang Buru shewed how to cut the trees, and which

to cut for the separate pieces of the plough. Having

accomplished this they brought the wood home. Marang
Buru then said,

"
Grandson, shape the different pieces of

the plough, for I must leave you/' The day following he

came and said,
" Have you completed the plough ?

"

"Yes," he replied, "it is now finished/' Marang Buru then

said,
" Yoke the cattle to the plough," and when he had

done so, he said,
" Now plough. I must leave you again,

but shall return to-morrow." Next day when he came he

said,
" Have you finished ploughing ?

" Pilchu Haram re-

plied, "Yes." Then said Marang Buru, "We shall sow to-day."

Pilchu Haram said,
" What shall we sow ?

"
Marang Bum

said,
'' We shall sow Iri^ and Gunclli. f" After these had been

sown they asked,
" What shall we sow now ?

" He replied,
" Rice/' So they sowed rice in the Gangi Jabani field.

When the rice had grown somewhat Marang Buru ordered

them to weed it, which they did. The rice grew and ripened.

Then Marang Buru enquired,
'* Are the u« and gundli ripe?"

They replied,
"
They are." " Is the rice ripe ?" They replied

" The rice is also ripe." Marang Buru addressing the girl

said,
*' Clean the house with cowdung, to-morrow we shall

offer the first-fruits of the iri, gundli, and rice." He then

left them, as was his wont. On the morrow when he came

he enquired if his orders had been carried out, and being an-

swered in the affirmative, he said to Pilchu Haram,
"
Come,

my grandson, let us go to bathe." After having bathed

• Panicum frumontaceum, Liun.

f Pauicum miliarc, Lamk.
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ihey reaped iri and pundit. They prepared an offering of

ft few ears of each, and milk from the Kapil cow. Pilchu

Haram then enquired,
" To whom shall I offer it ?

"
Marang

Bum replied,
" I know, I shall show you/' So facing the

East he presented the offering along with a suitable prayer.

After having performed this ceremony Marang Bum said to

Pilchu Haram and Pilchu Budhi,
"
Reap it all, and separate

the grain from the straw and chaff/' When he returned next

day he enquired if all had been reaped, threshed, and winnowed

as he had directed. On knowing that it was so, he said

to Pilchu Budhi,
" Oh ! Granddaughter, boil this rice, and

then spread it out to dry, after which husk it." On his

arrival next day he said,
"
Well, Granddaughter, have you

husked the rice ?
" She replied,

"
I have done according

to your orders/' He then said,
"
Granddaughter, wash the

floor with cowdung, and put some rice in water, and when suffi-

ciently steeped take it out, and the Grandson and myself will

go to the forest to bring Raiiu rafi."* On reaching the

forest Marang Burn pointed out to Pilchu Haram the plants

to dig. When they had secured sufficient for their purpose they

returned.

They then washed the roots they had brought in water,

und placed them in a new basket. Marang Burn then

ordered them to bring a leafy branch of the Soso treef

with which to cover the basket. He then said to the girl,
" Oh ! Granddaughter, take the rice out of the water, and

put it Into a basket to strain the water off, and then place

it in the sun/' Marang, Buru then ordered her to make

• The root generally employed for the purpose of producing fermentation in

the grain in the manufacture of rice beer ia that of Ruellia suffruticosa, Roxb.

which is known to the Santals as Chanlia. The root of another plant of the

pecies Plectranthus, Nat. Order, Labiatse, is also used for the same purpose.
It ia said that when an extra strong brew is desired the root of Olerodendron

erratum, Spreng, is added. This plant is known to the Santals by the name of

Ssram lutur, or the Sambur's ear from the resemblance the leaf bears in shape
to the ear of that animal.

t Semicarpus anacardiumj L. f .
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the rice into flour, and to Pilchu Haram he said,
*' Take

the rami ran and grind it very fine/'' "When this had been

done it was put into a new earthen pot with water, and

afterwards the liquid was poured off into another vessel,

and the rami ran thrown away. Marang Buru then directed

them to make the flour into a paste with the water in which

the ranu ran b^d been. When this was done he ordered them

to make the paste into balls, and put them into a basket with

straw. He then left them, but returned in three days.

He then said to Pilehu Budhi,
"
Well, Granddaughter,

what is the rami like now ?
" She replied,

" It is dvy/' He

then said,
" Take the ranu out from the basket, and put it into

an earthen pot ;
I will come again to-morrow, and you,

Granddaughter, in the meantime prepare some rice.'" When

be came next day he found rice husked as he had ordered.

He then said,
" Boil some rice, and having washed a part

of the floor with cowdung, empty the rice out on it to dry.''

The following morning he found the rice dry, and told the

girl to bring the ranu balls which v^rere in the earthen pot, and

having bruised them with the wooden measure, to mix them up
with the boiled rice, and then to return all again to the earthen

pot, and after sprinkling a little water over it, to cover the

mouth of the vessel. He then left them saying he would return

in three days.

When he returned, he said,
" Oh ! Granddaughter,

is the handi *
ready ?

" She replied,
" Oh ! Grand-

father, the /landi smells strongly.'"' Marang Buru then

said,
" Heat some water and pour it on the handi, and

having done so wash the floor with cowdung while wo

two go to bathe.*' On their return from bathing Marang
Buru said to Pilehu Budhi, ''Bring some of the handi, the

Grandson and I will offer a libation.
" When the handi was

brought he poured out a libation, and then turning to Pilehu

Haram and Pilehu Budhi, he said,
" Drink the handi, drink

* The name given bj Santali ^ th« liquor prepared from rice, or other graias.
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£t all up.
" He then left them, and they, finding the liqnor

to their taste, drank deeply, and becoming intoxicated forgot

they were brother and sister. They confessed to Marang Bum
when he visited them next day, but he assured them they had been

guilty of no offence. They afterwards made themselves a rude

covering from the leaves of the Bare tree."*

In course of time seven sons and seven daughters were bom

to them. They remained here in Hibiri Pipihri till their chil-

dren grew up. About this time, some say, Pilchu Haram and

Pilchu Budhi quarrelled, and separated, others say the separation

was by Marang Buru''s orders. However, it came about they

separated, and Pilchu Haram took the sons with him and settled

in Suipur, and Pilchu Budhi took the daughters with her and

went to Puipur. The young men were great hunters, killing

deer, peacocks, tigers, etc. The girls were in the habit of going

to the forest to gather potherbs. The two old people, knowing
the direction each had taken, warned their charges against going

where it was probable the one party might meet the other.

One day the seven sons went to the Surukuc forest to hunt, the

girls also came to the same place to gather potherbs. Having
collected their herbs, the girls were amusing themselves, singing
and swinging on the branches of a CLapakia Bare tree.t The

young men hearing singing said among themselves,
' There are

human beings near.
"

Attracted by the sound they drew near,

and saw the girls under the Chapakia Bare tree, '^^hen the girls

became aware of the presence of the young men they left off

swinging, and began to dance a Dahar dance, and to sing :

" The ants are swarming. Mother,

On the branches of the Chapakia Bare tree.

They are swarming, Mother. "

The young men then drew near to where they were dancing,
and the girls invited them to join them. They accepted the

invitation, and the two parties uniting began a Laore dance.

• Ficus bengalensis, Linn.

f Ficoa tomentosa, L.
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They paired according to their ages, the eldest son with the

eldest daughter, and so on, down to the youngest. During the

dance they sang the following :
—

" Underneath the Chapakia Bare,

Mother, see the young Boibindi deer/^

Becoming tired of dancing, they went off by their pairs to

the forest. As her daughters did not return as usual in the

evening Pilchu Budhi was distressed and began to weep. On

hearing her weeping Marang Buru came and enquired why she

was troubled. She informed him that her daughters had gone

off with some young men, and had not returned. He said,

" Do not distress yourself, I shall bring your old man to you.
"

After a short time he did so, and the old people met again after

many years' separation. After this they removed to the Sui

forest, where they all resided together.

From here they went to Haradata, and then moved on to

Khojkaman, where they were divided into the following grou[is

or tribes in the order of the birth of the males : (1) Kisku, (2)

Murmu, (3) Hembrom, (4) Soren, (5) Hasdak, (6) Marndi, (7)

Tudu. Afterwards other five groups or tribes were added. They

are, (8) Baske, (0) Besra, (10) Pauria, (11) Core; the twelfth,

however, has been lost. (At this part of the narrative the following

is sung by the^reciter to a Dong air :
—

In Hihiri, Mother, I was born,

In Pipihri, Mother, I saw the light.

In Haradata, Mother, 1 grew up,

In Khojkaman, Mother, I was sought for.)

From Khojkaman they went to Chae, and thence to Champa,
"where they resided many years. Here their social distinctions

or divisions were instituted. Kisku became the royal tribe under

the cognomen of Kisku Raj. The Murmur became the princely

tribe, and were named Murmu Thakur. Hembrom was ennobled,

and known as Hembrom Kuar. The ISoren became the Soldier

tribe, and were named Soren Sipahi. The Marndis were appoint-

ed the king's treasurers and stewards, and named Marudi Kipisar.
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The Tndus took to music, and received the title of Tudu Manda-

riva. There is no record of the offices conferred upon the other

tribes preserved in the apj>ellations they bear at the present day,

although tradition records that the Baske group or tribe were

merchants or traders.

Here Fort Koenfla was built, and was the residence of the

Royal House of Kisku. Fort Champa belonged to the Prlnct ly

House of Murmu, and Fort Badodi to the Mamdi Kipisar. There

were other forts, sueh as Fort Khaira, but tradition is less

decided as to the tribes in whose possession they were.

About this time a great calamity overtook the race. It was

almost utterly destroyed by fire from heaven. There are several

versions of the tradition regarding it. Some say it occurred in

Hihiri Pipihri, almost immediately after the creation of

Pilchu Haram and PiLhu Budhi. Others assign it to a later

period, and mention different localities as the scene of the

catastr >phe. Various reasons are also given as to why the race

was thus visited. Some say, it was sent by the Deity as a

punishment for the sins of the people ; others that two discontent-

ed members of the Marndi tribe invoked the vengeance of

Thakur upon those who had offended them. The account which

places it irameliitely after the creation simply states the fact

and avoids all reference to the causes which operated to brino* it

about.

The version which places this fire-flood at the earliest period
is as follows :

—
When Pilchu Haram and Pikhu Budhi had reached ad-

olescence it rained fire-rain for seven days and seven nio-hts.

They sought refuge from the buraing liquid in a cave in a

rock, from which when the flood was over, they emerged
unscathed. Jaher-era then came and interrogated them as

to where they had been. They replied,
" We were underneath

a rock.
" The following verse completes the description :

—
Seven days and seven nights it rained fire-rain,

Where were you, ye two human beings :

Where did you pass the time ?
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Another variant is as follows :

At the time the different social distinctions and duties

were assigned to the various tribes, it is said the Marndia
were overlooked. Two members of this tribe, by name, Ambir

Singh and Bir Singh, who had their residence on Mount Here,

learning that they and their co-tribesmen had been slighted,
became incensed against those who had been more fortunate,
and prayed for fire from heaven to descend and destroy
them. Their prayer was answered, and one-half of the country
was destroyed, and half of the population perished.

The house in which Ambir Singh and Bir Singh lived was of

stone, with a door of the same material. It therefore resisted the fire

which was devastating the country far and wide, and the

inhabitants escaped unhurt. (At this point in the recital the

following is sung to a Baha air :

Thou art shut in with a stone door,

Ambir Singh, thou art shut in with a stone door,

Ambir Singh, the country is burning,

Ambir Singh, the country is burnt up.)

When Kisku Raj heard of what had happened, he enquired

who had done it. He was informed that it was the work of

Ambir Singh and Bir Singh. He at once ordered them into his

presence and enquired why they had brought such a disaster

upon the people. They replied,
" In the distribution of distinctions

and ofiices all were considered but ourselves.
'^ To this Kisku

Baj replied,
"
Yes, yes, do not act thus, and you also shall

receive an ofTice.
"

They then caused the fire to be extinguish-

ed. Kisku Raj then addressing them, said,
" I appoint you

treasurers and stewards over all the property and possessions

of all kings, princes, and nobles. All the dhan* and rice will

be under your charge. From your hands will all the servants

and dependants receive their daily portion.
" From that time

the Marndi tribe became Marndi Kipisar. Another variant has

it that while at Khojkaman the iniquity of the people reached

* Uabusked rice.
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such a height that Thakur Jin punished them by sending fire-

rain upon the earth. Two individuals alone of the whole race

escaped destruction by hiding in a cave in Monut Haradata.

About this time the chief of the house of Kisku took to

himself a concubine named Sabnaera^ said to belong to the

Birhor* tribe. She had a son whose name was Madho Singh.

On Madho Singh reaching man^ s estate he was employed in

collecting revenue. One day two persons, named Bhat and

Purhut, said to him,
" Why do you work so hard, seeing you

have only yourself to provide for ? Why do you not get

married ?
'' Madho Singh replied,

" I am not of the same caste

as they are, and no one will give me his daughter to wife.
"

They said,
" We will introduce the subject to the king and try

to arrange the affair for you.
"

They, therefore, on the first

opportunity broached Madho Singh^s marriage to several members

of the house of Kisku, but they rejected the proposal with scorn,

and roughly handled the two for having dared to suggest a

marriage between Madho Singh and a daughter of the house of

Kisku. They were greatly incensed at the treatment they had

been subjected to, and vowed to have their revenge. So on

meeting Madho Singh they said to him,
" It was on your

account we were beaten and disgraced. They would not listen

to us, so we advise you to Hut tone of their maidens.
•"

When it became known that Madho Singh intended to wed

one of their daughters by force, they held a consultation to decide

as to what should be done. They said,
*•' We are one people,

and Madho Singh belongs to another people ; we cannot give him
one of our daughters. Come let us flee the country altogether."

So they made carts having the axles all of one width, and

taking as much of their household goods with them as they

could, they left during the night. But some of them preferred

their property to their caste. So they said,
" Our lives will not

*
Literally jungle men. Birbors are a wandering tribe of Kolarian origin'

•who earn a precarious livelihood by the sale of ropes, etc., made from the fibre oi
Bauhlnia Vahlii, eked out by jungle fruits, roots, etc

t A form of marriage among the Sautala in whic h a man forcibly weds a woman
by simply marking her on the forehead with red lead, or rindur.
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be taken, onlj our caste will be broken, and what is that when

compared with all this wealth we are leaving behind ?
'' So

they remained and received the designation of Bedya.

Those who fled went to Aire Kainde, where they remained

many years.

From Aire Kainde they again moved on, but the Sang river

which was in flood barred their way. (Here the following is sung

to a Dong air :

The Sang river is in flood,

The Aser overflows its banks.)

Those who were leading crossed the Sang river without

supernatural aid, but those in the rear solicited aid from the

bongas
* to enable them to reach the other side in safety.

Beyond the Sang river they came to the Singh door and theBahi

door, which they found closed against them. Here they

encountered two persons, the name of the one was Ulura

Paika, and that of the other Julum Paika. Ulum Paika

and Julum Paika addressing them said,
"
Call upon the bongas

and we shall burst open the door and allow you to pass through/'

They acted upon the advice thus given and Ulum Paika and

Julum Paika breaking the doors they proceeded on their way
to Bhelvva ghat.

No legend is so widely known and popular among the Santrds

as the one with which the name of Madho Singh is connected,

as it is so intimately associated with what may bo aptly styled

the central event in their chequered history,
—that of their flight

from Champa. Up till then they had been ruled by one

of themselvce!, and it is to this period that the imagination of

the Santa! reverts when he feels himself trammelled by forest

and rent laws, or by the thousand and one restrictions which
follow in the wake of civilized government.

As the flight from Champa occupies such a prominent place
in the annals of the Santals, we may be excused for giving
another version of the tradition regarding it.

• The deities worshipped by the Santls.
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It is said, that in the service of the Royal House of Kisku

were a number of Birhors^ whose duty it was to provide ro]^es

to tether the elephants and cattle. On a certain day they failed

to deliver the usual supply, with the result that the elephants

and cattle broke loose during the night and destroyed several

fields of grain belonging to the king. In the morning when

the Birhors knew what had occuiTcd, they dreaded the king^s

anger, and packing up their goods and chattels they fled from

the place. When the Santal king was informed of the damage

done to his crops, and the disappearance of the Birhors, he order-

ed an immediate pursuit, and himself took command of the

party. During the flight a Birhor woman gave birth to a child,

but such was the fear which inspired the runaways that lest

it should impede their movements it wns simply covered with

a few large leaves, and left on the roadside to its fate.

The pursuers on coming up heard its cries, and rescued it

from certain death. The king having given up hope of being
able to overtake the fugitives gave up the pursuit, and returned

home bringing the foundling with him. The child was reared

in the king's house, and received the name of Madho Singh.

Madho Singh on growing up showed such talent that he even-

tually became collector of the king's revenue, and carried a golden

umbrella when moving about the country.

One day he petitioned the king to give him a Santal maiden

to wife, at the same time threatening that if his request was

not complle<I with, he would ttut one of their daughters. At

the darbar which was called to consider this matter, it was decided

that as Madho Singh was a Birhor he could not be allowed to

intermarry with themselves. To avoid the disgrace of having
one of their daughters forcibly wedded by a Birhor they, at

the suggestion of the Marndi tribe, fled during the night, and

left Madho Singh in possession of the kingdom. A few, who

preferred their worldly goods to honour, remained behind, and

were known in future as Bedya Santals.

The first obstruction to their flight which the fugitives

encountered was the Singh door. It was of solid stone and as
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thej could neither force it operij nor break it^ they begaa to weep.

While thus engaged they were accosted by Julum Paika and

Kapi Karan, who said^
"
Call upon the bongas, and we will soon

break open the stone (Joor with our bows^ and clear a passage

for you.
"

Being in great straits they were compelled to call

upon these strange gods^ and Julum Palka and Kapi Karan

each struck the massive stone door with the sharp end of his

bow, and shivered it to a thousand pieces. They passed through,

and in a short time reached the Bahi door, which was also of

stone. As with the Singh door, so with this, they could neither

force it open nor break it. Here they were met by Ulum Paika

and Bhalwai Bijai, who said,
^''

Call upon the bongas, and we

will make a way for you.''"'
It was easier a second time to look

for deliverance to strange gods, so they did as they were

advised, and Ulum Paika and Bhalwai Bijai struck the Bahi

door with their bows with such force as to break it to pieces.

They were here taught by Ulum Paika and Bhalwai Bijai to

offer sacrifices to the bongas. They sacrificed a black fowl to

Marang Burn, and a brown one to Jaher-era, and cut ox-hides

into strips, which they hung on the bushes along their line of

march. They also marked the stones with sindur as they

proceeded.

Madho Singh was very wroth when he knew the Santals

had decamped, and seizing his battle-axe, and taking his sword

under his arm went in pursuit. Passing through the Singh doer

and the Bahi door he saw the strips of ox-hide on the bushes,

and the signs of bonga worship in the stndur on the stones by

the wayside. He then said, "These people have apostatised,

I shall leave them to themselves and return home."

From Bhelwa ghat they advanced to the plain of Chitri

Hatup. They remained many years here and enjoyed peace and

prosperity. The elders passed their t ime in legislating for the

good of the community. The young men were employed in

breaking cattle for the plough, and the maidens were to be

Been dancing the Dahar dance.
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The festivals sanctioned by their religion were duly observed

at the proper seasons, and all social institutions^ such as marriage,

funeral rites, etc., were held in reverence, and all obligations

connected therewith cheerfully discharged.

The water of the Sonae Sokra and the Kere Spring having

failed, they were under the necessity of moving on again. Turi

pokhori and Baha bandela* lay in the way and had to be

crossed. This was don3 by spreading lotus leaves on the surface

of the water, on which they passed over without wetting the

soles of their feet. They then reached Murup goda.

From Murup goda they once more moved on and came to

Amber.

Leaving Amber they encountered the jungle of Kaker, which

was so dense that they with great difficulty made their way through

it, some of the people, it is said, crept through on their hands

and knees. Beyond this lay the forest of Bare-barangon, through

which they passed, trampling down the undergrowth, until a path

was made.

They then came to Kadma beda, from whence they passed on

to Belaonja, and afterwards to Sir and Sikhar. They then

spread over the parganas of Palganjo, Tundi and Pandra, and

adjoining districts. A portion went south and settled in the

Midnapur jungles.

From Palganjo, Tundi and Pandra they crossed the Barakar

river, and spread over the Santal Parganas.

The leaders tried to prevent the people crossing the Barakar

river, but the bad name they gave to the country beyond,

as well as the punishment which was to overtake those who

disobeyed, failed to restrain them. After crossing the Barakar

river they pressed on to the banks of the Adjae river, which they

also crossed, and possessed the country on the north bank also.

Finding themselves cramped in the Santal Parganas they began

to cross the Ganges, and clear homesteads for themselves in the

Pundua jungle.

? Turi ftad Ilowoz tanks.





II —Kalidasa (2).—-His age.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Shastri, MJV., C.I-E.

As already stated, the only positive facts known about

Kalidasa's date is that he lived some time before 634 and 620 A.D.

That gives the outer limit of his date, but the inner limit will

have to be found out. The Indian tradition asserts that Vikra-

maditya of Ujjain founded the Era of 56 B.C., and that he had

nine gems in his court, one of them being Kalidasa. This tra-

dition asserts four different facts : (1) That there was a Vikra-

maditya at Ujjain in 56 B.C. ; (2) that he founded the era of

56 B.C. ; (3) that he had a court in which there were nine

distinguished men, and (4) that Kalidasa was one of them. Let

us examine all these four statements.

(1) There was no great king at Ujjain in the year 56 B.C.

There was indeed a great conqueror at Palitana or Pratisthana on

the Godavari far away from Ujjain named Vasisthiputra. But

it is nowhere asserted that he had nine gems in his court.

(2) The Era of 56 B.C. had nothing to do with Vikrama-

ditya at all. For the first three centuries we do not get any

inscription dated in this Era. There is only one inscription

dated in this era in the fourth century, but in that inscription

the Era is called Krita or newly made (by calculating backwards).

In the fifth century there are several inscriptions dated in this

era, in the earliest of which dated 404 A.D., it is called both

Krita and Malavaganamnata, i.e., newly made and adopted by the

tribes of Malwa. Gradually the word Krita was dropped and it

was called the Malava Era or the era adopted by the Malavas.

In an inscription dated 533 A .D., this era is called
"
Malavaga-

nasthityanusaratat Kalajnanaya likhitesu, i.e., for the purpose of

ascertaining time according to the convention of the tribe of

Malavas. It is only in the eighth century of this era which
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had the name Kli-ta in the beginning, and the name Malava

after that; became associated with the name of Vikrama. There

are scholars who think that the name Vikrama^ there, is not a

proper name, but a common noun denoting prowess as the epoch

of the era coincides with Dashera festival in which kings used

to sUow their prowess by issuing from their capital in a great

procession and cutting down the branch either of a Sami or a

Kovidara tree. It is only in the thirteenth century, when the

Indian people had lost all their date traditions and lost their

historical sense, that the full name Vikramaditya became associa-

ted with this era.

(3) So there was no Vikramaditya in 56 B.C. and the era

of 53 B.C. became associated with the name of Vikramaditya

in the thirteenth century A. J)., i.e., after fourteen centuries

of its existence.

The theory of nine gems is equally untenable, because the

nine gems belong to different periods. One of them Varaharai-

hira by his own statement wrote one of his great works in 505

A. D. Amarasimha, the other gem, is universally believed

to have flourished about the end of the sixth century. There

are so many Vararuchis, all equally distinguished, that it is

impossible to tell which Vararuehi is included among the

nine gems. So the list of gems given in Indian tradition in-

cludes names of men belonging to different periods and is, there-

fore, useless as a chronological data.

(4) If there be no nine gems, it is scarcely possible that

Kalldasa was one of them. So from Indian traditions there is no

possibility of getting a clue to Kalidasa^s date.

The attempt made by S. Roy, Esq., to take Kalidasa back

to the second century B.C. on the ground that some of the

expressions used by him are not sanctioned by Patanjali, though

they may be sanctioned by Panini, is opposed to the history

of the development of the Sanskrit language. Patanjali wrote

his Bhasya for a language which was fast vanishing and going

out of use. It is a well-known fact that when he wrote, literary

vernaculars had grown up in different provinces and that he was
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leGrislating for the speech of the Sistas only. The word sista

means a well-to-do Brahmin inhabitant of Aryavarta who was an

expert in at least one of the sciences of the Hindus. It is a

well-known fact that since then vernaculars were constantly

influencing Sanskrit. As the number of Sistas was diminishing,

Panini^s grammar and Patanjali's Bhasya were fast going out

of use and they had constantly to be revived and resuscitated

by new commentaries and by new recasts. Other schools of

grammar were constantly rising up for the purpose of validating

vemacularised expressions in Sanskrit or, better perhaps, Sans-

kritised vernacular expressions. If it can be proved that Kali-

dasa flourished at a period when Panini and Patanjali went to

sleep, S. Koy's position would be absolutely untenable.

There was a theory that Matrigupta, the Viceroy of Kashmir,

under Pravarasena in the third century was Kalidasa. This is

equally opposed to facts. In none of his books Kalidasa shows

any familiarity with the scenes and surroundings of Kashmir.

The geographical accounts of India given by him in his books

are equally opposed to the theory of third century A. D. The

Huns then were not in the north-western corner of India and

the Persian Empire was very little known.

The most recent theory about the date of Kalidasa is that he

flourished at the court of Chandra Gupta II, Vikramaditya of

the Gupta Dynasty, i.e., about the beginning of the fifth

century A.D. or a little earlier. The principal argument on

which that theory is based is that the description of seasons

given in the Mandasore inscriptions of 436 and 473 is an imita-

tion of Kalidasa^s Ritusamhara. But it has already been shown

that a very large number of dated inscriptions at Mandasore

contained descriptions of seasons, and they extend, so far as is

known, from 404 to 533 A.D If the first of these inscriptions,

that was written in 404, be an imitation of Kalidasa, Kalidasa's

date must go back to at least the middle of the fourth century.
But this nobody is prepared to accept. Is Ritusamhara really
such a fine poem that poets of a particular locality should

continue to imitate it for two centuries ? On the other hand, if it

3
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is true that Kalidasa was an inhabitant of Western Malwa and if

the poets of that locality were fond of describing seasons, in Beason

and out of season^ and that even in inscriptions, it is more reasonable

to suppose that Kalidasa as a young poet acquired the taste of de-

scribing seasons^ not only in Ritusamhara but in all his works he

is constantly describing them and as he grew in age and experience

these descriptions became more and more concise and more and

more effective. So it is much better to suppose that the poets of

Mandasore and Western Malwa had a convention of describing

seasons, and Kalidasa was trained under that convention. Then,

again, is it true that the poet Vatsabhatti who wrote the Sun

Temple inscription had the Ritusamhara before him ? I do not

think he had. If he were imitating Kalidssa he would not have

condescended to write on sucli trivial plants as Lavali, the fodder

of elephants, and Lajana, a common shrub without beauty and

without any attraction. Read side by side, Ritusamhara and that

inscription, neither of them appears to be an imitation of the

other. All that can be said about the date of Kalidasa from this

source is that Kalidasa flourished when poets loved to describe

the seasons, and as he was a product of this love, he should not

be placed at the beginning but either in the middle or in the end

of this period, i.e., at the latter half of the period between 404

and 583 A.D. His writings, or rather geographical and histor-

ical informations contained in them, tend to the same direction.

(1) It is a well-known fact that the Roman Empire wag

split into two after Constantine the Great about the middle of

the fourth century A.D., that the Western Empire of Rome was

destroyed by the Vandals, Goths and IJuns at about 475 A.D.,

and that the Eastern Empire wilh Constantinople as its capital

got the name of the Byzantine or the Greek Empire. Had

Kclidasa flourished before the fall of the We&tern Empire he

would certainly have mentioned the Romans. But in the

Baghuvamsa he mentions only the Yavans or the Greeks.

(2) Nearer home he does not speak of the Parthians, or the

Palliavas as they are called in India, tut of the Persians, who

l^ecame the dominant race west of Hindu India from the middle of
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tbe third centnry^ and the greatest extension of whose dominions

was in the sixth century A.D., when they conquered a part of

Western India.

It is a remarkal)Ie fact that in Raghuvamsa, the hero Raghu
after conquering Aparanta, i.e., Konkan and Surat^ goes by laud

route to Persia. He had no enemies or independent principalities

to conquer between Surat and Persia, all that territory being

absorbed in Sissanide Empire, whose greatest monarch Nausirvan

flourished from 531 to 579 A.D.

(3) The simultaneous existence of the Greek and the Persian

Empire shows that Kalidasa must^'have lived either in the end of

the fifth or in the sixth century, for in the first half of the fifth

century Greek Empire was a shadow of Rome and in the

feyenththe Persian Empire was destroyed by the Muhammadans.-

(4) The Huns, who destroyed the Roman Empire, proceeded

from the Chinese borders in th3 first century A.D,, and fell upon

the "Western Empire, and in the beginning of the fifth they

practically destroyed it. Finding it impossible to do the work of

destruction any more in the "West, a current of the stream of

Huna invasion came down to the north-west corner of India aad

settled there, after the destruction of the Roman Empire.

From their new home at Sakala, in the Puajab, they poured

in torrents in a south-easterly direction and broke the Gupta

Empire into pieces. They seemed to have conquered the whole

of Malwa, for a king of Eastern Malwa seems to have acknovf-

ledged the Hun supremacy. They cirried everything before

them with fire and sworl and people trembled at their name.

But the combined efforts of the people of Malwa and of the

remaant of the Gupta Empire seem to have repulsed them with

great slaughter sometime before 533 A.D., and confined them to

the north-western comer of India, i.e., the "Western Punjab,

Peshawar and Kashmere.

In the Raghuvamsa, Kalidasa places the Huns on the Indus

and in the north-west corner of India. "Was it before they

destroyed the Gupta Empire or after it ? From what has
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preceded, it cannot be before, for in that case Persians should not

be in Guzerat and in Sindh, for there is a good deal of evidence

that Guzerat and some portion of the deserts of Sindh were then

parts of the Gupta Empire, It was only after the Hun invasion

that the Persians could get hold of these territories, so the fact

that Kalidasa mentions the Huns in the north-western parts

of India shows that when he wrote the Raghuvamsa, the Huns
had already been driven out from Malwa and Hindustan.

(5) This is borne out by another statement of Kalidasa. In

the 6th canto of Raghuvamsa a great hero is described as

the ruler of Avanti, i.e., Malwa. Kalidasa gives such a vivid

description of his personal appearance that he appears to have

been not only a contemporary but a friend of that great

ruler, and he is described as a newly rising moon. Who
could be this ruler but Yasodharma, who humiliated the

Huns and commemorated his victories by raising two mono-

lith pillars containing a proud inscription in each, now lying

prostrate at Songne, five miles from Mandasore, with two big

statues which may represent either Yasodharmadeva himself, or

the deity he worshipped. These are lying neglected in the midst

of bushes. They are in Sindhia's territory. They should be taken

oare of and erected in their proper positions and cleared of dirt,

because they would remind the people of India of the most

glorious day of her ancient existence.

(6) Kalidasa mentions the Tibetan as ' Utsavasaniketan '

which is a Sanskrit word formed by the combination of the names

of the Tibetan provinces bordering on India—U. Tschang, Bostan

and Khotan. The Tibetans came to the notice of the world in

the sixth century A.D. The Chinese in that century called Tibet

Uchan from the names of the two provinces bordering on China.

From the fact that Kalidasa called the Tibetans Utsava Sanketan

it can be said that his Raghuvamsa at least belonged to the

sixth century, and it is a curious fact that he names Tibet

exactly in the same way as the Chinese did.

(7) There is another very curious expression in the fourth

canto of the Raghuvamsa in which Kalidasa says that Raghu
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placed Aksobhya in Tibet. Now, the earlier Mahayanists worship-

ped Amitabha who is still revered by every sect of Northern

Buddhism, be it in China; Korea, Mongolia or Japan. Next

comes the cult of Aksobhya and after that that of the five Dhyani
Buddhas. The Aksobhya calt became dominant by the end of

the fifth century. The Hindus were in greater sympathy with

Aksobhya than with any other Buddhist deity. He was regarded

as a Rsij as a Bhairava and as Siva himself. Kalidasa nowhere

showed any predilection for Buddhism. He is absolutely silent

about it. This is the only instance in which he has mentioned a

Buddhist deity, who has much in common with Siva whom
Kalidasa worshipped. The mention of Aksobhya shows that he

flourished about a century before Yuan Chwang.

(8) From Tibet Kalidasa crosses the Himalayas and comes

down to Kamarupa, which was then a powerful kingdom as will

be shown from the recently discovered Pancasara inscription

of Bhaskara Varma, a coDtemporary of Harsa (606
—

6-i6) . Thanks

to the interpretation of that inscription by Fandita Padmanatha

Vidyavinoda of the Cotton College, Gauhati, we have come to

know that nine powerful kings preceded Bhaskara Varma in

the kingdom of Kamarupa. These nine kings must have

reigned there for more than hundred years bringing the date of

Kalidasa from the middle of the fifth to the middle of the sixth

century A.D.

(9) Rapson has shown in his work on Indian coins that the

Guptas began to coin money from 319 A.D. and continued to

do so till 606 A.D., when their empire was formally put an end

to by Harsavardhana who began to coin money in his own name.

But during the latter half of this period, after the Hun invasion,

the Guptas were no longer a military power. They were em-

perors in name and had all the insignia of royalty among which

coining money was one. The condition of the Gupta Empire then

was just like that of the Moghul Empire after the invasion of

Nadir Shah. The Moghul Emperors were then emperors in

name and in form. Even the East India Company coined

money in their names up to the year 1827, when Lord Amherst
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saw the Emperor at Delhi and told him that he had ceased to

reign. The East India series of coins began from that year.

Kalidasa puts the Emperor of Magadha exactly in this situation.

In the great assembly of the princes of India at the Svayambai-a

of Indumati in Vidarbha, the first place of honour is accorded to

the King of Magadha. But there is the significant expression :
—

mri ^m\^ ^Tf^^^^ I

" Let there be thousand other kings, but the Earth is possess-

ed of a king because of him ; just as there may be thousands of

stars, but the night would be called luminous only when the moon

is there/' This clearly gives the king of Magadha a precedence

over the rest of the kings of India, and the fact that Indumati

was taken to him first of all, shows that his position was undis-

puted. But Kalidasa takes care not to describe him as a military

leader, but as a man fond of sacrifices, and describes his capital as

a great city.

(10) In Southern India the Pandya capital was Madura and

the Cola capital was Uragapura or Uraiara which is at present

a suburb of Trichinopoly on the Kaverl. Eut Kalidasa makes

the Pandyas the masters of Uragapura, and nowhere in his works

mentions the Cholas. These two powers from the beginning of

their existence in remote antiquity, long before Asoka, were at

war with each other. But we know from SewelPs works, that

the.r hostilities became acube from the beginning of the third

century and at the end of the struggle the Cholas lost their king-

dom and their capital. Vincent Smith tays that about 575 A.D.,

the Pandyas, the Cholas and the Cheras equally felt the power of

s newly-rising kingdom, viz., that of the Pallavas. But the

Cholas were not at their old place, for Yuan Chwang says that he

found the Cholas a weak race at Cudduppa, nearly 300 miles north

of Trichinopoly. The fact that Kalidasa does not mention the

Pallavas shows that he flourished before the Pallavas had risen

to power, but at the time when the Cholas had lost their capital

I
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in their straggle with the Pandyas. Historical re?earches have not

yet been able to fix with exactitude the time when Uragapura

fell into the hands of the Pandyas. But as the struggle conti-

nue 1 fDr foir centuries fro a the baglnnlng of the^third^ it may

be inferred that they lost it in the 4th century of that struggle^ for

in the beginning of the 6th century we find them SOO miles

away from their home.

(11) In the Kumfra Sambhava which will be proved later

on to have preceded the Raghuvamsa Kalidasa describes the con-

dition of lotuses in a reservoir of water when its embankment

fails. In Bengal, tanks are made by excavations, but in coun-

tries where there are many plateaux, vast reservoirs of water are

often formed by throwing up an embankment on one side, when

the other sides are formei by higalaads. 'There is a historical

reservoir of this kind at Gimar. Its embankment was thrown

up by a nephew of Chandragupta Maurya in the -ith century

B.C. That embmkmeat give wiy in about 150 A.D. and it

wa? repaired by the Saka King Rudradamau, but it gave way

again about -l-ZS A.D. and was repaired by an officer of the Gupta

Emperor. The affair made a deep impression on the people of

Gujrat and Malwa, and Kalidasa deecribes the scene in a simile

in the Kumara Sambhava. It was most likely a recent event

when Kalidasa described it.

(12) In the 16th canto of Eaghuvamsa Kalidasa de-

scribes the desertion of Ayodhya and its re-peopling by Kusa.

Bapson in his work on Indian coins says that the Guptas had

three Capitals, viz,, {i) Pataliputra, ^i) Ayodhya and (iii) Ujjain.

Then- own province was Mag^dha from which they extended

their conquest towards the west. They conquered Hindusthan and

made Ayodhya their second capital and then conquered Malwa,
and made Ujjain their third capital. It is not a fact that they
deserted one capital for another, but they had all the three at one

and the same time. It is most probable that on the advance of

the Huns Ayodhya and Ujjain were both deserted and the Gup-
tas had recourse to Pataliputra, their earliest capital. This de-

sertion was seen by Kalidaia, for he describes it very vividly and
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perhaps he saw it even after its re-peopling. The fact that it

was re-peopled is proved by the statement in Sana's Harsacarita

that it continued the '

pilkhana
'

(elephant stable) of Harsa and
that it was presided over by a scion of the Gupta family called

Skanda Gupta, who came in 606 to Harsa at Thaneswar imme-

diately after the latter's accession to the throne and gave him a

good deal of advice in state-craft.

(13) There is no doubt that the reign of Skanda Gupta of

the Imperial Gupta dynasty was the most popular, the most pros-

perous and the most brilUant in the history of that dynasty. It

is also a fact that he loved Malwa and spent much of his time at

Ujjain. Kalidasa describes a temple of Skanda on a hill named

Devagiri situated on the road leading from Ujjain to Mandasore.

This deity is still worshipped at the same Devagiri as Khande Rao

which is a vernacular form of Skanda. It contains the statues

of Skanda on horse back which shows that in the mind of the

man who consecrated that temple, the deity Skanda and the Em-

peror Skanda were one and the same. Kalidasa was of the same

mind, for otherwise the glorious description of what now is an

obscure temple cannot be accounted for. To those who know

the Indian custom, it is well known that no temple is dedicated

to a living man. It is only shortly after his death that temples

are dedicated to him. This Skanda temple was therefore erected

after the death of Skanda Gupta to commemorate him and so

Kalidasa, who was a devoted follower of Siva, describes this temple

as dedicated to Siva's son in a manner worthy of the unspent

genius of a young poet.

(14) There were poets before Kalidasa and these were great

poets too ; there were poets after Kalidasa and there were great

poets too, but none of them describes the Himalaya so minutely and

so lovingly as Kalidasa has done. He describes every part of the

Himalayas both lengthwise and crosswise j both in the lower

regions and in the higher regions. Did he eajoy any special faci-

lities to travel in the Himalayas ? We in the twentieth century can-

not imagine that he did ;
but in one of his inscriptions Yasodharma-

deva proclaims it as one of his glorious acts, that he has made
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the Himalayas accessible. In fact none but a great conqueror,

whose empire extended from the Western Seas to the Brahmaputra

and from the Himalayas to Mahendragiri, who conquered territo-

ries unknown to the Guptas and Hunas, could make Himalayas

accessible. Kalidasa took full advantage of this accessibility of

the Himalayas in his Raghuvamsa, for in that work he describes

it lengthwise, he describes the different strata of the Himalayas

and even goes beyond it to fight with the primitive people of

Tibet who did not know the use of iron but fought with stones.

Bana the court poet of Harsavardhana was a scholar and a

travelled man. His travels are detailed in the Harsacarita

Three hundred men travelled in his train. In his Kadambari

he traverses many of the countries described by Kalidasa in his

Meghaduta—Ujjain, Dasapura and the Himalayas. But his

description of the Himalayas is absolutely vague. He gives

us no details. His Himalaya is more a creation of his own

fancy than the result of his observations. This evidently shows

that the Himalayas were not so accessible, even though his

patron was a mighty monarch, as in the time of Kalidasa.

Bharavi, too, who preceded Kalidasa, had occasion to describe

the Himalayas but only.a part of it. His description also shows

that he did not see much of the Himalayas. It was Kalidasa

alone who saw the Himalayas and described them in all their glory.

(15) The regions to the south of Narmada were inhabited

by the ancient race Haihayas. Karttavreyyarjuna was the

legendary hero of this race. Their capital was Mahismati which

!Mr. Pargiter identified with Mandhata on the Narmada. It

is said that they gained ascendancy in that region about the

third century A.D. They often held the great fort of Kalinjar.

They had an era called the Chedi Era or the Traikutaka Era

with its epouh falling in the year 'Z4^9 or 250 A.D. Kalidasa

not only mentions the Haihayas bordering on the sea, but he

even mentions the city of Trikuta situated in the Mahadeva

Hills of the Satpura range. The city was so called because

there were in its neighbourhood three high peaks. From a state-

ment in the fourth canto of Kaghuvamsa, we learn that Raghu
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captured the city and made the three peaks serve the purpose of

pillars of victory.

In the July number of the Indian Antiquary ior 1913 Is

given the substmce of an inscription dated 608 of Buddharaj,
son of Sankaragana of the Haihaya race who were still disputing

the supremacy of the Deccan with the Chalukyas of Badami.

So the Haihayas were powerful rulera on the other side of

the Narmada for the whole of the 6th century.

(16) Mathura was a very ancient city. It was in the very

heart of the Gupta Empire. Yet Kalidasa speaks of an indepen-

dent kingdom in Mathura. He couldn't say so until after the

dismemberment of the Gupta Empire by the Huna invasion.

From an inscription deolphsred by Bhagavan Lai Indraji in the

ninth volume of the Indian, Antiquary, we come to learn that

a dynasty of kings was reigning thtre for several generations.

The ninth king of that dynasty set up an inscription which on

Palseographical grounds is placed by Bhagavan Lai Indraji

in the eighth century A.D. Counting backward the establieh-

ment of the kingdom would fall about the time of the fall of

the Gupta Empire. The founder of the dynasty was Pakko, a

South Indian name. He seems to have come from Southern

India, where the Kadamvas were always friendly to the Guptas.

Kalidasa says that the dynasty was called Nipa dynasty, which, if

Sanskrit lexicography is to be believed, means Kadamva dynasty.

(17) Kalinga is a country mentioned t aIcc by Kalidasa, once

in connection with the conquests of Raghu and once more in

connection with the Boyal assemblage at Vidarbha. The Puranas

tell us that about the middle of the fifth century A.D. a powerful

man, named Guha, established the kingdom of Kalinga and hit

it to his posterity. His dominions extended all along the Orissa

coast down to the Kaveri.

(18) Kalidasa speaks of Auga as a powerful kingdom, the

Raja of which was in rank and honour second only to the king

of Magadha. The country was famous for its elephants and

for its rich literature on elephants. In Harsacarita we find

King Sasanka ruling in this region about GOO A.D. His othar
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name was Narendra Gupta. He seems to have represented a

branch of the Imrerial Gupta family'at Magadha. This is the

only possible explanation why ladumati was introduced to.time

immediately after her introduction to the King of Magadha.

If this was really a branch of the Gupta family, they must

have branched off from a very early period of the Gupta domi-

nions and as an off-shoot of the Gupta family they were respected

like the Imperial family. But if they were not a branch of the

Gupta family, but belonged to the
" Devarkshitas

'''
of Karna-

Buvarna, they must have achieved their success immediately after

the fall of the Gupta Empire on account of the Huna invasion

and were a powerful and resrected family in the beginning of

the sixth century.

The political geography of Southern Asia, as given in KaJi-

dasa's work, tallies with real facts, so far as is known at present

of the political geography of the beginning of the sixth century

A.D. If we believe the Indian tradition and place Kalidasa

in 56 B.Ct we get neither the Greeks who were long before

conquered by the Romans, nor the Persians who rose to power

in the second quarter of the third century A.D., nor the Hunas

in the north-west corner of India which was occupied by the

Scj^hic races. Coming to India, we find the Satikarnis aim-

ing almost at a universal monarchy under Vasit-thiputra and

Vatsjputra Pulumayi whom Kalidasa does not at all men-

tion. The same facts would not allow us to put him in the

first century A.D. for we do not find the Kusans and Satakarnis.

In the second century too, the Kusans were all-powerful at

Benares, Mathura, Sravasti and even at Pataliputra. In the

third century the fall of the Satakarnis and Kusans gave rise to

anarchy and confusion, unfavourable to the growth of art and

literature. The fourth century saw the rapid rise of the Gupta

Empire and of the Empire of the Burmans of Pokarana. It

would have been impossible for Kalidasa in that century to

speak of the king of Magadha as holding only a nominal sove-

reignty. The fifth centtiry saw the absorption of the Burman

Empire in the Gupta Empire and the invasion of the Hunas,
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An independent sovereignty at Mathura or in Anga would then

be impossible. It is only after the fall of the Gupta Empire on

account of the Huna invasion, that Northern India would be

divided into small kingdoms like those described by Kalidasa.

So his geography is true only for the latter end of the fifth

century and the first-half of the sixth, and this is the period
of Kalidasa^s literary activity. He cannot be later than 550
for he does not at all mention the kingdom of Thaneswar which

played such an important part in the latter end of that century
and m the first-half of the seventh. He describes the Kuruk-
shettra indeed but only as a sacred place and is absolutely
silent about its political existence.

Epigraphy also yields certain facts which lead to the same
conclusion. Kalidasa in his description of the Himalayas says
that coloured earth washed by the rains falling on berch-bark
with red horizontal lines produce the shape of letters ; which

barks, the V idhyadharas, with a little manipulation, use as their

love-letters. This evidently shows that Kalidasa was aware
of the existence of a rectilineal alphabet which was thought to

be very ancient in his time and which was regarded as belong-

ing to the demi-gods Vidhyadharas. This is no other than the

Brahmi alphabet of Asoka's time—an alphabet which continued

to be in use with some modifications down to the end of the

third century A.D. Kalidasa could not have attributed them to

Vidhyadharas if he had lived between third century B.C. and

third century A.D., i.e., during the currency of the rectilineal

alphabet. That alphabet was beyond the comprehension even

of learned men in his time and so he says that it was the

alphabet of the Vidhyadharas.

I suspect that Kalidasa made the Ramagiri hills the place

of banishment for his love-lorn Yaksa, simply because there are

caves in that hill, inscribed with the rectilineal alphabet, which

scholars consider to be even older than Asoka.

In the Kumarasambhavam Kalidasa says that on the mango
blossoms sat black bees and they look like the letters of the

namn of oupid. Cupid has many names but the name chosen

by Kalidasa is Manolihava and it is curious that in the later

Mandasore inscriptions all these syllables are broad at the top
and at the bottom and thin in the middle, Ma, vo, bha and va

each resembling a black bee.



III.—Maranja-Mura Charter of Maha
Siva Gupta alias Yayati.

By B.C. Maznmdar, M.B..AJS.

General remarks.

I. This copper-plate charter of much historical importance

was unearthed by a cultivator" four years ago, almost at the

boundary of the villages
—Jate Singa and Dungri—in the Feuda-

tory State of Sonpur, some 14 miles to the north-east of the

town of Sonpur. Maharaja Sri Bir Mitrodaya Singh Deo, the

Feudatory Chief of Sonpur, very kindly gave to me this record

(as well as two other copper-plate Charters of the Bhauja rulers

which I shall edit later on) a short time after its discovery.

The record was forthwith deciphered and notes regarding its

physical character were then duly recorded. As I am a blind

man now and cannot revise my notes referring to the text of the

charter, I must give this assurance to the readers that the notes

I am depending upon in editing the charter now, were very

carefully taken. However, as the readers will now be in a posi'

tion to inspect the charter itself, I need not speak anything as to

the quality of my work. On reference to my paper on the three

Copper-Plate Records of Sonpur, published in the Epigraphia

IndicUf Vol. XI, pages 93-104, it will be seen that this charter

was issued twelve years previous to the grant of Nibinna (in the

Sonpur State) by the self-same grantor.

II. This charter, like other charters of the Trikalinga Guptas,

contains three plates of four sides and are strung together on

a circular ring about 3^ inches in diameter and ^ inch in thick-

ness. The ring passes through circular holes bored through
the left margins of the plates, and its ends are secured in a lump
of copper the upper surface of which may be

fitly described as
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the oval-shaped seal of the grantor. This seal bears the figure

of a goddess in relief, squatting on a lotus, flanked on each side

bj an elephant witli uplifted trunk. The goddess, therefore, is

undoubtedly the representation of Kamala or Kamlatmika of

the group of the Dasa-Maha-Vidyas and as suoh she should not

be confounded with the goddess Kamala or Lakstni [^]. Unlike

the seals attached to the charters of the father of the grantor,

this seal does not contain any legend. The first plate is slightly

thinner than the second one ; but both of them measure almost

equally in their breadth and height. The average breadth of

the plates is 8" and the average height 4'^ OP the three plates

of this charter the first and the last are written on the inner

sides only. The third plate is very thin and was found broken

in the middle, as well as at the corners, at the time of the dis-

covery of the charter
;
but fortunately enough, this damn gA has

not interfered with the legibility of the record. The letters

wanting in the third pi ite, because of the top-corner to the left

and a portion to the right side at the ends of lines 1—5 being

broken have been put within square brackets. As the letters are

missing in those familiar slokas invariably ensrraved on all char-

ters of this class, there was no difficulty in filling up the gaps.

III. The remarks I made regarding the orthography of the

Trikalino^a Gnpta records in my paper pravionsly referred to

{Bpiqrnphia Jndica, Vol. XI, page 9:?) apply fully to the ortho«

graphy of this record; consequently, I do not deal with it

here. Such wronnr spellings as dctotita (Plate 1, /. 7) for

dyotita, Yajati (Plato 2, page 1, ^. 6) for YayaU, and mh for m
in sambra and tambra are important as they show the then real

pronunciation of them in the right Oriya fashion as is even now

in voirue. I do not note such misprints as santhtn for sasthi aft

['] Tn flie Tinhnt-Knll-Ta'nfra, wliorcin all the eod'^sses of the srroupof
tho Dasa-Mahil-Vidya^ have been nccnrafely described in their Dhyanas,
Kamala or Kamalatmika has been described exan ly as she is found reprosent-
edhere. The elephants with uplitei trunks are constantly bathinar the

goddess with water, w! en she is seated on a lotns of many petals. ( Vide—
my paper on the Tantras in the magazine,

"
Sahitya", of the Bengali year

1S12, pages 131-138.)
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they will not interfere with the correct reading or with the

interpretation of the text. I have suggested some emendations

in the foot-notes to the text with a view to obtain an intelligible

meanlno-. I have put those letters in small brackets which were

dropped inadvertently by the engraver. I have mentioned it

alreadv that some missing letters have been put within square

brackets.

IV. The imprecatory verses as well as the verses and the

prose lines, which are word for word the same in all copper-plate

chart 3r8 of the Trikalinga Guptas, have not been translated here,

as thev hive been translate! several times by myself as well as

bv such learned scholai-s as Dr. J. F. Fleet and others in the

EpigrapUa Indiea {e.g., Vol. Ill, pages 823-359 and Vol. XI,

pac^s 93ff.). I may a^so mention that the importance of

those verses is bein-^ discussed in the /. R. A. S. by Mr. F. E.

Par^'iter, i.e. s., retired. I give now a literal translation of the

portion of the text which is new and original in this record.

However, the words and phrases of historical Importance as

occur in the portion of the text not fully translated are set out

in the next succeeding paragraphs with some comments, under

the heading "Historical Notes."

Historical Notes.

V. It is very noteworthy that all the epigraphic records of

the Trikalinga Guptas hitherto discovered and published, relate

to the geographical area which may row be describ3d as the

Sambalpur tract. That this tract was a part of Kosala country

of which Ratanpur in the district of Bilaspur was once the noted

capital and did not politically form any part of Orissa from

the earliest times to October, 1905, has been discussed by me in

the Epigraphia Indiea (Vol XI, pages 101-4) and in my work

entitle! Scnpur. This charter also discloses the fact that the

villages Maranja and Mura grauted by Yayati when residing at

Scnpur were within the Kosala country (Plate II, pace 1

paragraphs 6 and 7). When we take into consideration the
dates of all the charters issued by Yayati and his father Jana-

paejayaj we find that both these rulers were
constantly present
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in the Sambalpuv tract and resided principally in the Feudatory
State of Sonpur. It is to be noted that Sonpur has been called

a Pattana (Plate 1, I. 10) in this record. As to the true

significance of the term I refer the readers to my article—
Notes on some Pali Words—in the J. U* A. 8. (Bombay branch)

for 1909. ' Pattana
' from which the term Patna has been derived

meant originally such a port town on the confluence of some

rivers, which had a royal seat. This is why the old Patali-

putra (or Pali-putta of the common parlance of the olden times)

got the name Patna being situated on the confluence of the

Ganges and Son. It will be found on the map that the present

town of Sonpur stands exactly where it did during the days of

Yayati and his father, namely, on the confluence of the Tel

(Tela of this record) and the Mahanadi— (Plate I, II.

2 and 3). It was, therefora, a fit place to be called a Pattana

for fulfilling the physical conditions it had a residence of

Rajadhiraja Yayati, As neither the old capital of the Feudatory

State of Patna nor any portion of that State is on the conflu-

ence of rivers, I strongly suspect that Sonpur was the capital

of the portion of territories of the Gupta Rajas we are dealing

with, which may be identified with the whole of the Sambalpur

tract including the State of Patna, and that when a Raja

subsequently lost the Sonpur area and had to be satisfied with

the possession with the area covered by the Patna State, the

name Pattana attached to the town of Sonpur was given to

the capital of the limited area. Dr. Fleet places the rulers of

the charters under consideration In the 11th century A.D. It is

therefore very interesting that the spot on which the royal

pavilion of King Yayati stood when this charter was issued,

bears even to-day the unmistakable sign thai there was once

a Vihararama (Plate I, I. 4) or a park there. The groves

of trees now existing may not be very old, but this spot

at the east end of the town has never been the homestead land

of the people of the town. There are also many temples there,

though it cannot be said with certainty that they are the very

temples named in the fourth line of the first plate ; there is even
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now on the spot the temple of the goddess Bhagavati but she

is not called to-day Panchambari Bhadrambika.

VI.—It has been recited in this charter (Plate 2, page 1,

U. 6 and 8 ; and Plate %, page 2, II. 1-3) that the two villages

Maranja and ^lura which were granted to the Brahman

donee Yasakara, were situate within the Sautobarda section

or khanda of Sambarabadi circle or Mandala (of which Vrihat

Bhusai-Grama was the chief place), and within the Visaya or

Pargana or Ilaka of Bhranda in the Kosala country. Though
there are many villages in the Sambalpur tract which bear the

very place names with slightly altered pronunciation, no

identification could be made of the villages which are really

meant in the recital of the gift ;
we may meet with a village

Mura but we do not get a Maranja close by and cannot find

a village called Bad-Bhusai either near Mura or near Maranja.
It was suggested to me by a friend that the district of Sambal-

pur was meant by Sambarabadi Mandala, but I could not

persuade myself to accept the suggestion, though I admit that

the words Sambara and Simbala are really the same. It has

been stated that the donee Yasakara who was the son of Sauti-

kara and the grandson of Narayana came to be settled in the

Sonpur State after having migrated from the village Hasti in

the Madhyadesa. No doubt, Kanauj was once called Madhya-
desa and the Brahmans of Bengal and Orissa claim to have mi-

grated from there, but I think that the tract covered by the

northern portion of the district of Balasore and the subdivision

of Coatai is meant here. My reasons for this supposition are,

(1) that the Oriya Brahmans and Mahantis who live in the

Contai subiivision call themselves the inhabitants of the

Madhyadesa, that is, the tract lying between Bengal and Orissa ;

(2) that the other charters of the Trikalinga Guptas disclose

the fact that the Brahmans who were given lands in the Kosala

country and who bore the family name Kara were brought
from the Odra-desa ; and (3) that it was not likely that Brah-
manas came direct from Kanauj to be settled in Kosala to be

associated with the Oriya-speaking Brahmans there. The donee

4
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family has been described to be of the Parasarasa gotra having

the Atreya pravara and to belong to the Kanva branch of the

Yajurveda.

VII.—It is clear on the face of it that the names cf Karnata;

Lata, Gurjara and Kanchi were inserted by the sycophants

without really meaning anything. Yayati, I should say, did

not even dream that he should proceed to those far off countries

to conquer them. It is also doubtful if Yayati was the con-

queror of Radha and Gauda, for we find him always granting

lands and enjoying supremacy in the forest tract of Sambalpur.

The title Trikalingadhipati does not appear to be an empty

title, since the title was invariably worn by the predecessor of

Yayati as well as by his successors, and the evidences of the

influence of the family, in Orissa as well as in some portions

of the Kosala country, have been obtained from various sources.

One fact of this record is important with reference to the time

of the grantor ;
the separate mention cf Kalinga, Kongada

and Utkala argues in favour of the supposition that the three

countries were not then welded into one country at the time of

this grant. It is notorious that previous to the discovery of

some epigraphic records during the last decade in the Puri

district, the name Kongada was un intelligible even to the scholars

and the mention of that name in the records of the Chinese

travellers was supposed by many to be a wrong spelling of some

geographical name. When towards the end of the 11th century
the Ganga Rajas sought to subvert the Utkala country, no

portion of the district of Puri bore the name Kongada.
Vlll.—The statement in the charter that king Yayati raised

a storm in Gauda and Radha by leading an assault against those

countries, while he was the bright full moon in the purest sky

of Bengal need be carefully considered. Yayati like his father

Janamejaya calls himself the lord of the Kosala country and par-

amount ruler of Trikallnga
—which consisted of Utkala, Kongada

and Kalinga or a portion of the Ganjam district. He does not

lay openly any claim to Bengal, and yet his stay in Bengal has

beeji described to be peaceful and it has been said that he shines
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in tLat country as the bright full moon. In what manner he was

related to Bengal is not very olear^ but that he and his father had

Bengali Kayasthas as clerks and court-officials was shown by me
in the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XI, pages 101— 4'. The

present record clearly names Bengal in the sixth line of the last

plate. I do not know how the meaning of the sentence running
over the sixth and the seventh lines would have been changed or

modified if the three letters, after the letter f?l at the commence-

ment of the seventh line, could be clearly deciphered. The

sentence, without those illegible letters after the name of Yayati,

means distinctly as follows :
—Whoever will become King in

future in our Bengal line (Asmad-Vanganvaye) , the dust of his

feet am I—Yayati. That the different branches of the Kosala

Guptas reigned independently at different places was shown by
me in the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XI, pages 101—i. It

appears that a branch of the Kosala Guptas became supreme in

Bengal and Yayati or more properly his father Janamejaya, who
was a scion of that family, conquered the Trikalinga countries

and became the supreme lord of the Sambalpur tract which was

an outlying portion of the Kosala-desa. Perhaps Yayati did not

cease to acknowledge the supremacy of those who were rulino* a

portion of Bengal, and for that reason called himself the dust of

the feet of the Bengal King who might be expected in future to

interfere with the grant. This explains clearly why we get the

Bengali Kayasthas in the service of the Kosala Guptas.
IX.—This charter was issued in the third year of the Vijaya

Rajya of King Y'ayati (last plate, I. 9) on the fifth day from the

new moon in the month of the Va'isaka and the writer of the

charter, Kanaka Kudra Datta, was the grandson of Harsha Datta,
and the son of the brother of Simha Datta. It is also to be

noted that Rudra Datta, who was a Bengali Kayastha, calls

himseH a Kanaka, which indicates a Ksatriya origin (last plate,

^.11).
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First Plate (Inner side).

1. (Symbol of Om) ^^(liqTRT ^W^ ^f% ^^ ^JTWHTTcT f^rm

5. iTwCt f^^fkfcT m^c^ icfn Ifl^ T^'t ^f^cr^^^^"t=t^ f^^

8. ^?:cr mj.m ^iqiu^^ ^^r^^tirir 5ergcr^fi!?cT^ c-^]
(?) fg c^^f^rnci

12. -^TPrfir T^fc^f^ TTT^ift^; I gf^mi^^ i^ Tf^ Tr"F?TT«r

[1]
I suggest feTTtcT^T

,,«! ReacU^fort

[*]
Read f^ for f^
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Second Plate (First side).

^f^ ^^ ^T^ wmm

^'
^ftrnf^CffH: ^^f^^^'^* ^^^^^rvrfi^; ^'tTTT[H^

7. ^rsft t7;m ^T^T^lf% TIT^^ y nil =1^1 ^«*m l^TT^U

11. ^T ^^T%^ '^nrn^cft ^f^Br, ^TTf^rfH: ^TTrfi^: ^tt^tt^^

^^ fr^^ ^^fT

[*] Seems to have been wrongly engraved for ?rf^^nft,

[*a] Grant of this privilege that the donee may exercise the

authority of ('ealing with the offenders committing the ten common
offences is new in this plate. This phrase was in vogue in perma-
nent leases in the Sonpur State about three decades ago. In the
enumeration of the ten offence>j— adultery, assault^ defamation
and offences relating to village roads and water-reservoirs are men-
tioned by some old men.
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Second Plate (Eeverse side).

[5]

[^] I suggest ^n^5P^ whioh may mean a person who can chant

Sanskrit verses with a musical tune.
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Third Plate (Inner side).

lu. ^ f 5TrftT ^?^^ ^9it€ gf^ if^fe^rm^ crrRriii^ ^fi^"-

[^] We expected naturally the word Tf^I^* here, but the

partly illegible letters look wholly different from the components
»f the word suggested.





Translation of the Text.

(From the very beginning to line 6 of plate 2, page 1.)

Om (in symbol) Svasti[^] (a) [*]. From whom removed are

the many sins of the Kali-age (Plate 1, I. I), (b) who has been

sanctifiad by the pure water of the confluence of the rivers

Mahanadi (line 3) and Tela {I. 2) which water is adorned with the

fiquid eddies crested with foam-flowers {I. 2) which glitter with

moonbeams (lines 1 and 2) as are made of the purest cooling

rays {i. 1) and are like the nectar of Dharma itself (/. 1), (c) who

is devoted to the works of merit or Dharma, {d) who caused

many men to build {I. 4) many temples for various gods and the

Mundapa (royal pavilion) in the Arama or park for Vihara (plea-

surable recreation) together with Udyana or garden (/. 4), («)

whose charming person (Vapur-Manohara) has been dyed yellow

(Dhusarita) by the pollen grains of the sweet-scented- flowers-

hnnging in bunches and tossing [in the breeze] {I. 5) under the

shade of flower-trees ['] of various kinds {I. 4), (/) who is followed

and surrounded by friends and companions [l, 6) who are Vidag-
dha Bhujanga[*] [l. 5) (crafty libertines), {g) who dallies with

[l. 8) loveliest girls (Vara-kamini) radiant like the kuvalaya-Iotus

{l. 7) whose lotus-like faces bloom and glow with amorous charms

(Vibhrama) arising from lustful and delight-giving desires [1. 6)

\y\ Familiar auspicious words at starting.

[»] The numerous adjective cliuses have been demarcated by the letten (o),

(J), (c), etc., for the convenience of the renders.

[•] This translation is after icy tentative reading of Vitapitala for Vitayttana

or Vitayatala of the tpxt.

[«] Vidagdlia means crafty or lovely and Bhnjarga means a libertine or *

diiiolute frie:.d of a King. It is notorious that ihe Kings took a special delight

in keeping Vidusakas who are described as faithful fools rather sj>oony on the

ether lex. The next following sentences show that it wa* a point of glory with

•om* Eiogi of old that they freely enjoyed the company of charming girla.
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and whose glances were delightful because of the playful movements

of the eyebrows {I. 7), {k) whose uras (breast) grows eager

with desires by the music of many birds, («')
who makes it the

fit occasion for his leisure by coming out of his house [^J {I. 9) on

hearing the sound of the peacocks {l. 8) which is like the sound

of the Turya (trumpet) {I. 9), {j) who dwells [l. 11) at

PATTANA SUBARNAPURA (/.lO) [where exists the goddess]

Bhagabati Panchambari Bhadrambika {L 10)
—who at the prayer

of all people for their desired-for boons grants them in her mercy

{II. 9 and 10), {k) who is exceedingly mighty (Atisaya-urjita)

in his victorious campaigns, {I) who is bent, as it were, with the

weight of his own prowess [1. 11), {m) whose footstool (Padapi-

thol) is kissed by the cresfc-jewels [l. 13) of the head-gears of all

the Nripatis or Subordinate Kings (/. 11), [n) who in character

resembles such renowned (Prathita) Kings as Nala, Nahusa,

Mandhata, Dilipa_, Bharata and Bhagiratha {ibidf 1. 12 and I. 1 on

Plate 2j page 1), (o) who has conquered Karnata, Lata, the lord

of Gujrat (gurjesvara), {p) who is the conqueror of Dravida

country [^J, {q) who is the paramour of the Bhu (the world)

(Plate 2, page 1, I. 1), (r) who has taken off like a lustful lover

(Lampatah) the tinkling waist girdleP] (kanchi) [of a girl]—that

is to say, who has denuded the kanchi country of its glory {ibid,

11. 1 and 2), [s) who has been elected in a Svayaaibava as their

lord by the countries of Kalinga, Kongada, Utkala and Kosala

{ibid, I. 3), {t) whose body has beea cooled by the wind in the sky

(Umbara) raissd in the victorious assault against the noted

countries of Gaada and Radha {ibid, II. 2 and 3), [u) who is ike

full moon in the pure ski/ of Vanga [Bengal), and (y) who has

become the lord of the Trikalinga countries by having conquered

them with his own arms {ibid, II. 3 and 4)
—he it is Sri Mahasiva

["] Proper coustrucfcion o£ Hhavauadabatirya with the other portion of the

text, iu this grammatically defective compoaitiou, was rather difficult ; my transla*

fcion of this small portion may bo treated as tentative.

[•] Thia ia the translation of Dravidajayi as correct reading suggested

by mo.

['] Eanohi atanda for Conjeveram \i well aa the ladies* girdle calUd
Itanchi^for a pun iu the aentenoe.
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Gupta Sri Yayatideva, (to) wlio is Maharajadhiraja and overlord

(Paramesvara), {x) whose feet many Kajanyas (minor Rajas)

worship by bowing themselves down, and (^) who himself

meditates upon the feet of Sri ^lahabhava Gupta who was a

great devout worshipper of Mahesvara and was Highly honour-

able (P. Bhattaraka) ,
—is present here in peace ( ?S^^ ) [ibid,

II. 4-6].





IV.—Note on some Prehistoric Stone Im-

plements found in the Ranchi District.

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A-

The first recorded disiovery of stone implements in the

Ranchi District appears to have been that of a beautifully-made

solitary stone celt found by Professor Valentine Ball, f.r.s.,

at the foot of a small hill near the village of Burhadi in thana

Tamar, and described by him in the Proceedings of the Asiatic

Society of Bevgal for the year 1S70 (page Ji68). The only

other find hitherto recorded was that of a few small stone arrow-

heads, both of the leaf-shaped and of the chisel-edged patterns,

a few polished celts, besides two stone polishers, some worked

cores and flakes and a number of stone heads, discovered by
Mr. W. H. P. Driver at Kanchi and described by Professor

J. Wood-Mason in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
for the year 1888 (Vol. LXII, pages 387-396).

About a year and a half ago my attention was drawn to the

occurrence in the Banchi District of these stone implements by a

triangular stone axe-head (Plate I, fig. 21) presented to me by a

Munda client who believed it to have been a thunder-bolt and

had kept it in his house for its supposed curative virtu.^s. It was

a splendid specimen of a stone celt almost wholly chipped, the

edge alone having been ground to a high polish partly due to

its having been rubbed by its finder against another piece of

stone as often as it was required for medicinal purpose. I then

set about collecting ancient stone implements in the Ranchi

District, and within the last eighteen months my collection has

reached up to nearly a hundred celts and fragments of celts

besides certain other relics of the Stone Age. A few of these

were picked up by me and the rest collected mostly from Mundas
and Oraons who either ploughed or dug them up in their fields
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or picked them up while grazing their cattle. Besides these I

have secured two beautiful polished quartzite celts from the

Hazaribagh District of Chota Nagpur.
In my paper on " Some Remains of the Ancient Asuras in the

Ranchi District
"

published in the last issue of this Journal,

reference was made to a few stone implements found in or near

some of the reputed Asura sites. The bulk of the stone imple-

ments collected by me in the Ranchi District are, however,

unconnected with Asura siteSj and would seem to belong to an

antiquity more remote than that of the Asura period of Chota

Nagpur history.

Whereas traditions about the ancient Asuras are still wide-

spread in the Ranchi District and implements and ornaments of

copper dug up now and then in the district are invariably

attributed to those pre-Munda inhabitants of the district, no

traditions have survived of the earlier race of men who made

these stone celts for use as common implements of every-day

life. In fact, these are no longer considered by the people of

Chota Nagpur as the work of man^s hands at all, but are invari-

ably believed to have been " thunder-bolts "y and are commonly
known as

"
ther-pathhal

"
or

''
ther-diri

"
(thunder-stone). The

finders of a few of the stone-celts in my collection assured me in

perfect good faith that they were actual thunder-bolts picked up

by themselves on or near the spots where lightning had struck

shortly before their discovery. Some Oraons further told me

that these
"
lightning stones

"
fall from the sky to strike down

bhuts or evil spirits residing in particular trees. It is believed

that although these
" thunder-bolts

"
penetrate the ground to

some depth, they gradually return to the surface after a time.

Owing to this supposed celestial origin of these stone-

celts, medicinal virtues are generally attributed to them by many

people in the Ranchi District as elsewhere in India and in many
other parts of the globe. In cases of headache, difficult urina-

tion, rheumatic or other pain in any part of the body, and in

affections of the lungs, water with which one of these
"
lightning-

stones
"

has been rubbed over another flat stone, is applied to the
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affected part. Perforated rock-crystal beads occasionally dug

out in the fields or found in ancient cinerary urns are valued as

a cure for certain kinds of fever. They are popularly called

"
rati-jara

"
(lit.,

'

night-fever ') stones and are believed to be

particularly effective in fevers in which the attacks begin at

night-time.

Besides being valued for their supposed curative virtues

mentioned above, stone-celts are in some villages regarded as

preservatives against lightning. But, in a few Munda villages,

on the other hand, I fourid quite the opposite belief,
—

people

finding a stone-celt having been known to have thrown it away
for fear of its attracting lightning strokes to the house in which

it may be kept. In some other villages again, I have found the

people indifferent about these stone-celts which are either thrown

away as useless or given to the children to be used as playthings,

one or two suitable ones being sometimes kept for use as hones

or whet-stones for knives and razors. Finally, the use of stone

implements for symbolic or religious purposes, though rare, is

not altogether unknown. In at least one Hindu village near

Ranchi a few stone-celts have been known to have been kept

along with a number of stones of different fantastic shapes all

placed in a heap and collectively venerated as Mahadeo (^) ;
and

in a Munda village near Khunti I found a highly polished

hammer made of compact silicate, probably jade, being painted

with vermilion and worshipped as a Mahtdeo^^). In one or

two Oraon villages, I found a peculiar belief in the pro-

tective virtue of stone-celts which are carried during night

journeys as charms against attacks by ghosts or spirits.

The materials of which the stone implements hitherto found

by me in the Ranchi District are formed are mostly qu?vrtzite and

various kinds of schistose and gneissose rocks.

Q) Unfortunately these stone-celts and other stones have recently dis-

appeared having been taken away by different people on the erection of a brick

biilt temple and a grooved stone siva-lingam of the orthodox type on the spot

(') This has been described, in fmy'paper on " Some Remains of the Ancient

Asnras in the Ranchi District
"

;
in J.B.O.S.S., Vol. I, Part II, pages 229-253.
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Except a few in my collection which have no particular shape,

the others have more or Isss geometrically perfect shapes. The

prevailing" forms of th333 implements are chisels and adzes,

triangalar axe-heaJ^ of various sizes with either flat or convex

faces and either broad or pointed butt-ands, and thick rounded

axes apparently used unmounted in the hand. The sides are

mostly rounded to meet the faces and are almost straight from

butt to corner of the blade. The faces are generally convex

and thickest near the middle, converging both ways towards the

butt and the edge.

In some cases the edges are formed by the gradual slope of

the faces, and in others they are bevelled near the edge so as to

form a sharp slope in one or both faces. Some of the larger celts

have the peculiarity of having one of the Paces concave or plain

and the other convex ;
and a few have depressions on the sides

probably meant for the grip. With the exception of one ovoid
*
turtle-b lok

'

implement (figure 23) which has an edge all round,

or, rather, of which the sides, edge, and butt all together form

one continuous band,
—the other celts have all single edges mostly

crescentic in form. Perforated implements are rarely found in

the district. I have hitherto succeeded in finding one complete

hammer-head with a shaft-hcle, and the half of anotlier, besides

a fragment of what appears t > have been a perforated axe-head. (^)

Two hammers or pounding stones each with a knob at one

end, besides a few grindstones or polishers and low stone-stools

have also been discovered. (^) I have also found beads of quartz

crystal and othtT stones in large quantities, particularly in asso-

ciation with ancient interments (^).

Most of the stone-celts in my collection were found either in

or near the surface of the soil, two only having been found in

river-beds. The majority of the celts again are polished over the

whole surface, a few are chipped anl not ground except at the

edge, and still fewer are merely chipped into shape and not

(*) This has been described in my paper on " Some Remains of th«

Ancient Asuias in the Uanchi District", in the J.B.O.B.S., Volame I,

Pt. II. pages 229-253.
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ground even at the edge,—the edges having been formed by

their peculiar conchoiJal fractnre.

Although relics of the Palaeolithic period are not so well

marked in Chota Nagpur, there appear to be abundant relics of

the Neolithic period, particularly in the southern and south-

eastern parts of the Ranchi District ;
and from the association of

some stone objects with the reputed sites of the ancient Asuras

in whose interments relics of the Copper Age abound, it would

seem that the use of stone beads and certain stone implements,

tools, and articles of household use, continued well on into the

Copper Age—and even into the Early Iron Age.

It may not be out of place to notice here that such stone

implements from the Manbhum District and the Santal Parganas

as I have hitherto seen are generally more highly polished and

shew a greater variety of shapas and would therefore seem to

belong to a somewhat later age than the majority of the Kanchi

celts. (^) And th3 same may be said of the ancient stone beads

from the Santal Parganas of which a small collection has been

recently presented to our Society by the Hon'ble and Rev. Dr.

A. Campbell.

In the preparation of the subjoined description of some select

specimens from my collection, I thankfully acknowledge my
indebtedness for material assistance to my geologist friend,

Mr. S. K. Biswas, M. A. My thanks are also due to my friend

Mr. P. K. Banerjee, m.a., b.l.

Figure 1—represents one of the finest specimens in my
collection. It is a heavy broad-bladed axe made of highly

(i) Three stone celts from Manbhum have been presented to the Society

by the Hon'ble and R^v. Dr. A. Campbell, and a small collection (made
for him by Eev. P. 0. Bodding) of stone implements from the Santal

Parganas has been presented to the Society by the Hon'ble Mr. E. H. C.

Walsh, C.S.I., i.cs. Rev. Mr. Eodding has also described some Siecimens
from the Santal Parganas in J". ^.5.5., LXXX, Pt. Ill, No. 1(1901),
and LXXIII, Part III, No. 2 (1904).

Since the above was in type, the Rev. Mr. Bodding has very kindly
presented me with some stone-celts from the Santal Pargana*.

5
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ornamental quartzite streaked grey and white. It was found at

village Omto (police-station Ranchi). It is highly polished and

of excellent finish, triangular in shape and perfectly symmetrical.

The faces are convex and skilfully rounded to form the sides, so

that a section across the faces and sides represents a perfect

ellipse. The faces slope gradually to form a slightly crescentic

blade which meets the sides at sharp angles, the greatest breadth

being just above the edge from one corner to another. The slight-

ly curved side and the convex faces taper to a pointed butt. One

corner of the blade is broken. Its dimensions are :
—

length, 18

cms.; breadth,
—of the original blade, 9 cms.,—of the present

broken blade, 7 cms.; thickness at the middle, 3*5 cms.

Figure 2—represents a medium-sized triangular polished celt

in hornblende or pyroxine schist, from village Chacho Nawatoli

(police-station Mandar) , The colour is grey with dark patches.

It has a crescentic edge and flattened sides slightly tapering to a

flat straight butt. Its faces are very slightly convex, and the

angles which they make with the sides are only slightly bevelled

and the last quarters of the faces slope sharper than the rest and

form a slightly flattened edge which meets the sides at sharp

angles. Its dimensions are :
—

length, 7'5 cms.; breadth,
—at the

edge, 5*5 cms. and at the butt-end, 3'5 cms.; thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 3—represents a highly polished wedge-shaped chisel

made of compact dark green quartzite (resembling flint). It

was found at village Sodag (police-station Ranchi). The

straight flat sides broaden towards the thick flat butt, and the

corners are slightly bevelled. The slightly convex faces gradu-

ally become broader and broader and finally slope towards the

crescentic edge which is much impaired shewing signs of rough

use. Its dimensions are :
—

length, 8 cms.; breadth,
—at the

edge, 5*5 cms.,
—at the butt, 3*5 cms.; thickness near the butt,

X'5 cms.

Figure 4—represents a beautifully designed and highly

polished celt from village Arra (police-station Ranchi). It is

made of compact allicious schist and has a fine symmetrical ixi-

angular shape. It is reddish grey in colour. Its convex faces
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meet the flat sides imperceptibly, the comers being skilfully

bevelled. The sides and faces all taper towards a narrow, thin,

and slightly rounded butt. The crescentic edge is much impair-

ed and blunted. Its dimensions are :
—

length, 10"5 cms. ;

breadth,—at the blade, 5 cms.,
—at the butt, 1*5 cms.; greatest

thickness, 2"5 cms.

Figure 5—represents a chisel of compact basalt from village

Kakra (police-station Ranchi). The faces are plano-convex,

and the sides taper to a narrow flat butt. It is chipped all over

except at the edge which is polished. Towards the blade the

faces are bevelled to a crescentic edge which meets one side at

a sharp acute angle, the other corner being broken. Its colour

is reddish grey. The dimensions are :
—

length, 9'5 cms. ;

breadth,
—of the blade, 6 cms.,

—of the butt, 2 cms. ; thickness,

3 cms.

Figure 6—shews a broad chisel of dark grey siHcious schist

from village Chenegutu (police-station Khunti). The sides

are sloping, and the slightly crescentic edge is formed by bevel-

ling off principally the front face and slightly the back face.

The flat butt meets the sides almost at right angles. The

comers of the blade are slightly rounded to meet the sides. Its

dimensions are :
—

length, 6'-25 cms. ; breadth,
—at the blade,

.375 cms.,— of the butt, 9> cms. ; thickness, 1 cm.

Figure 7—represents a small chisel made of grey gneiss,

from village Salgi (police-station Khunti). The faces are

almost flat but highly bevelled towards the lower part to form

the crescentic blade. The sides are rough and unsymmetrical,

but are slightly rounded to meet the faces and taper towards

a broad flat butt. The blade is much damaged. The dimensions

2^Ye :
—

length, 7'5 cms. ; breadth,
—of the blade, 5 cms.,

—of the

butt, 2*5 cms. ; thickness near the blade, 2 cms.

Figure 8—shows a polished chisel made of soft grey sili-

cious slaty rock, found at village Burju (police-station Khunti).

The edge and butt are rounded, and the faces which are convex

almost meet in the slightly flattened sides. One of the faces is

more bevelled to meet the edge which is much impaired through
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use. The dimensions are :—length, 9*5 cms. j breadth, —of the

blade, 5 cms.,
—near the butt, 2 '5 cms. ; thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 9—shows a small polished celt from village Janum-

piri (police-station Khunti) . It is made of brown seonic tinted

fock. The sides are straight aad tlat and slightly bevelled to

meet the convex faces, and taper towards a narrow irregular butt.

One of the faces slopes more than the other to form the crescen-

tic blade which is rounded to meet the sides. The dimensions

are :
—

length, 7 '5 ems.; breadth,—near the edge, 5 cms,,
—at

the butt, 1-75 cms. ; thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 10—represents a chisel of soft greyish white schis-

t tose stone from village Binda (police-station Khunti) . It is

partly polished. One of its faces is convex and the other flat

but bevelled highly to form the blade which is rounded. The

sides are quite irregular but generally taper towards the butt

which is thin, narrow and rounded. The dimensions are :—

length, 8*25 cms. j breadth,
—at the blade, 3' 5 cms.,

—near the

butt, 1 cm.; thickness near the blade, 1*75 cms.

Figure 11—represents a small polished celt with convex faces

well rounded to meet the broad sides. It was found at village

Soparom (police-station Ranchi). The material which is

compact gneiss is much weathered and the specimen is thickly

covered with a brown coating. The rounded edge formed by

the gradual slope of the faces, meets the sides in well rounded

corners so as to form a continuous band with the sides. The

tiJes and faces taper towards a fine butt. The dimensions are :
—

length, 6 cms. ; greatest breadth, 2-75 cms. ; greatest thickness,

15 cms.

Figure 12—represents a thin chisel formed of dark grey
bIIIcIous schist, from village Chcndagutu (iiolice-station Khun

ti). The faces are almost flat, but bevelled towards the edge

to form the crescentic blulc which is much impaired. The

edge makes sharp angles with the sides which are rough and

straight but slightly rounded to meet the faces, and converge

towards the rough rect mgular flat butt. The dimensions are :
—

length, 11-5 cm-i.
; breadth,—of the blade, 6-25 cms.,-—of thj

butt, 2*75 cms. ; thickness, 1*5 cms.
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Figure 13—represents a tliin elongated celt^ mostly chipped

but slightly polished, made of indurate schist. It was found

at Iti (police-station Khuati), The edge which is rounded

is broken, being either damaged by use or chipped at the time

of manufacturing. The faces are convex, and the sides flat.

The butt is rounded. The dimensions are :
—

length, 10 cms ;

breadth,—near the blade, 5*25 cms.,
—near the butt, 3*'25 cms. ;

thickness near the middle, 1*75 cms.

Figure 14—represents a chipped chisel in quite a crude

state, only slightly polished, made of dark green compact gneiss.

It was found at village Pangura (polioe-statioa Klmnti).
The sidej are not symmetrical, one side being straight and the

other rounded. The sides taper towards a flit butt unequally

disposed between the s'des. The faces are nearly flat but

slope gently towards the edge which is circular and not at all

polished but only pejked. The middle of the edge has baen

recently broken. The dinensions are :—length, 10*5 cms. ;

breadth of the obliqui butt, S'o cms.
; greatest thicknessi,

2 cms.

Figure 15—represents a well-polished broken celt of dark

grey compact gneiss, from village Binda (police-station Khun-

ti). Th3 convex faces slope gradually towards each other anl

meet to form the straight sides and rounded edge. The edge
and sides meet at well-rounded angles and form one continuous

band. A portion of the upper part is broken, and the butt,

as i<5 is, 13 broken and quite ii regular. Its dimensions are :—•

length, 7 cms. ; breadth,— jf the blade, 5'5 cm3.,-^of the broken

butt, 5 cms. ; thickness of the butt, 2 cms.

Figure 16—represents a broad flat-bladed axe of siliciou«

schist, also from Binda (polioa-station Khunti). Both the

faces are well polished, and slope downwards to form the ed^-e

which is broader than the general breadth of the implement.

The thick rounded butt meets the flat sides which are almost

parallel up to about a quarter of their length from the blade

upwards towards the butt. The dimensions are:—-length, 975
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cms. ; breadth^—'of the edge, 5 "2 5 cms.^
—near the butt, 4 cms. ;

thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 17—represents a broken broad-bladed axe of amphi-

bole schist, from village Chendagutu (police-station Kliunti).

The polished convex faces slope towards each other to form the

crescentic edge, the corners of which are well rounded to meet

the sides. The sides are broad but rounded to meet the faces,

and appear to taper very slightly towards the butt. The

dimensions of the present broken axe-head are :
—

length,

6"5 cms. ; breadth,
—of the blade, 7'5 cms.,

—of the broken butt,

7 cms. ; thickness of the butt, 2'5 cms.

Figure 18—shews a crude chisel only slightly polished

near the edge and sides, from village Sembua (police-station

Khunti). It is made of pyroxine or amphibole schist and is

coated with a brownish red decomposition product. The faces

are flat and rough, and the sides are of unequal length and

unsymmetrical
—one of the sides being straight and the other

slightly curved. The edge which is crescentic is much impaired,

the corners are rounded and so also is the butt which is narrower

than the edge. The dimensions are :
—

length, 10"5 cms. ;

breadth,
—near the blade, 5 cms,

—^near the butt, 2* 7 5 cms. ;

thickness, 1 cm.

Figure 19—represents a polished [rectangular broad-edged

axe-head from village Binda (police-station Khuuti). It is

made of gneissose rock, and is coated with a brownish red

decomposition product. The fa^es which are very slightly

convex—almost flat—meet the flat but rounded sides which run

almost parallel to each other. One of the faces slope more

than the other near the blade and form the crescentic edge

which meets the sides at sharp angles. The rough (probably

broken) butt is quite flat and meets the sides almost at right

anglee. The dimensions are :
—

length, 7 '5 cms.; breadth,—of

the blade, 6*5 cms.,
—of the butt (probably broken), 5*5 cms. ;

average thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 20—represents the broken lower half of a broad

axe made of dark grey gneiss, found at village Torangkel

I
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(police-station Khunti) . The flat parallel sides are rounded to

meet the convex faces which slope downward to form a fine

broad sharp crescentic edge meeting the sides symmetrically at

wide angles. Though having namerous pecked depressions,

the specimen is well-polished. Long-continued exposure has

resulted in the formation of a patina over the surface. The

dimensions are :
—

length (of the present broken celt), 6 cms. ;

breadth near the blade, 8 cms. ; thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 21—represents an elongated broad-bladed axe from

village Gora (polioe-statioa Khunti). It is a large and heavy

celt formed of compact silicious rock. The specimen is broadest

near the blade. The sides are straight but taper towards the

butt which is pointed. Both the sides and faces are pecked,

not polished ; only the parts of the faces just near the edge are

polished to form a rounded crescentic edge. One of the faces is

convex and the other almost flat, only slightly concave,—thus

making the implement suitable for gripping. The dimensions

are :
—

length, 20 cms. ; breadth,
—near the blade, 8'5 cnns.,^

of the rounded butt (5 cms. from the apex), 2*5 cms. ; thickness

in the middle, 3 cms.

Figure 22—represents a large elongated celt of dark grey

schist from village Binda (police-station Khunti). The sur-

face has become yellowish through weathering The front face

is distinctly convex and the other face rather flattish. The

sides and faces are rounded and polished but uneven and ill-

finished. The sides taper gently towards the crescentic edge as

well as towards the flat butt,—the broadest point being just ia

the middle. The sides and edge form one continuous band. Its

dimensions are:—length, 16-5 cms.; breadth,—at the edge,

6 cms.,
—in the middle, Qo cms.,

—at the butt, 3*5 cms.; thick-

ness, 2"75 cms.

Figure 23—shews what looks like a palaeolithic implement
of compact grey quartz ite from village Jurdag (police-station

Karra). The surface has become coated over with a greyish

white decomposition product. The faces which are both convex

are chipped into shape and meet one another to form the sides.
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edge and butt,
—all forming one continuous band, having roughly

an oval shape resembling that of a small turtle. The dimensions

are :
—

length, 15 cras.l; breadth, 10 cm?. ; thickness, 3 cms.

Figure 24—represents an elongated axe-head formed of

amphibole schist, found at village Pandu (police-station Khunti).

The faces are flat and slope from the butt towards the crescentio

and blunt blade which has been formed by bevelling the faces.

The sides are flat but slightly rounded to meet the faces, and

are parallel to each other from the edge up to the middle and

then go on tapering towards the butt which is thick and

rounded. The dimensions are :
—

length, 17 cms. ; average

breadth of the lower half, 6 cms. ; breadth of the butt, 3 cms. ;

thickness near the butt, 2 cms.

Figure 25—represents a large cylindrical ceJt made of hard

greyish gneiss, from village Binda (police-station Khunti).

The specimen is broken on both faces of the edge and near the

butt, thus exposing fresher core. Weathering has made the

surface soft and tinted it yellow. A section at the middle is

elliptical, almost approaching a circle. The sides taper slightly

towards both ends but the faces are distinctly convex and meet

at both ends forming a crescentic edge and a narrow flat butt.

The dimensions are :
—

length, 18 cms. ; breadth,
—near the edge,

4 cms.,—in the middle, 6 cms.,
—near the butt, 3 cms, ; thick-

ness, 5 cms.

Figure 26~represents a heavy broad polished axe of

greenish grey gneiss, found by the side of river Tajna, near

village Senegutu (police-station Khunti). Its crescentic blade,

straight sides, and pointed butt, all together form an isosceles

triangle with slightly rounded angles. The sides are broad but

well-rounded to meet the faces, and more convergent to each

other near the butt. One of the faces is highly convex, and

the other slightly concave but sloping towards the other side

near the edge. When looked at sideways, the specimen

presents a curved shape. The dimensions are :
—

length, 16 cms. ;

breadth,—from corner to corner of the blade, 7 cms.,—near tho

butt, 3 cms. ; thickness in the middle, 270 cms.
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Figure 27—represents a broad chisel from village Chenda-

gutu (police-station Khunti). It is formed of dark grey gneiss,

coated with a brownish red decomposition product. The faces

are flat and polished and are well rounded to meet the sides and

slope gently to form a broad and slightly crescentic edge. The

edge which is broken at one corner, meets the sides at sharp

angles. The butt is broken and iiTegular. The sides which are

almost parallel to each other are slightly depressed towards the

middle probably to make the implement suitable for gripping.

The dimensions are ;
—

length, 10 "5 cms. ; breadth—of the

original blade, 7*5 cms.,
—of the present broken blade, 5*5 cms.,—

at the middle, 7 cms,—of the brc-ken butt, 7 cms. ; thickness of

the butt, 2"75 cms.

Figure 28—represents an elongated crude celt of phyllitik

rock, only chipped and not polished. It was found at village

Murud (police-station Khunti) . The edge which is crescentio

is rough and irregular, and meets the sides at rounded angles,

the sides taper towards a narrow and rounded butt. The faces

are almost flat but are slightly rounded to meet the sides. The

dimensions are :
—

length, 13 cms. ; breadth,
—of the blade, 5

cms.,
—a little above the blade, 5 cms.,

—of the butt, 2*5 cms. ;

average thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 29—shows a small polished celt from village Kakra

(police-station Ranchi). It is formed of grey compact quartzite.

The straight edge is much impaired and meets the flat parallel

sides in sharp angles. The sides are rough and meet the slightly

convex faces at sharp angles. This specimen has the general

shape of a rectangle. The thickness is greatest at the middle

from which point the faces slope both ways—towards the edge
and also towards the butt. The flat butt, though barely rounded

to meet the faces, meets the sides at sharp angles. The dimen-

sions are :
—

length, 5"5 cms. ; breadth,
—of the blade, 3-25 cms.,

—of the butt, 2*5 cms. ; thickness at the middle, 2 cms.

Figure 30—represents a rectangular polished chisel from

village Chendagutu (police-station Khunti). It is manufactur-

ed of a basaltic rock coated vnih. a brownish red decomposition
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product. The sides, which 'are flat and parallel to each

other are barely rounded to meet the slightly convex faces which

slope both ways to form the edge ar d butt. The original shape
of the edge which is much impaired, was probably crescentic.

The butt is similar in shape to the edge, but is slightly narrower.

The dimensions are:—length, 6'25 cms.
; breadth,

—of the blade,

3*5 cms.,—of the butt, 3 cms.; thickness at the middle, 1'4 cms.

Figure 31—shows a crude chisel made of grey silicious

schist, also from village Chendagutu (police-station Khunti).

The polished but uneven faces are slightly convex, and slope

downwards to form an irregularly rounded edge which meets the

sides at widely rounded angles. The sides are unsymmetrically

disposed, one being straight and the other curved and bevelled

to meet the faces. The flat rough butt meets the sides almost

at right angles. The dimensions are ;
—

length, 9*5 cms. ;

breadth,
—of the edge, 5*5 cms. j

—of the butt, 4 cms. ; thickness,

1'75 cms.

Figure 32—represents an unfinished celt, partly chipped and

partly polished, made of brown, aeonic tinted basalt. The

material is much weathered, the butt is broken, and a part of

the edge only recently broken. With the exception of the

sharp cutting edge, the specimen appears to be unfinished. The

edge is flat but slightly rounded at the corners to meet the

sides which are thick, and meets the faces in slightly rounded

angles. The dimensions are :—length, 13*5 cms. ; breadth,
—at

the middle, 6*5 cms.,—of the butt, 5 cms. ; thickness lower

down the butt, 3'5 cms.

Figure 33—represents a well-polished small triangular celt

manufactured of white quartzite with red and black spots and

streaks. It was found at village Binda (police-station Khunti).

It has a orescentic hatchet edge and tapering rounded butt ; the

convex faces almost meet in slightly flattened sides. The butt,

sides i»nd edge form one continuous uninterrupted band. The

specimen is perfectly symmetrical in shape and of beautiful

design and finish. It appears to have been little used. The
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dimensions are :
—

length, 6*25 cms.
; breadth,

—of the blade,

8*75 cms.,
—of the butt, l"o cms. ; thickness^ 1*5 cms.

Figure 34—represents another small hatchet, edged celt

of beautiful design and finish, made of grey and white quartz

rock, also from the same village (Binda, police-station Khunti).

The sides are flat and barely rounded off to meet the faces which

are convex; The butt is thin and round, and forms with the

sides one continuous band which terminates in sharp angles at

each end of the crescentic blade. The edge -is perfectly symme-
trical and quite sharp. The dimensions are :

—
length, 3 '75 cms.;

breadth—of the blade, 3*5 cms. ;
—at the butt, 2 cms. ; thickness,

1 cm.

Figure 35—represents another small highly polished hatchet-

edged celt made of streaked grey and whitish quartzite. The

sides are unequal but well rounded, and meet the convex faces

with an almost imperceptible slope. The blade is almost straight

but unsymmetrically disposed between the sides which taper

towards the narrow flit broken butt. The dimensions are :
—len>>th,

from butt to one comer of the blade, -i'TS cms.,
—from the butt

to the other corner of the blade, 4 ens. ; breadth,
—near the

blade, 2*75 cms.,
—at the butt, 1 cm.; thickness, 1'25 cms.

Figure 36—represents a chisel partly polished and partly

chipped, manufactured of hornblendic gneiss, found at village

In Ipiri (police-station Khunti) . The faces are convex and the

sides which are chipped are rounded to meet the faces. The

lower ends of the faces are highly bevelled and polished to form

a sharp crescentic blade, one corner of which is broken. Both

faces and sides converge and taper towards a narrow flat butt.

The dimensions are :
—

length 1-2 cms. ; breadth—near the blade,

5 cms.,
—near the butt 2*5 cms. ; thickness, 2 cms.

Figure 37—shews the broken upper half of a chisel

with thick rounded sides and pointed butt, from village Buruhatu

(polic5-station Khunti). It is manufactured of silicious slate.

One of the faces is flat and the other convex. Towards the

middle of the sides there are two or three depressions making
the instrument suitable fop gripping.
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v.—The Empire of Bindusara.

By K. P. Jayaswal, MA. (Oxon), Barrister-at-Law.

The only matters which are generally known np to this

time about Emperor Bindiisara are— (1) that at his court

Megasthenes was succeeded by Deimachos and that he made a

friendly requisition on Antiochos Soter, king of Syria, to send

him a professor, some figs and some raisin wine ;
*

(2) that his

epithet was something like AmitragJiata ; t (3) and that he was

succeeded by Asoka who added only Kalinga to the empire left

by the former.

But there are some data unnoticed hitherto, which, I think, Fresh dat».

render the figure of the emperor less 'shadowy '.J The data

prove (1) that Bindusara continued the process of the unification

of India after his great father Chandragupta ; (2) that in this

undertaking he, like his father, had the help of the counsel of

the Chancellor Kautilya § (Chanakya); (3) that this Mauryan

Bismarck, before his death, saw the imperial system much extended:

all the land between the ' Western and the Eastern oceans ', com-

prising about 16 capitals, was brought under the imperial control ;

*
Probably in the days of Bindusara the raisin wine, the farourite Madhu

of the Hindus, was imported generally from the North-Western Provinces of

Kapisa and Arachosia.
fl^^^hli^l fT^ I cT^ ^^Vll ^H^RJJ 'RlfnU^^

"WTT^T^fflf^ I Artha-Sastra, page 120,
" Raisin -juice is the Madhu. Its

place of origin is (denoted by) its name the Kapitayana (' one ichich has its home

in Kapisa ') the SarahHraJca [the Arachosian].
" Bindusara seems to have

preferred the Persian manufacture. Cf. also Kalidasa, Raghu, IV, 6.

+ According to Dr. Fleet Amttra-ihada (J. R. A. S., 1909, p. 24) ; contra

Keith, ibid., 423 et seq.

X Early History of India (1908), p. 140.

§ A note on Chanakya : He was son of Chanaka (Telang's Mudra-Rakshasa,

Upodghata, 48, 49), who was a follower of the Ansanasa School of Politics and

was himself author of a treatise on politics, and who had also thoroughly studied

Jyotisha. Chanakya, whose personal name was Vishnugupta, knew all the law
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(4) tliat the administration of Bindu^ara and Chanakya
wa8 vigorous, marked with astern policy in new annexations ; (5)

that the success was mainly attributed to the policy of the

Chancellor whose capacity greatly impressed the popular mind ;

and (6) that the Chancellor died of some painful disease in the

reign of Bindusara.

All these data which are quite in consonance with the preced-

ing and the suoceeding chapters of Mauryau history are to be

found In Taranatha's History of Buddhism in India. In the

beginning of Chapter XVIII, Taranatha says that Chandra-

gupta's son Bindusara, born in the land of Gauda, ruled

for 35 (a mistake for the Puranic 25) years.
" The minister

and Brahman Chanakya had his mantra (policy) made very

powerful
'*

by having pleased and controlled the God of Death

(Yamantaka) himself !

" He destroyed kings and ministers of

about 16 capitals and made the king undertake a war and

brought all the land between the Eastern and "W estern oceans

under his control/''* Then follows a passage marked with

and was a Srotriya (ibid). The Kautilyas descended from the Yaskaa who

belonged to the family of tlio Bhrigus (Gotra prarara-nihandha, Mysore 1900,

p. 32). Eautili was another Gotra connected with the same stock (ibid., p. 42).

According to the colophon to the Artha-sastra, Chanakya had fought against

the Nanda.
[^jf ^^*«9]ilT^*'^ T'^T^HIcTT ^ ^: I

eEf^'^JartW^cUfT,

p. 429].

According to Buddhist writers he was a Brahmin from Taxila.

• " Darauf hcrschte der im Lande Gaura geboreno Sohn Tschandragupta's

Namens Bindusnra 35 Yahre. Der Minister und Brahmano Tachanakya bannte

herbei den groszornigen Jamantaka, nachdem er Sein Antlitz erblickt, wurdo die

Macht dor Mantra Schr gross. Durch VVerke der Bezanbcrung toedtcta or in

ctwa 16 staedten die Kocnigo und Minister, undjals in Folge dessen der Koenig
eincn Kriegszug untcrnahm, brachto or das zewischcn dem oeatlichen und

Wcstlichen ocean belegeno Land in Seine gcwalt." Schicfuer, p. 89.

Da tocdteto dicser Brahmane durch " Vorschiedono Ilinrichtungs-Vorkeh-

rungcn 3000 Menschcn, durch Betaubungsmittol belhoerte cr 10,000 Menschen ;

fcrner vcrtrich, cntzweito cr, machlo starr und stumm u. 8. w. In Folge der

Suende violen Meuschon geschadet zu habon, s tarb er an ciner Krankhoit, durch

wclohe der Koevper in Theilo Zcrficl und Wurde in dof hoello Wicdor-geboren.'*

Uid.
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theological acrimony and exaggeration : 3,000 men were executed

in political precaution, and 10,000 were drugged and intoxicated,

who consequently fought between themselves. For these sins he

suffered from an illness,
'
his body reaching the hell in bits *.*

Now let us consider the direction into which the conquests of
conqne«ts of ths

Bindusara lay. I cannot agree with Mr. Vincent Smith (Early S'^'^"*"

History, p. 38) that the limits of the Nanda dominions cmnot

be defined. An analysis of the available data f shows that the

valleys of the Jamuna and the Ganges and the country up to

the Narmada in the west, i.e., nearly the whole of Northern

India, except the Punjab, Sind, and Xortbem Rajputana, had

passed under ' the one-umbrella
'
of Padma the Great, before the

rise of Chandragupta-t Chandragupta undoubtedly added to that

vast empire the Punjab, Sind, Baluchistan, Afghanistan, and

presumably also (as it appears from the Arthasastra) Nepal and

Kashmir.

There is an indication of the fact that Chandragupta could not

have diverted his attention to the South, that his work in the North

fully occupied his attention. Apart from his war and a con-

stant vigilance against his Hellenic neighbours§ he had still to

obliterate a number of republics in Sind, the Punjab, and on the

slopes of the Himalayas. The Arthasastra (pages 376—379j

lays down minute directions for their reduction.

*
According to the Divyavadana. Radha-gupta was the Chancellor in the last

days of Bindusara. It seems that Radha-gnpta succeeded Chanakya,

f Saisanaka Chronology, § 22, J". B. 0. E. S., 1.

t Chandragupta not only succeeded to the yast territories of the Magadha

empire, but also to the systems of that empire. The most noticeable features of

that system are two : a large standing army strong in infantry and war-elephants,

and a resourceful financial policy. The Jainas accuse the Nandas of having introduc-

ed the practice of taxing hide -. skins and furs are carefully taxed in the Arthasastra.

The system of raising revenue by leasing out state lands watered by well-kept
canals, came down from the earlier empire of Magadha. The earlier Magadha
sovereigns were long remembered in Oriisa for their irrigation schemes. The
fabulous wealth attributed to the Nandaa by romance Lad it« basis in the successful

financial policy of Maha Padma.

§ The Arthasastra is full of jealousy towards the Mlechchba. He, as a spy, is

to be detected amidst the Hindus ('theAiyas') by most artful means. An
actira tjttma of eo«^re««Bpionage teems to have been at work.

6
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We are told by Taranatha, who no doubt draws on former

authorities, that Bindusara uadertook a war which removed

kings and ministers of about 16 capitals. These kings could

not have possibly existed in the North, They must have

been, therefore, petty sovereigns of the peninsula
' between

the Eastern and the Western oceans '. The number 16 of capi-

tals shows that the annexation must have extended over a con-

siderable area. We get a confirmation of this from the site of

the Siddapura (Mysore) inscription. In the light of the data

in Taranatha, we can now assert with some confidence that the

parts south of the Narmada which Asoka inherited from his

father, that is, up to about Madras, had been conquered by

Bindusara.*

In the vast empire of Bindusara from Madras up to the

Persian frontier there were two large enclaves of independent

states. They were the powerful kingdom of the Andhrast

between the Godavary and the Krishna, and that of its neigh-

bours the Kalingas. How had they been avoided in the march

towards Madras from the North ? Why had they not been first

subjugated, for the route from Magadha lay through the Kalinga

and Andhra territories ? The Maharashtra and Western ghat

route had the barrier of the smaller independent organisations of

the Bhojas, the Rashtrikas, the Satyaputra and the Keralaputra.

' *
G/. also Mr. Vincent Smith, E. H. I., pages 130-140.

t The Andhras have been called a '

protected state
' of Asoka. There does not

scrm to be any warrant for this. I ain afraid, a modern idea has been unconsciously

imiwrted into Mauryan history. A '

protected
'

large kingdom, as the Andhras had

would be against all the theories and facts of the early Mauryan system. Rock-

edict XIII which says that the Dharmanusasti of the King was followed amongst

the Andhras, suggested to scholars a political subordination of the Andhras.

But it places the Greeks (probably of Bactria) in the same category

The Greeks were certainly not '

protected '. If the Greeks, the Nabhak.as

(Nahaetcans?) aud the Andhras by following the Dharmanusasti of the

King are to be considered as political inferiors, Antiochos and others also

would be no better. They were in the dominions 'conquered* by Asoka

through his Dharma! To my mind it means nothing more than this, that

even peoples outside the pale of Hindu civilization and hie dominions followed

the ethics accepted by Asoka.
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The Andhras, on the evidence of Megasthenes, were very power-

ful, second only to the Imperial power. They could not be re-

duced easily. Their neighbours (and probably also their friends),

the KalingaSj seem to have been gifted with rare resourees and

recuperative energy.* It was not a wise step to engage with

such dangerous foes. A number ot small and weak states,

to the south of the Krishna, therefore, were first subjuq^ated by
Bindusara. To gain a foothold in the rear of the two formidable

foes and thus to place them between two fires, seems to have

been the policy followed.

The explanation of the other question
—how the enclaves were xtry,

avoided in the Imperial march to the South—appears to be this :

the history of the time of Vijaya was repeated. The department

of the administration of navy (described by Megasthenes) most

have solved the problem. The Imperial ships which carried

embassies between India and Ceylon, and presumably also

between India and Alexandria, must have carried and landed

Imperial forces on the coast of Madras.

It is not difficult to guess what would have been the fate of '•>'«>« of

. .
AMokm.

the Andhras and the remaining states if Asoki had not turned a

political quaker. Had he continued his predecessors' policy,

he mi^ht have brought actually the whole of Jambudvipa, from

the conftnes of Persia up to Cape Comorin,
' under the umbrella

of one sovereignty ', an ideal which has remained ever since

unrealized. The accident of the presence on the throne, at a

pirtitular juncture in history, of a man who was designed by
nature to fill the chair of an abbot, put back events not by
centuries but by milleniums.

*
They reasserted their independence once after the Xaiidan conquest and again

daring tHe rule of the later Mauryas, both times for comparatively short periods.

The Kalinijas along with other advantages were very strong in war-elephantg.
The Mahabharata (Bhiahma Parva) assigns the largest number of elephants to the

king of j^alings.





MISCELLANEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS.

I.—Note on the occurrence of copper celts

in Manbhum.

By the Honlile and Rev. Dr. A. Campbell, D D.

To my own knowledge 27 specimens of copper axe-heads

have been found in the Manbhum district. I got possession of

24 ; other three that were brought to me i did not take^ as, not

knowing these bits of copper were of so great interest, I grudged

to pay the price to secure them.

There is a range of low hills running almost due east from

Paresnath to Pokhuria in the north of the Dhanbad Subdivision,

North of this range of hills is the Barakar river, which is the

boundary between Manbhum and the Santal Parganas, and further

west the boundary between Manbhum and Hazaribagh. The axe-

heads have so far ail been found in the stretch of country between

the hills and the Barakar river.

The first, and one of the fiaest specimens, came into my
possession 35 years ago. The Manjhi of the village of Bisaadih,

which is close to Pokhuria, inforoied me that there was something

lying ia the jungle in his village. No one knew what it was.

It had lain there for a long time and no one had the courage to

go close to it to examine it. The herdboys were in the habit,

when in that part of the jungle, of going as close to it as they

dared, throwing stone in it to make it ring and then flying as

fast as they could. I was interested and sent a Christian young
man to bring it

; no non-Christian dar-id to go near it. I have

shown this particular specimen to many, but no one could give

me any idea of what it really was. Rai Bahadur Nanda Gopal

Banarji of Purulia gave it as his opinion that it had been used

as a halo behind the head of an imago.
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Since then at intervals specimens have been brought to me,

one or two at a time. These were found in the beds of nalas,

having been evidently washed by the rain out of the soil forming

the banks.

About two years ago the great find took place. This consisted

of a dozen magnificent specimens, which were dug up by coolies

engaged in making the road which goes from the village of

Kolber to the boundary of the Hazaribagh district. They were

found in one lot about a foot below the surface, and brought

immediately to me. I acquired the complete find. Those I sent

to Ranchi are from this lot. The axe-heads are of various sizes.

I have one perfect specimen which weighs only half a^seer, and

it resembles in shape a modern American'axe-head.

The method of manufacturing these"axe-heads seems to have

been to run the metal into a mould, of the shape of, but thicker

and smaller than, the finished article. It was then beaten out

to the required thickness. This appears to me to account for the

variety in the shape of those that have been found. A little

difference In the thickness cast in the mould, or else the metal

beaten irregularly, would result in the slight differences in shapes
which exist. I possess one of these rough castings.



II.—The Conversion of Santals to

Hinduism.

By Satindra Narayan Roy, MA., B. L.

Polytheism and the want of a rigid cult have ensured a

steady flow of converts into the fold of the Hindu religion. It is

wrong to suppose that Hinduism is not a proselytizing religion.

It is specially adapted for the slow but sore conversion of the

aborigines.

In the north of Balasore there is a small village called

Lakhannath. It is situated on the river Suvamarekha. Some

fifteen years ago a few Santal families settled in a portion of

this village, which was called after them Santal Sai or the San-

tal colony. At first they spoke their own language and subsisted

mainly by manual labour. They gi*adually brought a large

tract of fallow land under the plough and became independent

cultivators and learnt the Oriya language. They originally ate

beef, but the influence of their Hindu neighbours led them to

give it up. They also learnt habits of cleanliness. ^^ hen they
first came to the village they used to sleep after the toil of the

day, unwashed, with mud on their feet and ankles. But gradual-

ly they learnt to take regular ablutions. Some five years

ago, they were engaged in digging a tank and so found a large

number of stone idols. The proprietor of the taak left the

stone idols to their fate. One fine morning the whole Santal

colony was up and doing. After a good deal of carousing they
resorted to the spot in a body with pipes and ketile-drums, and

cleared the ground and smeared the tallest idol with vermilion.

In their forest homos the Santals used to worship rough unhewn
stones and to sacrifice fowls before them. B it influenced by
their Hindu environment a lamb was now offered instead of a

hen. Next year there was an epidemic of cholera. The Saiitals
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and the Hindu villagers sacrificed two lambs jointly at the altar

of this new deity to appease him and to abate the epidemic.

The deity was called Kharakhai, which means a deity living

upon sunshine. A Brahman who had been ostracised for an

amour with a Hari or sweeper woman became the priest of the

Santals and the worship of Kharakhai. H is only duty consisted

in renewing the vermilion on the tallept idol when it lost its

gloss. At the time of an ei>idemic the Hindus and the Santals

still offer sacrifices to this deity.



III.—The Evolution of a New Hindu
God.

By Satindra Narayan Roy, M. A-, BL.

Within the last fifteen years there has sprung up a new^

Hindu god whose worship has rapidly spread throughout tho

districts of Puri, Cuttack, Balasore and even Midnapore.

This new deity is called Trina'ih, that is, the incarnation of

Vishnu, Siva, and Brahma. The ceremonies that accompany his

worship are very simple. One pice worth of pan (betel-leaves),

one pice worth of ganja {Cannabis Indica), one pice worth

of oil, are all that is required in the worship of this god. The

betel-leaves are placed on a little raised platform after being

dressed with betel-nut, catechu and slaked lime. Three ordinary

clay lamps, dried in the sun, are then placed on the platform and

the wicks lighted with one pice worth of oil. Three chilims or

smoking-bowls are then filled with one pice worth of Cannabis

Indica and set fire on. It is distinctly enjoined that no other

costly ceremonies are necessary. The worship of Triuath does

not take place in a secluded corner of the house. The house-

holders, their friends and relatives, should all assemble before

the raised platform where the worship is to take place. It is not

neoes^sary that a Brahman should be called in, although the

practice is to take the help of the family-priest. "When every-

thing is ready on the platform, an Oriya mannscript written

with a style on palm-leaves is read aloud with a sing-song inton-

ation. It describes the origin of this peculiar worship. We
have said above that this worship is only fifteen years old. It

originated in the village of Sripur, on the bank of a small river

called Sonbhadra, a tributary of the Mahanadi. During this

short ptriod of fifteen years Trinath worship, as we have

seen; has sp^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ wide. It is spreading still. Whenever
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there is a serious illness in a family, or other small calamity from

which no family can be exempt, Trinath is worshipped in the

manner prescribed above, both in Oriya and in Bengali families,

in the first quarter of the night. After the worship is over,

betel-leaves are freely distributed among those present. Those

of the audience, who are addicted to smoking it, take a whiff or

two of the sacred Cannabis Indica.

The origin of this worship is attributed by the people to the

ingenuity of some astute family-priest, who has benefited the

priestly class as a whole by placing this worship within the reach

of all. By making the presence of the family-priest optional he

has raised himself above all adverse criticism. The manuscript

that is read aloud at the worship of Trinath is a lengthy one. It

takes full three hours to read it quickly. We shall give a short

summary of this manuscript which is entitled 'Trinath Chaiita

Akhan
',

or the story of Trinath. Once upon a time, there lived

at Sripur a very poor Brahman called Madhusudan. He was a

beggar by profession. He was one of those itinerant Brahmans

whom Hindu society has enabled to beg from door to door without

much loss of self-respect. His wife gave birth to a son, but

there was no milk in her breast. The Brahman could not engage

a wet-nurse for want of money. So he sold his brass and bell-

metal utensils for rupees five only. But no cow could be had

for such an insignificant sum of money. One day Madhu-

sudan was sitting in the house of a big money-lender of the

village, who had a herd of three hundred milch cows. This

money-lender had a cow, Bula by name, who was very wild

and used to do much damage in the fields of his neighbours.

While sitting with the Brahman, the money-lender learnt of the

damage done by this cow the night previous. He was very

angry, and, in a fit of rage, cried out that he would dispose of

the cow for fivel rupees only. The Brahman saw a ready solu-

tion of the ditficultits he was in, and forthwith offered his five

rupees. The merchant was now in a fix. He was c.iught by his

own words. After a good deal of hesitation the merchant consent-

ed to the bargain and the Brahman joyfully started home with
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the cow. One day the cow strayed away and did not return to the

Brahman at dusk. The Brahman went in search of the cow, but

he could nowhere find her. At noon the Brahman rested under

the shade of a Bat tree [Ficus Indica) quite knocked up. There

he found Trinatb sitting on a branch of the tree. Trinath asked

the Brahman to bring from the nearest bazar one pice worth of

betel-leaves, one pice worth of oil and one pice worth of Cannabis

Indica, Trinath also asked the Brahman to search for three pice

under a certain bulrush bush, and there the Brahman got three

pice. The Brahman had no oil can with him, and he asked

Trinath how he should bring the oil. Trinath asked him to

bring oil in his napkin. The Brahman went to the nearest bazar ;

there he purchased betel-leaves, areca nuts and Cannabis Indica ;

but nobody would give him oil in his napkin. People took

him to be a madcap. An old Teli oil-dealer wanted to make

capital out of this seemingly crazy Brahman. He agreed

to give oil on his napkin. The Brahman stretched out the napkin

on the ground and the Teli brought a few drops of oil on

the wrong side of his pail from his goatskin and threw

them on the napkin. The Brahman had not gone far, when the

Teli found his goatskin empty. Horror-struck at this, he went

after the Brahman and cajoled him back to his shop. He now

gave the Brahmin a pail full of oil and the Brahman earned it

in his napkin, as though it were a pot or a pan. This miracle

converted the Teli into a staunch worshipper of Trinath. The

Brahman returned to the Bat tree and was asked by Trinath to

dedicate to him the articles he had brought. The Brahman then

returned home and found his cow on his way He worshipped
Trinath every day, and, by his grace, grew very rich. The people

of the locality learnt the secret of the Brahman's success in life.

They, too, boj^an to worship Trinath, and by his grace grew rich

likewise. The money-lenders found their business gone and they
in a body api)ealed to the Raja of that place. The Raja prohibit-

ed the worship of Trinath under pain of a fine of one hundred

and fifty rupees, imprisonment for six months^ and finally death

on a pjiut.d iron stake (suli). The Raja's eldest son died
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immediately after he had passed this grossly impious order. The

Raja brought out the dead body for cremation on the bank of

the Sonebhadra. There Trinath appeared before the Raja in the

guise of an old Brahmin and asked him to utter the name of

Trinath seven times in the ear of his dead son. On this the

prince revived as if roused from sleep. The Raja and all the

people of his realm became devout worshippers of Trinath from

that day. A boat was lying on the rippling Sonebhadra laden

with treasure and cargo. The merchant who owned the boat

witnessed the miracle of the resurrection of the Raja's son. He
vowed to give five me^as (worship) to Trinath if after a pros-

perous voyage he would safely return home. After a year the

merchant returned home with a good deal of money and valuables.

He was so very home-sick that on landing fi-om his boat he

forthwith rushed homewards_, quite unmindful of the vow he had

taken. When half his treasure was removed, the boat foundered

as if struck by an invisible blow. The merchant bewailed the loss

of his boat, but his tears brought back his vow to his mind. That

very night the merchant worshipped Trinath in the manner

described above. The next morning th 3 merchant found his boat

floating on the river fresh and yare with the remaining half of

his treasure upon it. A deaf man and a dumb man constantly

took the sacred name of Trinath and were radically cured. Kow
Trinath-worship became widely practised. Nearly every evening
the villagers used to assemble on the spot where Trinath-worship
was going on. The house-holders used to worship Trinath by turns.

One day a pious Vaishnaba had gone to tlie place of Trinath-

worship, when his Guru or spiritual preceptor came to his hous3.

The Guru learnt from the mother of his disciple that he had g( ne

to the place of Trinath-worship, and the Guru personally went

to his disciple in a huff. There was a hot recrimination between

the Guru and his disciple and the Guru indignantly spurned at

the altar of Trinath. The Vaishnaba was sorely pained at the

insolence of his Guru, but he could not help following him home
from the place of Trinath-worship. A thunder-storm came on

suddenly. The Guru and hia discijjle wandered up and down.
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At length they managed to reach the house of the Guru. At

the very threshold of the house they found the mother of the

Guru bitterly bewailing the sudden death of his son and wife.

The Guru was now sufficiently humbled. He worshipped Trinath

then and there, with a sincerity bom of deep despair. After he

had finished the worship of Trinath, his son and his wife revived

to his great joy. Thenceforth Trinath-worship became quite

popular.





Iv.—The Magadha pura of Mahabharata
II, XX, 30.

By Sir George Grierson, K.C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt., I.CS. (Retd)

I HAVE read Mr. Jackson's account of the two inscriptions

discovered by him in the Barabar hills^ with great interest. It

is evident that he has successfully identified the Gorathagiri.

May I suggest one point for reconsideration ? It is his

suggestion that the ruins at Ibrahimpur are the remains of the

Magadha pura of Mahabharata II, XX, 30.

On page 65 of the Journal, Mr. Jackson speaks of this town

as rrnr^TJ^^ ,
or

* the City of Magadha.' Is this translation

correct ? ini^JT'? ought to mean ' the City of the !Magadha/

not ' the City of Magadha \ The latter, as a compound word,

would be TTira'JT^J .

This, however, is not of great importance, for the passage in

the Mahabharata does not use the expression as given by Mr.

Jackion, but has fllira"5T^^,
—two distinct words, not a compound.

In this, the word TTPrar is an adjective, and can, for our present

purposes, be best translated
*

Magadhian ', so that Mdgadham

puram means 'the Magadhian City'. The question is, what

is the exact meaning here of
'

^Magadhian ?
' In six places'* in

the MBh. it means '
of or belonging to the country of Magadha ';

in two places it is used with pura, one being the present passage

and the other to be quoted later on ; but generally, and this in

some scores of instances, it means ' a man of Magadha
'
or

'
of or

belonging to a man of Magadha'. Indian authorities on this pass-

age take the word here in the last meaning, and maintain that

'

Magadham puram
' means ' the City of the Man of Magadha ',

^ See pages 159 ff. of Part II of ttis Journal.
»

II, siv, 55 ; XX, 29 ; xxii, 20 ; VI, Ixii, 34 ; VIII, xixii, 18 XI, xxv,7
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i.e., of Jarasandha. For example, the Vacaspatja, s. v. ift?^

says in so many words that in this passage TTIJT^ 1^'J='5R'W^

Jarasandha's city was Girivraja (MBh. II, xiv, 73). This,

as stated in the passage quoted by Mr. Jackson, was Old

Rajagriha, and was surrounded by five hills. Therefore, it was

not, as he rightly points out, visible from the Gorathagiri, or

from any other hill in the neighbourhood. The commentators

are certainly right in saying that the Magadha pura was Jara-

Bandha's city, G irivraja, as would be plain if Mr. Jackson's

quotation had been carried farther on. As printed on page 161,

it stops at the third verse of chapter xxi. Taking the same

•outherntext, the 16th to 18th verses run :
—

16, 17.
' With these words all the mighty brethren, Varsneya

and the two Pandavas, set out {pratasthuh) for the Magadha pura,

18, and reached (dseduh) Girivraja filled with happy and well-fed

citizens, crowded with men of all four castes, abounding in

festivals, and impregnable.
'

Ido not think that in this passage prataithtJt and aseduh

can have any meanings other than those that I have assigned to

them, and, therefore, the Magadha pura is the same as Girivraja.

We are thus reduced to one of two conclusions. Either the

Gorathagiri was not one of the Barabar hills, or else the writer

of the passage in the Mahabharata, not being acquainted with

the local geography, has made a mistake.

As already stated, I think that it cannot be doubted that

Mr. Jackson's identification of fihe Gorathagiri is correct, and

we are therefore driven to the second alternative. Perhaps the

writer confused Girivraja with New Rajagriha which on a clear

day would, so far as I remember, have been visible from the

Barabar hills, or perhaps he was merely giving a poetical Pisgah-

viewof the Promised Land of Girivraja, without troubling big

head whether the details were pomible or not.



REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS
AND PERIODICALS.

/.—The Zoroastrian Feriod of Indian JEistory,

By D. B. Spooner, B.A , Ph.D., in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society (London), for January and July 1915.

Dr. Spoonze in his paper on
'' The Zoroastrian Period of Indian

History
"

essays to prove that Chandragupta wag a Parsi : that

the Mauryas were Zoroastrians (page 413) ; that they came ori-

ginally from Persepolis and were perhaps of Achaemeniau descent

(page 410). This is the main thesis of his paper. But there

are some subsidiary theses of no less importance, e,g., that the

Buddha was also a Parsi by race and by religion (page 445),

that the Nandas were Persians (page 418), and that the Maur-

yan Chancellor Chanakya was a Magian or a Parsi priest (pages

419-420).

I would here discuss the evidence as to the alleged Parsi

origin of the Emperor Chandragupta and of the Nandas and

Chanakya, the latter two being closely associated with the his-

tory of the former. The question of the ethnic origia of the

Buddha, which by itself is a large subject, may be put off for

the present, as it does not affect the problem of the Mauryas one

way or the other.

It is now more than fifteen months that I had the privilege
of discussing the question of Chandragiipta's nationality with

Dr. Spooner personally. Although when he disclosed to me
his Persian theory I told him that the trend of the whole of

historical evidence seemed to be against him, I kept my mind

open to conversion if convincing proof were forthcoming ; and I

watched the progress of his theory with sympathy. I suggested

I
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to Dr. Spooner that it would be worth his \vhile to search, if

possible, for an Avestic explanation of the word Maurya ; and

later on I pointed out the philological equation 3Iaurva (Zend)
= Ilaur^a to which Dr. Spooner refers at pages 407, 409.

Since the publication of his paper Dr. Spooner has kindly-

asked me to state my conclusion as to his theory. A careful

examination of the data set forth was necessary and some time

had to be allowed to get over the effect of the eloquence and

rhetoric of the learned writer. It would have given me much

satisfaction, if I could agree with Dr. Spooner in his conclusions.

But a critical analysis of the data put forward by my friend

compels me to say that his theory on the basis of the present

evidence has to be rejected.

There are many points treated in the paper which do not

[ stand the chance of obtaining a considerate hearing at the hands

of specialists {e.ff., the discussion about the Atharva-Veda being

Persian in origin ; the attempt at a new explanation of the gram-

matical note of Patanjali 'Mauryair hiranyarthibhir archah pra-

kalpitah
'

; the discourse about the Vedic Frdch^as and the Chara-

navyuha) ;
but they may be overlooked as not affecting the main

theory. Let us take the arguments which closely bear on the

Mauryas. There is, for instance, the argument
—more than once

emphasized
—that Chandragupta

" washed his royal hair according

to the Persian calendar ''. A ceremonial of sacramental nature,

^ absolutely alien, will, no doubt, suggest more than a mere borrow-

ing. But on reference to the original authority I find nothing

whatsoever about " the Persian calendar ". The original passage

IB in Strabo, XV, 69, and runs as follows :
—

*' The following particulars also are stated by the historians.

The Indians worship Zeus Ombrios (Indra), the river

Ganges, and the indigenous deities of the country.

"When the King washes his hair they celebrate a great

festival, and send him great prcsente, each person

Becking to out-rival his neighbour in displaying bis

wealth'' (M'Crindlc).
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There is nothing here about Chandragnpta particulariy, nor is

the statement attributed to Magasthenes, nor is there the slight-

est mention of the Persian or any other calendar. The ceremony

refers to the well-known Vedic ritual of the royal abhisheehani^am

and to the custoaiary presents brought on the occasion by the

subjects.

MX'rindle in translating the passages gives in a foot-note

{Ancient India, page 75) a passage from Herodotus ( IX, ilO
)

which says that Xerxes on his birthday prepared a feast when

"only the king washes his head with soap and makes presents to

the Persians.'"' It is to be noticed that the Persian King
' made

presents
'
to his tribe while the Hindu King

'
received presents

*

from his subjects; moreover, the Persian King alone was allowed

soap and he washed his head on his birthdiy. No such

predications are to be had about the Indian King in the passage

of Strabo. To mix Herodotus with Strabo is a mistake ; one

account relates to Persia and the other to India ; to pick up a piece

from the former and to mix it up with a portion of the latter

would b3 to give a piece of history that would not be faithful

to fact. Then to attribute that history to Megasthenes is worse

than unscientific. And on the basis of that history *, [to genera-

lize about Chandragupta that " he organizes his court along pure-

ly Persian lines and pays regard to Persian ceromoniil down to

the washing of his royal hair
"

(p. 417) and that "
Megasthenea

will bear us testimony that the Indian court was almost wholly
Persian in his day*' (p, 71) is rather reckless.

I pass over such assertions as ^"'His very masons are import*
ed Persians for whom the monarch has such marked regard

that he ordains a special set of penalties for all who injure

them."" No serious attempt at proving them has been made. The
discussion on " numismatic evidences " is likewise fruitless.
" It is conceded, that the punch-marked coins are the oldest

coinage in India. The Mauryas mutt have used them, aa

they cannot have been without coinage/' Upon this hypothesis

Vincent Smith, Earlt^ Risivry of India, 190S, page 122, approved md
followed by Dr. Spooner.
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another is built and three pages further we are asked to accept

that the variety bearing the representations
"
peacocks [mayura)

standing on Mount Maru "
are

'

Mauryan coins ',
'' the more

particularly since we know them to be contemporary with the

dynasty'^: a matter which needs proving, as without it we
would be merely begging the question.

For the statement that "
Persepolis was the ancestral home "

of Chandragupta two arguments have been advanced. One is

philological and the other is, "the statements of the Greek

historians and the otherwise extraordinary fact that Chandra-

gupta's palaces seem copies of the Persepolitan
''

(p. 409).

No such statement is found in the Greek historians. I have

searched in vain in every possible place for the statement describ-

ing Chandra gnpta's palaces
'* as copies of the Persepolitan

" *
.

The only passage bearing on the subject ( Aelianos, XIII, 18)

says :

" lu the Indian royal palace where the greatest of all the

kings of the country resides, besides much else which
^^is

calculated to excite admiration, and with which neither Mem-
nomian Susa with all its costly splendour, nor Ekbatana with

all its magnificence can vie (for, methinks, only the well-known

vanity of the Persians could prompt such a comparison ),

there are other wonders besides'^ (M^Crindle). There is no

mention of Persepolis, and no mention of any copy whatsoever.

If Aclian^s authority is Megasthenes (as it has been believed,

M^Crindle, page HI; V. Smith, 119-20)^ the passage is a positive

authority to hold that the theory of Persian inspiration for

Chandragupta's palaces cannot be entertained. Aelian, cer-

tainly, and Megasthenes, probably, would have ridiculed a

Persian had the latter suggested that they seemed to be copies

of the Persepolitan or any other Persian palaces.

The philological argument is based on the equation Mourva

= Mauri/a. Philological ly there is no flaw in the equation. But

there is not the slightest evidence that in the 4th century P. C.

Persepolis was called Mourva. Darius, in his inscription, calls it

Persis. and so do the writers of the time of Alexander. It is

• Dr. Spooner does not give any reference.
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wholly contrary to liist<»rical evidence to call Persepolis
' Mourva ',

and absolutely arbitrary to connect the ^fauryas with Persepolis,

Mourva of the Vendidad is identified with Merr and is taken by

Meyer, thel foremost authority of our day on Persiin history,

as a place-name and not an ethnic appellation. It seems that

serious chronological objection arises to deriving Maurya from

Mourva in that the latter form had gone out of use long before

the time of Chandragupta. Darius in his Behistura inscription

gives the form Margu. But no room for any speculation is

left if we take into account the oldest vernacular form of

'

Maurya
* known to Indian literature. The Hathigumph in-

scription of Orissa which is contemporary with the last days of

the Mauryas has Jidja-Muriya *; &nd Muriya is the form

found in the Jain chronological gatha. This form can only

be connected with Mura which, the Sanskrit authorities say,

was the name of Chandragupta's mother ;
the form could not be

derived from Mourva. Muriya dislodges Mourva altogether.

The connection of Chandragupta with the Nandas is well

established (a point which Dr. Spooner recognises, page 417),

You cannot call Chandragupta a Parsi and leave his reputed

father (Nanda) a Hindu. The diflSculty is solvel by Dr.

Spooner by declaring the Nandas also to have been Parsis.

Nothing like proof, however, has been given to support the

thesis. We have only this :
" The latter (the later Nandas)

were hated cordially, and is it not recorded that they exter-

minated all the Kshatriyas ? If they are Persian invaders, this

is sensible enough/' As the Nandas were rich, it is asserted

that they came as merchant princes first,
' and won their empire

as the English did.' Suppositions piled upon suppositions prove
no case. On the other hand, there is positive and contemporary
evidence that the Nanda who was ruling when Alexander came

was the son of a barber (Curtius, ix, 2, Diodorus, xciii). The
Puranas in effect say the same. There is no opportunity for

* Dr. Fleet's interpretation of the inscription has not been accepted.

Dr. Spooner is literally right when he says there is no Moriya in that

epigraph, for it has Muriya.
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the Parsi Merchant-Prince of Dr. Spooner to claim and ascend

the imperial throne upon which sat the Hindu barber.

In dealing with Chanakja Dr. Spooner (page 419) casually

suggests that the Jyotish Vedanga is attributable to the Persian

influence. But the Jyotish is astronomically dated in the twelfth

century B.C.^ which is long before the birth of Persepolis and

the Persian empire.

Internal evidence in the Artha Shastra perfectly disposes of

any theory alleging a non-Brahman origin of the Mauryan
chancellor. Chanakya enumerates the triple Vedas beginnin,^

with the Saman. Now It Is a practice well-known to Vedic

literature that a Brahman mentions his own Veda first. Chanakya
was thus a Sama-vedin, and not an '' Atharvan "

as Dr. Spooner

calls him (page 420). In fact Chanakya does not count the

Atharva-Veda in his Trayl or the Vedic triple (Artha Shastra,

page 7).

Dr. Spooner argues that medicine was associated with the

Magians and as Chanakya practised medicine which (he says)

the Brahman hated, Chanakya as a Brahman Isgfound
'

in suspi-

cious circumstances
' ' when the curtain lifts '. It is undoubted-

ly evident from his book that the great chancellor knew medicine

which he must have studied at Taxila, his home and the famoug

place for that science in ancient days. But there is not a shred

of evidence that he practised medicine. Such being the case

it is not necessary to examine the general proposition whether

Orthodox Brahmans in the fourth century B.C. did or did not

pr&cti-'e medicine.

Chanakya's salutation to Sukra and Brihaspati in the begin-

ning of his book is taken by Dr. Spooner to be
*

encouraging
'

(I

think, to his theory), as 'there is a distinctly astrological flavour

about
'

it. "Whether a distinct astrological flavour would help

much the theory is a question which might be shelved, for the

premise itself is wrong. Brihaspati and Sukra of Chanakya

were not stars but human belngt*. They were the greatest

authorities on Hindu politics; they have been mentioned in the

Gribya Sutras and the Dharmasutrae ; and they have been copiously
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quoted by Chanakya himself in the very book on the first

page of which homage is done to them. Then it is more than

doubtful that the iavoeation^ as it appears, is ancient. We have

only one manuscript of the Artha Shastra up io this time.

Great emphasis has been laid on Lohayata appearing in the

course prescribed for the education of princes in the Artha Shastra

because Lokayata, Dr. Spooner points out, is said to mean

atheism (page 419). "If this be right Chanakya's orthodoxy is

impugned at once.
" But '

impugned orthodoxy
'
does not turn

a Brahman into a Parsi priest. Lokayata, however, did not mean

atheism in ancient times. The matter has been discussed as

early as 1899 by Professor Rhys Davids {Dialogues of the

Buddha, ii, 166-17-2) who says :

" The best working hypothesis

to explain the above facts seems to be that about 500 B.C. the

word Lokayata was used in a complimentary way as the name of

a branch of Brahman learning '\

There are two more points urged as evidence of the Magian

identity of Chanakya. The opening lines of chapter XII of the

Artha Shastra are quoted. According to them orphans to be main-

tained by the State were to be taught astrology, palmistry, read-

ing of augury, etc. Dr. Spooner thinks that no Hindu would

have instituted such a curriculum
;

' but it would be \ he says,
'
reasonable enough for a Magian minister of state '. If the head-

ing of the chapter had been noticed, confusion would have been

avoided. Chanakya treats astrology with contempt, not with

Magian respect. He says that men for the secret service of

police should be recruited from the ranks of orphans. They
should be made astrologer-spies. The whole chapter is on the

Institution of the Secret Service and such is the title of the

chapter.

Dr. Spooner thinks that as Chanakya prescribes that the

Royal Purohita must be a Brahman versed in the Athai-van

and that he must be followed by king, Chanakya was

a Parsi priest. But there is nothing Parsi in this. Orthodox

authority even anterior to Chanakaya if unanimous that the
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Purohita must be a follower of the Atharva-veda. Chanakya
did not introduce this as a new rule.''*'

Dr. Spooner institutes comparison between the '

Yoga
' men-

tioned in the Artba Shastra and the *

Mag-ian mummeries '
! But

unfortunately Chanakya never defines his Yoga^, and as Yoga had

different meanings in different ages, it is useless to institute com-

parison between the unknown and the known.

The result of the '
architectural evidence

'
is no more satisfac-

tory. Being on the spot I have had the opportunity to follow

the progress of the Kumhrar excavations. I do not think that the

learned archaeologist has succeeded in proving that the site

excavated represents Chandragupta's palaces. On a closer search

the Persepolitan picture disappears from Kumhrar. This, I

propose to show in another paper.

After a careful examination of the whole evidence and argu-
ments contained in the lengthy paper of Dr. Spooner, I have no

hesitation in saying that up to this time " The Zoroastrian Period

of Indian History
"

appears to be a mere castle-in-the-air.

K. P. JAYASWAL, m.a. (Oxon.), Bae-at-law.

* I think in fairness to Dr. Spooner it must be mentioned that since the

publication of his paper lie has told me that he means to abandon the part

of his theory relating to Chanakya,



NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

I.—Minutes of the Annual General
Meeting held on the 24th January,
1916, at Government House, Banki-
pore.

His Honour Sir Edward Gait, k.c.s.t,, c.i.e., President, in

the Chair.

1. The Vice-President of the Council, the Hon^ble

Mr. C. E. A. W. Oldham, i.cs., read the report of the Council,

which was accepted.

2. His Honour the President then delivered his address.*

3. The following articles of antiquarian interest collected by
the Society were exhibited :

—
(1) Twelve specimens of ancient copper axe-heads, dis-

covered in Chota Nagpur.

(2) Eighty Palaeolithic and Neolithic stone axe-heads, ham-

mers, chisels, stools, polishers, etc., collected in Chota

Nagpur.

(3) A number of ancient copper ornaments, dug out

from Asura graves in the Ranchi district.

(4) An old set of three copper plates with a seal of

Yayati Gupta (11th century), found in the Sonpur

State in Orissa*

(5) One gold coin of Huvishka, of the Imperial Kushan

dynasty, found in the Eanchi district.

(6) One gold coin of Anantha Varma Chola Gupta (11th

century), found in the Sambalpur district.

• Printed at pages 1—18, iante.
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(7) Twentj-four silver coins and seventy eight copper

coins of the Hindu and Muhammadan periods, found

in the Patna and Gaya districts.

(8) A number of ancient stone beads^ found in Chota

Nagpur and in the Santal Parganas.

(9) One ancient Cinerary urn, found in the Ranchi district.

(10) Fragments of ancient pottery, found in the Ranchi

district-

(11) Ancient brick, found in the Ranchi district.

(1^) Ancient stone sculpture of a deity carrying a bow,

found in the Ranchi district.

(13) Carved parts of an ancient temple, found in the Ranchi

district.

(1 4) One ancient Siva-llngam, found in the Ranchi district.

4. His Honour the President then moved the formal adoption

by the Society of the Rules framed by the Council. In doing so

His Honour said :

"
It was decided at the inaugural meeting

that the Council should draw up a set of regulations. Nothing

was said about submitting them to the General Meeting for

confirmation, but it would^ I think, be well if this meeting were

to confirm the rules already framed, subject to the following

changes which were agreed upon at the last Council meeting,

viz. :
—

(!) that Rules 5, 6 and 7 be amended so as to confer on

the Council the power of electing members, and

(2) that ordinary meetings be held twice a year, one

at the beginning and one towards the end of the

cold season, instead of once a quarter as laid down

in Rule 33."

The motion was duly seconded and unanimously adopted.

6. The Hon'ble Maharaja Bahadur Sir Ravaneswar Prasad

Singh, K.C.I.E., of Gidhour, proposed that His Honour Sir

Edward Gait, k.c.8,1., c.i.e., be elected Patron of the Society in

place of the Hon'ble Sir Charles Bayley, G.ce.i , k.o.i.b., i.s.o.,

•who has left the country, and that the Hon'ble Sir William

Vincent, kt., bo elected Vice-Patron.
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Nawab Saiyld Nasir-ud-din Ahmad of Bihar seconded the

proposal, which was unanimously carried.

6. Kai Bahadur Jwala Prasad proposed a vote of thanks

to the Chair. Mr. S. Sinha secoDded the proposal, which was

carried with acclamation.





II.—Annual Report of Council for 1915.

At a meeting held at Government House, Bankipore, on the

20th January 19l3,which was attended by a large number of

leading gentry of the province and presided over by the then

Lieutenant-Governor, the Hon'ble Sir Charles Stuart Bayley, it

was decided to establish a Society to be called,
" The Bihar

and Orissa Research Society/^ The object of the Society was

to promote research in this province on lines somewhat similar

to other societies already established in India and in other

countries. It was decided that the activities of the Society

should be limited for the present to four subjects, namely, (1)

History, (-2) Archaeology and Numismatics, (3) Anthropology,

and (4) Philology.

At this inaugural meeting, a Council of the Society was cons-

tituted, and one patron, five vice-patrons, and office-bearers of

the So -iety were elected. The Council were at the same time

requested to appoint a special Sub-Committee to draw up a set

of regulations for the Society, and to form four section Sub-

Committees for the four subjects specified above. These Sub-

Committees were duly constituted, and draft regulations were

considered by the special Sub-Committee at its meeting of the

14th March 1915, and passed at a meeting of the Council on the

6th April. At the same meeting of the Council it was decided—

(1) to move the Local Government to construct for the purpose

of a Provincial Museum and Library at Bankipore a suitable

building, of which two rooms might, for the present, be occupied

by the Society; (2) to ask Government to subscribe for 100

copies of the Society's journal at a cost of Rs. 2,000 a year;

(3) to ask Government to make a contribution of Rs, 3,000

per annum in aid of ethnographic research, on the analogy

of a similar grant made by the Bengal Government to the
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Asiatic Society of Bengal; (4) and to invite patrons and

gentlen-en interesf:ed in thi success o£ the Society to assist with

gifts of books for the library or donations for the purchase

of books^ or for housing and equipment. The Local Government

in their letter No. 1102-E
,
dated the 11th June 1915, informed

the Society that the application for the purchase of copies of

the journal had been granted^ and in their letter No. 1318-E.,

dated the 7th July 1915^ accorded their sanction to an annual

grant of Rs. 3,000 in aid of Ethnographic Research, while in

their letter No. 1531-E., dated the 16th August 1915, they in-

formed the Society that a Committee had been appointed to work

out a scheme for the establishment of a Provincial Museum and'

Public Library. We are deeply grateful to the Local Govern-

ment for the generous encouragem3nt ajcorded to the Society.

Copies of the Rules of the Society and of the proceedings

of the inaugural meetin'^ were circulated in all the districts of

the Province, and thanks to the active interest taken in the

Society by the Divisional Commissioners and District Officers,

applications for membership began to come in from all parts of

the Province. At a meeting of the Council held on the l8th

August 1915, as many as 152 applications for membership were

considered and approved, and at subsequent meetings held on

the 27th September and the 80th November the Council

approved of 33 and 15 new members, respectively. These,

together with the members who took part or were elected to office

in the inaugural meeting, make up a total of 2'37, exclusive of

1 Patron and 5 Vice-Patrons. Of these, 11 are non-resident

members, of whom 7 reside in the province of Bengal, % in the

United Provinces, 1 in Madras, and 1 in Cochin.

It; is to be regretted that we have not yet received more than

one application for life-membership. It is still more to be

regretted that we have up t.j date received one donation, vit., of

Bs. 100, for the purchase of books, given by the proprietor of

the Aul Estate in Orlssa, to whom the thanks of the Council

have been conveyed. The Council desire also to record their

appreotation of Mr, S. Sinha^s generous oifer of his collection o£
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books to the Society. We trust that before long many ot^er

noblemen and gentlemen of the province will come forward with

donations towards the objects of the Society. A prospectus of

the Society together with an appeal for donations for the

purchase of books or for housing and equipment, and gifts of

books or MSS., has been printed, and copies circulated in the

several districts of the province.
• The report of the Committee appointed by Government regard-

ing the scheme for aiMuseum and Public Library will be shortly

considered by Government.

During this the first year of our existence we have necessarily

had to occupy ourselves more with the work of organization and

the settling of preliminaries than with actual research. Still we

have made a promising start, and have already issued two num-

bers of our Journal.

To form the nucleus of a Museum, we have already secured

a number of implements, ornaments, and other articles of the

Stone Age and Copper Age in this province, besides few ancient

coins and other objects of antiquarian interest. It will not,

however, be possible to form collections on a svstematised plan

until the necessary accommodation and arrangement for super-

vision have been provided.

Thanks to the prompt asMstance given by the Local Gov-

ernment, the Society has been in a position to meet all expenses

incurred during the year, but larger sums will be required

for its objects.

An abstract statement of accounts is appended to this report.

The proceedings of the inaugural meeting of the Society as well

as the proceedings of the meetings of the Council hitherto held

have been published in the Society's Journal.
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ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS POIl THE YEAR 1915.

Income,
Es. a. p.

Government grant for Ethnographic Research ... 3,000

Government grant for Journal ... ... 1,000

Subscription from members up to 31st December 477 8
1915.

Donation for Library ... 100

Total ... 4,577 8

Expenditure.

Es, a. p.

Establishment ... ... ... 88

One Typewriting machine ... ... 350

Cost of paper, blocks and printing, etc. ... 545 13

Eailway freight for Journal ... ... 18 12

Furniture ... ... ... 37 12

Stationery ... ... ... 33 12

Allowance of Anthropological Secretary ... 2,500

Stamps ... ... ... ... 341 3

Museum ... ... ... ... 5 11

Total ... 3,614 9

Balance ... 962 15



Ill,—Minutes of a meeting ofthe Council
held on Tuesday, the 30th Novem-
ber, 1915, at the Commissioner's
House at Bankipore.

Present :

1. The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. W. Oldbara, i.cs.; Vice-

Presideutj in the Chair.

2. S. A. Raja, Esq.

3. K. P. Jayaswal, Esq., m.a., Bar.-at-Law.

4. Prof. J. N. Sarkar, m.a.

5. „ J. N. Samaddar, b.a.

6. Babu S. C. Roy, m.a, b.l.

1. The Muiutes of the last meeting wer 3 road aud confirmed.

2. Pending applications for membership were considered,

and 15 ordinary members were duly elected. Their' names are

noted below :
—

1. Babu Indi-a Bilash Mukerjee, Sambalpur.
2- A. J. Ollenbach, Esq., Khondmals.

3. Lieut.-Col. R. H. Matldox, ji.b., i.ji.s
, Ranchi.

4r. Lieut. F. S. McXamara, Ranchi.

5. Babu Manmath Nath Mukerji, B.A., B.E. Ranchi.

C, Babu Nabendu Bhushan Mukerji, b.l., Khunti>

district Ranchi.

7. Babu Nagendra Nath Basu, 20, BIswakosa Lane,

Bagbazar, Calcutta.

S. Mr. C. J. B. Wight Boycott, U.dtcnganj.
9. „ W. O. MaoGregor, Hazaribagh.

10. „ A. M. Walter „
IL

;, E. A. Oakley

8
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13. Mr. L. K. Ananthakrishana Iyer, b.a., l.t., Trichur,

Cochin.

13. Babu Thakar Brijnandan, Bankipore.

14. Khan Sahib Abdul Muqtadir, Imperial Library, Cal-

cutta.

15. Rev. O. J. Millman, b.a,, b.d., Udayagiri, P. O.

Ghumsar, Madras.

3. Resolved that the appointment of a peon be sanctioned

for the General Secretary's ofBce on a salary of Rs. 8 a month.

4. Read a letter, dated the 10th November 1915, from the

Manager of the Aul Estate, intimating that Babu Braja Sunder

Deb, Proprietor of the Aul Estate in the Cuttack District, has

been pleased to make a donation of Rs. 100 to the Society for

the purchase of books for the library.

Resolved that the Secretary be asked to convey the thanks of

the Council to him.



IV.—Minutes of a meeting of the
Council of the Bihar and Orissa
Research Society held at the Com-
missioner's House, Bankipore, on
the 4th January 1916.

Present

1. The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. W. Oldham, i. c. s., Vlce-

Presldentj in the Chair.

2. V. H. Jackson, Esq., m.a.

3. D. B. Spooner, Esq., b.a., ph.d.

4. Professor Jadunath Sarkar, m.a.

5. Professor J. N. Samaddar, b.a.

1. Read and confirmed the proceedings of the last meeting
of the Council held on the 30th November, 1915.

2. Eead and passed the proposed list of agenda for the

ordinary meeting of the Society to be held on the 2ith January
1916. In this connection the Council are of opinion that rules

5, 6 and 7 of the rules of the Society may suitably be amended
so as to confer on the Council the power of election of members,
in view of the delay involved by the procedure prescribed in the

existing rules.

3. Read the annexed list of 7 candidates for membership of

the Society. Resolved that the names be approved :—

Names :

1. Lady Holmwood.
2. R. D. Banerji, Esq., m.a.

3. T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Esq., m.a.

4. G. E. Fawcus, Esq., m.a.

5. Babu Haranandan Panday, B.i ,

6. Babu Krishna Govlnda Tewari

7. Babu Bidya Binod Singh.
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4. Considered the rough draft of the annual report of the

CouQcll for the year 1915 prepared by the General Secretary.

After discussion of the draft, it was resolved that it should be

passed as amended by the Council.

5. Considered a suggestion that invitations for the annual

meeting of the Society should also be issued to selected non-

members. The Council are of opinion that the General Secretary,

when issuing invitation to the members of the Society for the

annual meeting to be held on the 24th January 1916, should

request each member to state whether he will be able to at' end,

and also to state whether he would like to bring with him any
one or two non-members as visitors, and if so, to give the names

and addresses of the latter, so that cards of invitation may issue

to them so far as space permits.

6. The Council desire to suggest that that part of Rule 33

which provides that ordinary meetings of the Society shall be

held once a quarter might suitably be modified so as to prescribe

that at least two ordinary meetings of the Society shall be held

each year, one in the beginning, and one towards the end, of the

cold season, so that papers passed by the Sub-Committees may
be read and discussed. The Council make this sugg?stion in

view of the fact that under present provincial conditions it^ will

probably be found impracticable to hold a meeting of the Society

every quarter, and also because they feel that many papers might

be offered which would be suitable for reading and discussion,

though not ripe for publication in the Journal,



v.—Minutes ofa meeting of the Council
held at Government House, Banki-
pore, on the 24th January, 1916.

Pkesent :

1. The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. W. Oldham, i.c.s., Vice-

President, in the Chair.

2. The Hon'ble Mr. E. H. C. Walsh, c.s.i., i.c.s.

3. Mahainahopadhyaya Pandit H. P. Shastri, m.a., c.i.e.

4. S. Sinha, Esq., Bar-at-Law.

5. K. P. Jayaswal, Esq., m.a., Bar.-at-Law.

6. P. Kennedy, Esq., m.a., b.l.

7. Principal V. H. Jackson, Esq., m.a.

8. D. B. Spooner, Esq., b.a., ph.d.

9. Professor Jadu Nath Sarkar^ m.a., p.r.s.

10. Babu Sarat Chandra Boy, m.a., b.l.

1. The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

2. Pending applications for membership were considered, and

19 ordinary members were duly elected. Their names are noted

below :
—

1. Babu Baidya Binod Singh Deo, Zamindar of Icha,

district Singhbhum.
2. R. D. Banerjee, Esq., m.a.. Assistant Si:perintendent,

Archssological Survey of India, Indian Museum,
Calcutta.

3. T. A. Gopinath Rao, Esq., m.a.. Superintendent of

Archaeology, Travancore State, Trivandrum (Madras).
4. G. E. Fawcus, Esq., m.a.. Inspector of Schools, Chota

Nagpur Division, Ranchi.
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5. Babu Krishna Gobinda Tewari, Pleader, Khunti, district

Ranchi.

6. Lady Holmwood, 17, Harington Mansions, Calcutta.

7. Babu Harnandan Pande, B.A., Excavation Assistant

to the Director-General of Archaeology of India,

Simla.

8. L. E. B. Cobden-Ramsay, Esq., c.i.e., i.c.s., Poli-

tical Agent, Sambalpur.

9. The Right Revd. F. Westcott, Bishop of Chota Nagpar,
Ranchi.

10. Maulvi S. M. Fazl-i-Haqq, B.A., Deputy Magistrate

and Deputy Collector, Chaibassa.

11. Rai Bahadur Janki Prasad Tewari, Retired Superinten-
dent of Police, Ranchi.

12. Babu Jagat Pal Sahay, Pleader, Ranchi.

13. Babu Nirmal Chandra Ghose, m.a., b.l.^ Pleader,

Bankipore.

14. Khan Bahadur Saiyld Sarfaraz Husain Khan, Hono-

rary Magistrate, Patna.

15. Rai Bahadur Lai Rajendra Sing Bariha of Barasam-

bar, district Sambalpur (C. P.)

16. Babu Haran Chandra Chakladar, m.a., Professor, B. N.

College, Bankipore.

17. T. S. Macpherson, Esq., m.a., i.c.s.. District and

Sessions Judge, Arrah.

18. H. N. L. Nandkeolyar, Esq., m.a., Bar.-at-Law, Banki-

pore.

19. Rev. Angarika H. Dharaiapala, 4-A; College Square,

Calcutta.
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I.—Temple Types in Tirhut. *

By D. B. Spooner, B.A., Ph.D.

In his great
"
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture

"

Fergusson classifies all Hindu temple-forms under one or other

of three styles, which he designates Dravidian, Chalukyan and

Indo-Aryan or Northern. The great Lingaraj temple at Bhu-

vaneswar (Plate A) and the more famous Black Pagoda at

Konarak are his principal examples of the third or Indo-Aryan

style, and Fergusson asserts that he has devoted more time to

a consideration of the origin and development of this architec-

tural fomi than to any other problem in connexion with his

work, but nev^ertholess without reaching any satisfactory solution.

Speaking of the temple type in Orissan architecture, which

according to him is the norm for Northern India, Fergusson

gives one to understand that its essential characteristics are a

5quare cella for the image, indicated externally by a tall tower,

which tower is always curvilinear, never shows any trace of

itoreys, and is surmounted by that massive circular coping stone

which is known as the dmalaka, on which finally rests the finial

Lecture delivered before the Bibiir and Oriasa Bcsearch Society at Fatua in
February 1916.
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or Jcalasa. To the sikhara or tower so constructed there may
be and usually is added a porch or jagamolian, with sometimes

other similar adjuncts. But temples of this style are essentially

tripartite as described, and their main characteristic is their

curvilinear outline. This appears to be the form already stereo-

typed in the oldest known examples in North India, and

Fergusson, beyond suggesting that their peculiarities were a

structural necessity, leaves the problem of origin unsolved. If

this is true of the oldest specimens of this type, it is, if possible,

still more so of what Fergusson looks upon as the latest, most

modern development of this general class, which he illustrates

with a modern "
Bengal temple

"
, as he calls it, in Benares

(Plate B).
'^ This Bengal example,^^ he tells us, (Vol. II, page

90),
"

recalls nothing known in civil or domestic architecture.

Neither the pyramid nor the tumulus affords any suggestion

as to the origin of the form, nor does the tower, either square

or circular ;
nor does any form of civil or domestic archi-

tecture. It does not seem to be derived from any of these

and, whether we consider it as beautiful or otherwise, it seems

certainly to have been invented principally at least for aesthetic

purposes, and to have retained that [impress from the earliest till

the present day'\ Elsewhere (Vol. I, page 326), he suggests

that some day the discovery of- some earlier example than any

now known may render the evolution clearer, but beyond his

suggestion of constructional necessity he was not himself able to

go. It is the purpose of the present paper to propound a solu-

tion of the problem so simple that Fergusson complelely over-

looked it, despite his obvious knowledge of the facts.

First of all I wish to question Fergusson's conclusion that

his so-called Bengal temple in Benares is a lineal descendant of

the Orissan type. This paper does not deal with these Orissan

forms, and I will therefore not discuss here the special problems

attaching to the history of their development; but I am per-

suaded that the Benares type which Fergusson illustrates is not to

be derived fi-om any !such beginnings, and I suspect that it was

primarily because of this initial misconception that FergussoUj
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with all his unparalleled knowledge of the subject, failed to trace

the origin and growth he sought.

But however diverse in history this form of northern, or as

I will henceforth call it, Tirhut type of temple may be, it too is

essentially tripartite, and consists as a rule of cella, tower and

porch, which latter element is obviously a later adjunct to the

structure. In the simplest form in which this sort of temple

could appear, in point of theory, we should have a small square

room, to contain the sacred image, with a more or less lordinary

roof, sloped to keep the rain off, and in course of time, a narrow

portico in front to keep the fierceness of the sun from entering

the shrine. Such a structure as this would be about the simplest

form of house we could imagine, granting these three elements

as essential, and we will take this as our theoretical starting

point, although it is evident that there is nothing curvilinear

about it, and that such a primitive type of structure is remote

indeed from, say, the Black Pagoda at Konarak. Nor will the

development which I mean to trace bring us at any point nearer

to this building in essentials.

Now in studying architectural developments, it is usually

assumed, I believe, that if we could arrange all our temples in

order of their dates, their development would stand out, except
for the fact that the earliest, most primitive types are supposed
to have died out and to be thus no longer adducible. There

is, of coui-se, some truth in this assertion. If we had an

unbroken series from the beginning, and knew their dates, the

tracing of the development would doubtless be easy enough.
In Tirhut, however, such a proceeding is certainly not possible,

because, in the first place, there are extremely few temples
of any real antiquity, (certainly none at all of the remote

past), and the dates of those which do exist are not readily
determinable in most cases. If then we are to trace this

development in the buildings of this region to-day, it will

be due in the main to the falsity of the assumption that the

primitive types have ceased. We must bear in mind, however,

thj^t the assumption is not altogether false. Close approxima-
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tions exist to these earliest forms^ as we shall see, but they

are all modern structures, in themselves, and render the enquiry

less easy than it might have been. But if the modernity of

our documents be remembered, and due allowance made for

this circumstance, the difficulties will be in no sense insu-

perable. We must not, however, expect our modern structures

to illustrate in each and every particular the precise stage of the

development which the logic of the temples as a whole will

put before us, at each given point.

It is for considerations such as these that it is not now

possible to illustrate among the temples extant in Tirhut to-day

any of exactly the most primitive type I have taken theoretically

as our starting point in this enquiry. But we see what is

essentially the same in certain rude little shrines at Sonpur

(Plate I). Here, as in the structure which we have hypothecat-

ed, we see a simple square chamber, constituting the cella, with

a simple, ordinary roof, rising to a point, and with a narrow

porch in front. These are the constituents of our simplest form

of temple, and in the present example we find them in as simple

forms as now are traceable among the existing and recorded

monuments. It will be admitted that in primitiveness they

are almost all that could be wished. They show, however, one

feature which is regrettable namely the false arches applied

decoratively to the sides of the cella wall. These are, of course,

extremely modern elements, their ornamental cusps betraying

Muhammadan influence, and they render the monument less

suitable for our present purposes than could be wished. How-

ever, if we eliminate this feature, and consider for the moment

that these arches are not there (they are of course wholly

non-essential), we shall have the primitive type we postulate,

with perfectly plain, undecorated walls, and an equally undeco-

rated pointed roof, square in plan, as Is the cella proper.

It was this very circumstance of the plainness of these

surfaces which, so far as I can judge, gave rise in course of time

to the entire development which we seek to trace. Nowhere are

the beauties of the play of light and shade more appreciated than
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in India, whether because of the brightness of the sun or because

of the innate sestheticism of the Hindu heart I cannot say. At

all events, the Hindu has never been unmindful of this feature,

and an aesthetic utilization of shadow is a conspicuous part of

the beauty of most, if not all, Indian monuments. The mono-

tonous expanse of this plain wall, calculated in Indian conditions

to become a mere intolerable glare, was not long endurable, we

may be sure. The builder sought to diversify this surface accor-

dingly, with a view, so I conceive, of introducing shadow, and

to this end conceived the simple, but epoch-making expedient

of advancing the central portion of his wall a little way (Plate

2). By building out a centi-al projection of this kind, he at once

broke his plain surface by distributing it in two planes, and

thereby gained the desiderated shadow. But let us now observe

that even in this most modem of examples, a striking charac-

teristic of the building is its prevailing lack of eaves. There is,

to be sure, a slight projection around the top of the wall, inter-

mediate between it and the actual roof, but it is in no sense

conspicuous, and, in the most primitive examples, may not have

existed at all. I rather infer that it did not exist, originally;

because in the case of the Shiva temple at Padram, in Saran

District, where we see the first instance of the projection on the

cella wall of which I speak, we find that the contour of this pro-

jection has been followed up into the region of the roof as well,

and that its outer edge here also conforms, very naturally, to the

configui-ation of this roof, running parallel to the edge again.

This result would have been not only facilitated by the absence

of eaves, it would have been rendered almost a constnictional

necessity, for, with the side wall distributed in two planes, as it

is here, the roof, if rising from the inner one of these planes,

only, would have left the top portion of the second one bare,

unfinished and objectionable. But so slight a rim as surrounds

the top of the wall in this temple at Padram would not have

prevented the canyiug of the outline into the region of the roof,

even if we assume that it or its counterpart did actually exist in

prehistoric instances.
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Once carried upwards in this way, however, the projection on

the cella wall automatically, or with the minimum of deliberate

invention, supplies us with what is one of the most striking pecu-

liarities of Hindu architectural ornament, namely, the decorative

miniature. Fergusson at one place remarks (Volume II, page

99), that "almost all the ornaments on the facades of Buddhist

temples are repetitions of themselves ; but the Hindus do not

seem to have adopted this system so early, and the extent to

which it is carried is generally a fair test of the age of Hindu

temples ". How such a form could have developed naturally in

a temple of purely Orissan type I cannot myself perceive ; but in

the case of this temple at Padram it is clear that there is more

than constructional propriety in it, it is almost a structural

necessity. Were it not a fact that the Orissan temples are

centuries older than any of the structures now extant in Tirhut,

one would be tempted to suspect that the miniature as such

originated with th-Q Tirhut type, and, having become established

in Indian architecture as a decorative device, was subsequently

applied with less architectural propriety elsewhere. It is perhaps

not impossible that this is really the case, despite the absence of

quotable instances today of this Tirhut form in really ancient

examples. But whatever the history of the miniature in the

Orissan type, it will be, I think, obvious as we proceed that in

the Tirhut type it developed in this simple, unimaginative way.

And why ? Because, having at last conceived this principle of

achieving light and shade by the advancement of one portion of

his wall, with this resultant single miniature as decoration for the

tikhara the architect very naturally next proceeded to repeat the

process, when, by advancing yet a further portion of the wall

symmetrically with the first and thereby distributing the surface

in three planes instead of two, he attained not only added play

of shade, but also a second miniature, as in the Har-Mandir at

Ghataru in Muzaffarpur (Plate No. 3).

That this is a great step forward all observers will admit, for

this Har-Mandir is as chaste and beautiful as it is simple in its

every part. Nor is it surprising that the success of this venture
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should have encouraged the builder to continue in the former

course^ and advance yet a third portion in the same way, with the

result observ'able in the Mahadeva temple in Mahalla Garhi Tir

inChapra (Plate No. 4). It speaks equally for his good taste that

he recognized this as the proper limit of this style, for no temple

recorded in Tirhut shows any attempt to advance further along these

lines. The Chapra example is the culmination of this style, and will

appeal to Europeans as to Indians in its every line. It is indeed

remarkable how closely it approximates in feeling to many spires

on Christian churches in the Western world, although it is, I take

it, perfectly obvious from what we have already seen that both

in origin and development the whole is absolutely local and

This fourth type, wherein the cella wall is broken by three

indigenous.

projections and the tower decorated with three miniatures, forms,

as I have just remarked, the culmination of the development in

this direction. But if we now turn back to Type 2, the Shiva

temple at Padram, where there is only one such projection, we
observe that in distributing the surface of the wall in two planes,

this projection also divides it into three vertical panels, one

formed by the projection itself, the other two by the parts of the

wall at either side remaining unadvanced. At some st ige of the

architectural history this threefold division appears to have come

promLQently into notice, and the architect conceived the idea of

balancing this tripHcity rythmically by a corresponding threefold

division of his tower in horizontal storeys (Plate 5). The

result is seen in the Shiva temple at Bagaha in Champaran
District. Here we have a three-storeyed tower corresponding

rythmically to the three panels on the cella wall, each of the

three storeys being formed of rows of miniature sikkarat, indivi-

dually evolved, so I conceive it, in the simple way that we have

seen, but become stereotyped as an accepted architectural orna-

ment before the creation of Type 5 was possible.*

* A form tranBitional between Types 4 and 5 is afforded us by temples of Tvpe
2 where minur miniatTires are plac^ at the four corners rising to half the height
of the main or central miniature. This results in a threefold horiiontal division
of the tower, also, and is presumably the origin of the rythm between theeQ
borisontal storeys and the rertical ptuieUing.
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At first sight one may be inclined to doubt whether there is

really any connexion between these three storeys here in the tower

and the three unobtmsive panels in the wall, but so far as my
present survey of the Tirhut temples enables me to judge (and I

have photographs of almost every building of any interest at all),

this rythm between the vertical panelling and the horizontal

banding is a constant one. A few insignificant exceptions do

exist, but these are apparently spurious modern forms, built by
humble modern masons ignorant of the true principles of their

art. They form no integral part of the development and as mere

architectural mistakes may be left out of consideration in this

paper. Besides, these subtypes are the great exception. In the vast

majority of cases the relationship between the divisions of the cella

wall and those of the sikhara or tower is faithfully maintained.

This results in the interesting fact that the number of such hori-

zontal storeys is regularly an uneven one. The projections on

the cella wall naturally divide it into either three or five or seven

veiiical panels, according to the number of these projections ;

they cannot divide it into four or six or eight. In consequence

we find that the horizontal storeys similarly advance in odd

numbers, the next step in the development being illustiuted by

the Kamaleswarnath temple at Triveni in Champaran District

(Plate 6). Here we see that the side of the cella wall has been

broken into five vertical panels'by means of the two projections;

but instead of decorating the tower vertically by t^vo resultant

miniatures, as we saw in the case of the Har-Mandir at Ghataru

where the cella was similarly constructed, wo here find that

the sikhara has been banded horizontally by five rows of minia-

tures. The temple is a very modern one, of course, and the es-

thetic variation in the size of these miniatures makes the coun-

ting of the storeys in the photograph less easy than we could

desire, perhaps, although there actually are five storeys in reali-

ty ; but in the case of the next example (Plate 7), the

Mahadeva asthan at Saui*ath in Darbhanga, and in tlie other

examples we shall see, the counting is obvious enough. Here

the projections on the cella wall are three, which divide the
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surface into seven well-defined vertical panels. Tliese seven pa-

nels are counterbalanced bv the seven storeys of tbe tower, tliese

seven storeys being brought about by five actual rows of minia-

tures making up five storeys, with one miniature on each face of

the square tower to compose the sixth, and the actual summit of

the tower itself constituting the last or seventh storey. For the

lythm which I postulate it is obviously unessential that there

should be precisely as many rows of miniatures as there are ver-

tical panels. "What is essential is that the tower should show as

many horizontal bands as there are vertical panels. But once

constituted, these horizontal bands may be decorated or other-

wise treated in a vaiiety of ways, according to the aesthetic

feeling of the architect. Thus we find that in the case of the

Ram-ji Mandir at Seraaria in Saran (Plate 8), the side of the

cella wall is di\-ided into nine vertical panels, and that the tower

above the eaves is divided correspondingly into nine horizontal

bands, some of these bands being horizontal rows of miniatures,

and some being treated otherwise. The builder fortunately re-

cognized that a mere multiplication of rows of miniature sikha-

ras would result in intolerable monotony, and he has done his

best to overcome this difficulty.

The culmination of the principles we have been following is

reached in the Ramchaudra Mandir at Ahalya Asthan at Ahiari

in the Darbhanga District (Plate 9) which comes perhaps nearest

of the Tirhut temples to that type of modem temple in Benares

which Fergusson illustrates. At first sight it is not altogether

obvious how this peculiai" building is to be accounted for, nor

how it falls into line with all the types we have just seen. It

is, however, apparent, that as regards the panelling on the cella-

wall, the Ramchandm ^landir is but one step in advance of the

Ram-ji Mandir at Semaria, which was shown in the preceding

plate. That temple had nine panels ; the present one shows

eleven ; although in this ultm-developed form they are no longer

actual projections from the sides of the cella, but purely decorative

panels. Their number, however, is eleven, and we feel instinc-

tively that, in the light of all the other temples of this general
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class which we have examined, this number of eleven should be

rjthmically balanced in the storeys of the tower. Now to erect

anything like an eleven-storeyed-tower on so small a base or

cella as we see in this example would be a difficult and certainly

most unsesthetic proceeding. The building is top-heavy even as

we see it. The builder, therefore, was faced with two alterna-

tives, as I conceive it, either to abandon the fundamental prin-

ciple of construction, or to interpret it to fit his structure. He

wisely chose the latter of these alternatives, and contrived to re-

tain his rythm and keep his eleven storeys in a most ingenious

way. At either side of the tower we see that he has built up a

series of five rows of miniatures, putting five such in the bottom

row, four in the second, three in the third, and so on, with the

result that these series rise in a definitely ascending scale. The

eye travels up them. The sixth storey, however, which crosses

the entire width of the pinnacle, serves as a transitional mem-

ber, and brings us to the top of what is as clearly a descending

series of single miniatures centrally placed and so constructed

that the topmost one is the largest, and the others each smaller

and smaller, so tliat here the progress of the eye is inevitably

downwards. Thus, having ascended by the rising tiers at either

side, and having thus accomplished five storeys, the eye of the

beholder meets the transitional sixth storey at the top, and is

then led downwards through yet five other storeys, in this inge-

nious way completing the number of eleven requisite for rythm.

Thus, although at first sight this temple at Ahiari appears a

mere monstrosity quite as inscrutable as Fergusson's temple in

Benares we can now see that in reality it constitutes the legiti-

mate culmination of the style. There are faint traces of a curvi-

linear outline here as in the Benares example, but to my mind these

are accidental, and in no way essential. They are sufficiently

accounted for by the long familiarity of the Indian eye to the cur-

vilinear outline of the Orissan type of shrine, but I cannot see

that this curvature has any fundamental bearing on the problem
of development in the tj^e of temple in the Tirhut region. The

class as a whole appears to me to be essentially distinct from the
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Indo-Aryan type of Fergusson's discussion, and to be explained as

we have seen on very simple lines in perfect independence of the

Orissan style^ save perhaps in individual instances where the out-

line of the sikhara has been influenced in a minor way and to an

almost negligible extent.

Now it will have been noticed that in all the monuments that

we have so far seen, the tower is square in plan. A very simple

development from this original norm was effected by cutting off

the four comers of the tower, with the result seen in the Shiva

Mandir at Dandaspur in Saran District (Plate II) where we

see an octagonal tower decorated vertically as in the first group

illustrated at the beginning of the lecture. The same principle is

again illustrated] by the Radha Krishna temple in Muzaffarpur

(Plate 12) where an octagonal tower is treated horizontally.

Here the projections on the side of the cella being two in number,

the panels number five and the horizontal banding of the sikhara

is measured or spaced with reference to this fact, although the

pinnacle is left to do duty for the two uppermost storeys. In

Plate 13, the Shiva Mandir of Ganpat Ram at Bagaha in Cham-

paran, we have a similar octagonal tower with seven horizontal

storeys, if we count the miniatures immediately above the en-

trance
-y
but whether the side of the cella wall shows the three pro-

jections which this number of storeys indicates is unhappily not

determinable from the photograph before us. In these more

developed forms we sometimes find that the ryt.hm has been over-

looked,
—sometimes, but by no means always. Some octagonal

towers, however, appear to show an even number of storeys, which

could never be the case were the fimdamental principles borne in

mind. Thus the miniatures pile<l at the angles here appear to

mount through six storeys only ; but the appearance is misleading,

the tower being as we have seen seven-storeyed in reality. The

same may be true elsewhere also where the rythm seems at first to

have been overlooked.

From the octagon the plan of the tower passed by a natural

transition into the true circle, and we get the temple with simple

round tower, such as is shown by the Bhagawati Mandir at
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Subegarh in the district of Muzaffarpur (Plate 15). This building

I am told was erected by an exile from Nepal; and forms perhaps

no very genuine link in the chain of development in Tirhut. I

venture to illustrate it here, however, as it fills what would other-

Avlse be a gap in our logical series. There appears to be no other

example of this type in the whole division, which perhaps is not

regrettable on esthetic grounds.

From the tower we pass next to the simple dome, a beautiful

example of which is shown in Krishna Teli^s Shiva Mandir at

Mairow Dih in the Chapra Subdivision of Saran District (Plate

16). But that neither the round tower nor the dome can be in-

fluenced by any principle of rythm such as we have witnessed in

our earlier examples is obvious, and here we see that the side of

the cella wall is treated simply as in the case of the primitive

shrines at Sonpur with which we began our series as a whole.

One ugly temple at Kakraul in Darbhanga District shows an

unadmliable development of this dome into a square form, but this

I will not illustrate. Plate 18, however, shows a more graceful

modification, where the round or square dome has passed into the

octagon, this Ram Mandir at Samastipur in Saran being typical

of a not numerous but picturesque class of temples, for some

curious reason specially favoured and approved at Parsa in the

same district, where there are several temples of this special type.

So far as my present survey goes, no further development

of the simple tripartite unit is traceable in Tirhut. We have

not yet by any means completed the story of temple development

in Northern India, but part of the remaining story is traceable

in m iltiplications of the units already seen. Thus (Plate 20),

the Har-Mandir at Harauli in MuzafEarpur, shows us what was

the next step forward, the building of two of the now familiar

tripartite units side by side ; in this particular case they are

essentially two distinct units independent save for their being

juxtapoi-eJ, But as all of you are aware, temples of this dual type

fiequently have the entrance porch in common, when their archi-

tectural unity Is iumic apitareut. In the Harauli temple we see

the tower treated vertkally by the application of two miniatures.
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exactly as in the Har-Mandir at Ghatam which was our third type

above, and here too we see that thei-e'are two projections on the

side of the cella wall, so that the unit even here is true to type.

Plate 22, the Shiva and Thakur Mandirs at Srinagar in Sa-

ran, show the developed tower in circular form rising from a poly-

gonal base, where the tower itself is decorated horizontally by
bands of very schematic miniatures. In essence, however, the

number of these miniatures corresponds exactly to the number of

surfaces in the cella wall, so that strictly speaking this temple is

only another and developed form of the type preceding. The

treatment is really again a vertical one, and the resulting appear-

ance of horizontal banding is more an accident than otherwise,

which is interesting as showing how two seemingly quite distinct

forms of decoration can overlap.

From two such units side by side the next step is clearly to a

threefold form, and Mahant Jai Ram Dass-ji's temple in Chapi-a

(Plate 23) will illustrate this curious but pleasing stage of the

development. I regret to say that this triple temple is unique in

all Tirhut. Before leaving it let us appreciate the clever and suc-

cessful way in which the artist has introduced variety in his treat-

ment of the several spires.

So far as these simple units go, this is the whole series for

Tirhut. But this growth into duplex and tiiplex forms was not

the only development which took place. We have seen above

that all these various temples consist of three parts, the cella, the

tower and then the porch. But in some instances we see, as in

the Kankali Devi temple at Simraongarh in Nepalese territoiy,

(Plate 25), that in coiu'se of time the familiar porch developed

into a sort of verandah all around the shrine, which gives us

quite a new form altogether. Here the tower is decorated verti-

cally as in the first group above, and the same varieties of tower

may be traced here as in the case of simple units. It would

however serve no useful purpose to illustrate all the now familiar

stages over again, and I will show you only the Shiva Mandir

at Sheohar in Muzaffarpur (Plate 28), as illustrating a temple of

this general class with the tower treated in the hoiizontal fashion
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Plate 39, the temple of Radha-jl at Jagdispur In Saran, shows

the same principle applied to a domed shrine, and the Ramji Man-

dir at Bangra in Saran illustrates the same with double towers

(Plate 32) . A further direction in which the class developed is

seen in the case of the Mahadeva temple at Akhara Ghat in Muzaf-

farpur (Plate 34<) where we find that instead of a single porch there

is one on every side, the principles of the sikhara however remain-

ing fixed. This particular variation, though, has not met general

favour, and so far I have found only this single instance of this

type in all Tirhut. What was a much more favourite develop-

ment is shown in the familiar Panch Mandir type (Plate 35) as

illustrated by a temple at Pojhia in MuzafEarpur. Here we see

that to the original shrine, consti*ucted in this case on the princi-

ples of our Type 1 above, four minor shrines have been added,

one at each of the four corners, all five being of the same simple

type individually. In most instances, however, the central tower

or iikhara in Panch Mandir temples is of more developed form

than are the necessarily smaller corner shrines, thus Plate 37

shows us the Panch Mandir at Bangra (Saran) where the central

tower is of Type 4 and the corner ones of Type 3. In this way

great diversity was obtainable and has in practice been obtained,

the many Panch Mandirs in Tirhut exhibiting a wonderful varie-

ty on tabulation. Not each and every form of simple unit has

been traced, of course, but a fairly extensive series does exist, too

extensive for me to illustrate to-night. It will suffice if I show

you one or two of the more striking examples, for instance the

Panch Mandir at Chapra depicted in Plate 39. Here the builder

has very neatly and successfully combined the two principles of

decoration, making his central tower of the horizontal or storeyed

type and the comer towers of the vertical order. The main spire

I would point out seems at first to be four-storeyed ; but the

panelling on the cella wall being fivefold actually, I fancy that the

lofty finial is meant to compensate and thereby keep the rythm.

In the case of the corner towers we see the old principle adhered

to very strictly, there being three projections on the side and

tbree corresponding miniatures on the surface of the tower. In
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the Panch Mandir at Chainpur in Saran District (Plate 42) we

cannot see from the photograph how many, if any, panels the

cella walls may show, but the seven storeys of the central tower

should indicate seven such, and the three storeys of the comer

ones a single projection. The total effect is very pleasing, and

in the enclosing of the side entrances we have the germ of what

we shall soon see is the culmination of development in all these

temples as a class.

Before we advance to that stage, however, I should like to

show you Plate 43, another Panch Mandir at Chapra, which is

remarkable not only for the clarity with which it illustrates the

principles we have been discussing, but still more so for the

wonderful approach it makes to European forms. There is

nothing here to remind us of Fergusson's Orissan type at all, so

far as I can see, and certainly nothing in the least cryptic or

mysterious, as each and every step of the development has been

traced this evening, from the simple shrines at Sonpur up to the

masterpiece before us now. In architectural feeling it seems to

me that the present example approaches curiously near to many
ancient and famous shrines in European cities, and some here will,

1 fancy, be reminded of the great cathedral of Milan even before

I draw attention to the similarity. And yet it must be perfectly

apparent to all of us that despite the strong resemblance in

external form, the two are as wholly independent and distinct as

could be wished.

But just as all the towers in all the temples of our first and

second classes were square in plan and from them we passed to

the octagonal and then the round, so the development goes in the

Panch Mandir type of temple also, and Plate 44 showing the

Mahadeva temple at Ramnagar in Champaran illustrates a form

which is almost as reminiscent of Russian churches as the splen-

did Chapra temple was of Milan. Indeed, once when I happened

to be showing these photographs to a group in a bazaar in Saran,

some villager remarked on quite his own initiative, on seeing this

particular temple here,
"

IVuh to mandir nei Aai, girjah hai" ,

which showed an acumen I had not expected in that simple village.
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The same development in the domed variety, as shown in

Plate 45, the Rajmata Mandir at Pipra Ghat in Darbhanga

District, is less like forms familiar to European eyes. But this

again lies somewhat outside the general line of development

among Tirhut temples.

A more essential step is illustrated by Plate 46, the Thakur-

bari at Kanhauli in Muzaffarpur, where the enclosing of the

spaces between the corner towers has come so into prominence

that these porches and the corner towers or shrines are almost on

an equality. When this is actually the case the final step is

taken, and we reach the developed Navaratna type shown in

Plate 47, which is Eama^s temple at Muzaffarpur, But I am

wrong really in calling this the final step. That consisted in

adding to the complex now before us a further porch, such as is

shown in Plate 48, another temple at Muzaffarpur, to Ram and

Janaki. This is the utmost culmination of temple architecture as

illustrated now in the districts north of us, and I am sure that we

are all agreed that this is a fitting and appropriate point for the

development to stop. Any further development along the lines

we have been tracing would result, or so it seems to me, in anti-

climax ; but stayed where it is at present, the style is wholly

logical and wholly admirable. The people of Tirhut are to be

warmly congratulated on the possession of so complete a series

of temples as they now possess, a series sufficient to illustrate the

whole development of this important style, and a series in-

cluding many shrines of special interest and beauty. Let us

hope that they will do their best to safeguard their inheritance,

and to maintain the temples we have seen in good condition.
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Plate A.

The Lingaraj Temple at Bhuvaneswar.
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Plate B.

Modem Temple at Benares.
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Plate 3.

Hai"-Mandir at Ghataru,
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Plate 4.

Mahadeva Temple in Chapral
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Plate 5.

Shiva Temple at Bagaha.
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Plate 6.

Kainaleswar Nath Temple at Triveni.
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PL.i.TE 9.

KamcUandra Mandir at Ahiari.
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Plate 11.

Shiva Mandir at Dandaspur,
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Plate 12.

Kadha Krishna Temple in Muzaffarpur.
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Plate 13.

Shiva Mandir at Baarahr.
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Plate 15.

Bha<'a\\ati Mandir at Subeoarh.
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Plate 20.

Har-Mandii a' Hai^auU,
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Plate 22.

Shiva and Thakur Mandirs at Srinagar.
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Plate 34.

3Iahadeva Temple, Akhara Ghat.
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Plate :37.

Pancli Mandir at Baiii^ra.
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Plate 3l'.

Pancli Mandir at Chapia|
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Plate 42.

Panch Mandir at Chainpur.
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Plati; 43.

Panch Mandir at Chapra,
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Plate 43.

Thakurbari at Kanauli.
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Plate 48.

Temple of Ram and Jaiiki at MuzafEarpur.
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II.—House-building and Sanitation in

Ancient India.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Ganga Nath Jha, MA-, D. Litt.

[Sources of Information.— {\) Cliaraka-s.iiiililta, ^2) Sushm-
ta-samhita, (3) Matsya-Purana, (4) Agui-Purana, (5) Brihat-

samhita of Varaha-mihira, (6) Bhavaprakasha, (7) Yatsyayana's
Kamaeutia ]

From a study of the above books we learn how careful the

older Indians were in regard to planning their towns and cities,

building their dwelUng-houses, and aiTanging then- daily life.

We shall find, in course of our study, that they elaborate
minute rules on these points,—rules that could not but have been
arrived at by a course of reasoning and induction based upon long
experience. It is true that in this country religious motives
have been assigned to nearly all rules of life ; the reason for this

lay in the fact that the people of this country have always been

by their very nature extremely ratiocinative ; rightly or wrongly,
they must exercise their thinking power over anything that is

told them J so that if an Indian is told to do something simply
for the purpose of some ordinary visible result, he is apt to
reason somewhat thus—' It may be that the following of the
com-se of action suggested will lead to my happiness,—but the
action is a diflicidt one,—wUl the happiness derived from it

compensate for the trouble involved in the doing of the act V
and being of a slothful temperament he is more likely than not
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to leave the action alone and tlius earn present ease and comfort.

With a view to counteract this tendency^ our teachers felt it

advisable to go to the other extreme and attribute an invisible

superphysical result to nearly every course of action that they

prescribed. This, however, need not prevent us from dwelling

upon and laying stress on the obvious benefits derivable from the

rules and regulations laid down.

The state of sanitation in any country can be determined by
three factors— (1) by the way in which its towms and villages

are planned, (2) the disposition of the dweUing-houses and

(3) the ways of living. This paper therefore will be divided

into these three parts.

With every 108 '

villages
'
it was considered necessary to have

a ' town ', which was the centre of trade and business of all tinds.

The points of difference between a '

village
' and ' town '

were

that the town was protected by a ditch and a wall, while the

village was not so protected ; the town was inhabited mostly

by tradespeople, in addition to the king and his appurtenances,

while the village was inhabited by agricultural people. In

both these places, the presence of several roads and public squares

was considered necessary ; there used to be a large open space in

the centre of the town. Within the town, the principal roads

were 30 feet wide, and the side-alleys and lanes 8 to 12 feet

'^V'ide. The open highway leading from one town to another

Was 100 feet wide. The village-roads were 60 feet wide. Tlie

reason for village-roads being wider than town-roads perhaps

I'ly in the fact that, on account of the town being inhabited by

well-to-do persons and being infested with all sorts of undesirable

men, there was greater danger of theft and robbery in the town

than in the villages; and this made more compact ness^dcsirable.

Even at the present day we find people in the villages having their
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harvesting farms in open spaces away from the dwelling-houses,

while in the towns everything has to be kept within sight.

It was this fear of robbers which led the people of the town

gradually to give up aU consideration for sanitation and concen-

trate their attention on devising means for safety from robbers ;

and it is the result of this that we find in ;our older towns

today, where the more thickly populated parts, inhabited by the

most well-to-do persons, have become mere dens where the sun's

rays seldom reach.

The older Indians paid due attention to drainage. It is laid

dqwn that a town or a village should always be located upon

sloping ground, the slope towards the north and south being
considered most desirable ; and it was considered very wrono

to have ditohes and pools in close proximity to human habi-

tations.

Eight miles from the city there were hunting grounds and

four miles from there villages were located.

It is clear from the description of cities found in the Rdmd'

t/ana and the Mahdhkarata that Indian towns in ancient times

were clean, houses were placed apart from one another, the roads

were clean, wide and well-watered and
(occasionally) perfumed •

and the markets and scjuares were cai-efully distributed. (Yal-

miki's Bdmdyana^ Bdldkdnda). In the Kadamhari Banabhatta

also describes the city of Ujjayini as containing wide and clean

roads and markets.

In Agni-Purdna {Adhyd>/a, lOG) we find elaborate rules

regarding town-planning. The area of the town should vary

between 32 and 6-i square miles ; it should be surrounded by
a wall—four gates on four sides, at least 9 feet wide, throuo-h

which elephants may pass with ease ;
—the market-place should

be broad ;
—the shape of the town should be like that of the

bow ; every town and village has it« own temple aa^ places of
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woithip;
—[he inhabitants were distributed in three lines,

somewhat in the follo'wing manner :
—

N.
Agriculturists,

Treasurer. Awarders of Punishments (Public Executioners).

w.r.

of wine. Brahmauas and Yatie. Fruit-

Dai.cers and Courtetans.

Vaidyas. Army diTision.

Cremation grounds.
S.

So much for towns and villages. As regards buildlng-siteS

We find detailed directions laid down in the MaUya Fnrana and

the Brihat-samhita.

No dwelling-house is to be built upon barren land, or upon

a plot that is sandy or damp. Special care should be taken

in fc'electing a site, with a view to avoid the contingency of free

access of light and air being endangered by the presence of

obstructions in the shape of trees, etc. It is said that
'
if

there is a tree in front of the house, it gives rise to many
undesirable results ; if, in front of the house there happens to be

a puddle, there is sorrow in the household ; the presence of a

well in close proximity to the house brings upon the inmates

the disease of epilejsy, and the presence of a drain leads to

suffering [Agni-Purdna, Adh>/rii/a,\^i). Nor were these people

prone to merely propounding Utopian rules; they were fully alivo
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to the fact that in several cases it may not be possible to avoid

the presence of the forbidden things in front of the house.

With a view to such cases it is laid down that if it be impossible

to remove any particular obstruction, the house should be

built in such a way as to leave between the house and the

obstruction a clear space, which should be at least twice as

long as the height of the proposed house. From this it ia

deal that in laying down this rule, the teachers had in view

the necessity of free access of light and air. To the same end

we have another rule, forbidding the building of one house

immediately in front of another; every house should have a

clear space at least in fi-ont and towards its left.

Tliey were not content with only the cleanness of the upper

surface of the site. It is laid down that before a house is

built, the whole ground should be dug up
—if possible, until

a layer of water is reached, but, in any case—not less than 3

feet deep ; and every unclean thing should be removed.

That they were very particular about the surroundings

being clean and free from undesirable things is shown by the

minute rules that have been laid down in connection with trees

in the vicinity of houses. Exact reasons for the choice of these

trees are difficult to imagine ; but that the selection was not due

to considei-atioa for purely transcendental results is clear from the

rule prohibiting the presenceof theholy ^5^ra7//rt liens religiosa

tree on the eastern side of the house. In point of transcendental

results, the presence of this holy tree, an object of worship,

should have been considered most desirable on the eastern side.

It would seem therefore that these rules are based, more or less,

upon sanitaiy considerations ;
—the result of long practical

experience. TVe can reproduce here only a few of these rules :
—

(1) 'On the east avoid the Ashoattha; on the south the

Pcaksa; outhe north-east, the Red-flower tree; on the south-

east trees exuding milk'. (2) 'It is advisable to have the

Banyan Ficus Indicx on the east; the Vdumbara Ficui

rac^mosa on the south; the Ashvattha on the west and the

Flahsa on the north' [Uatii/a-Purdita). (3)
'
It is not right

to have near the house trees with thorns; trees exudino- milk
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or fruit trees '. But if there be any such tree already exist-

ing, it should not be cut ; as the cutting of trees is deprecated ;

between the house and the prohibited tree some other desirable

tree should be planted ; such trees for instance, as the Ashoka,
the Bakula, the Champa, Pomegranate, Grapes, Cocoanut and
Bilva. Considerations of light and air come in here also : it

is said that 'even a tree of gold should not be planted opposite
to the maip door of the house/

II

"We have seen above with what care and foresight the old

Indians chose their dwelling sites. We now proceed to examine

what rules they have laid down in regard to the building of the

dwelling-houses.

There used to be eight kinds of houses : (1) Built of stone,

called
' Mandira \ (2) built of baked bricks, called

' Fdsfu ', (3)

built of unbaked bricks, called
' Smnanta \ (4) built of clay,

called
'

StidJidra', (5) built of wood, called
'

Mdndsya', (6) built

of bamboos, called
'

Mamlana', (7) built of cloth, called

'

Vijaya ^, and (8) built of grass, called
' Kdlima '.

The CharaJc-soThhita (Sutrasthana, Adhyaya, 15) lays down

the following directions :
—The house should be strong ; free from

air-draughts; and yet soma parts should be open enough to admit

of fresh air from all four directions. Rooms should not bo very

small ; they should be large enough to allow of all members of

the family moving about freely. The house should not be built

just below another liigh house. There should be free access of

light and air. Places exposed to much smoke or dust or noise

or bad smell should be avoided. It is not desirable to have the

rooms exposed to too much sun. The plinth should be at least

high enough to make it necessary to have a flight of steps leading

to it. Kitchen, bathing room and latrine should be each apait,

and aloof from the dwelling-house.

Further on, in Adhyaya II of the Niddnastlidnaj the

Charaka-sarkhila goes on to say that one should avoid places

where there is bad smelly where the ground is barren or damp.
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which is infested with snakes^ insects or mosquitoes, where there

is too much of weeds growing wild, where the neighbours ara

ill-mannered or addicted to bad pursuits, which is liable to

shocks of earthquake, and which is not open enough to receiye

sufficient light and air.

All the books insist upon the latrine being aloof from the

rest of the dwelling. But even so this latrine was meant for the

sick and the infirm only. For the man in ordinary health, it was

necessary to go out into the open jungles. It is laid down that

one should proceed at least so far from his house as would be reach-

ed by an arrow shot with ordinary force ; and the further minute

directions laid down bear testimony to the care and attention

that people devoted to this branch of sanitation. If these direc-

tions are followed there can be no possibility of any kind of evil

smell spreading.

Each ordinary household, according to the Brihat'Swikhila,

consisted of five houses, built round a courtyard. The exact dimen-

sions of the houses varied with the caste and profession of the

dweller. Different dimensions have been prescribed for the houses

of Kings, Commanders of armies. Ministers, Brahmanas, Ksattri-

yas, Vaishyas, and Shudras. In this paper when speaking of

the details in regard to the dimensions we shall take the Brah-

mana^s house as the standard.

Of the five houses, the width should be 48, 42, 36, 30 and 24

feet respectively ; and the length of a house was width 4- ^To
—

;

so that the length of the houses would be— (1) 48+ f|, (2)

42 + i2^ (3) 364.3^^ (4) 30 + f?, and (5) 24 + 14. In regard

to the cattle-house, granary and '
fire-house

'

(the Sacrificial

House) no precise dimensions are laid down. These would natur-

ally vary with the requirements of the householder.

Towards the courtyard there should be verandahs to all the

five houses. The width of the verandah was—
(Length of House 4- width of House) x

14

so that in our standard house it would be—
i-——

fT
—-—^=15 feet approximately14
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But according to the Mais^a-Purdna, the width of the ver-

andah should be half of the width of the house ; so that, by

this, it would be 24 feet. Towards the outside there should be a

terrace along the houses^
—

according to the Brihat-sa'Aihitd ; but

the Matsya-Purdna would have verandahs here also.

That people were careful regarding the outward appearance is

shown by the rule that future extensions; when made, should be

on all sideS; and not only on one side.

The plinth of the house should be at least y^, and not more

than y'y,
of its width ;

so that in our standard house, it would

be between 3 feet and 4 feet. But Vishvakarmd, as quoted by

Bhattotpala, lays down 4 feet as the standard plinth for all

houses.

The thickness of the wall should be
^-^

of the width of the

house ;
so that in our standard house it would be 3 feet. The

thickness of the wall was proportionate to the width of the house,

because the wider the house, the longer would be the beam ; and

hence the wall should be correspondingly thick, in order to be

able to bear the burden of the beams.

In regard to all these rules, Bl^attotpala, in his commentary

on the Brihat-sarkhitd, says that they apply to brick-built houses.

In connection with houses built of wood, bamboo or grass, there

are no such hard-and-fast rules in regard to the size, etc., though

of course those relating to sanitation are equally binding on all.

The height of the house should not be more than its width

says the Brihat-smhita. But the Agnipurdaa {Atlh>/d^'Jf 104,

verse 27) would have the height double of the width. This,

we are inclined to think, refers to a double-storied house.

As regards the door, its width should be—in Jnguh or

. , width of house
, t o .

width of house.
inches = -h 18 + *

o

so that in our standard house it would be—
Y^18 ^ j4^=,3 feet nearly.

The Ilatsi/a-Purdna has laid down 7 feet as the width

of the door. But this refers to the King's house. For the royal

nalftce the Briiat-seih'iitd lays down 15 feet as the height.
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According to the ifa^*j^(Z-Pum«a, the widtli of the door should

be half its height. Though according to the Brikai-samhitd, the

height of the door should be three times its width ; by thiS; the

door in one standard house would be nearly 3 feet wide and nearly

9 feet high.

Every house should have doors on all four sides; but no

two doors should be exactly opposite each other. Even the

modem village mason is very particular about this. In spite

of the strictest orders of the master, he will never allow two

doors to be exactly opposite, but will shift them at least

an inch or two. The preventing of direct draught appears to be

the motive underlying this rule.

In regard to pillars, we have the following directions. The

height of the pillar above the plinth should be 16 feet. Its

diameter at the base should be—
Heisrht x9 16 x9 ^ ,.

i a if u.\—^ =
—^Q—

= 1 i^-^-> nearly 2 feet).

It should taper towards the top, where its diameter should be

nearly 20 inches. The clrcum'^eience would be nearly thrice the

diameter. The entire pillar having been divided into nine

parts
—

The first ninth part
— shall be the pedestal.

„ second „ „ masonry work, jar-shaped.

„ third „ „ „ „ lotus-shaped.

„ fouiili „ „ „ „ overhanging lips.

Above this comes the main body of the pillar, which may
be either round (called

'
vrittar '), or four-sided (called Ruchakd),

or eight-sided (called Fajra), or sixteen-sided (called Dvivajra),

or thirty-two-sided (called Praliiiaka).

Over these pillars beams are placed horizontally
—the thickness

of these beams to be the same as that of the pillar.

It is interesting to note in this connection that there is no

mention of arches. In fact arches, in the proper sense of the

term, were unkno^vu to ^the Hindus. On looking at the older
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Hindu temples we find that in the place of arches we haye

the following arrangement ;—

BEAMS.

where it will be seen that the opening of the arch is obtained by

putting the beams over one another in a peculiar manner.

As regards materials, it was not considered right to mix old

and new materia^, or baked and unbaked bricks. But where it

was absolutely necessary to have recourse to the latter mixture,

the unbaked bricks were placed in the foundations over some

layers of baked bricks, and above that they might be placed

in any order one chose.

The Brihal-sdihhifd lays down ndcs as to the particular kinds

of wood to be used in house-building. Wood of thorny trees, or

of trees exuding milk, or of Kadamba, or of Bhallataka, was

considered undesirable. The Jack-tree and Sandal-wood are highly

recommended. It is not easy to find out the grounds on which

these selections were made. Mere strength or lasting properties of

the wood do not appear to have been the criterion; for the wood of

thorny trees is generally tough, and yet this has been discarded.

It would appear as if these selections also were based upou

sanitary considerations.
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The disposition of the several houses was as follows :
—

The Eastern House was used as the
' Shri-Griha

'

(as the

*

devagriha
'

is separately mentioned, this would appear to

be the best furnished drawing-room) .

S.-E. House was Kitchen.

s.
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In regard to kitchens^ we have the foUowmg directions in

the Sushruta'Sdmhitd (Kalpasthana^ Adhvaya, I) :
—The kitchen

should be roomy ; having a door towards the north ; a curtain or

chik should hang in this door in order to prevent the entering

of flies, etc. ; over the top of the walls there should be netted

openings for the exit of smoke ; there should be a ceiling in the

roof ; the utensils should be cleaned with ashes and washed

each time they are used ; no one should enter in the kitchen

unless he has bathed and put on clean clothing, and carefully

cleaned his nails.

Ill

In regard to the ways of living and feeding and drinking we

meet with minute instructions.

The Kdmasuira mentions the following as absolutely neces-

sary :—

Daily bath, daily massage of the body with perfumed

oil, soaping every third day, cropping of the head and shaving

of the chin and paring of nails once a week, the pulling out of

inconvenient hairs every tenth day (but the hair in the nose

should never be pulled out), the constant wiping of perspiration

with a napkin, devoting three-eighths of the day to business,

food during the fourth and eighth parts of the day ; [but some

people would have the second feeding at night] ; sleep during

the day only in summer
; amusements, chiefly music in the

evening.

In addition to the above, the Bkiivapral'dsha makes daily

combing of the hair also a necessity ; so also daily ^ihysical exer-

cise, specially during winter and spring ; but the exercise should

never go beyond a man's Mialf strength.' Sushruia also lays

stress on this precaution, and says that if it exceeds the limit of

' half strength ', exercise becomes harmful
; it also explains how

one is to know when he has reached this limit—' when the breath

from the heart begins to come to the mouth rather quickly {i.e.

when one begins to pant) and the mouth begins to get dry, these

are signs of the limit of half-strength having been reached '.

After th's the exarcise should be stopped. Exercise should never
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follow close after a meal. Physical exercise should be avoided

by men suffering from cough^ asthma, consumption and hae-

morrhage {B/idvaj}raid-3ha, -i: -.09). Dirty clothes should never

be worn ; only two meals should be taken ; the first meal being

taken between 9 and 12.

Very much fuller detailed directions are found in the C/iaraia

and SushriUa-sdrkhitd.

Sus/iruia-sdmiiid (^^f/zj^ay^, 5) has defined the 'healthy man'

as
' one whose bodily wants arise at regular intervals, the ope-

ration of whose bodily elements and the working of whose excre-

tory organs are regular and normal, and whose organs and mind

are happy \

Among daily duties, we have the following laid down

in the Charak-sdmhitd [Sutrasthdna Adliydyd, 5) :—The teeth

and tongue should be cleaned twice daily, morning and evening;

the head should be oiled ; oil should be dropped into the car;

oil should be rubbed over the body ; daily bath followed by the

wearing of clean clothes, applying of sandal-paint, wearing of

sweet-smelling flowers, the cropping and cleaning of the hair ;

one should never go out without shoes, umbrella and stick

at night ; collyrium should be applied to the eyes ; smoking twice

a day ; and in connection with smoking it is interesting to note

that the method of smoking was somewhat similar to cigar-smok-

ing; the Kddambari , for instance, speaks of a king as
'

paiipita-

dhumavartih
' '

having smoked the roll ;

' and the C/iaraka-sdTk'

hitd lays down the details of preparing this
'
roll

'

; thirty-two

sweet-smelling substances were powdered and made into a
"

roll
"

as thick as the thumb, and in smoking, fire was lighted

at one end of this roll and the other end was put into the

mouth. It is gratifiying to find that not one of the thirty-

two substances prescribed is tobacco, opium or any narcotic

drug. Smoking has been prohibited for weak and fatigued

persons.

In connection with the seasons we are told that, during

winter the food taken should be hot and dry. During spring

purgatives and emetics are beneficial ; heavy food of any kind,
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specially butter, should be avoided. During summer the food

should be very light, rice being substituted for wheat, and all

physical exercise should be avoided. During the rains honey should

be taken with food ; on days when it is raining hard one must

eat acids, salt and butter. During autumn rice mixed with light

meat is wholesome ; no purgative should be taken during this

season ; drinking water should be exposed to the sun and to

moonlight ; one should move about as much as possible in moon-

light.

Whenever there is desire for evacuation, for vomitting, for

sneezing, for yawning, for food, for water, for sleep, or for

breathing (after exercise), it should not be checked. The check-

ing of these is very harmful. What one must check is the

force of such things as too much daring, the passions, hasty

speech, strong appetites, avarice and fear.

For the preventing of disease it is necessary that one should

give up all indiscretions, should keep his organs of sense under

proper control ; the directions laid down in the scriptures, as also

the results of past experience, should be duly noted and borne in

mind ; one should always take into considemtion the peculiarities

of time, of place and of his own condition : and he should

never deviate from the right course of conduct [CharaJca'Samhita,

Adliyajjaj 7).

Food should never be taken before bath ; before a sitting down

to dinner or breakfast, one must change his clothes and wash

his mouth, hands and feet ; the vessels should all be washed

and cleaned ;
so also the j^lace ; one should not eat in a crowded

place ; food cooked overnight is unwholesome {Charakasarkhitd,

Adhi/di/a, 8). The food should be hot, soft and not very dry,

it should be taken in measured quantities ; there should be a

long interval between two meals ; meals should never be hurried ;

too much water should not be drunk after meals {C/iarakd-sdihkiidf

mdanasthdna, Aihydya I).

In regard to drinking water the Charaka-sdmhitd [Nidan^-^

ithana, Adht/di/a, 2) says that stagnant water is always heavier

than flowing water ; sea-water should never be di-unk ; one should
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never drink water in which there are Insects or rotting vegeta-

tion ; or which smells badly, or water taken from a drying tank

or well in which only a little water has been left.

It is in the Sushruta-samMta {Adhydya, 45) that we find very

elaborate directions in connection with drinking water.

For drinking rain-water, collected before it touches the ground,

is most highly recommended. But even in rain-water a distinc-

tion has been made—one kind has been 'called Sdmudrd coming
from the ocean (by which perhaps it Is meant that the rain has

fallen from clouds formed by vapours emanating from sea-water);

and the other has been called Gdng * 'coming from the Ganga ';

the following test has been prescribed : when it is raining place

a silver vessel filled with white rice in the rain ; after a couple

of hours if the water changes colour and acquires some sort of

smell, the water should be regarded as coming from the ocean ;

while if there is no change in the colour of the water and there

is no 'odour of any kind, it should be regarded as
"
coming

from the Ganga ". During the. rainy season, rain-water

is the best for drinking ; during the autumn, all water is equally

good ;
In the winter water from lakes and tanks is recommended,

during spring and summer water from wells and springs is consider-

ed best. No drinking water should be drawn from a source in

which the dead body of an animal has been found,' in which

leaves, etc., are rotting, In which people bathe, on which the

rays of the sun and the moon do not fall, or which is too cold.

When however good water Is not available, one should either

thoroughly boil the water, or should put into it a red-hot ball

of iron, before it is used for drinking purposes. For the piu^wse

of cleaning water of mud and other things held in solution,

the putting into it of certain substances has been recommended ;

a few such substances are—a fruit-seed called, Nirmali, the

root of the lotus-plant, water weeds, pearl, and certain other gems.

If the water is not sufficiently cool, it should be fanned

or exposed to draught of air, or it should be put in an earthen-jar

Etandiug on wet sand. Drinking water from wells or tanks
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or lakes should be drawn in the early morning. But of all

water on the earth, river-water is the best ; it promotes digestion.

The SusJiruta-sdrkhiid devotes a chapter {Adhydya, 20) to

air. The air that comes from the east is sweet, saltish and

heavy ; it produces a burning sensation in the body ; promotes

bile ; interferes with the healing of sores ; it is harmful to

persons with a phlegmatic temperament. The air coming from

the north is sweet, cool and pungent ; it is light and healthy ;

promotes energy and is beneficial to the eye. The air coming

from the west is dry and hard
; makes the body rough j is

enervating ; it is unhealthy. The air coming from the south

is soft, sweet, pungent, cool and healthy ; it promotes energy ;

it is specially beneficial to consumptives.

The Sushruta-simJiitd, towards its close, sums up its advice

to men as follows :
—

Bathing is necessary ; clothing should

be clean ; when going out one must carry an umbrella and

a stick ; one should walk gently in clean 2)laces ; one should

never talk ill of the King, Gods or his elders ; one should

avoid the company of bad men ; one should never climb trees

01 Ihills ; one should lavoid riding wicked horses or elephants ;

one should never enter an unknown stream ;
one must avoid places

where any epidemic is spreading ;
one should never check the flow of

the excretory organs ; if one chances to sneeze or yawn among a

large number of men he should always cover up his mouth ;

one should not expose his chest either to wind or to sun ; one should

not stare at the sun or the star ; when sleeping the head should

always be kept on a higher level than the rest of the body ;

meals should be regular ; one should never eat at the house of

men or women of bad character, or of such persons as have been

dismissed from their posts ; one should never eat anything in

which hair or fly or insects have fallen ; hands and feet should

always be washed before food.

From the above it will be seen that the old people of this

country knew and practised many laws of health and sanitation

which have since been forgotten, with results that all deplore.
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It is a mere glimpse of this vast and interesting subject that

has been provided in this paper. It is an inviting branch of

study, and the present writer has written this paper in the hope

that some one more competent to deal with the problems

here discussed will be induced to take up the study and

give to the world the benefit thereof.





III.—The History of Orissa in the Seven-
teenth Century, reconstructed
from Persian sources.

By Jadanath Sarkar, M. A.

Section 1.— Sources of information extant.

In his Account of Orissa Proper or Cuttac^lwiitien in 1822,

Alexander Stirling complainsj
" The slender information extant

of the proceedings of the Moghul officers from the'retirement |of

Raja Man Sinh in A.D. 1604? to the dewanship of the famous

Nawab Jaffer Khan Nasiri (A.D. 1707 to 1725), has to be glean-

ed from a few scattered notices in Persian histories of Bengal
and scarcely intelligible revenue accounts, though the century

in question must be regarded as a mosi important period in the

annals of the country, when we consider the deep and permanent

traces impressed on the state of affairs, by the ai'rangements, in-

stitutions, offices, and official designations, introduced by the

imperial government during that interval.'^ (Page 87 of the

Government reprint of 1904;.)

From Persian works, not indicated by Stirling, it is possible

now to fill, though partially, this gap in our knowledge of Orissa

during the 1 7th century, which Stirling rightly calls
" a most

important period in the annals of the country.^'' Our sources of

information are :

(i) The Memoirs of Jahangir and the official annals of the

reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzib, which throw

light only on the conquests and clianges of officials

but not on the administration or the condition of the

people,

(ii) The Muraqaf-i-llassan, or Letters of Maulana Abul Has-

san, who served the snbahdars of Orissa as Secretarv for

about 12 years (1655
—

1667), and put this collection
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together in 1080 A.H. (1669—1670). Only one

manuscript of this work is known to exist, which be-

longs to the Hbrary of His Highness the Nawab of

Rampur in Rohilkhand, to whose enhghtened courtesy

I am indebted for the opportunity of taking a copy of

the more important portions of it.

(iii)
Letters addressed by Aurangzib to Murshid Quli Khan

when diwan of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, about 1700

—1705, included in imperial secretary Inayetullah

Khan^s Ahkam-i-Alamgiri, of which there are only

two extant manuscripts, namely one belonging to the

Nawab of Rampur and the other to the Khuda Bakhsh

collection of Bankipore.

By means of these sources the middle and close of the century

are brightly lit up for the historian, but the other portions of it

will remain dark till some other happy discovery among Persian

manuscripts.

Section 2.—List op Mughal Subahdars.

Baqar Khan Najam Sani, 4th February 1628-1632.

The order removing him from Orissa was dated 24th June

1632, but he reached the imperial court on return on

13th January 1633.

Mutaqad Khan (Mirza Maid), 1632-1641.

The order removing him from Orissa was issued on 9th

March 1640, but he reached the imperial court on

29th July 1641.

Shah Nawaz Khan, 1641-1642.

Appointed to Orissa on 9th March 1640, but went there

about the middle of 1641, 'removed by order dated

8th March 1642, but continued in the province till

the end of the year.

Muhammad Zaman Tihrani (as agent of Prince Shuja),

1642-1645.

Order of appointment dated 8th March 1642, removal

dated 21st November 1645,
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Mutaqad Khan, 1645-]648—

Appointed 21st November 1645. Kecalled to court in the

22nd year of Shah Jahan's reign (July 1648—June 1649).

Tarbiyat Khan (Shafiullah Birlas, vilayet-za) as agent of

Prince Shuja, 1655-1656.

Anarchy, 1658-1659.

Ihtisham Khan, November 1659—September 1660.

Khan-i-Dauran, September 1660—May 1667. *

Tarbiyat Khan, June 1667—October 1669.

Safi [or Saif] Khan, October 1669—?

Rashid Khan, ?—March 1676.

Shaista Khan, March 1676—December 1676 (?)

Numllah, (as agent of Prince Azam), June 1678 —?

Kamgar Khan^ ?—1704.

Murshid QuH Khan, 1704-1725.

Section 8.—The expansion of the Mughal Province op
Orissa.

In the 16th century the independent Rajahs of Oiissa

were crushed between the upper mill-stone of the Afghans

advancing southwards from Bengal and the nether mill-stone

of the Qutb Shahi power (of the Golkonda) expanding

northwards from the "Madras side. Under Akbar the Mughals
held only the northern portion of Orissa, while the central portion

was ruled by native princes with semi-independent powers, but

bearing the title of monsahdars in the Mughal peerage. The

Qutb Shahis held the southern extremity of the province.

In the reign of Shah Jahan the power of Golkonda was broken

by the Mughals in 1636 and 1656, and Qutb Shah became a loyal

feudatory of the Emperor of Delhi, paying him an annual tribute.

• In Muraqat, page 48, Ihtipham Khan says that he has been recently
appointed Snhahdar of Orissa and irouM reoch MoJiinpur ou 9th Rabi-ul-awwal,
year one of Aurangzib's reign. T)ii3 v/ould yield the date 25th November 1658,
when Shuja was in possession of all the country between Beuares and Otissa, and
therefore no officer of Anrar.gzib oonH have reached Medinipur. Moreover,
Ihtisham Khan was sent to Bengal after the defeat of Shuja in January 1659. I
have, therefore, changed the date to 9th Eabi-ul-awwal, year hoo (=14th Novem-
ber 1G59). The Alanigirnamah 8a,ya t]ia,t the Emperor learnt of Khan-i-Dauran'a
death on 7th December 1667 (page 1067), but on page lOoO he is repreBentcd as
dead in the preceding June. I have accepted the latter date.
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Early in Aurangzlb^s reign oMaluli (or Malud) was the southern-

most outpost of Mughal Orissa, and beyond it lay the Qutb-

Shahi district of Chicacole, from which the Golkonda tribute

"
appertaining to the province of Orissa/'' about Rs. 20,000 a year,

was sent to the Mughal Subahdar of Orissa [Mnraqat, 51,

160).

This result, however, was achieved after much fighting. On
13th Bahman, 12th regnal year, (about the end of January, 1618),

Jahangir records in his Memoirs,
" At this time it was reported

to me that Mukarram Khan, the governor of Orissa, had conquered

the country of Khurda, and that the Rajah of that place had

fled and gone into Rajmahendra. Between the province of Orissa

and Golkonda there are two zamindars, one the Rajah of Khurda

and the second the Rajah of Rajmahendra. The province of

Khurda has come into the possession of the servants of the Court.

After this it is the turn of the country of Rajmahendra. My
hope in the grace of Allah is that the feet of my energy may
advance further. At this [time a petition from Kutb-ul-mulk

reached my son Shah Jahan to the effect that as the boundary of

his territory had approached that of the King [i.e., the Mughal

Emperor], and he owed service to this Coui-t, he hoped an order

would be issued to Mukarram Khan not to stretch out his hand,

and to acquire possession of his country
"

(Rogers and

Beveridge, i, 433).

In the winter of 1639-30, Baqar Khan, the Governor of Orissa,

marched to Khiraparah, 4 miles from Chattarduar, a very narrow

pass on the frontier between the Qutbshahi kingdom and Orissa,

and 24 miles from Mahendri, and plundered and laid waste its

territory. The approach of the rainy season compelled him to

retire without doing anything more. In the autumn of 1630

be set out again, with friendly levies from the zamindars of

Khalikot, Kudla and Ala, and on 3rd December arrived in the

environs of Mansurgarh, a fort built by a Golkonda officer named

Mansur, 8 miles from Khiraparah. The enemy offered battle in the

plain outside the fort, but were routed, and then the commandant

of the fort, a Naikwar, capitulated. Baqar Khan returned.
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after leaving garrisons at Kliiraparah and Mansurgarh (Hamid-

uM'm's Padishahnamah, I.A., SSS). The Qutbsliahis assembled

in force to recover the fort^ but Baqar Khan on hearing of

it made a forced march and defeated the Deccan army. The

news of this second victory reached the Emperor on the 23rd

April 1631 {Ibid, 373).

Section 4.—Baqar Khan^s Administration.

Complaints against Baqar Khan^s oppression of the peasantry

and zamindars repeatedly reached Shah Jahan's ears and at last

on 24th June 1632 an order was issued removing him from the

post. It is said that this Governor called all the zamindars of

the province together and then threw them into prison to extort

revenue. By his order seven hundred of the captives were

massacred, and only one escaped and carried the tale to Shah

Jahan's Court. This fugitive produced a list [itimar, rent-roll)

showing that Baqar Khan had collected forty lakhs of rupees

from the province. The Khan was in consequence recalled, and

ordered to account for the money {Masir-ul-nmara, iii, 484).

His successor Mutaqad Khan ruled the province long and well,

and died on 17th October 1651 in extreme old age.

Section 5.—^Interregnum and Ihtisham Khan's Administration.

From September 1657, when Shah Jahan fell ill and a war

of succession broke out among his sons, to 6th May 1660, when

Shuja fled from Dacca and Aurangzib became the sole master

of Eastern India, there was anarchy in Orissa. The troops and

most of the officers were withdrawn by Prince Shuja for his two

advances on Agra and latterly for his prolonged struggle with

Mir Jumla in the Rajmahal and Malda Districts. Taking

advantage of this state of things, all the Orissa zamindars wdth-

held the revenue, and several of them built forts and looted their

neighbourhood, for which they had afterwards to pay a

heavy penalty, as we shall see in the section on Khan-i-Dauran's

administration. But, by the autumn of the year 1659, Mir

Jumla had established himgelf in "Western Bengal in sufficient
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strength to enable him to detach from his army Ihtisham Khan

to take charge of the governorless province of Orissa. Ihtisham

Khan''s stay there was too short to enable him to restore orderly

government. That arduous task fell to the lot of Khan-i-

Dauranj who in April, 1660, was transferred from Allahabad to

Orissa and worked there as subahdar till his death in May, 1667.

Ihtisham Khan^s first acts were to issue a proclamation

that the kkutba should be read in all the mosques of Orissa, in

the name of the new Emperor Aurangzib {Muraqai, 45), and to

send a parwanah to all the mansabclars, zamindars, chaudhuris,

kanungoes^ &c., of the province announcing his own appointment
as subahdar and ordering them to meet him at Narayangarb,
whither he would march from Medinipur, the northern frontier

of the province, some time after 14th November 1659 {Ibtd,

47-49).

When, less than a year afterwards, he was replaced by Khan-

i-Dauran, and sent to Bengal to serve under Mir Jumla, he tried

to carry away with himself as prisoners for default of revenue,

the brothers of Rajah Nilkantha Dev, Gopinath, the brother of

Bharat Patnayak and chief officer of Rajah Mukund Dev, and

the other zamindars of the environs of Katak. As their

zamindaris could not be administered nor any rent collected in

the absence of these men, the Mughal faujdar of Katak secured

the release of Gopinath Patnayak by himself signing a bond for

Bs. 14,000 to Ihtisham Khan. And the other captives were

similarly released. For this the faujdar was severely censured

by Khan-i-Daura)i ,
who insisted that they should be uncondi-

tionally delivered up to him as Ihtisham Khan's successor in

office {Muraqai, 183-184, 156-157).

^Section 6.—Mughal reconquest of Orissa rNDER Khan-i-

Dal-ran, 1660-1663.

The first pai-t of Khan-i-Dauran's viceroyalty was devoted to

a task that was practically equivalent to the reconquest of Orissa

for the Mughal Government, as Imperial authority had dis-

appeared from the province during the late War of Successiou.
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The state of anarchy is very graphically described in the letters

of this subahdar :

" All the zamindars are refractory, owing to

the slack rule of my predecessors
"

(page 134). The "zamindars

on the further side of the Katjhuri, in the jurisdiction of Sayid

Sher Khan, have refused tribute and declared war againt him "

(page 59). "Krishna Bhanj, of Hariharpur^ the leading zamindar

of this province, during the interregnum spread his power over

the country from Medinipur to Bhadrak, a distance of 50 or 60

Tcos, seizing the property of the inhabitants and wayfarers and

severely oppressing the people
'^

(pages 72 and 107). "The fort

of Machhara or Bachhara (?) was wrested from Shuja's men

by Lakshmi Narayan Bhanj, the Rajah of Keonjhur, dm'ing the

time of disorder
''

(pages 52,58,129). "For the last three

years, the zamindars on the further side of Katak have been col-

lecting vast forces and getting ready for war ''

(page 72).

"Bahadur the zamindar of Hijli is in rebellion
''

(page 130).

"Chhut Rai has dispereed the ryots of Medinipur, and is

building a fort in the jungles with evil intentions
"

(page

190). It is useless to give a list of the names of the other

rebel zamindars here, as they will be mentioned in detail in the

history of Khan-i-Dauran^s campaigns which follows.

The farrnan appointing Khau-i-Dauran to Orissa was sent

from the Imperial Court on 3rd April, 1660 [A'amgirnamah,

474). He received it at Allahabad, where he was subahdar, and

soon set out for his new province
"
in the veiy height of the

monsoons, defying raging storms, excessive mud, and flooded

rivers, which had closed the paths
^'

{Muraqaf, So). On 26th

September he entered Medinipm*, the first town after crossing

the Orissa frontier (page 130). After spending some days
here to settle the district, organise the civil administration and

revenue collection and station faujdai's in all directions, he set

out for Jaleshwar, in the meantime wi-iting to the zamindars of

northern Orissa to meet him on the way and pay their

respects as loyal subjects (page 13 i). His intention was

to
"

finish the Hijli business
'''

tu-st. Bahadur, the zamindai

of that port, had rebelled, and had to be subdued before
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the Mughal route from Medinipur via Narayangarh and

Jaleshwar to Baleshwar could be rendered safe. But '' the other

zamindars report that the country of HIjli is now covered with

mud and water, and, not to speak of cavalry, even foot soldiers

cannot traverse it. After a time, when the roads of the district

became dry again, the campaign should be opened
"

(pages 132

and 134). So, Khan-i-Dauran put off the idea, and went

direct to Jaleshwar, which he reached in the latter half of

October [i] (page 156).

At the news of the Governor's approach, both Bahadur and

Krishna Bhanj, the Rajah of Harihai-pur (t.^., Mayurbhanj),
wrote to him professing submission and promising to wait on

him at Jaleshwar (pages 133, 136 and 181). The Mughal
faujdar of E-emuna, on the Mayurbhanj frontier, wrote to the

new Governor that the agents [wakih] of these two zamindars

had reached him to arrange for their masters' interviews. He
was ordered in rejily to reassure them with kindness and send

them back to their masters that they might come without fear

or suspicion and see Khan-i-Dauran at Jaleshwar (page 181).

Section 7.—Hariharpur (Mayurbhanj) affairs.

Bahadur evidently changed his mind and held off
j Krishna

Bhanj P] came, but met with a terrible fate, which is best de-

scribed in the Governor's own words :

" When I reached Jaleshwar,

which is near his zamindari, Krishna Bhanj saw me after wasting
a month on the pretext of choosing a lucky day [for the visit],

and offered false excuses [for his late disloyal conduct]. During
the inquiry and discussion for settling the amount of the revenue

to be paid by him, he, inspired by pride in the largeness of his

force, drew his dagger and rushed towards me. His comi^anions,

[*] On page 156 wo read that he expected to rcaoh Jaleshwar on 19th October

bnt on page 137 we have a letter written by him on the 24th from the bank of the

river of Jaleshwar.

[•] His offences are thus snmmcd up :

" Ho kept one thousand horses and ten

or twelve thousand foot soldiers, and was obeyed and helped by all the zamindars

of this country. [During the anarchy] ho had plundered the tract from Bha drak

IcMedinipur.lcnrricd oflf the ryots to his own territory, inorcasod their cultivatiou

and nxincd the Imperial dominions "
(page 107).
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too, unsheathed their swords and made repeated charges. The

grace of the Emperor saved my life. "We slew Krishna Bhanj

and many of his men. The rest fled. Some chiefs^ such as

Udand, the zamindar of Narsinghpur, Chhattreshwar Dhol, the

zamindar of Ghatsila, and Harichandan, the zamindar of Nilgiri,

threw away their weapons and delivered themselves up as

prisoners^' (pages 72 and 107-109).
" The relatives of the slain Rajah [of Mayurbhanj] raised

disturbances, molesting the ryots. So, I started for Hariharpur
to punish them and haltt'd at Remuna on the frontier of his

dominion. His brother, Jay Bhanj, submitted, begged pardon,

and brought to me his mother and son and three elephants and

some money as a present {vesh kash) ,
and begged the tiJia of the

Rajahship and zamindari for the son. I agreed, and then

started to punish the rebels near Katak '^

(page 109).

Section S.—Khl-eda Raj ai'faiks.

When the Khan reached Katak, Rajah Mukund Dev of

Khurda,
'' the leading zamindar of this country, whose orders are

obeyed by the other zamindars "
,
—" whom all the other zamin-

dars of this country worship like a god ['] and disobedience of

whose order they regard as a great sin
^^

(pages 77 and 102),
—

waited on him with due humility, accompanied by the other

zamindars and Khandaits [of Central Orissa] (page 110).

Then,
"
owing to the badness of the climate, a severe

malady seized the governor and he was confined to bed for

two months, unable to move about.'"
" The rustics [i.e.,

uncultivated local zamindars] seized the opportunity and caused

disorder. Rajah Mukund Dev absented himself from the force

sent by me to punish the rebels, and himself caused lawlessness.

The Mughal troops subdued many of the rebels and took several

forts. After recovering a little I {i.e., Khan-i-Dauran) on 7th

February 1661 set out from Katak against the other forts which

[»] Cf. Stirling :

" The title of sovereignty has been always acknowledged, by
the general voice and feeling of the country, to vest in the Eajahs of Kharda.
Down to the present moment [the Kajahs of Khurda are the sole fountain of

hooCTirin this dietrict
"

(86).
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my subordinates were too weak to capture
''

(page 77). "On
16th February I arrived near the forts of Kaluparah, Mutri,

Karkahi, Khurdiha and [three] others,
— seven forts close to each

other on the side of a high hill. An assault was ordered next

day. When our troops appeared near the forts, the enemy in a

numberless host consisting of patks and infantry, both KTiud-

shdn (?) and zamindars of Banki and Ranpur, and other Bhimiiahs

and Khandaifs,—offered battle. Our men slew many of them

and carried their trenches at the foot of the hill and after repeat-

ed charges entered their [main ?] lines. The enemy fought
with matchlocks, arrows, ^//5«^a/^*, sablia, dndrs, dhuJcans,sintis,

etc., but being unable to resist fled away with their families. A
great victory—unequalled by that of any former suhahdar—wab

won. The seven forts were captured. Two or three days were

spent in settling the conquered district and appointing thanahs"

(pages 99-101).
" On 20th February, 1661, I left for the conquest of Khurda,

the ancestral home of Mukund Dev, situated in the midst of a

dense jungle and lofty hills (page 78). On the 23rd, I en-

camped a mile from Khurda. The Eajah had fled from it, and

we seized a vast amount of booty and many prisoners at his

capital
''

(page 10.2).
"
During the last 50 years, no other

subahdar had reached these places. They were all conquered by

ray army ! and the rustics became the food of the pitiless sword.

I gave Mukund Dev's .throne to his younger brother Bhunar-

bal
"

(pagell 78). [Stirling spells the name as Bhowerber].

The victorious subahdar halted at Khurda for seme days. The

fate of the premier Rajah of the province struck a salutary terror

in the hearts of the other evil-doers.
" All lawless men are now

waiting on me with every mark of abject submission. The

zamindar of Banki and Khand Narendra (the zamindar of Ranpur)
have sent trusty agents to arrange for tlieir interview with me.

The path for collecting the revenue has been opened in all places

and mahaJs. Rajah Mukund Dev, who had been ill-advised

enough to defy my authority and withhold tribute, finding no way
of escape from cur heroes, saw me penitently on 18th March.
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The rebel Bharat [Patnayak], too, has done the same'' (pages

158-159). Mukund Dev was afterwards restored to his throne,

as we know from other som-ces.

An interesting bit of the history of the Khurda Rajahs is

furnished in a letter of Khan-i-Dauran to his agent at the

Imperial Court.
" Received your letter reporting that a counter-

feit Gangadhar has gone to the Court and secured an interview

with Kumar Ram Singh [Kachhwa, son of Mirza Rajah Jay

Singh] through the mediation of Rai Brindabandas, the mu-

sharraf of the elephant department, and ofEered to pay every

year 12 lakhs of rupees as tribute if the State is given to him.

When I arrived in this province, Mukund Dev was the Rajah
of Khurda. As he caused disturbances, I expelled him from

his zamindari and gave the tika of Rajahship to his younger

brother and reported the case to the Emperor. I have learnt

the following facts from trustworthy men :—when the lat©

Mutaqad [*] Khan was subahdaf,he slewNarsingh Dev and made

his nephew Gangadhar Rajah. Balabhadi-a Dev, the elder

brother of the slain, became Rajah after killing Gangadhar with

the help of the officers of the State. When he died, Mukund

Dev succeeded at the age of four years only. During the ad-

ministration of Muhammad Haiat, the agent of Shuja, a

pretended Gangadhar appeared and created a disturbance. He
was slain by a confederacy of the zamindars near Katak. After

my arrival in the province, another man claiming to be the

same (Rajah) appeared in Tilmal (in South Orissa). Muhammad

Jan, the faujdar of that district, arrested him and sent him to

me, and he is still confined in the fort of Mankhandi at Katak,

They say another man assuming the same name is roving in the

jungles
''

(pages 186-187) .

Section 9.—More conquests by KHAX-i-DAURiN.

On Sth March 1661, the subahdar left Katak to chastise

Lakshmi Narayan Bhanj, the Rajah of Keonjhur, who had

wrested the fort of Machhara or Bachhara from Shuja's men

[*!1 The Persian Ma- reads Mutainad, a mistake.
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(pages 58-59). His territory was ravaged and the fort in

question recovered (pages 52 and 139).

At a subsequent date (probably) j Bahadur^ the rebel zamindar

of Hijli, was captured with his family (page 116).

After Khan-i-Dauran had expelled Mukund Dev from

Khurda,
" Khand Narendra^ the zamindar of Ranpur and the

zamindars of Malhiparah and Dunparah, who had never before

waited on any subahdar," saw him and agreed to pay tribute

(page 103).
" The zamindars on the further side of the

Katjhurij who had withheld tribute and fought the faujdar,

Saiyid Sher Khan, were defeated
''

(page 59) .

At the same time the Mughal faujdar of Maluh, on the

southern frontier of Orissa, was engaged in suppressing the

rebellion of Pitam, the zamindar of Andhiari, and Kumar Guru,

the zamindar of Maluh (page 158).

The zamindari of Kanika was conquered by Mian Muham-

mad Janj and the Rajah was driven out to a fort named Rika ?

^i) on an island in the ocean. In order to besiege him

there chhdmp boats of the river Mahanadi and larger boats too

were sent to Muhammad Jan, with the heli^ of Go2)ali, the

zamindar of Kujang (pages 167 and 168).

Rao Tara [or Rawat Rai],['^] the zamindar of Kuyilu

Madhupur, was thrown into prison for heavy arrears of revenue

to thel imperial exchequer for the parganah of Awlas. Gopali of

Kujang also suffered the same fate (pages 170 and 172).

Khwajah Khalid Naqshbandi laid siege to the fort of

Kulrah and carried mines under its walls. Then Sri Chandan

[or Ilarichandan ?], the qiladar, begged quarter. He was

promised his life, but thrown into prison and the fort was taken

possession of. So also was another fort named Katkal

(page 176).

Chhut Rai, the zamindar of Kailikot '^/<r.''-/[^ J evidently

in the neighbourhood of Narayangavh, had dispersed the ryots of

(the parganah of) Medinipur and built a fort in the jungle with

[°3 On page 172 the name is spolfc 08
)j^^))^ {Bar-avatar?).

["] I am doubtful about this locality. Pugc ICO accma to imply that it was in

tbo extreme south of Orissa.
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evil intentions (page 190). But his sons were thrown into

prison, and he seems to have submitted, for we read in another

letter how a parwanah was sent to him to stop the hoi^se-dealers

who used to deviate from the Imperial road and take their horses

by way of Banpur. They were to be sent to the provincial

governor in future (page 160) .

Rajah Nilkantha Dev was a loyal servant of the empire and

fought under the Mughal banners with his contingent (page 143).

Pargana Qutbshahi was liis jagir, which he administered through

his agent Gajadhar. Rs. 4,400 were due from the Rajah as

arrears of revenue (pages 145 and 165). His brothers were

placed in confinement by Ihtisham Khan for default, but Khan-i-

Dauran secured their release (page 156).

The result of these operations was the restomtion of Imperial

authority in Orissa. The country again enjoyed peace and

order and the Imperial revenue, which had entirely dried up during

the interregnum, began to be realized again. Khau-i-Dauran

could legitimately boast of his military successes, which in his

own words were " unrivalled by any preceding subahd ir." As

he wrote in his despatches to the Emperor Aurangzib,
" I have

punished all the usurpei-s, oppressors, and lawless men of the

province and made them obedient. The revenue is being
collected by our officers. The people are enjoying peace and

happiness and plying their ti-ades
"

(page 49) . And, again,

a year later, about April, 1662, he wrote,
" The province is being

well administered" (page 54).





IV.—Tasapaikera Charter of Ranaka
Rana Bhanja Deva.

By B. C. Mazumdar, M.R.A.S.

General Remirks.

I. This copper-plate charter was found buried at Binka,

which is a sub-divisional town in the State of Sonpur, about

fifteen years ago, when the father of the present Feudatory Chief

was the ruler of the State. The late Raja Bahadur P. R. Singh
Deo kept this record in the custody of his tahsildar and very soon

forgot all about it. "When the present Feudatory Chief Maha-

raja B. M. Singh Deo made over this old record to me, the seal

was found broken at the top to the left and it could not be

stated by the tahsildar if he got it exactly in this condition.

The head of the bull (which is the Nandin of jVIahadeva) has

gone off but the figure of the animal is quite distinct on the seal

above the legend Ranaka Sri Rana Bhanja Devasya. Refer-

ring to the other plates of the Bhanjas, previously discovered

and edited by me [e.g., E. I., xi, page 98), it can be safely infer-

red that there was a crescent symbol of Mahadeva engraved

over the bull. This charter consists of three copper-plates

of which the first plate alone bears an inscription on the

inner side only. The plates are rather irregularly shaped, but

their average height and breadth may be put down as h" and 1"

respectively. The ring, which is \" in thickness and is about Z"

in diameter and passes through the holes cut at the left

margins of the plates, contains the oval seal of the grantor at the

top. It appears that the ends of the ring were joined together

by being soldered with lead and copper.

II. This charter is so similar, almost in every res-

pect to the charter of Satrubhanjadeva edited by me in E. 1.,
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•^I^ pa-gs 98, that a few remarks regarding tliat similarity seem

called for. If we leave out the names of the donors, the donees

and such other things in respect of which one charter is bound

to differ from another, it will be found that both the charters

contain almost the same text word for word. Judging by the

fact that the spelling mistakes as well as the faulty grammatical
constiniction of the sentences are common assets of both the

records, and considering the fact that the blunders committed in

one record in quoting very familiar imprecatory verses have been

repeated in the other, I am strongly inclined to think that the

clerks who were considered experts in the matter of conveyancing
had no knowledge of Sanskrit and only used from memory, for

the forms of grants and leases, such sentences as had been cor-

rectly composed previously. Even though the text is hopelessly

corrupt, I give here the pui-port of some sentences in English by

suggesting two or three emendations of the text, so that in the

event of the discovery in future of a better record of this class some

one may get some help in the reconstruction of the text. In the

light of the text of the charter of Satrubhanjadeva just referred

to above, I suggest that in the second line of the first plate,

Gahandndhakdra and Surdsura may be substituted for Bhin-

ndndhakdra and Suramakd, respectively. Though these emenda-

tions do not make the sentence ''Samhar Prapatuh^-' [lines 1-3)

grammatically correct and intelligible, the puii)ort appears clearly

to be :
—May the dreadful (Tad-Bhairavam) the dreadful person

of liara (Hara-vapuh), or rather may Hara or Mahddeva in his

aspect as Bhairava, protect you all, which [i.e., vapuh) is blazing

with the dreadful and gaping fire of the time of Samhdr or

destruction, and which dispels the thick pervading darkness

through the agency of its (or his) servant the Krtdnta or Yama,

the lord of Death, etc., etc. Looking at the arrangement of the

words in the above sentence which is the first sentence of the

whole text, and examining the last portion of the sentence

namely, Tad bhairavam Kara-vapur hhava tali prapHu, I

have been led to think that the sentence is a debris of a met-

rical composition of four lines in the vatanta-tilaka metre.
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III. Let me note here all the words and portions of senten-

ces which are new in this record and are not met with in the

Satrubhanja grant published in E. I., XI, at page 98. [a) In

the fifth line of the first plate there are some letters which look

like Rudravayotra bhuva but I suspect them to be Budrd Yatha

bhuvan, for in that case the sentence becomes intelligble. The

meaning of the whole sentence from Pratapa in line 4 to Sankh-

ya in line 5 will in that case be—As there appeared Rudras

many in number, so were in Bhanja kings many thousand in

number, [b] In Plate II. line 3
,
we meet with the name of the

goddess STAMBHESVARI and this faot should be duly noted.

This seems to support my theory that it was at Khimidi (Khin-

diniof this plate) that the STAMBHESVARI of the aboriginal

tribes was first taken into the Hindu pantheon {vide my paper on

the subject in J.A.8. (Bengal) A^ 5., Volume VII, pages 443-

447. [c] "When I edited the Satrubhanja grant some years ago the

four letters next following the words Tdthdco-ktam dharma

sdstresn, could not be deciphered by me ; but now in the Hght
of this record those letters appear to be Phala-Hiptdm (Plate II,

page 2, lines 5-6). [d] In lines 7 and 8 [ibid) we meet with this

new line— Veda-vdkya i,mdydjihvd vadanti risi [r] deva^ah

which means that the Risis and the Devatas sing with their tongues
full of astonishment at the appreciation of the words of the Vedas.

(e) The line beginning with Yatkdpsu {ibid, line 8) and ending
with Ftsarpati {ibid, line 9) is quite a new line in the impreca-

tory verses of our epigraphic literature. It means that as the

drops of water of the god Sakra and the drops of oil fall on

the earth, so will, etc. (/) The verse beginning with Lduhd-

churna and ending with Jdrayisyite (Plate III, lines 10-11)
is also to be noted as new. Its meaning is,

—It is possible for

a man to digest (or assimilate) the dust of iron and gold but it

is never possible for a man to digest a property which is given
to a Brahman, {g) Again in the light of the present record

it has become clear that the word mahdrdjaki in the last line

of the last plate of the Satrubhanja record should be Mahd-

rdiakiya and that the suggestion I made previously in E. I.
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Volume XI, that it was a Hindi word must be considered a

mistake.

IV. It is important to note that though the donor calls

himself the son or Atmaja (Plate I, line 7) of Satrubhanja-deva,

he puts the word RANAKA before his name without assum-

ing the title Maharaja or Raja. This shows the grantor was not

a ruler of the then Khindini kingdom, but was merely a governor

of the portion of the territory of which Bod was the headquarters

town. From the fact that the seal of the charter bears the name

of the grantor and not of his father, we may infer that his

father was not then alive and Ranabhanja did not acknowledge

the supremacy of the heir of his father, who was on the gadi

at Khimidi. It has been recorded in this charter that Siva-gana

Pandits son engrossed the text on the plates. This very man we

find to be the engraver of the inscriptions of the charter of

Satrubhanja-deva published in E. I., XI, page 98. The engraver,

who is of the Vanik class and is a goldsmith, has the surname

Pandi (Plate III, page 2, line 4). I must note here that in

many families of the Oriya Sonars or goldsmiths of the Sambal-

pur tract this suraame, Pandi, is still in vogue. It is curious

that the donor in dating the record does not mention it as to

whose fijayarayya the sixteenth year of the record belongs. Very

likely the grantor set up his independence surreptitiously and had

not the audacity to publish dates of his own reign. It is stated

that this charter was issued on the "
sixth clay

"
but it is not

stated whether this sixth day is the sixth day from a full-moon

or a new-moon or whether the sixth day of the week is meant

here. It is rather suprising that the month has not been noted

on the record. While engraving the word SadivasS on the

plate the curved stroke of the letter
' d ^

to the left was not

brought out and the word consequently looks like Saddivash.

V. I have already said that the charter was unearthed at

Binka ; but it is to be noted that the village to which it relates

was not situated on that bank of the river Mahanadi, on which

the town Binka is. The Mahanadi flows right through the

State of Sonpur ; the portion of the State lying to the right
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side is called the Daksina-Tira, and the town Binka is in that

Ilaka being situated just on the right bank of the river. The

village Tasapaikera, which was gifted, was in the Uttara-Tii-a

Ilaka, as is clear from what has been recorded in the Charter

(Plate II, page 1, line 8) . The word TJtra in the text is a

wrong spelling for the word Uitara. It appeai-s that the river

flowed past the village Tasapaikera, for it has been stated that the

waves or vichi (wrongly spelt as viji in the text) of the river

washed the land of the village (Plate II, page 1, line 9).

We find that the donee's family came originally from a village

called Nirola, and that he was living in the village Kamari

when the gift was made. There is no mention, however, as to

where the village Nirola was ; all we know is that the

village was a Brahman settlement, for the word Bhata qualifies

Nirola. There are many villages in the Sonpur State having

the ending Kera or Kela and the name Tampar Kera is a fami-

liar village name in the tract, but neither Tasapaikera nor Tam-

pakera is found within some reasonable distance from the bank

of the Mahanadi. There are two or three villages bearing

the name Kamari in the district of Sambalpur and the State of

Sonpm- ; but they are too far away to be identified with the

Kamari of this record.

VI. The donor Kanaka Ranabhan jadeva describes himself

as Baudhapati (Plate II, page 1, line 7), but declares that the

whole territoiy was under the sway of the ruler who established

his rule by uniting both the states of Khimidi or Khindiui (Plate

II, page 1, line 4). Like the other Bhanja nilers, the donor

alludes to the mythical origin of the family fi-om a pea-hen

by putting in the words Andaja-Vamsa (Plate II, page 1,

line 1). The donee is the Brahman Sridhara (Plate II, page 1,

Une 13), son of Bapula and grandson of Balabhadra (Plate II,

page 2, line 1) and is described to be of the Bhdrad-vdja Gotra

of Angirasa-Bdrhaspatya (mis-spelt as Barisytya or Baris'

patya in the text) Bravura ; and he is also said to be a student of

the Madhyandina (wrongly spelt as Madhyanna) branch of

the Yajurveda.
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VII. I hope to publish another copper-plate grant of a

later Bhanja ruler of Baud in the next number of this Journal.

I have good reasons to believe, that in the tight of the facts

which will be disclosed by that copper-plate grant and with

the help of the genealogical table of the present rulers of Baud, I

shall be able to fix the approximate time of the present undated

charter, as well as of the other charters of the different branches

of the Bhanjas of Khimidi and Baud.
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TEXT.

First Plate (Inner side).

1. (Symbol of Ora) ^ ^% ^1^R^,5T ^rrgfi^^CT^ ^>X^^nT

4. B r,^m ^Y^ Pcnrn^^ ,pj^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^

6. TiT^ jftf^nrwrN'crffw ^[m\ ^m^ ^^^.^^ ^ I

8. ??T IT^lTH fjTf^TcT ^rgicT ?TT^^ ''T5TW^5T

11. TTfWtci ^ra^rwt Hm^in<cT xfN^R ?nm; ^sfhtr^si

^^' H^: ^TRtrfH ^''^ m^'TST ^fw^ ^m\y^

13. » ^f^ f^^ 9E|ii^^ g^I ^??Tt^ <^HHr«<
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Second Plate (First Side).

11. fir 1^ ^fwra Tjiix ut: 'B^Jtt r^f«RT ^TTT^T^ "'Tt^ ^
12- ftTH ^Tlwc5f ir^TT^ "^^-^ w^JTi ^rm^'
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Second Plate (Reverse Side).

^* H^ W^** ^^H^TH? •TR' ^^ fk^^ ^^^ rn^m

3. Sf ^?^ ^FT^TfT ^X^rT tp^T^ lilW^I srf^fTf^ Hf^T Wf

7. ^ cTT^ ^jf irfV^ I ^^n^ii^jn f^r^^m ftf^

8. ^^cn: I ^ffirfTif cmp?!^ s^'ft irr ^T in '^ ^'miuj

11. Ji^f g^rfipr^f^ ^%^* I ^ i^V^tni fmv, ^i^jm^M fir
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Third Plate (First Side).

1. 5 tir%rt I ?n5r ^i^ ^T ^fir ct^ h^st ct^t "m i ^n5['rTt

6. ?:% fR^^ ^fjT JTs^ff Niftier: i ^ [ ^ ] #t ^ir^;

10. '^
qt?3?f I ^fi^^gr^* fw,'^ sr^^src I 5rf.JT^^f%f ^t^f
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Third Plate (Outer Side).

2.
ir,T

'rf^ iT^-. TT^f'^> U^^m\ f%g^ -^s^ 4^444c^ci4^

^' X T?t^^^ Tsrf^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^I^^

4. iTr%^ ?rfTTr«lf3R^ ^^arf^ I





V.-KALIDASA.

Ill—Chronology of his Works and his

Learning.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Shastri, MA., CJ.E.

The young poet, Kalidasa, had to serve his apprenticeship in a

beautiful country full of hills, dales, plains and small rivers. As

a Brahman he held himself aloof from war and di2)loroacy, except

so far as they form a part of the literature of the country. "What

is he to wiite ? Youth is beautiful and nature is beautiful. The

description of natural objects would be the most suitable subject

for a novice in poetly. Kalidasa passed his novitiate in writing the

Rtvsavihara. He was indeed induced to write on the seasons,

because he found all round the country he inhabited, descriptions

of seasons almost in every inscription. He thought perhaps it

would be doing a service to his country, if he could describe all

the seasons together. So he undertook to write the Rtnsamhara.

The language is not yet polished. It is still full of repetitions,

faults of grammar, faults of style and crudity of expressions.

Thomson in his
" Seasons

"
is full of historical allusions and he

is always trying to reproduce scenes of ancient days in different

seasons. But Kalidasa never thinks of history in his work on

seasons. He delineates what he sees. He begins with the sum-

mer because in Northern India the astronomers always began their

year with the venial equinox ushering in the hot season. His

power of observation though poetic and keen has not yet been

fully developed. He does not go deep either in describing the

beauties of nature or the beauties of womanhood. But his fancy

is very active. He sees beauty where others see nothing. The

first shower of heavy rain carries away worms, grass and dust and

Kalidasa watches the motion with a poet's eye. The rills go
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meandering and he watches its serpent-like shape which frightens

the frogs. One thing is certain. The one great peculiarity of

Kalidasa^s early poetry is that he admires nature more ardently

than the fair sex.

He reads the traditions of his country^ he receives a finished

education^ and he devotes himself to the stage. His next work

is a patriotic drama. Vidisa is a part of Malwa and the history

of Vidisa forms the subject of his fii*st histrionic work. The hori-

zon of his travels does not go much beyond the Avantis or

modern Malwa. He reproduces the history of Agnimitra

and gives the heroine the name of Malavika. Since the

fall of the Pradyot family of Ujjain and the absoi-ption of all

the Avantis into the Magadha Empire the constitution of Vidisa

into a kingdom under the suzerainty of the great Brahman

Agnimitra fires the imagination of the young poet and he writes

a drama that would delight the people of Malwa, Indeed the

fall of the Buddhist Empire of Asoka and the rise of the Brah-

man Empires appear to be good themes for young poets. In this

}X)em loOj Kulidasa always prefei*s Nature^s beauty to that of the

fair sex. He often indulges in such expressions as
" the motion

of young shoots of flower-trees leaves the dancing girls far

behind.
" The horizon of his travels expands and he goes beyond

the boundary of Malwa iiy his Meghaduta. He commences from

a point beyond the eastern boundries of Malwa, goes round it,

entering it in the east touching various places of interest and goes

far beyond it in the north. His love is still sensual, his admira-

tion of Nature still ardent, but his language much more polished

and his style much more attractive.

A change comes over the spirit of his poetry. He goes deep

into the nature of things and human passions, and human suffer-

ings interest him not. He goes to the Vedas for his heroes and

picks up divine or semi-divine beings for the theme of hisjwetry,

and produces his second drama the ? ikramorvasi on the stage. The

scenes are changed from earth to heaven as the celestial predo-

minated over the terrestrial. But his love is still a passion and

his admiration of nature no less ardent.
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Another change comes over the spirit of his poetry. The

Vedas please him not. They are too dry and too unsympathetic

and he must leave them. He seeks solace in devotion and his

religion becomes Saiva. Now he determines to glorify his deity in

a becoming fashion. He has already mastered all that Is on earth

and in the air and must launch into ideas celestial. He begins

with the Himalayas where he ended in his Meghadwta. The

scene changes to the heaven of Indra from that to the higher

heaven of Brahma and from that to the higher heaven of Siva.

He atones for devoting long yeai*s of youth in the description of

ajrdent and passionate love for the female sex by reducing Kama
the embodiment of passions into ashes. Henceforth his love is

an absolutely divine sentiment and no passion.

Parvati wants to be united to Siva, not a union of the flesh but

a union of the spirit. Such an idea of lofty and spiritual love is

unknown in the literature of any country and it is by such a union

that KaHdasa wanted to sing the glory of his God.

Kalidasa first exercised his poetic mind in writing on things

human and then on things divine. The first was not much ele-

vating. Its moral aim was at best doubtful. The second was

too liigh for ordinary humanity to understand and act upon. So

in his old age he tried to blend the divine with the human and

produced two of his poems—one a drama and the other an epic
—

which have extorted the admiration of the whole world. His

drama, the Sakuntala is a happy blending of the divine with

the human. Sakuntala is half celestial and half human. As a

human being left under the care of a human sage her love

was ardent and passionate. But as soon as she was carried to

the celestial world she became quite a different being with a

much loftier Idea of love and union with the object of her love.

In Kumarasaynbhava and in Sakuntala^ K.kXiAkSdJ's conception of

the beauty of the fair sex changed greatly. In the Kumara-
sambhav i Madan failed to attract Mahadeva and he took shelter

behind Parvati. That Is terrestrial beauty falling far short of

the divine sentiment. In Sakuntala too she Is carried to a far

higher region where the beauties of the Earth cannot reach her.
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But his last and greatest work is the RaghuvasTka in which

he describes the descent of the Goc'head himself on Earth. Here

Kalidasa was strong enough to measure his sword with the divine

poet Valmiki. But he left him far behind. ValmikT's Rama^

though divine, is a mere portrait without a 1)ackground. Kalidasa

gave him that background, but that is not all. Kalidasa^s con-

ception of God as the Creator and moral Governor of the world is

much higher than that of Yalmiki. God means to human ima-

gination the absolute perfection of all the higher human faculties

in a thoroughly cultured man and he makes his Eama the embo-

diment of all the perfections that human mind could conceive.

But in the background he keeps his ancestors and his successors

who represent not all but one or two qualities in perfection.

Dilipa represents the perfection of obedience, Raghu of prowess,

Aja of love, Dasaratha of kingly virtues and these usher in

Rama, embodying the perfection of all the virtues represented in

his ancestors.

This is the order in which Kalidasa^s works were written, and

this order shows the gradual development of his mind. From

the fanciful appreciation of nature he rose by steps, well-marked

and well-defined to the highest conception of Godhead and the

highest conception of the relation in which man stands to his

Creator.

I think it would be convenient to deal at this place with the

question whether all the seven books attributed to Kalidasa are

really the works of one and the same man. There is no doubt

that the Bag/iuvamsa and the Kumdrasainbhava are both written

by one poet, for there are some verses common to both and only a

bit improved in the later work. It is also tnie that the Sakuntala

is also written by the same author who wrote the two epics, for

there are sentiments which are briefly expressed in one but elabo-

rated in the other. One instance will sufRce. The bees being

attracted by the fragrance oF Parvati^s breath is elaborated in a

scene in the first Act of Sakuntala. The same is true of the

Meghadula in which we find the character of the Yaksas (given

in brief in the Kumaraiambhava) fully and thoroughly elaborated
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In the Ftkramorvasi, toOj the ideas elaborated in the 4th Act

are to be found in a nascent condition in the Meghaduta and even

in the Kumdrasainhhava. But scholai"s differ in their opinion

as to the genuineness of Btusamhdra and Mdlavikagnimiira. An

opinion was long held that Mdlavikdgnimitra was an imitation

of Kalidasa's work and there was some show of reason in the

fact that in the prologue the poem is described as a new one but

careful reading of the dramas of Kalidasa has revealed the fact

that they are all by one and the same person. It is a part of

Kalidasa''s dramatic art that he introduces the female character

in the very beginning and shows her beauty in three different

positions. In the Sakuntala the heroine is first shown in the

posture of watering the plants, then in the posture of loosening

the tightness of her garment and then in the posture of surprise

and dismay when the bee attacks her. In the Vikramorvasi

Urvasi is introduced to the audience in a state of swoon. That is

one posture. She was returning to her senses. That is the second

posture. Then she expresses her interest in her saviour by a

third posture. Kalidasa is careful not to make the thing tedious

by introducing many postures. He thought that these would

be quite enough and he seems to be absolutely in the right.

This is exactly what he has done also in Mdlavikdgniymira.

Malavika is introduced to the audience as dancing. That is the

first position. She stands still after a fatiguing dance which

forms the second position. The jester's crude attempt at

witticisms makes her smile by displaying her fine set of teeth

over the deep red lips. This is the third position. It is scarcely

possible for a later poet of India to enter so deeply into the Art

of Kalidasa so as to successfully imitate him in thus displaying

the beauties of his female characters.

What these critics call imitations are really the expressions

of an apprentice poet which in later age he pohshed and beautified.

As regards the Etmarnhdra there are many points which are

common with the rest of his poems. In Riusamkdra the apprentice

poet was confined to the scenes and surroundings of only one

district in India. But in bis, later works in the description of
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seasons the horizon of his observation was much enlarged. But

wherever a common thing is described the germ is to be found

in the Btuaamhara and the developed ideas in the later works.

One thing appears to be very striking in all these works, the

fondness of Kalidasa for the seasons in the description of which

he excels in his later works.

In Meyhaduta he describes the rainy season, in SakunUdd

the summer, in Vikratnorvasi the winter, again, in Knmd'

rasambhava the untimely spring, in Malatikagnimitra the

spring in a royal garden and in Raghw'amsa almost all the

seasons. He describes the summer in the 16th, the rains in the

1 2th, the autumn in the 4th and the spring in the 9th canto.

But the germs of all these magnificent descriptions are to be

found in the Rlusamhdra. There cannot be the least shadow

of a doubt that all the seven poems are by the same great poet

and it is a matter of congratulation that with a careful and deep

study of his works the number of those who held that all the

books were not by one man is diminishing rapidly.

His Learning and Education.

Bhavabhuti second only to Kalidasa in art poetry in India

is very fond of displaying his learning. In the prologue of one

of his dramas he actually gives a catalogue of the sdsiras studied

by him and in all through his works he is full of expressions

taken from the Vedas, the TJpanisads and the philosophical works.

But Kalidasa is very modest. He never displays his learning.

He seems to delight in concealing the fact that he was a very

learned man. As I have said before he is so successful in

concealing his learning that Indian people think that he waa

ignorant even of spelling and of pronunciation.

But his learning to a close observer appears to be

phenomenal. He seems to have read all sorts of works with a

poet's eye and no book .or no science was beneath his dignity

as a poet. In the whole range of Indian literature before his

time or of his own ^

time, there was little that he did not study

and litt'e from which he did not draw his inspiration. It is
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redundant to say that he knew the Vedas, He drew from the

Vedas his inspiration for the drama entitled Vikramdrvaii The

story is taken directly from the Vedas. In the Saiuntala the

benediction uttered on Sakuntala by Kasyapa is given in one of

the metres peculiar to the Rig Veda. His hymns to Brahma in

Kumarasambhava and to Visnu in Raghuvatma breathe the

spirit of those Upanisads like the Katha which superimpose a

monistic ideal on the ancient Sankhya doctrine.

The story of Malavikagnimitra shows his thorough appreci-

ation of Indian history at a critical moment of the Brahmanie

faith. The history is so accurate both in its political and social

aspects that European scholars drew much valuable information

from it for the re-construction of Indian history. His know-

ledge of the Eamasasira was very deep indeed. The principal

Sutras of the Bharj/yadhiharana are embodied in his advice to

Sakuntala how to behave at her husband's palace. His know-

ledge of Economics or the Arthaiattra is to be gathered from the

17th canto of Raghuvams2 in which the administration of king
Atithi is given in great detail. That he knew the Gajasaitra is

apparent from his description of the Anga country in the 6th

canto of Raghuvamsa where the authors of that Sastra are men-

tioned with appreciation and respect. He knew the fact that

the Gajasaitra was composed and promulgated in the Anga
country. It is needless to dwell upon his acquaintance with the

Puranas from wliich he takes his themes for so many of his

works. The Kamdt/ana he knew so thoroughly that he was

eminently successful in compressing almost the entire work of

Valmiki in one canto of Raghuvamsa, i.e., the 12th. In geo-

graphy of the world as then known to the Hindus he is absolutely

accurate not only to the political and physical geography of the

country but the distributions of races, plants, wild animals, fruits

and flowers. He knew Dhanurvtdt/d, that is the art of war. He
knew Ayur- Veda in all its different branches not excluding even

the rearing up of children. He knew works on hunting in

which he displays such expert knowledge both in Sakuntala and in

Jiaghuvamsa, His knowledge of Sanskrit grammar was deep and
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extensive^ as he takes up similes from grammatical technicalities.

He knew the Yoga sastra without a thorough knowledge of

which he could not have described so powerfully the meditation

of Siva in the 3rd canto of Kumarasambhava. He knew tlie

poets that preceded him. He mentions Bhasa by name and to

him he is indebted for many happy expressions and sentiments.

We do not know Saumilya and Kaviputra so we cannot gauge
his indebtedness to these poets. He knew Asvaghosa^s Saundara-

nanda^ some of the finest sentiments of which he has borrowed,

improved, elaborated and perfected. The same is true of Asva-

ghosa's Buddha Charita; the same is true of HaWs Saptasati and

of the Mrchhakatika. He knew the works of Dramaturgy like

Bharata-Natyashastra thoroughly, for he deviates so little in his

dramas, from the rules laid down in it.

His knowledge of Astronomy, Astrology and Horoseopy, the

three shoulders or (Skandas) of Astronomy of the Hindus with pre-

cision. It is a well-known fact that the Hindus got their Horos-

eopy from the Greeks. They had very little of Horoseopy
before their contact with the Greeks. The Yavanacharyya trans-

lated Lis work on Horoseopy from Greek to Sanskrit in the 91st

year of an era most likely the Saka era because it was adopted

by astronomers of all classes. In the 19lst year of the same

era Sphujidhvaja rendered Yavanacharyya's work into 4,000 verses

in the Indravajra metre. Minaraja elaborated the same work

into 8,000 verses. These three works form the basis of Horos-

eopy of the Hindus, and if the era mentioned be the Saka era,

Sphujidhvaja's work, a copy of which exists in the Durbar

Library, Nepal, would be written about the year 269 A.D. and

Miuaraja's work later still. In his Horoseopy, Kalidasa fol-

lows these authors whom he studied thoroughly. He was fully

aware of the Greek influence on Hindu Astronomy for he uses.

Greek technical terms. He was aware of the theory promul-

gated by Aryabhatta that the moon's rays are only a reflection of

the Sun's rays from the watery surface of the moon.

His knowledge of Hindu Law is seen in the division or parti-

tion of the empire of Rama, in which the eldest of the eight
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brothers, Kusa, gets the best jewels belonging to the family. The

declaration of Dusyanta in Sakuntala that the sea-faring mer-

chant's property should go to the unborn child, if any one of his nu-

merous wives be in the family way, shows Kalidasa's knowledge

of the Hindu Law of inheritance and his book is replete with ex-

pressions borrowed from law-books. His knowledge of rituals was

extensive. The marriage ceremonies of Aja, Siva and Agnimitra

are given in detail. As an educationist, Kalidasa shines with

great lustre. The little king Sudarsana sitting on his ancestral

throne and writing the numerals on a slate is a charming picture.

From the lowest schools, Kalidasa rises to the Asrams of Risis

in which all the sciences of his time were taught. It is a curious

fact that though his acquaintance with Buddhist literature is consi-

derable, he never mentions Buddha or Buddhists in any one of his

books, nor their literature, nor theu* monasticism. Arya Kausiki

in the Malavika is taken by some to be a Buddhist nun, but

from her speeches she appears more a Saiva than a Buddhist.

Kalidasa is altogether silent about Jainas. His sole object in writ-

ing his books was the glorification of Brahmanism. In the Mala-

vikagnimitra he describes the queen Dharini making a monthly

grant to the Brahmans teaching sciences to pupils, thus showing
a distinct preference to Brahmanism as opposed to the Bud-

dhism of Asoka. He speaks of Naisthka Brahmacharis, viz.,

those who remain students all their lives but never speaks of

Bhiksus or Bhlkshunsi. In his latter works he sings the glory
of Brahmanism but he never appears to preach. He simply

shows how the influence of the Brahman tended for the good of

the world and how he was anxious to bring out the sacred

character of the Brahman and the cow, the reverence to whom
is the basis of modem Hinduism. This matter will be taken up
in detail while treating of art and artistic skill of Kalidasa.

There is not the least shadow of a doubt that Kalidasa was

a Brahman. In the age in which he lived the Vedas were re-

garded as an unalterable sacred text known only to the Brah-

mans and unless he was a Brahman he could not write a verse 'O

a metre pecuUar to the Rig Veda, But to what class of Brah-
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mans did he belong ? Ask any Braliman in the modern days

and he will say that he belonged either to Pancha Gaur or Panhca

Dravid but these are geographical distributions and this distri-

bution is not very old. The oldest book in which this distri-

bution is mentioned is the Vyasa Purana imbedded in the Vallala

Charita which, I believe, is contemporary with Vallala Sen in the

twelvth century. That book may embody a tradition some cen-

turies older but it is doubtful whether Kalidasa knew anything
of this distribution ; but there was an older distribution. The

modern distribution is by countries but the more ancient distri-

bution is by cities and districts. Pokaran, an ancient city which

gave its name to a distribution of Brahmans called Puskarana

Brahmans. Simal was an ancient city which gave its name

to Simal Brahmans. Anandanagar gave its name to Nagar
Brahmans. When Brahmans of different gotras lived in a city

they formed a matrimonial group called a "
Nyat ", in Sanskrit

" Jnati ''. But this word is not used in the legal sense

meaning the descendants of a common ancestor. Different Nyats
also form matrimonial relations among their neighbours in the

same city or in the same district. The Nyat system still pre-

vails in the states of Rajputana. The city of Dasapura has given

its name to a distribution of Brahmans, namely, Dussora Bi*ah-

mans, very clever, very intelligent but rather crafty and selfish.

Dussora Brahmans have a peculiar history of their own. They
are to be found within hundred miles from Dasapura but

never in Dasapura itself. A Dussora Brahman now-a-days

never enters Dasapura and never drinks the water of the river

Sioni which flows close by. It is said that they were de-

fending their city against a Muhammadan invasion. On a festive

day, when they were making merry, the Muhammadans entered

and butchered them. From that time they vowed not to enter

the city nor to take the water of the river. Kalidasa seems to

have belonged to this class of Brahmans, but it may be said,

why the modem Dussora Brahmans have no tindition about

Kalidasa being one of them ? The Srimali Brahmans cherished

for a long time the memory of the great poet, Magha^ and they
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still know that he was one of them. That is not the case with

Kalidasa and Dussora Brahmans. The reason is that the Dus-

soras living away from their traditional home lost their old

memories, still when I asked the Jaina monk Panna Lai about

the birth-place of Kalidasa he told me that he was bom on the

borders of Chittore and Mandasore, when asked for authority

he said he has read it in the Bhojaprabandha. But the printed

copy of Bhojaprabandha does not say anything about his birth-

place and an enquiry should be made for copies of Bhoja-

prabandha or other books of Jaina tradition which may reveal the

name of the poet's birth-place. The Bhojaprabandha, however,

represents Kalidasa as a fashionable man who liked to enjoy

the good things of the world, li ihe Bhojaprabandha gives us

a version of the old tradition, for Kalidasa certainly belonged

centuries before Bhoja, there we have got some ideal of his

personality and his habits however inaccurate and unhistorical.

The work, Bhojaprabandha, is not worth much for there we find

modem method of rewarding poets by Lak Pasas or gift of a

lakh of rupees much in fashion. So far as can be gathered, the

Rajputs have borrowed this system from the Muhammadans,
the early Amirs of whom were fond of making gift of lakhs of

rupees. Kutabuddin, the tirst emperor of Delhi, had the sur-

name of Lakhdani.





VI.—Santal Legends.

By Rev. A. Campbell, p.D.

Thefirigiii of certain Festivals,

The legends of the Santals published in the last number of

this Journal had reference more particularly to the alleged origin

and migrations of the Santals, The following is one of the

accounts given of the institution of certain festivals. It is said

that while residing in the forts mentioned on page 23 of the last

number the population greatly increased and there wa« at that

time no festival observed in the country. The Kiskus who

occupied the Koenda fort raised an umbrella on a high pole and

instituted the Chhata porob, or the Umbrella festival^ with much

pomp and ceremony. The Mamdi young men and maidens

leai'ning what was being enacted in the Koenda fort set out

with drums and flutes to take part in the festivities. On

arriving at the river which flowed between them and the

Koenda fort they found it in flood and were imable to cross

over. (At this point the following is simg by the naii*ator.)

The Gang river is full,

The Sora river overflows.

Return, retiun, oh pan'ot !

On whose account shall I return ?

My heart is with my comrade,

My breath is in my companion.

As they could not ford the river they returned home and said

among themselves,
" We went to see the sights, but found the

river in flood, now what festival should we inaugurateV So

the young men assembled in the village street with their drum.

They ordered the drummer to beat his drum, which he did, but
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no sound issued therefrom. Then the following distich issued

involuntarily from the mouth of one of those present :
—

" Salo Manjhi, Salo Maujhi, what like a man is he ?

Salo Manjhi, Salo Manjhi, a tall young fellow he."

The following lines are also said to have been sung for the

tirst time then :
—

" Down the street the drum beats,

The heart does not respond,

Up the street there^'s pleasure great/'

They decided to institute the Karam festival, and cutting

a branch of the Karam tree, {Adina cordifolia, II. F. ^\ B.) they

fixed it upright in the ground and danced round it all night.

In the morning they pulled up the branch and carried it down

to the river to throw it in. Growing in a garden on the river

bank was a Miru Baha, or Parokeet flower, [AbuHlon Indicant,

Don.), and the hair of the youth in charge of the garden was

12 cubits long. A hair of this length was fixed in one of the

Miru flowers and both were enclosed in a Karam leaf twisted

into the shape of a cone and committed to the stream. Lower

down a number of maidens of the Kisku sept were bathing in the

river when they saw something coming floating towards them.

When it had been secured it was found to contain a Miru flower

with hair passed through it. This hair was measured by the

inquisitive girls and found to be 12 cubits long. The bathers

having satisfied their curiosity and completed their ablutions

returned to their respective homes. One of them, the daughter

of the king, went and shut herself up in her apartment. Her

mother thinking she was ill went to see her, and pressed her to

take some food, but she refused saying,
"
I will neither eat nor

speak.'^ On being further questioned by the anxious mother she

replied, "If you can bring to me the youth with the 12 cubite

long hair I will eat and drink.'"* The mother willing to do

anything to meet the whim of her daughter said,
" We will find

the youth for you.'' It so happened that a begging Yogi was

there at the time and he was commissioned to make enquiries as

to where the man with the long hair resided. After some time
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he received information regarding him, that he lived in the

Badoli fort. The sulking girl was told that he had been foimd

in the Badoli fort, and food was again brought to her, but she

pushed it away saying,
" Unless you bring me a token from him

1 will not eat/' There was in the house a tame porrakeet and it

was ordered to go to the Badoli fort and bring a token for its

young mistress. The farraheet undertook the commission and two

small parcels of food were prepared for its use and one tied to

each of its wings. It then flew straight to the Badoli fort and

found the object of its search in his garden drying his hair, as

he had just bathed. On the parrakeet going near, it was driven

away under the impression that its object was to destroy the

flowers. Watching its chance the parrakeet was at length able to

snip off a hair from the young man's head which it carried

triumphantly to its home. The girl's sister-in-law took the

precious hair and shewed it to her, and when it had been measm*ed

and found to be 12 cubits, she said
"
Now, I am convinced that

the hair is his and that you have found him." Her spirits now
revived and she partook of food.

The begging Yogi was engaged as go-between to arrange a

marriage. He went to the Marndis and told his errand, but

they demurred saying,
"

They are Kings, how can we intermarry
with them ?" The begging Yogi, however, persisted and at last

they agreed to the marriage and a date was selected for its

celebration. The begging Yogi returned with the welcome

intelligence that he had succeeded in negotiating the marriage
and the ceremony of interviewing the bridegroom elect was

an-anged for. On the day fixed the party set out and on arriving

questioned some villagers as to where the young man was to be

found. They replied that as he was to be inspected to-day he

had left his garden and was in the house. They entered and
found him sitting on a stool with his long hair hanging over his

shoulders and busily engaged in spinning a straw rope. One leg

up to the knee was bui'ied in straw and on the thigh of the other

he was twisting a rope. On seeing him the Kisku men said
" The bridegroom is all right." He, while he continued spinning
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his ropGj said,
" Look at the rope and at the heap of straw.

•'^

The words he used were capable of two interpretations and the

Kisku men said,
" What does he say ? We do not comprehend

his meaning. However, we have seen the bridegroom and he is

all right.
•''

They then enquired if he was pleased with the

marriage proposal and he answered in the affirmative. The

visitors were then invited to enter the house and the usual

civilities were shewn to them. Their feet were washed, tooth

brushes were given to them, oil to anoint themselves with, was

supplied, and they went to bathe. Having bathed they returned,

and water was given them in which to wash the hands. They
were then ushered into an apartment where mats were spread for

them to sit on and curds, parched rice and raw sugar were set

before them. Having partaken of this light refreshment they

were conducted to a cowshed where seated on straw they chewed

tobacco and lime. After some time a goat Wiis produced and

presented to the visitors, who accepted it and said,
" Come sirs,

let us gather pot-herbs.
^^ A kapi or battle axe was lent them

and with it they cut off the goat^s head with one blow. The

flesh they cooked and dined off it and rice. This over, they

addressed themselves to the business of the day. The bride-

groom elect came carrying a vessel of water which he set before

the Kisku men and saluted them. He was accompanied by
another person who brought a pot of rice beer which he also

presented to them and having done so saluted them. The liquor

was soon disposed of, after which the Marndi youth seated

himself on the knees of one of the party and a dhuti cloth was

bound turban-wise round his head. The ceremony of espousal

was thus completed to the satisfaction of all. A feast followed

and then the time came for the Kisku men to return home. All

the company assembled in the courtyard and the bridegroom elect

saluted each in turn.

Then following the custom usually observed on such occasions

one of the Marndi men said, "You have selected this article

(of earthenware) out of twelve kilns full, you tapped and sounded

it before choosing. If it should turn out faulty or defective, the
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responsibility will rest with vourselves.^^ Tlie Kiskus replied,
"
Yes, Sii-s, we have selected this article out of twelve kilna,

and if it should be found faulty or defective or should

meet with injury in the future we cannot refuse to take the

article. It is ours.
" The Marndis then said,

" Take the

property with you.
" To which they replied,

" Allow it to remain

here for a few days.
"

The Marndis returned to Koenda fort and the parents of

the girl questioned them as to the appearance of the bride-

groom. They replied that physically he was all ttiat could

be desired. To the question as to how they had been treated

by the Kisku people they replied that nothing was wanting
in regard to the respect with which they were received and

the hospitality with which thay were entertained.

After a considerable interval the begging Yogi was sent by
the Marndis to the Kiskus to request them to name the day
for the marriage. The Kiskus resented the interference of

the Mariudis in the matter saying, that it was the privilege of

the bride to select a day for the marriage ceremony. When
their preparations were complete the Kiskus called the begging

Yogi and told him to tie seven knots on a String and take it to

the Marndis. The seven knots represented days and the

Marndis were thus informed that the man-iage would take

place in seven days. With this they were very well pleased.

When the time came the Marndis set out for Koenda fort

with a large and imposing marriage party. On arriving at the

entrance to the street of the village they began to beat their

drums and to dance. The Kiskus on being apprised of their

arrival went to meet them taking along with them a supply of

drinking water which was gratefully accepted by the bridegroom
and his company. After some little delay the party was

conducted into the village and at each house they came to, the

bridegroom was given a little gur or raw sugar to eat. At last

they stood before the entrance to the bride's residence where

the bridegroom was again treated to raw sugar. The bride

being anxious to see the man of her choice at the earliest
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possible moment peered out of a small window opening and

was horrified to find that he was afflicted with elephantiasis in

one foot. The shock was so great that she refused to be consoled^

although her girl companions did what they could to comfort

her in the circumstances.

The ceremonies preliminary to the marrriage were begun.

Oil and turmeric were produced and the Kisku maidens, whose

office it was, prepared to anoint the bridegroom with oil. They

spread a mat on the ground and the begging Yogi brought the

bridegroom and seated him thereon. The upper part of his

person was anointed with oil and turmeric, after which he was

requested to extend a foot so that it might be dealt with as

was customary. This he did, but no entreaty could prevail on

him to subject the other foot to the same operation. He said

" Let one be sufficient. Por one foot so large a quantity of

water has been used, where will you get enough for two ?
'' So

the girls came to know that he had elephantiasis and they went

and told the bride.

"
Yes, she replied, and for his sake I refused to eat.

"

At this time the call came for sindra dan, or marking

the bride on the forehead with red lead. They said,
"
Bring out

the bride,
" and to execute the order several of the bridegroom's

party went inside. The bride refused to step into the large

flat basket which had been prepared for her and in which

she should have been lifted shoulder high to receive the red

mark on her forehead from the hand of the bridegroom. Her

father pleadingly said to her,
" Now you are disgracing

me in the eyes of our relatives. One day for his sake you

refused food, why are you behaving thus to-day?'^ Her

mother scolded her and said,
" Why will you not receive the

sindur ?
" but she replied not. Her father's patience becoming

exhausted he pushed her out of house and forced her into the

rude palanquin into which the bridegroom had entered, saying,
" We consign this person to your charge.

'* The carriers lifted

the palanquin and brought it to the Marndi fort, but the bride

sulked and refused to speak. There were feasting and rejoicing
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in Badoli fort for three days at the end of which the Kiskus

returned to Koenda fort. The bride wished to return to her

father^s house in their company, but they objected saying,
"
Stay where you are, in five or six days we will return for you.

''

She was deaf to all entreaty and followed them home. After ten

days the Marndi bridegroom came for his bride and was regally

entertained three days. When he expressed his intention to

return home, his mother-in-law said,
"

Yes, you shall go to-

morrow. ^'
Clothes were washed and the bride informed that the

next day she would be required to accompany her husband.

When the bridegroom and his companions were ready to

leave, the girl was called, but she refused to quit her room. She

was then forcibly brought out and her father addressing the

bridegroom said,
" She belongs to you, take her away.

" When
he asked her to come with him she turned her head away and

sulked. Her mother then said,
" Take her with you. If she

will not go, drag her, or employ any other means which may
seem best to you.

'^ The bridegroom having received permission

seized her and dragged her off. She caught at every branch

and bush on the way, and he lopped them off one after the other

with his kapi or battle axe. After they had proceeded a

considerable distance in this manner, and his arm having

become wearied, in attempting to cut off a branch which she

had clutched he missed his stroke and chopped off one of her

fingers. He bitterly lamented the mishap, and fearing the ven-

geance of her brothers when it became known, he cut her down

with his kapi, and then cut his own throat with the same weapon.

2.—The manner in which the\Santals were taught music and
to dance.

In the beginning the Santals worshipped no deities, and did

not know the use of musical instruments, and could not dance.

Two of their number, one belonging to the Tudu sept and the

other to the Besra, set out on an exploring expedition and

penetrated deeply into the heart of the great forest. Towards

evening they heard the sound of music and not knowing what
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it was tliey went to see from whence it proceeded. On nearing

the place they became afraid, and in order to see over the

bnishwood they climbed up into a tree, and beheld Moreko,

Jaher-era, Marang Buru and Gosae-era dancing. Suddenly one

of the dancers stood still and said,
^^ There are human beings

near, I smell them.
"

Jaher-era said,
" Whether you smell men

or beasts, do them no harm, but bring them here.
" The two

adventurers danced with the bongas all night learning both to

play and dance. In the morning they were given two drums

and dismissed with the following injunction,
" Go and tell your

people all about us. Tell them to venerate and respect us

and annually to offer sacrifices to us. You must also instruct

them to play music jand to dance, and we order you to teach

the people of twelve villages every night.
"

This, it is said, they

accomplished, and in this manner the Santals learned the use

of musical instraments and the art of dancing.

3.—Legend of the vulture.

When the Santals had increased and become families, they

were in the habit of laying their infants outside in the

courtyards of their houses to sleep. A vulture which had its

nest somewhere near by carried off many babies who were

lying exposed in the various courtyards of the houses. At

length the Santals were aroused to action. They said,
" This

vulture if allowed to continue its depredations will in course

of time make the country desolate, come let us go and

search for it and destroy It.
'' So armed with their bows and

arrows they set out, and after traversing many leagues of hill

and dale they found the vulture sitting upon her nest on a

high Sohoda (Bombax Malabarlcum) tree in the SIri forest.

The nest was so compactly constructed of materials impene-

trable by an arrow that even a chink through which she could

be shot was not apparent. On more careful inspection they

observed that an argom [^] was built into the nest and it was
I

£»] This is an implemoat drawn by tvro oxen^and used by cultivators^to crash clouts-
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decided to shoot her through the hole into which the shaft had

been inserted. Two of the brothers Kara and Guja, the best

bowmen of the family, were selected to do the deed. To Kara,

the elder, was given the first opportunity, and so accurate was his

aim that his arrow entering by the hole in the argom pierced the

breast of the vulture as she sat over her young ones in the nest.

She flew out but having received a deadly wound fell to the

ground with such force as to cause a huge depression in the earth^s

surface which, filling with water, became a lake.

Having rid the country of the vulture they turned their steps

homewards hunting as they went. A Murum deer (Nilgai) fell

to & well-aimed arrow, and a pole was cut on which the deer was

slung to be carried home. On reaching the entrance tO the village

street they deposited their burden on the ground and sat down to

rest. A knife was needed to flay and cut up the carcase and a man

wa=? sent to bring one.

The eldest of the seven brothers pulled up some khasi (Sac-

charum spontaneum) grass and sat on it. The second brother pulled

several handfuls of Marndi (Ischismum rugosum) grass to sit on.

The third brother was ordered to flay the deer, and the fourth to cut

it up. To the next in order of birth was assigned the duty of wrapp-

ing pieces of the venison in leaves to roast in ashes. He had just bath-

ed and had laid his wet loincloth \bkdgwd) aside and by mistake he

folded it up in leaves instead of a piece of venison and placed it in

ashes to be baked. When it was thought the meat would be suffici-

ently cooked it was rescued from the ashes and the charred leaves

stripped off when it was seen that it was a bhdgvod and not flesh.

The others said to him,
" "What have you done? We told you to

wrap venison in leaves and bake it in hot ashes and you have baked

your bhdgtod instead.'"'' He replied,
"
I laid the bhdgtod near the

meat and thus made the mistake.^''

It was at this time that several of the tribal divisions had
their origin. The one who sat on the khasi grass {Sicckarum

ioontaneam, Linn.) became Kisku. He who sat on the Marndi

grass
became Marndi. The slayer of the Murum [Portax pteia)

doer became Muru n Thakur, aal hd who shot the valtare Chil-biadha
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(or vulture-piercer). The one who baked his 3^a^«>a ih place

of venison became Lat Tudu^ one who ate bdske dakd or stale rice

in the morning was named Baske^ and he who was sent to bring

a knife and fire became Soren.

4.—Legend of the confusion of tongues.

In the early day of the world all the dwellers on it regarded

themselves as bfTenoning to one family and dwelt at peace among
themselves. The gc Marang Buru, for reasons best known to

himself, wished to break them ap into different castes or tribes,

and with that end in view he caused large quantities of certain

kinds of food to be prepared and placed on huge leaf-plates, which

he caused to be deposited on a large level plain. Having gathered

all the males together he pointed out to them the plates, of food and

ordered them to select whichever they liked best. There was an

immediate rush in the direction indicated by Marang Buru and

the first to arrive chose the plate of beef, and seizing it bore it

off in triumph to the jungle. The next in order to arrive chose

the plate of goat's flesh, the next who came chose the fish, and the

last had perforce to take what all the others had rejected, a dish of

milk and rice. The first party, strong in wind and limb, and not

lacking in intelligence as their choice of the beef amply attested,

became Santals. Those who followed and took the goat's flesh

became Mundas and those who took the fish became Bhuias. The

last of all who had to be content with rice and milk were the

ancestors of the Brahmans.



VII.—The Divine Myths of the Mundas.

By Sarat Chandra Roy.M^.

The few legends that some old Mundas still recount about the

mythical adventures of their gods are, like similar legends

amongst other savage or barbarous races, charactmzed by a belief

in sorcery and '

shape-shifting
''

or metamorphosis and generally

by a
'
confusion of all things in an equality of presumed anima-

tion and intelligence/

I.—Myths regarding the Principal Deities.

The Supreme Deity of the Mundas is known as Singbonga or

the Sun-god, and the being who ranks next to him in the

Munda pantheon is Barnda sometimes identified with Mar&ng-buru

or the Great Mountain, Although in religious symbolism the

Sun represents Singbouga who is regarded with religious respect

and awe as their only moral attJ benevolent deity, and some high

hill is identificil with Barudi or Mirang-buru, in the mythical

stories about them, they are represented as personal beings
—

persons in the same state of savagery as the people who invented

them. A few of these myths are given below.

1.—How Singbongq, created Man.

Singbonga first fashioned two cliy figures, one meant to

represent a man and the other a woman. But before he could

endow the figures with life, the horse apprehensive of future

trouble from them trampled them under its hoofs. In those days

the horse had wings and could move about much faster than now.

When Singbonga found tliat the horse had destroyed his earthen

figures of men, he first created a spider and then fashioned
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two more clay figures like those destroyed by the horse. He then

ordered the spider [^] to gnard the figures against the horse. The

apider wove its net round the two clay figures in such a

way that the horse could not destroy them again. Then

Singbonga imparted life to the two figures which thus

became the first human beings. They were called respectively

Lutkum Haram and Lutkum Burhi. With the inconsistency

characteristic of savage myth, the Mundari legend of the

destruction of the Asurs by Smgbonga names Lutkum Haram

and Lutkum Buria as the old Munda couple in whose hut

Singbonga had accepted service as a field-labourer in the disguise

of a scabby boy. [^j

2.— ?/^^y Singbonga went\to live in the sky.

Barnda was the elder of the two brothers, and Singbonga the

younger ;
and they had also a sister by the name of Nage-Era.

The three at first lived together in the same house but subsequently

separated. And this is how the separation was brought about.

The brothers were great hunters and always carried about with

them a fierce hawk, a golden club and a golden basket. One day
after they had proceeded some distance from their house with their

hawk, they were overtaken on the road by a heavy shower of rain.

To protect themselves against the rain, they took shelter under a

wide-spreading tamarind tree. In those days tamarind trees had

large leaves ;
but yet this tree could not afford them complete

protection. At this the two brothers were highly chagrined and

struck at the tamarind leaves till the leaves were split into

numerous minute divisions. Thenceforth tamarind leaves have

been so small as we see them now.

Singbonga then ran straight home, but Barnda sought refuge

from the rain in the hut of a Lobar (blacksmith). Now it go

happened that a little water dripped down on Barnda from the

[>] Thfi Bir-hors and tho Asurs of ChoLft Nfigpur subsbitute the dog for the

•pider. The dog would ' ark at the horse aud frighten him away whenever he

attempted to approach the clay flgur« s.

f •] For tie Icgeiid of
' Lutkum Haram and LftikUin Burhi," vido my bo*''

' The
Maudai aad Their Country,' Appendix U.

I
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blacksmith^s bellows which were suspended from the beam

supporting the roof of the hut. Horrified at this pollution with

water from the bellows of a man of the impure tribe of Lobars,

Bamda went home in great perplexity and sought the advice of

his brother. Singbonga thereupon told him,
"

Brother, since

thou hast incurred such a pollution, it will not do for us to live

together any longer. Henceforward I shall live in the sky up

yonder, and do thou remiin here on this earth/^ Then Sing-

bonga went to live in the sky above, and Bamda remained on the

earth below. Their sister, Nage-Era, chose the waters for her

abode. But although they separated in this manner, they did

not, as we shall presently see, give up mutual intercourse.

^.—The Witch Wtft of Singbongd.

Singbonga had two wives of whom the elder bore him a

son and the younger a daughter. In spite of Singbonga's

remonstrances, his two wives would frequently brew rice-beer,

get drunk and quarrel amongst themselves.

Now, Singbonga's son was attacked with a severe illness

which all medicinal roots he tried failed to cure. At length

Singbonga sent down to the earth his birtl-messengers of whom
the crow and the sparrow {Hpi) were the chief—to call the

famous medicine-men Narangi-Jhuppi and Osagi Deonra other-

wise known respectively as Deogan Guru and Madho Mantri.

These two were such powerful sorcerers that they would yoke

tigers to their ploughs with snakes for yoke-straps. It did not

take them long to find out that Singbonga's younger wife was

a witch who caused the sickness that afflicts! the boy. When
the sorcerers declared the result of their divination, Singbonga
sent down his bird-messengers to call Bamda to him. Bamda
soon arrived, and on being told what had happened, sought to

dissuade the younger wife of Singbonga from dealing in witch-

craft any more. But she was deaf to all persuasion and refused

to forego the secret knowledge and the devilish powers whi h. she

alued more than anything else.
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The two medlclne-men tliereupon carried the witch-wife of

Singbonga with her bundle of charms and medicines to a cave

and shut her up in it, not with any lock or chain or bolt, but

with the help of their mighty spells {manirams). And there

she was left screaming and howling and gnashing her teeth in

vain.

After a time as Singbonga and Bai'nda chanced to pass that

way on a hunting excursion, the cries of the witch reached their

ears. Thereupon Singbonga said that It was not proper that

she should be left there to disturb their peace. Thereupon

TBamda started a Karam Jatra (dancing meet) of the Mundas

there In the hope that some young man might take a fancy to

her and take her away. But this stratagem was of no avail,

as the sight of her ugly feet with the heels turned forward

repelled everybody. Then Barnda set fire to the rock so that

the witch might be burnt to death In the cave ; but this plan

too failed of Its Intended effect. At length, a well-to-do young
man who had long been trying In vain to get a bride for himself

took her home. After they had lived for some time as'husband

and wife, one evening the young man on his return home from

his day^s work missed his wife and began to abuse all his neighbours

whom he accused of having driven her away. lie finally

determined to leave home and wander about in search of his

wife, and with this view he opened the lid of his bamboo-box

[harJia] to take out his clothes.

But great was his horror and detestation at finding his wife

inside the box ! The witch had entered the box In the shape

of a, cat and could not come out in time. Her husband forth-

with took up the box with all Its contents and threw it away
in a rage.

Now when the crafty Barnda saw this, he decided to palm

her off on some other man. And accordingly he shut her up

again with her charms and medicines In the box and carried the

box in a tiny carrying-net made of fried s^^-leaves suspended fi-om

acarrylng-pole made of a twig of the castor-plant {Erendi).

Bimd& took her firfet to Machhindiir Blarlkh6 in pai'gana Khukra,
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thence successively to Pandrapani, Dumbari, Lobada and several

other places. "Wherever he went with his weird burden, he

cried about,
"
I have brought a beautiful cat which will be given

to anyone wanting it.'' But on opening the lid of the box, people

found inside it a cat with flames issuing out of its mouth ; and

no one therefore would have it. Though Bamda had been carry-

ing her so long that his shoulders began to bleed from the

constant friction of the carrying-pole, and the witch licked

the blood with avidity, Barnda would not give up his mission.

But at length when he reached the village of Hulsu in pargana

Sonpur, the carrying-pole gave way ; and Barnda left the

wit€h, box and all, in the place and went back. In a stream

west of the village, the Mundas still point out the spot where

the carrying-rod .broke down. And the village is still some-

times called
''

Najom-Hulsu
"

or
"

sorcerer Hulsu '\ for it is

said that the men of Hulsu took all the medicines in the box

and, in consequence, there have since arisen many sorcerers in

the village. Two men named respectively Susun Sula and

Karam Jairi carried the Avitch first towards the Karo river and

thence to several other places, such as Chachala ghat, Burbui-u

Sat-dhara, Gitil Pirangi, Bingko Uradu, and finally to Peroa-

ghag where she was left. It is not known where she is now,

though some Mundas maintain that she is still at Peroaghag.

4.— The aider Wife of Singlongd.

Singbonga desired to manufacture an extraordinary plough

in which the yoke, beam, kdr (plough proper), and the handle

would be combined all in one piece. He worked hard at it for

seven days and seven nights but yet could not finish the self-

imposed task. Singbonga's elder wife insisted on his giving up

the attempt, but he would not listen. Thereupon she threw a

small piece of fuel-wood {chaila) at him ; but—lo and behold I

the piece of wood {chatld) was transformed into a bird which

flew away with a noisy flapping of its wings, thereby greatly

frightening Singbonga. So this at length had the degired

efiect, and Singb6nga desisted from his interminable taskv
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5.—The Jdventures of Bdrnda,

At a village named Butlai, there was a powerful Spirit [bhut)

of whom people stood in great dread. The spirit offered great

obstructions to agriculture and would particularl}^ strike men who

ploughed their fields up to a late hour. At length Barnda with a

view to punish this spirit repaired to this village in the guise of a

young man and took service as a dhangar or field-labourer in the

house of a cultivator of the village. Even though this dhangar did

not work much, the oui-turn of his labours would always be unex-

pectedly great. Thus, even if he scattered a handful of paddy seeds

they would cover so much ground that a number of ploughmen could

not finish ploughing in a day the field thus sown
; and even if he

neglected to reap and the rice dropped down on the ground leaving

only the bare paddy stalks standing in the field, these paddy-stalks

when reaped and threshed would yield a large quantity of rice.

Necessarily, therefore, the master of this dhangar grew very rich.

Finally, with a view to luring the spirit to a combat, the dhangar

took to ploughing up to a late hour day after day. And at length

the spirit appeared before him and attempted to strike at him.

But Barnda fought him until he was worsted, and chased him up

.to the bank of a tank, severely flogging him all the way with a

bamboo club. When the spirit plunged into the tank the dhangar

by way of a perpetual threat planted the bamboo club on the edge

of the tank. And forthwith the bamboo clump became a living

bamboo and soon grew into a large clump. Since then this

particular spirit has not given trouble to the village any more.

After he had accomplished his mission, the dhangar quietly

left the village. At first nobody suspected who he was. But a

queer circumstance opened the eyes of the villagers to his identity.

On the day that he left the village the only daughter of his late

master fell severely ill. Ghost-findere were called in and they

discovered by their occult art that it was Bfirndfi who had
'

possessed
" the girl and caused her sickness. The proper

sacrifice of a black cow to Barnda was accordingly prescribed
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and offered. But in spite of this, the girl's condition grew worse

and worse until finally she died.

On the day that the girl died, a female acquaintance of the

family was coming from another village towards village Butlai

to sell baskets, and on her way met the girl (who was not known

to her to have died) walking behind the late dhdngar of the

family who was leading a black cow. When the basket-seller

came to the house of the deceased girl and asked her mother if

any baskets were wanted, the bereaved woman said,
" Alas ! what

shall I do with baskets ? My only daughter is dead.
''•' The

basket-seller was not a little surprised at this news and exclaimed,
" What do you mean ? Only a short while ago I met your

daughter on the road accompanying your dhcingar who was leading

a black cow.
" The news soon spread in the village, and there

was no doubt left in the minds of the villagers that the quondam

dhdngar waB Bamda himself.

6.—TAe compassionate offices of Ndge-Erd.

Once upon a time, Singbonga rained down fire whereby the

earth was devastated. The Keond {Biospyrns melanoxylon) tree

was only partially burnt, and thus although blackened, it did not

die. Since then the colour of the Keond tree has become blackish.

All human beings were destroyed, except that Singbdnga's sister

Nage-Era managed to conceal two persons, brother and sister to

each other, in a spring which was her own seat. Now that all

men were gone, Singbonga was in great straits. As no offerings

were any longer made to him, his tanks of milk, curds [dahi),

and blood began all to dry up. His wife upbraided him for his

indiscretion, saying,
" I warned you then, but you heeded me not.

And so we suffer for your folly ". Singbonga now despatched his

bird-messengers to the earth to see if perchance any human being

might have survived. The sparrow, the woodpecker and other

messengers searched about all over the earth in vain. At length
the ci-ow, who was Siugbouga's steward, came upon a leaf-cup near

a spring, and infened the existence of some human beings in

the vicinity. So the bird sat down on the branches of a tree and
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soon found out that two persons lived with Nage-Era. He then told

her that he had been sent to take to Singbonga the two per'sons

that were with her. Nage-Era refused to give them up and

said,
"
Singbonga destroys men. Who knows whether he will

not destroy these^ too ?
" The crow went back and reported this to

his master. Thereupon Singbonga had to come down to Nage-
Era''s place to induce her to part with her proteges.

After much persuasion she agreed to give them up on

Singbonga promising that he would not destroy mankind again
and that Nage-Era would thenceforth have a share of the human

race. Singbonga assigned to her sister''s share of mankind all

pergpns who might have leprous sores or marks on their bodies.

This satisfied Nage-Era. Indeed, sO easily is Nage-Era satisfied,

that while Barnda requires an ox or a cow to propitiate him,

and Singbonga requires sacrifices of white goats or white fowls,

their sister is content to have even so little as the wing of a fowl

as an offering to her. Though the legend given above would

seem to suggest that the tender-hearted Nage-Era is ever bent on

offices of pity, we should betray an utter ignorance of savage

mentality if we looked for consistency in his myths which, as

Mr. Andrew Lang puts it,
"
uprise from a mood of playful and

erratic fancy ". To swell the number of her people, Nage-Era,

so the Mundas assert, sometimes sprinkles water on persons who

go to pools, tanks and springs for bathing or other purjioses, an'l

before long such persons are affected with leprous sores or marks.

It may be mentioned, however, that cases either of leprosy or of

leucoderma are rather infrequent amongst the Mundas.

Such are some of the myths that have gathered around the

tliree principal figures of the Munda pantheon. These three are

regarded as deities, self-existent and not created.

II.—Miscellaneous Myths and Superstitions regarding the

Minor Spirits .

1.—Minor Bongas,

As for the rest, the innumerable minor Bpiritual or guper-

physical beings of Mund& demonology, thdge are either r(^gardM
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as spirits of departed men and women or vague impersonal spirits,

about whom no elaborate myths appear to have ever been

invented. Thus, all that the Munda knows about his mis-

chievous departmental spirits denominated variously as
' Buru

Bongas ',

' Garha Bongas ',

' Ikir Bongas ',
' Hora Bongas ',

and so forth, is that they are the spirits of the Asur women

whom Singbonga in the shape of a scabby boy flung respectively

on rocks, or into rivers or in marshes and springs or on the

roids or in other directions, after their husbands had been tricked

into death in a burning furnace by him.

2 —Sdt-mdris.

The spirits of persons who died by drowning,
—and, according

to some Muudas, the spirits, too, of foetuses that died in the

w^omb—are believed to haunt pools of water in which they dfgport

in the shape of fishes. These spirits cause sickness to people

by pushing at them while they enter the pools for washing,

bathing or other purposes. Such spirits are called Bora-da or

Era-da or Sat-mari.

3.—Bdghouts.

The spu'its of persons devoured by tigers are known as

Baghouts or Baghias, and are believed to haunt the spots where

they were killed. A Baghia is believed to move about in the

air from bush to bush at night humming a tune or piping a

reed-flute. The sudden rustle of a wood is believed to be the

csound of a Baghia. A Munda on seeing an ox, cow, goat or

sheep returning home from the woods with its tail torn by

having been caught in a thicket, will suspect that a Baghia

tethered the animal to some tree with its tail. A Baghia is

believed to possess the same powers as an actual tiger. Nay
more, it is believed that the tigers of the forest obey the

behests of these Baghias ; the Mundas say that tigers are to

Baghias what dogs are to a hunter. "When a man is seized

by a tiger, it is said that a Baghout fii'st attacked the man and

stupefied him and then a real tig^r sieized the nonplii^ed
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victim. These Baghouts, which are spirits^ should not be cofound-

ed with the were-tigers known as Ulath-baghas, a belief in which

is prevalent throughout the Munda country. It is believed that

some men possess the power of transforming themselves into

tigers at will and in that shape satisfy their greed for human

flesh and human bloody or, failing that, kill some buffalo or other

animal whose flesh is coveted. To acquire this power a man has,

after a day^s fasting, and propitiation of Bhago-CIiandi to brush his

back against certain standing stones known as
'

Bagh-paththals
'

which forthwith transform them temporarily into tigers. After

this first transformation, the man can transform himself into a

tiger whenever he chooses by brushing his back against any suit-

able thing he finds handy, such as an ant-hill.

The remains of a person killed by a tiger are burnt with

the face of the corpse to the ground, so that it may not cast its

'evil eye^ on any body. In soma villages, sacrifices of a fowl

is offered to the Baghia the very day that a man is killed by a

tiger. The Mundas also observe a festival called 'Tumamg§^
in which a show is made of chasing Baghias from all directions.

People raise a hue-and-cry, pelt stones and hurl their sticks or

lathis at imaginary baghicl-i with shouts of ^^maro, maro''''

(strike, strike) ! Baghias are supposed to be frightened away
from the locality by this mimic chase.

A!.--'Blr-siraji8.

A particular class of Baghias is known as Blr-sirdjts. A
Bir-siraji is said to be occasionally met with in the sliape of a

human dwarf with matted hair on its heid. If a Bir-siraji

spits before a man, it is said to be a bad omen and misfortune

is in store for the man ; if, however, the spittle has the

appearance of blood, the omen is a good one and the man

is destined to be very wealthy.

5.—Muds.

The spirits of persons who died by beheading are known as

Muae and are believed to reside at the spot where their heads were
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out off. At times a Mua is seen in the actual bodily shape

of a headless person like the
' Nikandha bhut

'
or headless ghost of

Bengali popular demonology. But oftener a Munda passing

along a spot where a Mua resides hears about him suppressed

cries of 'king-king'' and believes that the Mua spirit is

wheeling abou him. When a person, whether through sickness

or excessive grief, temporarily loses the power of speech, the

Munda suspects he has been attacked by a Mua.

6.—Chureh.

More troublesome than Muas are the spirits of pregnant
women who died eitlier of illness or at childbirth. Such

a spirit is variously called a Churel, a Chnrin or a Chikin.

It is believed tliat there is hardly a tree in a Munda village

which is not tenanted by a chureL Unlike most other spirits,

a churel may even live in a human dwelling. A churel is

sometimes seen in the house evtn at day-time in the shape of a

woman suckling her baby or watching her children, or spinning

cotton with the spindle or taking out cotton-seeds with the

rdhta. At niglit, however, chure's appear in different shapes
—

either in the shape of some beast, or in the shape of a yam,
or of a piece of burning coal. Sometimes the presence of a

churel is perceived by cries like those of a human baby. Sick

people sometimes see visio;is of ckurels appearing before them,

and cry out " Look ! Look ! so-and-so (naming a woman who

died duiing pregnancy or at childbirth) is come to trouble me.''''

Chureh also give trouble to women at the time of their delivery.

But even other people, particularly drunken people, men as

well as women, are chased by a churel when they pass by its

haunt, paiticularly at night. The c/iurel throws pebbles or

dust on them, stands before them to obstruct their passage^

and throws them down on the ground. To prevent the spirit

of a woman dying during pregnancy or at childbirth from

aaunting her old home, the corpse of such a female is buried

near the boundary line {dosiman) of the village, thoms are

nailed on its feet so tliat the spirit may not walk back to the
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village, its eyes are sewn up so that it may not be able to see

its way home, and various kinds of food, such as parched rice or

mustard are scattered on the way by which the corpse was carried

to its grave, so that the spirit may be so engrossed in picking

up the parched rice and similar other food cast in its way that

it may not reach back to its former home. Her spindle and

similar other things are also left at the grave in order that the

spirit may remain occupied at the grave and not want to go
back to its old home. And finally magic spells are recited over

the grave to confine the spirit to the spot,

7.—Khunts.

The spirits of all the dead men of the village are collectively

known as Khimts. As the men of a Munda village Kve in organized

clans or Khunts and ajl the Khunts of the living live in amity, so

do these Khunts of the dead who are believed to have an organization

of their own and to live in amity and friendship. As among living

persons, some of these spirits are mild and inoffensive and souke

are powerful and mischievous.

8.— lldnkdr Bongds and Ilaprom.

The spirits of men who died so long ago that their names

have been forgotten, are collectively known as liankar Bongds
or Picrnd-Khunti ; and the spirits of dead men whose names are

still remembered are collectively known as Tldprdm. Whereas the

Haprom are proj^itiated 'hj the head of each family, in the house,

by offering to them the first-fruits of particular fniit trees and

edible plants, and by offering a few grains of rice before every

meal and a few drops of rice-beer out of every pot, the Hankar

Bongas are propitiated jointly by the men of a sept in the village

or by all the villagers together at the akhra where gotfts or sheep

or buffaloes are sacrified to them. The flesh of the animals offered

to the Hankar Bongas may not be eatfin by the men of the village.

The latter leave them with their heads cut off \^hcn men of other

villages take them away and eat them.
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9,—Chaudi and Darhd.

I have not yet heard anv definite myths connected either with

Paiha who is the most dreaded of all the village bliuts and guards

the village like a t/ctrK»a» or door-keeper against hhnts seeking to

intrude from outside, or with Chandi, the goddess particularly of

hunting, who is represented by a stone at a sarna sacred to this

spirit and is propitiated by naked young men with what we would

call indecent rites and foul language. There are different Chandis

conferring different powers. Of these Bhago Chandi is safd to

confer on the votary the jxjwer of transforming himself into a man-

eating tiger. While the votary of Bhago Chandi thus assumes

the ^hape of a tiger and goes out to eat human flesh, his human

body is left at home either asleep or sick.

Perhaps by way of protest against the suspicion of cannibal-

ism, it is said that in their metamorphosed condition, they

mistake cattle for men and men for cattle.

10.—Beasts, Reptilei, and Weapons, etc.

AU the spirits of Munda detnonology manifest themselves under

various guises and shapes, particularly in the shapes of tigers and

snakes but sometimes also in the shape of other animals and also of

human beings. Tigers, it may be mentioned, ap^X'ar to have some

special connection with the l/hnts of the Mundas. And I have

found the same belief among their kinsmen the Bir-hors and the

Sanials. Some Mundas make offerings to their bows so that with

their help they may have success in the chase. Many Mundas, how-

ever, shrink from making suck offerings, inasmuch as they beli&ve

that if they once sacrifice to the bow as to a deity and are afterwards

guilty of any remissness in their jju]ds to its powerful spirit, tigers

are sure to attack and kill them when they go out to the jimgles

for hunting. Sometimes sacrifices are periodically offered by a

Munda to a weapon with which he or his father or other ancestor

killed a human being. And the spirit of a man who has been mur-

dered is generally propitiated at stated intervals by the mui"d<rer

and his descendants after him. Among animals it may be noticed

that monkeys are by many Mundas regarded as b/iuts or spirits.
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11. Metamorphosis into stones.

Finally, it may not be out of place to refer to a class of

playful, erotic myths by which the Mundas seek to explain the

existence in their country of ancient stone sculptures as

also of cei-tain rocks imagined to resemble in shape human

beings or beasts. To take one instance ;
—near village Khijri,

about six miles from Khunti, there stands a rudely sculptured

stone figure of what is supposed to be a female deity locally

known as Nakti Rani. Not far from it to the north is a

rock known as Bar Pahari at village Dumri ; and about five

miles to its south is another hill named Bin-buru. Now
the myth goes that Nakti who was the wife of the spirit of

Bar Pahari was eloping with the spirit of Bin-buru, and when

the lovers had gone halfway, Bar Pahari discovered the elope-

ment and^began to shoot his stone arrows at them. The Bin-buru

spirit managed to escape to his seat, but Nakti who sought

to slink back to her husband got petrified through fear at the

spot. A few small stone columns between villages Khunti and

Birhu are still pointed out as the stone arrows shot at them.

These erotic myths
—which are not numerous— are now repeat-

ed by their Hindu neighbours as well, and it may be supposed

that myths of this type were suggested by Hindu fancy. But it

must be noticed that the belief in the metamorphosis of men

and things into stones appears to be quite natural to the Munda

mind. Thus, the existence of stone figures supposed to resemble

dmms, cymbals, etc., lying on the boundary of village Pansakom

not far from the Dasom water-falls are explained by the myth

that a great musician of the name of Chaila Sandu who could

play upon a nagcra, a mandal, and a jhanj, all at the same time,

vvas crossing the stream, with all the three instruments about him,

his feet with wliich he used to play upon the jhanj elipi)ed

and he tumbled into the water. The instruments were turned

into stones and may still be seen. Similar stone figures at Dulmi

(police station, Tamar) and elsewhere are accounted for br

similar myths of metamorphosis into stones.



VlII.—Some North Indian Charms for

the Cure of Ailments.

By Sarat Chandra Mitra.M. A„ B.L.

Primitive man thinks that the ailments, which aflflict him and

which are caused hy some mysterious agency invisible to him,

must be the outcome of the action of some malevolent spirit or

being. He, therefore, betakes himself to a wise man among his

people, who, he believes, can, by his superior knowledge, coun-

teract the disease-demon^s baleful influence. These modes of

thought and action are prevalent among all races of people now

existing in a low plane of culture. A research, therefore, made

in the obscure fields of primitive leeehcraft, or, as it has been

aptly termed by Mr. W. G. Black, folk-medicine, may throw a

good deal of light on the mental attitude of primitive man and,

thereby, afford much assistance in the study of the evolution of

human culture.

I have already published two papers on this subject. In my
paper entitled

''
North. Indian Folk-Medicinefor Hydrophobia

and Scorpion-ttingSj" [^] I have published three charms, which are

in vogue in Bihar, for the cure of these ills. In my second paper,

I have published a cure-charm for the bite of the Boda-snake.['-]

I have already said that the language of these charms or incanta-

tions is Bengali, as they have been borrowed from the ojha» or

medicine-men of Bengal. But as they are intended for use in

Bihar, the instructions for using them ai*e in Hindi. [^]

In this paper, I intend to publish the texts, with translations

and remarks, of five charms or incantations which are current in

r^] Vide the Journal and Proceedingg of the Aeiatit Society of Bengal, Vol. XI
(N. S.). pages 217-230.

['] Fide the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Y0I.X, pajfci
393—399.

[»] Op. cit., page 383.
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Bihar for the cure of cei-tain ailments. The first two of these,

which are for curing stomach-complaints, namelj, diarrhoea and

dysentery, are as follows :
—

Cure-charm No, I Diarrhcea and Dysentery.

Atisdr wo dast band karne ha mantia.

1. Ganffd Jamund iirther pdni.

2. Ea/i kdJiinl idhinl.

3. Se khdilo pdni.

4. Aj Jtaite dur hailo {amuker) bdnddyd iuldul.\^]

5. Sidd/ia guru Sri Bdmer djndya*

TABIKA.

Jo mantra padhai wahl jal padhe hue pdni ho plye, Jahdn

par
" amuh" sahda lihhd gayd hai, wakdnpar roglhd ndffi lend

chdkti/e.

Translation op Cure-Charm No. I for Diarrhcea and

Dysentery.

Incantation for stopping Diarrhma and Dysentery.

1. The water of the sacred rivers Ganges and Jumna.

2. [This is the traditional practice (literally, story)].

3. He drank that water.

4. From this day went off (so-and-so's) ailment.

5. At the bidding of the preceptor Sri Kama who is well

versed in sorcery.

Direction.

He, who recites this incantation, should quaff the charmed

water. While reciting it, the reciter should mention the patient's

name where the word " amuher
"

occurs.

This incantation is a remarkable example of that class of cure-

charms which are characterized by the London Folklore Society

as
" the simple narration of an event, with a sequel similar to

what the charm-reciter now desires.'" It bears a striking resem-

blance to the following charm which is in vogue in Cornwall, and,

[*] The words Bandaya iulani arc obscure, and I have not been able to make out

the meauing thereof. But the sen Be thereof appears to be "ailment or diBcase."
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in a more or less modified form, in Kerry, Saxony and many of

the English counties :
—

" Peter sat at the gate of Jerusalem. Jesus cometh to him

and saith,
'

Peter, what aileth thee ?' He saith,
'

Lord, I am

grievously tormented with the toothache !

' He saith,
'

Arise,

Peter, and follow me.'' He did so, and immediately the toothache

left him ; and he followed Him in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."" [^J

In the North Indian cure-charm mentioned above, the sufferer

from diarrhcea is represented as having drunk the water of the

sacred rivers Ganges and Jumna ;
and thereupon the disease is

stated to have left him from that very day at Sri Rama's bid-

ding.

The second incantation for the cm'e of dysentery is as

follows :
—

Cure-Charm No. II for Dysentery.

Pet se dimd Mun ha tiikdlnd band karnekd manfra.[^]

1. Sdjarer kule upajila svAa.

2. Are inyo or pdni.

3. {Amuker) suehindm kari.

4. Uaktasula chhdddni clkarnier dindt/a,

TARIKA.

Eah mantra padhkar jal piyai. Anioa khunke daston kd

and band hojdydgd.

Translation op Cure-Charm No. II i^r Dysentery.

Incantation for stopping the passing of mucus and bloodfrom
the stomach.

1. The belly-ache grew on the shore of the sea.

2. O ! Drink the water of the sea,

3. So-and-so's sacred name (I mention) .

[*] The Handbook of Folklore, By G. L. Gommc London : David Nutt. 1890,

pages 51-52.

[®3 I have slightly revised the text of this incantation, so that some sense may
bfi maide of the same. I have given the corrupt text of this mantra at the end
of this paper.
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4. It Is the order of the deity (dharma) which drives off

dysentery.
Direction.

Having recited this incantation, quaff the charmed water.

(This being done), the passing of stools composed of mucus and

blood will be stopped.

It would appear that the essential feature of the two afore-

mentioned " cures
''

is the charming of water with the recital of

the two foregoing incantations, and the drinking by the patient

of the charmed water. The practice of administering charmed

water by way of remedy is also prevalent in Bengal, for instance,

in the district of Murshidabad, where sick children are treated by

ojhas in this way. These medicine-men, who are credited with

the possession of hypnotic powers, pass their hands over the

patient, to the accompaniment of the recital of mantras or incan-

tations, or he may gently brush the patient^s body with a bundle

of twigs. Then mantras are recited over water
;
and the child is

made to drink it. ["j The mantras qxq suY^osed. to endow the

water with magic efficacy.

This method of curing dysentery and diarrhoea by the admi-

nistration of charmed water is but another modification of that

wide-spread practice according to which patients are made to

gulp down papers inscribed with charms, or to drink water in

which slates or other articles, on which passages from the Koran

or other charms have been written, are washed. Among the

Muhammadans, the practice is in vogue of making the patient

swallow slips of paper on which extracts from the Koran

have been written. For an illustration of this practice, see page

573 of Sven Hedin's Gentr.-il Asia and Tibet, Vol. I. (1903).

Similarly in Japan, when a person falls ill, he swallows, with hot

water, a small picture of Buddha on a piece of tissue paper as

big as a postage stamp. If this remedy fails to cure the patient,

the native Japanese physician
—the Issha San^—h sent for.[*J

V^A History of Mumhulahad Dishid (Bengal). By Major J. H. Tull Walsk.
London : Jarroki & Sons. 1902, pages 80-87.

T"] Sea« and Lands. (Colouiul Library Series.) By Sir Edwin Arnold. London t

LoD^ani, Green & Co. 1895, pagee 409-410 ; 4(33 i 643.
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The practice of drinking the water in which the cliarm has been

washed is also in vogue in Gambia in Western Africa, where the

" doctor "y having been called in, comes and, after looking at the

patient, sits down by his bedside. Then he writes out on a wooden

slate, a long rigmarole in Arabic characters, which' generally

consists of passages from the Koran. The slate is then washed,

and the patient is made to drink this dirty infusion. A practice,

very similar to this, is resorted to by the Lamas of Tibet. When
a person sufEers from dementia, which, the Tibetans believe, is

caused by the evil eye, the Lama exorcist writes with Chinese

ink on a little slab of wood the particular letters, called " the

edible letters {Za-yigY' , and besmears the writing with a thin

varnish of myi*abolam and saffron paste. Then, on every twenty-
ninth day the inscribed slab of wood is reflected in a mirror ; and,

while so reflected, the surface of the mirror is washed with

beer. The washing thereof is collected in a cup, and the patient

has to drink it in nine sips.[*j In Bihar, a similar device is had

recourse to for the pm'pose of expediting the aceonchement

of a parturient woman. A magic square, divided into 16 smaller

squares, each of the latter containing a number, is drawn

with chalk on a new earthen saucer. The numbers, inscribed

within the smaller squares, \i added horizontally, perpendi-

cularly, or diagonally, total up to 32. This diagram is then shown

to the parturient woman and washed off with water, the infusion

being collected in a vessel. She is then made to swallow this liquid ;

and it is believed that she is immediately thereafter brought to bed

of the child, [loj

I have already shown that, in Bengal and Bihar, charmed

water is administered to a person suffering from hydrophobia. [
^ ^

]

It is also used for curing rheumatism, as will appear from the

next incantation which has been discussed infra.

[»] The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamiism. By L. A. Waddell, M. B. London : W.
H. AUen & Co., Ld. 1895, page 401.

[*°J Vide the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Vol. YIII, pages
349-350

f\^] Vide the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, VoL XI (N. S.), pages 22X-

223.
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"We have^ at tlie very root of this practice of administering

chaj'med water to a person suffering from some particular kind

of ftilment, an idea which can be traced back to ancient Baby-

lonia which was the birth-place of black magic and sorcery.

The beliefs of the Jews^ Greeks, Syrian Christians, and Arabs in

demons and witches, were derived from the Chaldean sorcerers

and soothsayers. It was a very strong article of faith among
the ancient Babylonians that, along with the spirits of light,

there existed a terrible host of infernal beings, the " black gods
'*

as they were called, who were for ever waging a deadly conflict

with human beings. These terrible demons more or less kept

company with the restless and uncared-for souls of dead men,

the ghosts and spooks, the vampires, the phantoms of the

night, and the uncanny ghouls and evil spirits whose favourite

haunts were the desert, the solitary rock-caves, and ruined

buildings. Like the Egyptians, the Babylonians believed that

the souls of the dead, whose wants were not ministered to by their

surviving kinsmen, whose funeral offerings were not supplied,

would come out of their dread abodes, haunt men and demand

from them their dues. It is for this reason that, in one Baby-

lonian incantation, the ghost is addressed thus :

" Whether thou

art the ghost of (»iie unburied, or a ghost that none careth

for, with none to make offerings for it, that hath none to pour

out libations for it, or the ghost of one that hath no posterity.'''

The uncared-for revenants of the dead, therefore, subsisted
'' on

the dregs of the cup, the leavings of the feast, or that which was

cast into the gutter.^-* To this is to be traced the belief that,

in the darkness of the night, the cities were haunted by restless

revenants, searching for food in places where they could find

it and ready to assail any benighted wayfarer. But still more

terrible than the ghosts of the sterner sex were the female

revenants, the spirits of women who had died in child-birth, or

while they were nursing their children, or young people of

marriageable age who had died untimely deaths. In this category

is to be included the female ghost Lilitu—the Lilith of Talmudio

folkbeliefs—the demon consort of Adam, to whom she bore quil e
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a family of ghostly offspring. A curious feature of the ghost-lore

of ancient Babylonia was the belief that the revenants of un-

married women restlessly roamed about, seeking for some one

who would be captivated by their ghostly charms. This has given

rise to the alleged existence of those beautiful demonesses who are

said to have tempted the early Christian Saints in the deserts and

caverns remote from the haunts of men.

Another interesting feature of the ancient Babylonian demon-

lore was the intimate connection that was believed to exist be-

tween the demons, diseases and storms, who are described in one

tablet as follows :
—

"
Through the gloomy streets by night they roam,

Smiting sheep-fold and cattle-pen,

Rending in pieces on high ; bringing destruction below.

They are the offspring of the under-world.

Loudly roaring above ; gibbering below.

They are the bitter venom of the gods.

They are the storms directed from heaven.

They are as owls that hoot over the city.^'

From the above passage we get an inkling of the ancient Baby-
lonian belief that diseases and storms were caused by evil spirits

and demons—an idea which has survived, even to the present

day, in the animistic belief existing among many aboriginal races

of people inhabiting India—a belief in "the shifting and

shadowy company of unknown powers or influences

which gives its spring to the tiger, its venom to the snake, which

generates jungle fever, and walks abroad in the terrible guise of

cholei-a, small-pox, or mtuTain.^^ The plague-god was believed

by the Babylonians to
" march from city to city, resting alike

on the body of chief and slave.^'' The war-god was his brother;

and his disciple was Isum {" the burner '^)
—" the god of infec-

tious diseases''''—who is described, in a very old Babylonian

poem dating from about B.C. 2500, as '^the one who goes to

and fro in the streets,
^^

from house to house, and is said to have

been bom in the
"
gutter of the street,'^—thereby anticipating

the modern diagnosis of the etiology of the infectious diseases.
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Now the Babylonians and Chaldeans performed many rites

and ceremonies for exorcising evil spirits and, for the matter

of that, disease-demons from persons afflicted by them and

for protecting the latter from their assaults. They used to

sprinkle holy water on persons or houses haunted by these

demons in order to expel the latter—a rite which was believed

to be very efficacious, as it was thought that the water-spell

caused the demon "to trickle away like water/^ just as a

censor or torch of pure light was believed to drive the malignant

spirit out of the afflicted person^s body.[^ ^J

It will thus be seen that the mantle of the ancient Baby-
lonian sorcerer, exorcising disease-demons from persons afflicted

by them by means of holy or charmed water, has fallen on

the latter-day Bihari and Bengali ojha or medicine-man.

I shall, now, take up for discussion two incantations which

are used for the cure of rheumatism. They are as follows :
—

Charm No. I for the Cure of Eheumatism.

Dard durJcafnekd mantra, \}^'\

1. Bat re hat,jdnlam tor jdti,

2. Amdvasyd mangalvdre tor utpatti.

3. Buiyabdt, puiydbdtj pdthuriydbdt, sajashtii/dbdt.

4. Bdma bole na harUt, Lakshan bole na Jiarnt.

5. Chalchal amuker ange thdkibdrjanija.

6. Chal Lankdi/j pad, siddha guru Sri Rdmer djndya.

7. Gangd, Jamund, Trivenl, amuker kdhinl.

8. Amuker khanda katthand mdni.

TARIEA.

Is mantra se jal padhkar wah jal rogl ho jpildwai. Our

mdnihe wo dkhoun par chhidko.

Translation of Charm No. I for Curing Rheumatism.

1. O rheumatism ! I know of what kind yOu are.

i**]
For a fuller diecussion of BabyloBian Magic and Demoiio'ogy, see The First

. nx'pires: "Babylon of the Bible
"
in the Light of Latest Research. By W. St.

Chad Boscawcn. London and New York : Harper and Hrothors. 1913, pages 270—273,

[> "] I liavo revised the text of this incantation, the corrupt text whereof is given
at the end of this paper.
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2. You were born on the last day of the dark half of the

lunar month and on a Tuesday.

3. O duiyd[^*^ rheumatism! O puiya [^*]rheumatism!

O pdthu-riya [^*] rheumatism ! O iajshtiyd rheumatism I

4. Ran a does not say harut; [**] Lakshan does not say

5. Go, go to so-and-so^s body for staying there.

6. Go and fall into Lanka (Ceylon) at the command of the

preceptor Sri Rama who is well versed in sorcery.

7. O Ganges ! O Jamuna ! O Tribeni ! This is so-and-so's

traditional practice (litei-ally, story) .

8. Amuker khanda katthand mdni.\_^^'\

Direction.

"Water should be charmed with the recital of this incantation.

The patient should be made to drink this wat«r which should

be also sprinkled over his head and eyes.

The most noteworthy feature of this cure-charm is the sprink-

ling of the chai'med water on the patient's head and eyes. I have

already stated above tliat the ancient Babylonian sorcerers used

to sprinkle holy water over persons or houses haunted by demons

in order to exorcise the latter. The practice became developed

in later times into the custom according to which persons afflicted

with dire maladies bathed in sacred rivers, pools, or springs in

order to heal themselves. It is under the behests of this custom

that Naaman the leper (2 Ki. v. 6) bathed in the Jordan seven

times and became healed ; it is in accordance with this practice

that a whole host of sick people used to wait their turn on the

margin of Bethesda for the healing dip (John v. 2). This old

custom has survived even into modern times in the shape of the

practice of dipping rickety children in holy wells and in the

bathing of cripples in St. Winifred's "Well in Flintshire, to which

crutches are offered up as votive offerings. "With the same

object in view, the Tibetan goes to the sa?red spring
—called by

[»*] The meaning3 of the words "
Duiya ", ''Pu.iya'\

"
Pafhuriya" . and

'Sajshtiya" are unknown to me. Probably they signify different kinds of
theumatism.

t>»] The meaning of the word " Harut "is not known to me.

['"] I bare not been able to make oat the meaning of thia line.
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Dr. Sven Hedin "a Lourdes in miniature
^^—and drinks a

goodly draught of its healing waters to render himself invulnor-

abU to the bullets of robbers. When he takes his stand on its

margin and pours its waters with both hands over his head, he

believes that, by doing so, he will be immune from falling into

the hands of footpads and from other misfortunes. Then, again,

he pours its water over his horse^s head and mane in the belief

that it will be protected from wolves ; and if a sheep or other

animal is ill^ he only sprinkles it with the holy water of this

sacred spring in order to restore it to its health again. [* ^]

Then I take up for discussion the second incantation for the

cure of rheumatism which is as follows :
—

Charm No. II for the Cure of Rheumatism.

Bagli dard hd dnr karneka mantra.

1. Bat, bat, akdl hat.

2. Andha hat, kunhine hat, Jcutkutare bat.

3. Amdr prati cliahre sighra phcit.

4. Fhdta tomar ddhe, pavanputra Ilaiiumdn.

5. Kdr djndya, Rdjd Sri Rdmer djnayd.

Tabika.

Khali sdrson hd tel bagli dard hd jagah lagdya. Ahi&te se

hdthon ko badan par pJiirdtd rahai. Ilarek mantra padhne par

phunk mdren.

Translation of Charm No. II for curing Rheumatism.

1. O rheumatism ! O untimely rheumatism !

2. O blind rheumatism ! kunkuiie [' ^] rheumatism !

O kiUkiitare
\}^'] rheumatism !

3. At every machination {i.e. device) of mine, soon abate.

4. O Hanuman, the son of wind ! Let (the rheumatism) abate

at thy command.

6. At whose command ? At the command of Sri Rama.

["] Trans-Himalaya. By Sven Hedin. 2 Volnmes. Lonlon : Macmillan A, Co..
Ld. 190i>. Vol. II, pngcB 105—100.

['•] I om unable 1o find (uttlicincaniDgB of the words "
Kunliune'' and "Kulkxtt-

ore . PrrlinpR tli<y denote difFejei.t kinds of rlieumatiBin, according to the
degrees of tl.o twinge of pain caused tlicroby.
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Direction.

Apply oil of mustard over that part (of the patient's body)

which is afflicted with rheumatism. Rub it gently with the hands

over the affected part. Each time that this incantation is recited,

blow over the affected limb.

In this connection^ I may state that, in the district of ^fur-

shidabad in Bengal, the exoreiser pretends to cure all sorts of ail-

ments by blowing on the patient's body.[^^]

The most interesting fact connected with the aforementioned

second incantation for the cure of rheumatism is that the medi-

cine-man is directed to blow over the affected limb every time that

it is recited by him. I have already shown that the object of

the exorciser's blowing upon the patient's body or upon his

affected limb is to effect the cui'e, most probably, by means of

hypnotic suggestion and magnetism, especially by the former. [*]

Compare with the foregoing treatment of rheumatism by
means of incantations, the undermentioned methods of treating

the same ailment by means of amulets. For this purpose a bit

of a bat's bone is tied by a stiing round the patient's ankle in

Northern India, just as the eelskin is used with the same object

in England. [*i] In the same way, it is believed in Ireland that

an iron ring worn on the fourth finger will cure rheumatism. ['^J

In the direction for the use of the second cure-charm, it is

prescribed that the oil of mustard should be rubbed over that

part of the patient's body which is afflicted with rheumatism.

This remedy has its parallel in the use of the tiger's fat as a

sovereign medicine for the cure of this malady.

As a result of the animistic beliefs largely prevalent in India,

it is an article of faith among many races of people inhabiting

this country that all sorts of diseases are caused by demons. By

[>*] ride Dr. Tall Walsh's Hiitory of Murshidabad District, pages 86—87.

[»°] ride the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XI. (N. S.), pages 220—
227.

C*^] Crooke'a : An Introduction to the Popular Religion and Folklore of yorthern
India (Allahabad Edition of 1894), page 212.

£*»] pp. cU., page 192.
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way of examples, we may state that in Sarguja, diarrlioea is

said to be caused by a demon named Mahadanl Beo\^^'\ Among
the Korwas of Mirzapur, it is believed that a Bhutin or demoness

named Relya afflicts men with rheumatism. [^ *] The Majhwars,

who inhabit the same part of the country as the KorwaS;

entertain the belief that fever is caused by a rakshasa who

attacks them during sleep. It is also believed by them that this

fever-demon can only be driven away by the tribal medicine-man

called the Baiga with the offering of rice and pulse. A survival

of this belief is also faintly traceable among the people of Bengal

and Bihar, for otherwise the services of the ojha or village

medicine-man would not have been requisitioned for the purpose

of exorcising away fever with the undermentioned incantation.

It seems to be a jumble of meaningless words
; and, with the

exception of lines 5, 6 and 7 thereof, no sense can be made of the

remaining portions. It is as follows :
—

Chaem foe, the cure of Fever.

BttJchdr utdrneM mantra,

1. Manasa heddm nava he haptl base.

2. Kapd^a hdvake mule hanummanda hi dp slsl janga.

3. Pddd)i rivdn mantra sdnti gdyatrl.

4. Tdmsain devatd mdhajd rdjd.

5. Tijdt, ekjioard}dojward, tinjward, charijioard,sdtjward.

6. Jo raliai tou Rdjd Amyapd^dlcdchakra haJiai.

7. Teiitis kot devatd fere mantra ki sakti se chalen.

8. Chorich na khand menjdya chor nagdre bdddn khdya.

9. Kshane bdma kshane dakshin, kshane dse hor.

10. Ajan soro smdrire kdyd bikhydta hor.

Translation.

5. Fever recurring at intervals of three days ; [^^Jfever coming

on at intervals of one day ;
fever comhig on at intervals of two

days ; fever coming on at intervals of three days ;
fever coming

["] Op. cit, page 178.

[**1 Op. cit.. Page 146.

t*'] I have taken tlio word "
Tipd

" as a corruption of tho word "
Tyra

" which
moaoB "

fever recurring at iatcrvala of three days".
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on at intervals of four days ; fever coming on at inteiTals of

seven days.

6. Whatever (kind of fever) remains may yield to the spells

of Raja Ajaypal.

7. May move according to the potency of the incantations

of ye, O thirty-three kron of deities !

In the district of Murshidabad in Bengal, fever is also

supposed to be cured by charms or mantras, recitations from the

epic Mahabharata in which Sri Krishna is represented as fighting

the worst forms of fever, by the ofEering up of prayers to

ISaTayana and Jardsur who is represented in Hindu art as being

fair-complexioned, having six hands and three faces, and wearing
a tiger-skin, and whose worship takes place in the open air,

generally thrice every day.[^*] Similarly in Bundelkhand,

it is believed that people suffering from quartan ague are cured of

it by worshipping a local godliug
— a deified Rajput chieftain—

named Rae Singh . [
^ '

]

The question arises—Who is Raja Ajaypal mentioned in the

incantation set forth above ? Perhaps he was a mighty sorcerer,

or a local godling like Rae Singh, who was credited with the pos-

session of a good deal of healing power.

I have already shown that, in Bengal, Bihar, and in the

district of Goraklipur in the United Provinces, much efficacy is

ascribed to the tail of the common house-lizard as a curative

agent. Its tail, if it is cut off on a Saturday, Sunday or Tuesday,
and worn, -^Tapped up in a piece of linen, as an amulet by a

person suffering from ague, is believed to cure him of it.[2^]

I shall conclude this paper by saying that these cure-charms

are exemplifications of the coercive power ascribed to the spoken
words of persons who are popularly believed to be possessed of

[»"] Viie Dr. Tull Walsh's History oS Murshidabad District, pages 86—87.

[»'] Crooke's : An Introduction to the Popular Religion and Folklore of Northern
India (Allahabad Edition of 1894), pages 126—127.

[*'] Vide my article On ihe Lizard in Indian Supentition and Folk-Medicine in
the Jo^jrnal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. LXVll, Part III, No. 1 of 1896,
pages 4516.
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wonder-working powers. [^^J These are addressed to the disease-

demon who is supposed to be afflicting the patient, and who is

believed to be stronger than the exorcist himself. Hence the

latter invokes deities and semi-divine personages like Sri Rama
and Raja Ajaypal, whom he believes to be stronger than his

antagonist
—the disease-demon—to assist him in expelling the

latter.

['".I Vide the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Vol. IX,
rage 501.
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APPENDIX.

(1) Corrupt Text of Cure-Chaxm No. I for Diarrhoea and Dysen-

tery.

WT^ Ti%^ ^T^ ^g^T wn^^ ci?ai«f\
i fef% i^^ ^ tj^j.

(2) Corrupt Text of Cure-Charm No. II for Dysentery.

(3) Corrupt Text of Cure-Charm No. I for Rheumatism.

^icT t «ricT ^TH 5T>?T cTtr m^ ' sEnriT^n »tit^ it^ cftr ^c^c!

^ u?^?: 9En^, inn ^r^i f^W ^srg^iR ^f *ft ^rg^n #^

(4) Corrupt Text of Cure-Charm No. II for Rheumatism.

(5) Corrupt Text of Cure-Charm for Fever.

^"t ^t cf^ TT^T ^Wf ^T^m "^W^^ \
^fk^ ^3 %^m ^X ^"^ ¥t

'gw ^f^; '^rw 3if\^ ^>r g^ru^f ^^ ^f^ ^n^T f^^n^r ^t i
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

I.^Samasamayik Bhdrat, Parts I, II, III, 8f VIIL

By Professor Jogendra Nath Samaddar (Messrs. Samaddar
Brothers, Moradpur, Patna).

Tliis is the first attempt to present in Bengali a free trans-

lation of all the ancient foreign accounts of India available at

the present day. Although summaries of what certain ancient

Greek and Chinese travellers said about India in the past

have already been given in Bengali in such books as Mr. Ram
Pran Gupta's Frachin Bharat, and in MegasiheneS'er Bhdrat

Bibaran, no previous writer has attempted such a comprehen-

sive task in Bengali as has been undertaken by Prof. Samaddar.

The language of the translations is generally clear and simple,

and the foot-notes add to the value and usefulness of the trans-

lations.

Tlie introductions written for the four volumes by four

distinguished scholars of Bengal add to the interest of the

work. An interesting theory has been started by Mr. Nagen-
dra Nath Basu, in his foreword to Part II, of the work. He

says that Megasthenes came as an ambassador to the court not

of Chandi-a Gupta but of his grandson Asoka. This is not the

place to discuss the merits of this theory. We are sorry

to find in these volumes a number of printing mistakes which

we hope will be corrected in a later edition. On the whole we

have no hesitation in saying that Prof. Samaddar's work ^dll

prove a valuable contribution to the growing historical litera-

ture of Bengal.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

I.—Minutes of an Ordinary Meeting
of the Society.*

His Honour Sir Edward Gait^ K.c.s.i., c i.e., President,

in the Chair.

Dr. D. B. Spooner read a paper on Hindu AroKitecture

which was illustrated by magic lantern slides. In introducing

the lecturer, His Honour the President observed as follows :
—

" In the course of mv annual address I mentioned that efforts

were being made to persuade experts in the various subjects

with which the Bihar and Orissa Research Society deals to

contribute papers to our Journal stating broadly what is already

known and indicating the lines on which future research should

proceed. Amongst others we approached Dr. Spooner and the

paper he is about to read to us on types of architecture is, I hope,

only the first of a series.

Dr. Spooner is an archaeologist of high repute, and he is

far too well known to you all to need any introduction from me.

I will, therefore, without wasting time ask him to rend his

paper, which I am sure we shall all listen to with the greatest

interest.
"

Dr. Spooner then read his paper which is printed at pages 119—
134 of this Journal. After the paper had been read, a vote of

thanks to the lecturer was proposed by the Hon'ble Sir Edward

Chamier and seconded by the Hon^ble Mr, Oldham and carried

with acclamation by all present. After the lecture, His Honour

the President exhibited three pieces of copper which was recently

found about a foot below the surface on the bank of the Gulpa

*Held at the Patna CoUeare, Bankipore, on the 26th February, 1916.
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river^ in Bhalia village, Baglira Pir, of the Mayurbhanj State, in

Orissa. The President said that they appeared to be battle axes.

A full description of them will be given in a later number of the

Journal. One rectangular and another circular piece of stone

with carved footprints of Jaina saints, which were dug up near

Rajgir and presented to the Society by Khan Bahadur Kazi Far-

zand Ahmad, a few ancient Hindu coins presented to the Society by
the Hon^ble Mr. J. G. Jennings, and a few stone celts collected

by the General Secretary were also exhibited. A vote of thanks

to His Honour the President, proposed by Principal V. H. Jack-

son and carried with acclamation by the-meeting, concluded the

proceedings.
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II.—Minutes of a Meeting of the Council
of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society.*

Present :

V. H. Jackson, Esq., M.A., in the Chair.

K, P. Jayaswal, Esq., m.a.

Professor Jadu Nath Sarkar, m.a., p.e.s.

Babu Sarat Chandra Roy, m.a., b.l.

1. Tlie minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

2. Twenty ordinaiy members and five Honoraiy Members

were elected. Their names are noted below :
—

HoxoKARY Members.

1. Sir James G. Frazer, d.c.l., ll.d., Litt. d.. No. 1,

Brick Court, Middle Temple, London, E. C.

2. Sir George Grierson, k.c.i.e., Ph.D., d. litt, i.c.s.

(Retd.), Rathfamham, Camberley, Surrey, London.

3. Dr. Alfred C. Iladdon, m.a., sc.d., f.r.s., m.k.i.a,.

Reader in Ethnology in the University of Cam-

bridge, 3, Cranmer Road, Cambridge.

4. Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, m.d., f.r.s., St. John's College,

Cambridge.

5. Vincent A. Smith, Esq., M.A., i.c.s. (Retd.), 116,

Banbury Road, Oxford.

Ordinary Members.

1. Hon'ble Mr. W. Maude, c.s.i., i.C.s., Bankipore.

2. P. T. ^lansfield, Esq., i.c.s., Bankipore.

3. W. H. Ci-awford, Esq., b.a., i.c.s., Purulia (Man-

bhum).

* Held at the Patna College, at 7 f.m. the 2tJth February 1916.
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4. H. G. Graves, Esq., 1, Council House Street,

Calcutta.

5. Hon^ble Mr. F. Clayton, f.c.h., Ranchi.

6. Babu Basanta Coomer Chatterji, b.l.. Pleader,

Ranchi.

7. Khan Bahadur Kazi Farzand-i-Ahmad, Gaja.

8. Saiyid Muhammad Mahbub Alam, Pinjora, District

Gaya.

9. Babu Mukutdhari Singh, b.a., Dy, Magistrate,

Chapra.

10. Babu Mahendra Prashad, Manager, Bihar Bank,

Chapra.

11. Mr. Nanda Lai Mazumdar, Private Secretary to the

Maharaja of Gidhaur.

12. R. F. Cooper, Esq., m.a., Principal, G. B. B. College,

Muzaffarpur.

18. Saiyid Zamir-ud-diu Ahmad, Sadar Gali, Patna City,

Patna.

14. Babu Ashutosh Chatarjee, Chatarjee Pharmacy,

Gaya.

15. E. A. Home, Esq., m.a.. Professor, Patna College,

Bankipore.

16. Babu Jyotish Chandra Banarjee, M.A., Professor,

Patna College, Bankipore.

17. Babu Radha Krishna Jha, m.a., Professor, Patna

College, Bankipore.

18. Babu Raghunandan Pande, m.a., Professor, Patna

College, Bankipore.

19. Khan Sahib Maulvi jMuhammad Yasin, Professor,

Patna College, Bankipore.

20. Pandit Deo Datta Tripalhi Kavyatirtha, Pi-ofessor,

Patna College, Bankipore.

3. The papers for the March number of the Journal were

considered and passed.



III.—Minutes of a Meeting of the
Council.^

Present :

1. The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. W. Oldham, t.c.s.,

Vice-President, in the Chair.

2. Nawab Shams-ul-'Ularaa Saiyid Imdad Imam.

3. K. P. Jayaswal, Esq., M.A., Bar.-at-Law.

4. Professor J. N. Sarkar, m.a.

5. Professor J. N. Samaddar, b.a.

6. Babu S. C. Ror, ji.a., b.l.

(1) The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed-

(2) Pending applications for membership were considered,

and 1 Life member and 12 Ordinary members were duly elected

Their names were noted below :
—

Life Member.

1. Maharaja Bahadur Keshava Prashad Singh of Dum-

raon.

Ordinary Members.

1. D. N. Sen, Esq., M.A., Principal, B. N. College,

Bankipore.

2. Babu Amareswar Thakur, m.a.. Professor, B. N.

College, Bankipore.

3. Mr. Muazzam Ali, Bar.-at-Law, Bankipore.

4-. Pandit Dwaraka Prasad Pathak, Vakil, Bankipore.

5. Mr. G. C. Wolfe,
" Kelso '\ Dalhousie (Punjab).

6. Babu Han Nath Ghosh, b.l,. Pleader, Purulia

(Manbhum).

* Held on Satotday, the 8tb April 1916, it the Comniissioner'a ^oaia ftt Btot-

klpoxe.
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7. Sri Lakshmi Naravan Deb, Jubaraj of Tekkali

(District Ganjam).
8. Mr. G. W. Place, i.c.s. (Retired), 9, Ailesburj Road,

Dublin (Ireland).

P. M. Masud Raza, Madhipura (District Bliagalpore) .

10. Babu Harsa Prasad Singh, Honorary Magistrate,

Arrali.

11. Babu Nares Chandra Sinha, M.A., b.l., Vakil, High

Court, Patna, Bankipore.

12. Dr. Sheo Nandan Tewari, d.p.h.. Deputy Sanitary

Commissioner, Bankipore.

(3) Considered the estimates received from different presses,

for the cost of printing the Journal, and resolved that the

Journal continue to be printed at the Gulzarbagh Government

Press.

(4) Read a letter from Raja Kamaleshvari Prasad Singh of

iMonghyr, dated the 17th March 1916, forvs^ardlng a sum of

Rs. 5,000 as a " donation in aid of the work the Society is

doing '\ Resolved that the very cordial thanks of the Council

be conveyed to the Raja Sahib for his munificent donation towards

the work of the Society.
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LEADING ARTICLES.

I

I.—Some Remarks on the Position of
Women among the Santals.

By Rev. F. O. Bodding.

My old friend the Hon^ble Dr, A. Campbell in the first part

of the Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society publish-

ed an interesting paper on the laws of inheritance and partition

among the Santals.

I have no doubt as to his statements being correct so far as

the Santals of Manbhum are concerned. On one or two points

there is, however, ap|jarently some difference in the customary
laws as practised in the Santal Parganas (where the bulk of the

Santal population at present lives) and in Manbhum, as will

appear from the following :
—

The Santals in the Santal Parganas are apparently a little

more advanced than their Manbhum brethren, especially with

regard to the treatment of their women.

The original and, I might say, even now often theoretically

accepted idea of woman among the Saxitals seems to be, that she
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is a kind of irresponsible and untrustworthy beings a necessary

and useful, but somewhat inferior member of human society.

Women are thus kept away from direct participation in reli-

gious worship ; th^y have no *'

political
'^

rights (the word taken

in its original meaning); they are, of course, debarred from sit-

ting in the village councils, although they appear in person
before such, and are permitted to speak.

They have folk-tales setting forth the foolishness, the de-

praved character and the untrustworthiness of women ; they have

proverbs saying the same. They also have stories of the ability

of women to outwit the unsuspecting man, and even of

women having outwitted Marahhutu himself (the Santal princi-

pal national deity or spirit) . They suspect a woman of being cap-»

able of making even bohgas captives to their charms, and conse^

quently of being able to make the hohpas do their uefarlous bid-

ding. As a matter of course, every woman is suspected of being

9, witch.

Much more might be said of the supposed disabilities of wo-

men ; and it is not infrequent to hear the superior men, specially

when among themselves, speak of the low estate of women. A
mother of only girls may be heard called a mother of dogs ! But

whatever the theories may be, and howsoever the men may talk,

in the daily social life of the people, the Santal woman has

a very independent and strong position, both in the home and in

the village. Not infrequently she is the virtual ruler.

The existence of a woman among the Santals turns on

marriage ; marriage is the aim of her existence ; a woman is a

wife in spe, ajx actual wife or a widow. A grown-up unman-ied

woman is altogether anomalous ; a Santal woman of such a state

would be thought to be either a harlot or suffering from some

very serious defect of body or mind which makes marriage

impossible.

It should be added that the Santal social laws regulating the

contracting of marriage among them must make marriage very

much of a lottery for them, and marriage often turns out badly

(their remedy out of the difiiculties being divorce »nd a new
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attempt at marriage for both parties). But whilst this is eo, it

must on the other hand be acknowledged, that the relations be-

tween husband and wife, when they have once settled down to life

are generally good, and often very good ; it is a mistake to think

that true conjugal love is not found among them. There is

often a genuine mutual respect between husband and wife, and

the men have a great regard for their sisters and daughters

(and vice veri'i) and feel themselves the natural protectors of

these.

The human feelings among the Santal men assert themselves,

and this must yield results in practical life.

The Santals are developing from an unsettled, semi-hunting

stage of life to that of settled agriculturists. There are signs

that the Santals were formerly a communistic society ; the vil-

lage seems to have been the " owner " of any
"
cultivated

"
land

with a yearly redistribution of the personal tenures. N)w this

is entirely altered j all cultivated land is owned by, or (here in

the Santal Parganas) more correctly speaking, held by individu-

als and their offspring as tenants.

Whatever their attainme:;ts as cultivators, the Santals now
know the value of land ; they know what it means to reclaim

jungle ; they are conscious of all the work they have put into the

cultivation of their fitdds. However strong the family feeling

may be, the acquisition of property with its ensuing labour and

toil has a tendency among them to foster the wish to let their

own offspring enjoy its fruits, even if they happen to be girls.

As remarked above, the existence of a woman turns on her

marriage ; but to be married a woman must first be sold. The
business side of the transaction should perhaps not be pressed too

hard ;
but undoubtedly the legal basis of marriage among the

Santals, as among very many other people both nowadays and

formerly, is the ownership of the husband (or of the family of

the husband) in a woman.

A woman is sold into marriage. If the marriage proves un-

suitable and is in consequence dissolved, as it very frequentlv is

(which may natmally be expected when a marriage is aiTanged
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as among the Santals), the divorce ceremony comes on the

top of a settlement of accounts, in which the price paid for

the bride figures conspicuously. If in their "
divorce court

"

the woman is proved guilty, the bride-price has to be paid

back ; if adultery is proved against her, the co-respondent is

called a thief and has to pay among other things a double

bride-price. If the man is guilty, the price is forfeited.

Up to the time of her marriage a Santal girl is the "property^'
of her parents (father) ,

or (if the parents are dead) of her nearest

male relatives, who take charge of her. When married, she

becomes the property of the family of her husband (with this

one as her immediate lord and master), and this she continues

to be so long as there is any one who has a right in her.

If such a state ceases, she has no longer any locu& siandi j

ehe reverts to her original owners, if they are alive, or if none

euch exist any more, she becomes a piece of masterless property,

utterly destitute except for what people may give her, or for

what she may be able to earn through her own work. *

It is easy to understand, that under conditions as described

it is difficult for a Santal woman logically and legally, aside from

personal goods, to have any proprietary rights in anything

which pertains to the community, more especially in immovable

properties, such as lands.

Strictly speaking, being herself owned property, she cannot

well be an owner. Now although logic and theories demand

this, life has brought about several exceptions, and many of the

Santals of these parts are, as a matter of fact, rather eager to

give their women larger rights than they at present possess.

There are several causes working together towards this result.

It goes without saying that the women themselves, when
• Whilst tluB is the old cuetom there is a tendency amongst present- day

Santals in this dietrict to reason in the following way :
—We sold her (the wotds

nsed at the time of marringe arc : jan ho jan toroc ho iorocle alcrinketmea, i.e.,

we sold the bones and ashes) : but we sold her not to die but to live : she has to

be supported and maintained where she goes. Consequently in case the " owmrs "

die, she has a right to maintenance from their estate. It is only quite recently that

I have Ircard this way of putting it. It ia quite n nice legal point, and a sign

of the deTolopmont of minds.
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occasion arises, will push their own case, or at least their own

individual case.

Then we have the better instincts of the Santals, and the

genuine love they have for their womenfolk.

The influence of "Western civilization, as brought to them-

through Government, both in court-rulings and schools, is

undoubtedly working this way ; and lastly, but perhaps not least,

should be mentioned the decided influence of Christianity through

the Missions.

Women are to a certain extent permitted to own personal

(i.e., movable) property. How far this went formerly, it is

very diflScult to have more than an opinion of. Nowadays they

own money, goods and cattle. It is more than property on trusty

they can dispose of it.

A father (and sometimes brothers when the father is dead)

will, when the property is divided among the sons, and also at

other times,^ give the daughters (or sisters as it may be
) a cow,-

a goat or something to be their personal property.

If a man divorces his wife without any fault of hers, she gets

a cow, a bundle of paddy,^
a brass cup and a cloth ; that is the

old rule ;
now this is generally not given in natura, but the

articles mentioned are valued and money given. This moncT

belongs to the woman and will go with her, if she remarries.

A widow without sons gets very much the same, if she is

sent back to her parents or brothers ; and this property will be

her own.

Ornaments given to a woman are her own, provided they are-

not procured simply to store family money. The Santals some-

times, although not very frequently, follow the common Indian,

custom of investing their savings in metal ornaments. After

the closing of the mints this custom is gradually becoming less

frequent. Ornaments of this class are not a woman^s personal

property.

If a woman earns money by working, this may go to the

father or relatives with whom she is living, and generally does

60 go ; but if she provides for her food by performing work or
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earns more than her food, what she gets over and above this

may he capitalized by herself and is her own. What is called

ir arpa (a small amount of paddy which seiving women are

permitted to reap or glean for themselves at harvest time) comes

specially under this.

So far the theories may be said not to give much trouble.

It was mentioned above that a Santal wife, in sjnte of her

theoretically subordinate position, in practical life has a fair

amount of independence, and often a position which may be said

to be nearly co-ordinate with that of a man, within her own sphere.

It is a very common thing, and as experience shows, oft^a

a wise thing, for Santals to let their wives, when these have

provcMl their allegiance to their hHsbaiid&, keep charge of the cash

which may be in the house.

The wife rules the household, much like what we know from

our Homelands, so far as any comparison is possible.

If a woman is left a widow with minor sons, she remains as

a rule in possession of all and carries on the work and duties of

her late husband, whose male relatives have a duty and right to

see that nothing is squandered of the property of the minors, but

who have otherwise no right to interfere.

Taking all this into consideration it is not so strange that

the aspects of the rights of women have developed and are

developing among the present-day Santals.

Whatever may have been the attitude towards movables, there

is no doubt that Santal women have had no right of inheritance

©r occupancy with regard to cultivated lands. A landowner

or tenant has, as such (i.e., as a villager), certain social and

religiou& duties "which a Santal woman is debarred from perform-

ing on account of her sex.

Formerly it did not. much matter ; a girl would when married

have a husband to support her; she would with such an one be

just as well provided for as if she had inherited her father^s land.

Nowadays it is becoming different. There may be personally

acquired property, the ]X)ssession of which will give prospects

of mainteamce. It is oaly reasonable that Santals should
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like their own daughters, if there are no sons, to inherit their

own property, with which their relatives have perhaps had no

connection at all.

Now it has never entered their heads, that daughters should

inherit land equally with sons; but they are willing that

daughters whose husbands come and live with their parents-in-law

should get a Httle of their land ; and they are anxious, if there

are no sons, that one or more of the daughters should get all the

land of the father in preference to some more or less distant

relations stepping in, perhaps to oust their own flesh and blood

from what might support them.

Thev have found a way to effect thie ; they let a daughter

inherit through a male intermediary j they marry their daughter

and give the husband the position of a son, provided he lives

with his father-in-law.

An ordinary marriage among the Santals is performed at the

house of the bride, with feasting here and at the house of the

bridegroom, the expenses being paid by each party.

If a man gets a husband for his daughter for the purpose

just mentioned, he goes about it in a little different way, and

gets what is called a ghardijdwde.

As previously mentioned, the legal basis of marriage among
these people is the buying of the wife. She is paid for in cash*

This idea is, of course, kept up, only that a ghardt f'dtcde does not

pay cash, but pays by putting in five years^ work with his

parents-in-law. This is not an exclusively Santal custom;

Jacob paid for his two wives in the same way.

Apart from this there is some difference between the ghardi

jdtodi marriage and an ordinary one. Usually a man seeks a wife

for his son ;
here it is the opposite. So far as possible the girl

steps into the place of the bridegroom. Absolutely all expenses

are borne by the father of the girl. At an ordinary marriage

the bridegroom^s friends are called bariatko j here it is the friends

of the bride who are called so. When children are born, the

custom is to name the first boy with the name of the paternal

grandfather, and the second one with that of the maternal
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grandfather. Here the opposite is done. The maternal relations

come first. It will bo seen, the girl so far as possible is the

principal.

It is easily understood that the position of a ^Jiardi jdwde may-

be felt to be a little infra dig-; it is—naturally
—more honoxirable

to stand one's own part of the expenses, etc. For this reason

generally only sons of poor people or orphans agree to become

a gkardi jdtode.
*

As will be understood, a ghardijdwde as such is not entitled

to anything more than his wife, and is not in himself an inheritor

of his father-in-law's lands.

It sometimes happens that a man with grown-up daughters

and minor sons (who will be the lawful heirs) procures a gkardi

jdwde to get help in his agricultui'al work. In such cases the

girl's father will set aside a bit of land for \h.hgfiardi jdwde and

will help him to get additional land, if possible, through the

village headman. When the five years of service are over, th^

ghardi jdwde is free to depart ; he has paid for his wife.

If a man wishes his ghardi jdwde to become his heir, this has

to be specially arranged and publicly declared, and such is done

at the time of marriage.

A marriage is, of course, a public affair, the village people,

specially the headman and other officials, have to be present.

What is done has their consent, and they would not ordinarily

think of opposing any agreement made at the time of marriage

later on

A man with only daughters (also in case he has had sons who

have died without issue) will generally arrange for one or more

• As it may be of interest, the further rol ea followed in oonnection with

ghardi jaxo'^es may bo stated.

At the time of marriage the girl's parents
" show "

the young man a calf. This

bcoomca his personal property. Should the girl not hit it off with her hushand,

he will divorce her and walk off with his oalf.

The girl also gets a calf at the time of marriage. She is further permitted to

get arj>a, i.e., to reap a few sheaves of paddy for herself, and this she may sell or

lend out oa interest.

As will be seen, tho terms arc fairly liberal, taking Sant&l ideas into coiifiidcfti-

tiOB.
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yAori»ya«7a^ and also for these becoming his heirs. Such sons-

in-law, will, so long as they remain, have the position of sons j they

will support and take care of the parents-in-law when they get old ;

and on the death of these they get everything, except half

the cattle which the brothers of the father-in-law are entitled to.

In qnite recent years it has become the custom to call such an

inheriting ghardi jdwde a ghar-jdwde, a term introduced by

outsiders.

Nominally it is the son-in-law who inherits, not according to

any other right, but according to an oral will (if one may use

such an expression), executed at the time of marriage. Actually

it is the daughter who becomes inheritor ; but as she is debarred

from performing certain duties in the village, she has to have

a representative, who is her husband, who stands as tenant and

owner. The expectation is that the sons of the pair will be bom
to take up the inheritance. But if the ghardi jdwde in his turn

should have only daughters, he will be permitted to arrange him-

self with a ghardi jdwde in exactly the same way.
That it is the girl for whom this arrangement is made and

who is the actual heir, should not need any demonstration. If

a ghardijdwde leaves, he loses his rights ; his ovsti relatives have

no rights of inheritance in his father-in-law's lands. If his wife

dies, he may have a life-interest there, provided he does not

remarry. The children of the gh, rdi jdwde are in this case the

real inheritors and owner.

So far all is recognized practice and custom among the Sanl als

of the Santal Parganas.

"What has been stated does not, however, cover all cases

constantly occurring.

If, for instance, a man dies leaving only daughters and with-

out having made any arrangement for a ghardi jdwde, the old

rule is that the nearest male relative of the father steps in,

takes over aU property, also the girls and the widow (if any).
Such an one may be kind, but just as often he will try to get
rid of the girls as soon as possible.

It is becoming more and more felt, that this custom may
involve a good deal of injustice j the male relation may not be
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a desirable person to live with, and what will happen to the

widow ?

I know of cases which have been downright cruel to poor

girls. On the other hand, in a few such cases relatives have been

found, who, instead of taking over the land themselves, have

procured ghardi jawaei for the girls and permitted these to

succeed to the property.

It ought perhaps to be just mentioned that the courts and

the settlement have in many cases permitted daughters to get

a life tenure in agricultural lands and recorded them as rayats.

But very often male relatives have under some pretext or other

prevented daughters from coming forward until it has been too

late ; there is thus much inequality in practical life in the

position of only daughters.

From what has been mentioned, it is evident that a widow

is not and cannot be an heir to anything. She may own per-

sonal property and may get gifts from her relations, but land she

has no claim to, not in her old home and not in her late husband^s.

If she has sons or even daughters, she will naturally live

with these, doing what she can of work* If she has none, and

her late husband^ s relatives refuse to keep her, she is sent away^ as

previously stated. The lot of widows has often been very hard*

As remarked above, the Santals are changing and in many

ways developing. They are in a small way acquiring property

and see some fruits of the work of their hands. They feel that

the old rules do not cover all present-day circumstances and do

not always carry them satisfactorily through, and they wish

something more just and advanced ; this is the case with regard

to the rights of their women.

In olden times they made rules themselves ; now they look

to Government for help and guidance.

It is a sign of the times (in my opinion a very encouraging

one) that a number of the most prominent Santals, when recently

called together for the purpose of expressing an opinion on

matters connected with their daughters and widows, unanimously

agreed, that only daughters should inherit their father's land on
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being married, and that widows Bhould have the right of main-

tenance from the estate of their late husbands until they remarry

and further be permitted to caiTT on their late husband'a

household.

Adoption.

Before closing I take this opportunity of mentioning another

matter where there is a difference between the Santale in the

Santal Parganas and in ^lanbhum.

Dr. Campbell says they do not practise adoption. Here they

do. It is of very rare occurrence ;
but it happens ;

I have heard

of one or two instances.

If a man takes a second wife and this woman has a boy by
a former husband, the man may adopt this boy. He proceeds in

the following way : He first informs the village headman of his

intentions ; the headman then calls the nearest (male) relatives of

the boy, whose consent is necessary. If these agree, they say so

openly in the presence of the headman and the village people,

renounce the boy and declare him henceforth to belong to the new

father ; it is further declared, that the boy shall have no right of

inheritance in the property of his natural father.

When this is done, the new father fixes a date for the formal

adoption of the boy (it is called bonga tola, ue., bring In among
the bongas).

On that date the village people behave as at janam chatiar

(i.e., the name-giving festival of a Santal child). They shave

and drink rice-water savoured with nim leaves. At z.janam
ehdtiar the officiating midwife tells the assembled people the

name of the newborn child ; here she does not tell the name otf

the boy, but the sept or subsept of the adopting father, hence-

forth the sept of the boy.

Thereupon they let the boy eat of the flesh of animals sacri-

ficed to the tribal gods ; he is from now one of their own.

This adopted boy will inherit equally with the natural son»

of the adopting father, the only difference being that an adopted
son will not have right of inheritance in the properties of the

brothers of the adopting father, if such should die without issue.



II.-—Totemism Amongst the Birhors.

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A.

The BIrhors are one of the wildest among the jungle tribes^

of Chota Nagpur. They wander about from jungle to jungle-

in small groups of from three or four to at most about nine or

ten families, earning a precarious subsistence by hunting, by col-

lecting chop creepers [Bauhinia scandens) and making their barks,

into ropes for barter or sale in the nearest villages or markets,

and by gathering beeswax and honey when available. Like the

other branches of the Munda race, to which they belong, the

Birhors are divided into a number of exogamous totemic clans

mostly named after some animal, plant, fruit, flower or other

material object. The Birhors have, however, preserved or

developed a few interesting features in their totemism which are

not to be found amongst other totemic tribes in Chota Nagpur
and which, so far as I know, have not been recorded of any other

tribe in India.

The names of Birhor clans or gotras, so far as I have hitherto

been able to ascertain them, are the following :
—

1. Andi (wild cat).

2. Bonga saup (a kind of wild grass).

3. Bhat (name of a Hindu caste).

4. Bhuiya (name of a tribe).

5. Chauli Hcmbrom {cAa?ui=nce ',
/lemlrdm—hetel-

palm) ,

6. Geroa (a small bird).

7. Gidhi (vulture).

8. Guleria (pellet-bow).

9. Hembrom (betel-palm).

10. Here Hembrom {here= vice-husk).

11. Jegseria Latha {laiha^^a. cake made of mohuta

flowers).
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12. Jcthseria (name of a place).

13. Kawan (a newt ?).

14. Keondua (a kind of fruit).

16. Khangar (name of a sub-tribe of the Muudas).

16. Kbudi Hembrom {k^udi^hrokcn grains of rice).

17. Ludamba (a kind of flower).

18. Lupung (myrobalan).

19. Maghaia Hembrom (ifo^/^tzm = belonging to Magha
or Bihar) .

20. Mahali (name of a tribe).

21. Murmu (stag).

22. Murum (nilgai or Forfar pictu).

23. Nagpuria (belonging to theChota Nagpur plateau).

24. Sada (white).

25. Sannria (a kind of wild grass).

26. Sham-jhakoa (a composition used in whetting

weapons).

27. Singpuria [aingJiara fruit or Trapa lisptnosa).

28. Toriar (belonging to Pargana To^i in the Palaman

district) .

A few of these names, such as Nagpuria and Toriar, are

derived from names of localities, whereas a few others, such as

Bhulya, Khangar and Mahali, would appear to be derived from

names of other tribes, with whom there are reasons to believe

there have been miscegenation in the past, (i)

Individual Totems, etc.

Sex totems and associated totems are unknown to the Birhors.

Nor have they any individual or personal totems, properly

BO called, although they have a peculiar belief of a somewhat

analogous nature. When a Birhor dreams of some bird, beast,

worm, reptile, or other thing in the night, and the following

morning receives a visit from some friend or relative, he at once

concludes that the object of his dream, whether it be a snake or

* This list is not exLanstiTe. Sir Herbert Eislpy jfiTes only eight clan names,
namely, Hembrc m, JegseriS; Mahali, Isagpuria, Siagpuria, Liluai, Nag and Siruar.
I have not- yet met with his last three.
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an ant or even a rope or some other thing, must be the rdi*

(the
' daemon '

or '

genius ') of his guest.

Totem Badges.

The members of a clan do not wear any badge or distinguish-

ing emblem or peculiar dress, nor make up their hair in any
distinctive fashion, nor get representations of their totem cut or

tattooed on their persons or carved or painted on their houses

or on any personal belongings. But, as we shall see later on,

during sacrifices to the spirits known variously as '

Oril-bongas
'

{' Home-gods'), Buru-bongas (Hill-gods) or ' Khunt-bhuts' (Clan

spirits) some emblem of the family totem is placed by the side of

the sacrificer and this emblem is always carried about with them

wherever the family migrates .

Traditional Origin of Particular Totems.

The few legends that the Birhors tell about the origin of

some of their clans do not point to any belief in the desoent of

men from their totems. All that they indicate is that the totem

plant or animal had some accidental connection with the birth of

the reputed ancestor of the clan. Thus, the ancestor of the Gidhi

(vulture) clan, it is said, was born under a wide-spreading tree,

and, as soon as he was born, the egg of a vulture which had

its nest on the overhanging branches of the tree dropped down

on the babe's head from the nest. Hence the baby and his

descendants came to form the Gidhi clan. Similarly the ancestor

of the Gcroa clan is said to have been born under the wings of a

Geroa bird, and the ancestor of the Lupung clan under the shade

•f a lupung tree. The first ancestor of the Sham-jhakoa clan,

it is said, was born at a place where people were getting their

weapons sharpened. The ancestor of the Khangar clan was born

when his mother was pressing oil, and that of the Mahali clan

when his mother was plaiting a winnowing basket. The occu-

pation of the Mahali tribe, it may be noted, is basket-making, and

the Khangar Mundas are reputed as good oil-pressers. The

Maliali clan of the Birhors would appear to have originated from

t cross between a Birhor and a Mahali as the Khuugar clan
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would appear to have originated in a cross between a Khangar
Munda and a Birhor. The ancestor of the Bhuiya clan is, how-

ever, said to have purchased a brass bell from a man of the

Bhuiya tribe, and thus obtained the clan name. The Chauli

Hembrom clan is said to have been the original clan of the

Birhors, and the ancestor of this clan, it is said, rose up from

under the ground with rice {chauli) on his head. Families of

the Chauli Hembrom clan carry with them in all their wander-

ings one or more natural stones called Mahadeo stones believed to

have risen from under ground even as their own first ancestor did,

and should they happen to settle down for a time at any

place, they put up these stones to the west of their settlement

and there offer sacrifices to them. Men of the Hembrom clan

axe believed to have uniform success in the chase and always

better luck in hunting than the members of other clans. Of

the Murura clan it is said that when their first ancestor was

bom, a Murura (nilgai or Portax pictu) came and stood by its

side, and forthwith the baby jumped up and mounted the animal

which rode away with it through the woods until the babe's

head-dress was caught in a cJidp [Bauhinia scandens) creeper

and the babe dismounted to cut down the creepers. Since then,

it is said, c^o/?-gathering and rope-making have become the

principal occupation of the Birhors.

Resemblance of Men to theik Totems,

But although the Birhors of our days do not believe in the actual

descent of a clan from its totem, they appear to find some resem-

blance in the temperament or the physical appearance of the

members of a clan to that of their totem animal or plant. Thus,

it is said, people of the Gidhi (vulture) clan have usually little

hair on the crown of the head; the Audi gotra men have a

bald forehead ; members of the Lupung clan are generally short

but plump hke the lupung fruit ; the Ludamba gotra as well as

the Mahali gotra people are short and lean
; members of the Here

Hembrom clan are thin and short ; the Chauli Hembrom men

often have matted hair ; people of the Geroa clan, it is said.
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have generally no nails on their toes and tlieir teeth decay

prematurely ;
the people of the

(Jegseria) Latha elan are said

to be generally tall and the hair on the sides of their head are said to

fall off at an early age ; people of the Murum clan, who are said

to be generally of medium height, and those of the Bhuiya clan,

who are said to be generally tall in stature, are both irascible in

their temperament ; people of the Sham-jhakoa clan are said to

be generally tall and thin, and people of the Khangar clan

are said to walk with an inward bend in their logs. It need

hardly be said that these fancied resemblances to their totems are

more often than not discredited by facts.

Totem Taboos.

As with other totemic peoples, a Birhop must abstain from

killing, destroying, maiming, hunting, injuring, eating or other-

wise using the animal, plant or other object that forms his clan

totem, or anything made out of or obtained from it
; and, if pos-

sible, he will also prevent others from doing so in his presence.

Some of the clans carry the principle to curious extremes. Thus,

the men of the Murum clan cover their eyes when they chance

to come across a Murum stag. Birhors of the Khangar elan

abstain from cleansing the hair of their head "with oilcakes, be-

cause oil-pressing was the occupation of their Khangar ancestors.

It is worthy of note, hov ^ver, that all these totem taboos

have to be strictly observed only by married men, for it is only

after marriage that a Birhor is considered to become a full mem-

ber of his clan. Eating, killing, or destroying one's clan totem

is regarded by the Birhof as equivalent to killing a human mem-

ber of his own clan, and the reason usually assigned by the

Birhor for abstaining from, or preventing others from, killing or

destroying his totem is that if the totem animal, plant, or other

object, diminishes, the clan too will suffer a corresponding de-

crease in number. Although it is believed that a particular clan

will multiply in proportion as the totem species or class multi-

plies, no Birhor clan resorts to any magical process, like the

Australian Intichiuma ceremonies, for the multiplication of its
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totem species or class. Individuals of the tribe not belonging

to a certain totem do not hold those who do, responsible for the

ensuring of a supply ofithe totemic animal or plant for their benefit,

nor are the former required to obtain the permission of the latter

to eat their totemic animal or plant. Marrage between persons

of the same clan is considered incestuous.

Descent is reckoned in the male line and a man has the same

totem as his father. The mother's, or rather the mother's father's

totem is not respected ; for, in fact, a female is not supposed to

have any clan ; she is not a recognized member either of her

father's or of her husband's clan, and has not, therefore, to ob-

serve the taboos relating to their totems. She must not, how-

ever, kill the totem animal or destroy the totem plant of her

husband's clan, as that would, in the Birhor's estimation, be

equivalent to killing the husband himself. When a Birhor un-

warily happens to eat, kill or destroy his totem animal or plant

his clan-fellows impose on him, according to his means, a fine of

either five four-anna bits, or five two-anna bits, or five annas.

He is also required to provide a feast, if not to all the members

at least to one member of each clau in his settlement or encamp-
ment. The spirits of the dead are not supposed to enter their

totem animals nor are the spirits of a dead totem supposed to

enter the wombs of the wives of men of that totem. A meet-

ing of the totem animal is not considered to afEect one's luck ;

nor does a Birhor make obeisance (salaam) to his totem animal

when he meets it.

Although the Birhor does not believe that he is actually des-

cended from his totem, yet should he ever happen to come across

the carcase of his totem beast or bird, he must anoint its forehead

with oil and vermilion, though he has not actually to mourn for

the dead animal or bury it.

SOCIO-MAGICAL AsPECT OP BiRHOR ToTEMISM.

There is another practice connected with Birhor totemism

which, though it may at first sight appear to have a religious or

magico-religious significance, would seem to be really social or

socio-magical in its essence.
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Every BIrhor elan has a tradition of its ancient settlement

having been located in some hill or other within Chota Nagpur
And once a year at every Birhor encampment or settlement the

men of each clan assemble on some open space outside their group
of leaf-huts to offer sacrifices to the presiding spirit of their

ancestral hill. This spirit is called
'

Ora-bonga
'
or

'

home-god
'

by
the migratory [Mhlu] Birhors and '

Buru-bonga
"'

or
'

mountain-god
*

by the comparatively settled [Jdghi) Birhors. At these sacrifices,

in which members of other clans may not take part^ the eldest

member of the clan ofiiciates as sacrificer. A mystic diagram
with four compartments is drawn on the ground with rice-flour, and

in one of these compartments the sacrificer sits down with his face

turned in the direction of the ancestral hill of his clan and with

some emblem of his totem species placed in another compartment
of the diagram. Thus the Ludumba clan place a Indumba, flower

before the sacrificer ; the Murum clan place a bit of a horn, or skin

of the murum [nilgai) ; the Kendua clan place a twig of the

Keond [Diospyros melanoxijlon) tree; the Geroa clan place awing
of the geroa bird ; the Audi clan place a bit of the skin of the Audi

(wild cat) ; the Chauli Hembrom clan place a handful of drud rice

and also a hive of the terom fly ; the I Here Hembrom clan place

a little rice-husk ; the Khudi Hembrom clan place some broken

grains {khud) of rice ; the Sham-jhakoa place a sinri made of lac and

sand which is used in whetting weapons ; the Saunria clan place

a liandful of saunri or wild grass ; the (Jegseria) Latha clan place

a?rtf^aorroundcake made of the corolla of the mohua flower and

rice ; the Singpuria clan place either a leaf or a stem of the Singhdrd

[Trapa bispinoga) ;
the Gidhi clan place a claw or wing or feather

of the gidhi or vulture ;
the Murmu clan place a bit of the horn or skin

of the stag ; the Jethseria clan place some flower which blooms in

the month of Jeth (May-June) and the sacrificer also sticks some of

this flower in his ears; the Guleria clan placea^w^^r (or bow used

in shooting clay balls at birds); the Tirio clan place a iirio or

flute ; the Khangar clan place an oilcake ; the Mahali clan place

a small new stipli,
or winnowing basket

;
the Bhuiya clan place

a bvasB bell; tliu Bhat clan place a new winnowing basket with
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new earthen vessel on it and light a fire in a small bundle of hirni

(a kind of wild grass). Men of the Sada, or white clan,

sacrifice to their Buru-bonga with white clothes on : They do not

nse red lead in their pujdi nor do they ever dye their clothes

with turmeric as other clans do at weddings, nor allow anyone

wearing coloured clothes to enter their a ^i«^ or inner room where

the lures, or ancestor-spirits, are supposed to reside.

In the case of bird or beast totems, the skin, horn, claw or

wing used as an emblem to represent the clan at the pujds is

obtained by members of the clan not by killing or destroying the

bird or beast with their own hands but through men of some other

clan to whom they are not taboo. And the horn, or claw, or skin,

or wing, once secured. Is carefully preserved in the '

spirit basket
'

for use at the pujds as often as may be required. So inthnate

and vital is the connection between the clan and its totem, that

the totem emblem thus used at the pujds would seem to represent

the clan as a whole. And the invocation at such pujdi begins—*
' Behold such-and-such (names) a clan has come to offer sacrifices

to thee, O spirit of such-and-such Hill (names) ^

Fear op Spirits.

Although eveiy Birhor clan annually offers sacrifices to the

presiding spirit of their ancestral hill, so great is their fear of the

spirit that no member of a particular clan will, on any account,

enter or even go within a distance of amUe or two of the hill or

jungle reputed to be then* former home, unless some family of

their clan is still residing there and propitiating the local spirits.

Even when in the course of their wanderings a group of Birhors

may happen to come near such hill or jungle, they must turn aside

and take a different route. The reason assigned for such avoid-

ance is that the spirits of such a hill or jungle who have not had

any sacrifices offered to them since the men had left the place

might cause them harm for such neglect. Among these traditional
homes of the different clans the following may be mentioned :

Traditional Homes of the Different Clans.

The Lupung clan had theli- old home at Gosochalngara ; the
Chauli Hembrom clan at Tilaia ; the Bhulya clan at Dumardiha; the
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Here Hembrom near Ramgarh ; the Magliaia Hembrom at Chulahi

near the source of the Damodar ; the Gidhi clan near Gola ;
the

Jegseria Latha clan at Jageswar ; the Singpuria clan at Belsagra ;

the Mahali clan at Bisa ; the Tirio clan at Narsing Nemra,—all

in the Hazaribagh district. The Andi clan had their old home

near Duaru ; the Ludamba clan near Paiki Lali ; the Nagpuria
Hembrom at Charnabera ; the Sauria clan at Sirum^ the Murmu
clan near Taimara ; the Geroa clan at Toaba Dulmi ; the Khangar
clan near Huanghatu and Takra; the Sada clan near Soso ; the Bhat

clan near Pithoria; the Kendua clan near Omedanda,—all in

the Ranchi district. The Sham-jhakoa clan had their former^home
at Hesla Durgur^ and the Murum clan near Bukadi in the

district of Manbhum.

Supposed Magical Powers of Certain Clans.

The situation of the traditional homes of a few of the clans

is believed to have endowed them with particular magical powers.

Thus, the Here Hembrom and the Khudi Hembrom clans are

said to have powers over the weather. It is said that when

high wind is approaching, if a man of either of these clans

pours a jug of water either on the thhan (spirit-seat) or in front

of the tribal encampment and orders the storm to turn aside,

the storm will immediately take a different direction, and even

though it may blow hard on the country all around, the hill or

jungle in which these clans may be encamping will remain quite

calm and undisturbed. The reason why the men of these clans

are said to be the ' maliks
'
or masters of the storm is explained

by saying that their
*

Buru-bongas
'

(mountain-gods) or
' Ora-

bongas
'

(home-gods) are situate to the north, which is

the home of storms. Members of the Jegseria Latha clan,

whose ancestral home and '

home-god
'

(Ora-bonga) are further

north than those of the Here Hembrom and Khudi Hembrom

clans, are credited with the power of controlling monsoon rains

and high winds in the same way. But with regard to this clan,

it is also said that their special power over monsoon winds and

rains is derived from the spirit known ati
*
Bliir Dhir PanchO
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Panroa,
'

(^)
who is the guardian of the monsoon rains and who

is sjiecially propitiated by the men of this elan at their t/i/tdns

or spirit-seats. It is said that monsoon winds and rains will

always abat« their force when they approach a settlement of this

clan. Of the Kawan clan—one of the wildest of Birhor clans

—it is said that tigers on certain occasions serve them as

friends and servants. "When a Kawan woman is about to be

confined, her husband makes for her a separate shed with leaves

and branches in which she is left alone. As soon as a baby is

bom to her, a tiger, it is said, invariably enters the shed,

cleanses the Kmbs of the baby by licking them, and opens
a back door to the shed for the woman to go out and come in

during her days of ceremonial taboo.

DirFEHEXCES IX Customs between the Clans.

In such matters as food-taboos, festivals, sacrifices and the

like, there are differences in the different tribes. Thus, the

Nagpuria clan offer an ox ; the Khangar, Audi, and Shamjha-
koa clans each offer a goat ; the Ludamba clan offer two goats ;

the Mui'um clan offer one chicken and one goat; the Here

Hembrom, Chauli Hembrom, Khudi Hembrom, Ma^-haia

Hembrom, the Bhuiya, the Mahali and the Sada clans each

offer two chickens to their respective Ora-bonga or Buru-bonga
or Khunt-bhut. The headman of the Ludamba clan while

offering sacrifices to his Khunt-bhut wears the Brahmanical

sacred thread, as the Sukunburu hill which is their reputed
ancestral hill is supposed to be a ' Brahman bhut,

'
or the

spirit of a Brahman.

As regards festivals, the Sarhul appears to have been

adopted from their non-Birhor neighbours by the Murum,
Sham-jhakoa, Geroa, Bonga-saunri, Khangar, Audi, Ludamba
and Sada clans ; the Karam festival by the Sham-jhakoa,
Murum, Latha, ChauH Hembrom, Nagpuria, Mahali and
Gidhi clans ; the Sohorai festival by the Bhuiya, Audi, Murum,

(•)
" Pancho Panroa "

appears to be a corraptioa of the " Pancha PandavaB"
(the five sons of Pandu) of Mahabharata fame, but ia vaguely spoken of by the

Birhora aa a single spirit.
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Sham-jhakoa, Khangar and Geroa clans; and tlie Mahadeo

(charak) puja festival in Chait (March-April) by the different

subdivisions of the Hembrom clan^ and by the Bhuiya, Lupung,

Latha, Singpuria, Jegseria, Nagpuria, Maghaia, Gidhi^ Kawan,

Gularia, Jethseria and Toriar clans. The Jitia festival is

observed by [the Andi clan and the Dasai festival by the

Hembrom clan. The Soso-bongaj the Kharihan puja [En puna),

the sowing festival [Her puna) and the Nawa-jom (eating

the new rice) festival are in vogue only among the landed

(Jaghi) Birhors who appear to have adopted them from the

Mundas,

Although the Nawa-jom (eating the first rice) ceremony is

not observed by all the clans, they all agree in abstaining from

eating the corolla of the mokua [Bassia latifolio) until the first-

fruits are offered to the ancestor-spirits (hajDrom). Those clans

that observe the Sarhul festival do not eat food from plates or

cups made of new Sal leaves until the Sarhul ceremony is over.

The Bhuiya and Lupung clans as well as most of the Utlilu

(migratory) clans abstain from eating mangoes or eating from

plates or cups made of leaves of the bar [Ficus Indica) tree

until the Puja of Mahadeo has been celebrated on the last day
of Chait.

Although all the Birlior clans agree in excluding females

(with the exception of little girls who have not yet attained

puberty) from their spirit-huts (bOnga-oras) and in excluding

married daughters and other women not belonging to the familv,

from their spirit-seats [thhdns), and in prohibiting women from

eating the head of animals caught in the chase or sacrificed to the

spirits, different clans have different rules about the ceremonial

pollution attaching to females during menstruation or in child-

birth. Thus, among the Maghaia Hembrom clan, as soon as a

woman menstruates a small new door is of)ened in the wall of the

hut for her uso during the next eight days, [and she is not

allowed to use the main door of the hut or to touch any food or

other thing in the house or do any work, whereas in most other

clans although she is not allowed to touch anything in the house
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a new door is not opened for her. In addition to these restric--

tionSj a menstraous|wonian of the Kawan elan must go out of,

and enter, the hut through the newly-opened doorway in a sitting

posture
—that is to say, on her buttocks and not on her legs.

In addition to the general rule that a married woman may
not enter the spirit-huts and spirit-seats of her father-'s settle-

ment some elans have special restrictions. Among the Kawan

and the ]\Iaghaia Hembrom clans, a married daughter is not

allowed to enter her father's house at all ; when she comes to her

father's settlement on a visit, she sleeps in the maidens' dormitory

and eats in the angan or open space in front of her father's hut.

The daughter of a man of the Bhuiya clan, after she has worn

shell bracelets known as 'sankha', may not enter the 'ading'

CH" inner room of her father's hut where the ancestor-spirits are^

supposed to reside. A parturient Birhor woman except in the

Andi and a few other clans has a new doorway made to her con-

finement room(^) and for a certain number of days after delivery,

durins which her touch is taboo to others, she must use this new

door only, but the number of days varies in different clans. Thus

in the Ludamba clan the woman is allowed to use the old door

after seven days from the day of delivery, in most other clans

after twenty-one days, and in the Maghaia Hembrom clan after

five weeks if the new-bom baby is a female and after six weeks

if it is a male. In most clans again, but not in all, long fences

are put up on both sides of the pathway leading to this new door,

so that the woman's dangerous shadow may not fall on other

people.

In the presence of so many points of difference in custom

between the different clans it is no wonder that a Birbor

should identify
' clan

' with '

jat
'
or caste, and that there is

as yet hardly any real tribal sentiment or any cohesion between

the members of the different clans. Bat inasmuch as members

of two or three clans generally form one food-group camping

together in the same tanda or settlement or wandering about and

(•) TLij practice of cpcnirg a rew doer to the lying-in- room for the usa of

tke pattorient woman is also In yogue cmocg the KLariae of the Bauchi di»trist.
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hunting in the same jungle, there has Isprung up a well-

recognized connection of some particular clan with certain other

clan or clans. Thus, for instance, the Geroa and Murum clans

are generally found associated together ; the Saunria clan is

usually associated with the Ludamba clan ; the Here Hembrom
with either the Gidhi or the Bhuiya clan ; the Chauli Hemb-

rom with either the Npgpuria or the Mahali or the Maghaia
Hembrom clan ; the Singpuria with the Nagpuria clan

;
and the

Lctha Jethseria with the Lupung clan. Although the Birhors

assert that these associations of paitieular clans have existed from

the beginning of time, there are reasons for supposing that such

association originated from sons-in-law or other near relations by

marriage joining the group of their fathers-in-law or other rela-

tions on the wife^s side. An examination of the genealogy of

the different families of a tdndd shows that the two or more clans

composing it have intermarried either in the present or in some

past generation.

There is, as I have said, hardly any social integration be-

tween the different clans forming the tribe. Even the different

families of the same clan living at a distance from one another do

not recognize the idea of collective responsibility as illustrated

by the law of the blood-feud but only, and that dimly, the exis-

tence of an ultimate relationship. It is only in the families

composing one Isettlement or encampment, although generally

belonging to more than one clan, that we meet with a certain

amount of social solidarity. Even the birth pollution and

death pollution of any family in the local settlement is shared

by all the other families of the settlement to whatever clan they

may belong. Although their ancestral-spirits {//dprom) and

home-spirits (buru-bOngas or ora-bongas or khunt-bhuts) are

different, they join in sacrifices to the same local spirits and the

same spirits of the hunt.

Although a few clans, as we have seen, are supposed to have

a magical control over certain departments of nature, such

power is now said to belong to them not directly on account of

their totem, but on account of the situation of their traditional
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home. There is no specialization of function among the

different clans which are all considered as equal in rank. Mem-

bers of one clan do not^ however^ take cooked rice from those

of another clan belonging to a different tandd, unless some

relationship, direct or indirect, can be traced between the two

clans, or between one of the clans and some third clan with

whom the other clan is directly or indirectly related. This is

particularly noteworthy, inasmuch as a Birhor has no objec-

tion to eating cooked rice and drinking water at the hands of

^[undas, Santals, Bhulyas, Oraons and almost all other tribes

and castes with the exception only of gome particular communi-

ties, such as Chamars, Ghasis, Doms, Lobars, Oreas, Mahalis,

Panrs and Tantis, whom thej consider as
' low castes'. Their

objection to taking cooked food from Muhammadans is apparent-

ly due to Hindu influence. It may be further noted that

children bom of an union of a Birhor woman with a man of

another tribe or caste at whose hands a Birhor has no objection

to eat cooked rice or drink water, may be admitted to the full

tribal rights of a Birhor, provided they live as Birhors, in a

Birhor idn4ci, follow their traditional occupation of rope-making
and hunting and marry Birhor women. It is from such unions

that a few of the clans, such as the Alahali, the Bhuiya, the

Audi, the Khangar, the Geroa and the Sham-jhakoa are said to

have originated.

Such are the main features of Birhor totemism so far as

I have hitherto been able to ascertain them. As with most

other Dravidian tribes in Chota Nagpur, the Birhor totemic

clan is exogamous and the system of relationship is classi-

ficatory. The respect which a man owes to his totem prevents

him from killing and eating it. But the respect for the totem

has not, as among the Oraons, developed into anything like

a worship of the totem animals or plants. The Birhor has not

come to regard his totem as a god but looks upon it in the

light of a fellow-clansman. Although the Birhor identifies

himself and his fellow-clansmen with his totem, he does not, like

certain Central Australian savages, occasionally kill and eat his
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totem for a more complete physical identification with it. Nor
does a Birhor clan breed or tame its totemic animal.

One peculiar feature of Birhor totemism that we have

noticed is the belief in the magical power of certain clans over

wind and rain. But the tribe is not at the present day, at any
rate, organized, like the Arunta, as a '

co-operative supply associa-

tion, composed of groups of magicians, each group charged with

the management of particular departments of nature' . The-

totemism of the Blrhors, as we have seen, appears to have had

little influence on the growth of their religion. But the mo&t

noteworthy feature in Birhor totemism appears to me to be the

belief in the vital connection between the human clan, their

totem, the hill which is reputed to have been their original home,
and the presiding spirit of such hill.



III.—The Bhumij of Chota Nagpur.

By Hari Nath Ghosh, B.L.

I.—IXTKODUCnON.

The Bhumij have long since been recognized as belonging to

the group of tribes speaking dialects of what is now known to

philologists as the Munda linguistic family. The Mundas, the

Hos and the Santals are the best known tribes of this group.

The Manbhum district of the Chota Nagpur Di^nsion is the

principal home of the Bhumij. Out of 362,935 Bhumij living

in the provinces of Bengal and Bihar, the district of Manbhum

alone accounts for 115,935. In Bengal, where they number

90,283, the'Bhumij are more numerous in the districts situated in

the neighbourhood of !Manbhum than in the other parts. In

Chota Nagpur, Manbhum and the contiguous district of Singh-

bhum account for almost all the Bhumij of the division. The

figures for Chota Nagpur, Manbhum and Singhbhum are as

follows :
—

Chota Nagpur ... 165,997

Manbhum ... ... 115,985

Smghbhum ... ... 49,071

The Bhumij, otherwise known as the Bhumij-Kols, are

ethuologically the most interesting tribe of Manbhum. They

occupy the southern and south-western parts of the district.

They are more numerous in the fiscal divisions of Patkum,

Baghmimdi and Barabhum than in other parts. In other parts

of the district, too, one may come across influential landed pro-

prietors and substantial ralyaU of the Bhumij caste, though

some of them now pretend to be of Chhatri or Bajput descent.

The Bhumij are believed to be the earliest settlers of the

southern part of Manbhum ; and Colonel Dalton is right when

he observes that the tableland lying between the Kasai and
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the Subarnarekha rivers marks the real home of the Bhumij
in Manbhum."'^ It is believed on all hands that it is the ancestors

of the Bhumij tribe who for the first time turned the virgin forests

of this Bhumij land into human habitation. The very name of

the tribe "
Bhumij

'''

(literally, the earth-born) indicates that it is

they who for the first time broke the rocky soil of this district

and converted it into arable fields.

It hasj moreover, been everywhere observed that the Bhumij

are, as a rule, the founders of all ancient villages in the Bhumij

part of Manbhum. Many a village situated in this locality

bears unmistakable testimony to its having been founded by the

Bhumij peasantry. Names of such villages as Buruhatu (meaning
a village situated on a hill) and Sarjamhatu (meaning a village

abounding in Sal trees) may be quoted as instances in point. The

word "
Bhumij

"
thus corresponds to the Bhuihar of the Munda

country. In fact, it seems probable that the Mundas continued to

live long on the plateau of Chota Nagpur where their progeny

multiplied. Then a section of the race came upon the adjoining

plains with the object of finding for themselves and their children

a more.fertile tract better suited to agriculture. The Bhumij of

Manbhum represent the descendants of those emigrants.
In physical appearance the Bhumij resemble the Mundas and

the Hos very closely. Like them, the Bhumij have a dark-brown

complexion, thick nose and lips, a low facial angle, broad and well

built chest, strong muscles, well-formed hands and feet, thick-

set hair, and a generally healthy appearance. They are rather

short in stature.

II.—BiETH AND Childhood Ceremonies.

On the occasion of a childbirth among the Bhumij, if the

child happens to be a male the females of the house will at once

strike a rod against some bell-metal utensil in order to notify

the birth to the neighbours. This to some extent resembles

the practice of blowing a conch-shell prevailing among the

Hindus on a similar occasion. It is believed by the Bhumij that

the sound of bell-metal reaching the ears of the new-born

f Ethnology of engaJ,p. 173.
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babe serves to make him brave and free from nervousness in

advanced age. It is not, however, necessary to produce any
such sound on the birth of a female child.

The Ghasi or Harl woman who usually serves as a ddij

or midwife, in a Bhumlj family, will then make preparations

for cutting the umbilical cord. She will place a ligature with

the aid of woman^s hair at a distance of about half an inch

from the root and then cut the cord with the sharp end of an

arrow. The use of an arrow-head on this occasion serves, it

is said, to instil courage into the heart of the child. Other

castes and tribes use either a sharp knife or a piece of split

bamboo for this purpose. But in the case of a Bhumij the use

of an arrow-head is imperative. The arrow, the favourite

weapon of the tribe, plays a part, as will be seen, not only at

birth but also at the marriage and the death of a Bhumij.
The placenta and the umbilical cord are then placed in a new

earthen vessel and buried in a hole dug in the courtyard

opposite the entrance to the lying-in-room with a heavy piece

of stone placed upon it. Special care is always taken to see

that these remains may not be devoured by an animal or removed

by any malicious human being. An injury to these remains

always means an injury to the child and its mother. The

witches, who are pretty numerous in all Bhumij and Santal

villages, can work untold misery to the child and its mother

if they can lay their hands on these remains. On one occasion

the writer had a talk with an old Bhumij on the utility of thus

preserving the placenta. "When told about the utter futility

of bestowing so much care on the preservation of these remains

the old man replied,
" Don't you know the simple truth that if of

two twin brothers one gets drowned in a pool of water the other

too will instantly die of suffocation even without any apparent

cause for the same ? If therefore the placenta and the umbilical

cord, which are parts of the body of the mother and her child

be subjected to misuse, how will they at all prosper ?
"

The ddit or midwife, who combines in herself the vocations

of a nurse with those of a physician will then take^ all
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possible care of tlie patients placed In her charge. The child will

be washed In tepid warm water during winter or rains and in

cold water In summer. She will then continue for several

days, usually nine, to rub the bodies of the baby and its

mother with hot mustard oil. During these days a furnace

is kept blazing in the lying-in-room in the early and the

closing hours of night. Morning and evening the dai will dip

her thumb In a pot of mustard oil, heat it In the furnace and

then apply the same on the ulcer produced by a cutting of

the cord. In two or three days the stump of the cord dries up
and the ligature drops down. It is then carefully picked up and

buried in a corner of the room. For the care that the ddi

bestows on a new-bom babe she is ever afterwards known as its

ddi-md (I.e., the midwife-mother).

For the first two days after childbirth the mother is

not allowed to take even a drop of water far less any other food

or drink. After the profuse loss of blood she may cry for a

little water to drink but the women of the family with the

irresistible ddi at the head will stop her and keep her com-

pletely starving. On the third day she is allowed to eat

fried c/mra and a little soup obtained by boiling hurtlii in water.

On the fourth day the mother is allowed to take rice with the

soup of kurthi. All this time .the child is made to live on

cow's milk.

On the morning of the ninth day the ceremony known

as ndrtd or nortd takes place ; on this occasion the agnates

and other relatives and even men of other castes with whom the

family may be on terms of intimacy are invited. The principal

officers who serve the family on this occasion are the barber and

the washerman. The barber will first of all pare the nails of

the child and its mother, who will next be anointed with oil

and powdered turmeric by the ddi. Then the guests will

get themselves shaved and have their bodies rubbed with oil and

turmeric. The agnates of the child who must have abstamed

from cleansing their linen ever since the birth of the child will

have their apparel washed by the washerman on this day.
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In the case of richer families musicians will play upon their

drums and flutes during the whole ceremony. There is also

a distribution of muri (fried rice) and ffuf (molasses) among the

guests. The poorer people however
—and unfortunately the masses

of the Bhumij are very poor
—content themselves with the

necessary ceremony of shaving, having their apparel washed, and

anointing themselves with oil and turmeric.

The agnates of the child remain unclean for these nine days.

During these days they are not allowed to perform any religious

rite. Other people of the caste will also hesitate to take any meal

touched by any of the agnates during these days. "With the

ceremony of norfd duly performed all except the child and its

parents are restored to a condition of cleanness. These three

persons, however, continue unclean for twenty days. On the

twenty-first day of its birth the child, as also its parents, are again

shaved and have themselves rubbed with oil and powdered

turmeric. A purificatory bath after the above ceremony shake

off uncleanliness out of them.

During this period the services of another functionary may
sometimes become necessary. This is the village oj^d who is

sometimes known as a sokhd. Numerous spirits intent on

working evil to mankind hover about every human dweUing.

There are also witches who take an intense pleasure in doing mis-

chief to their neighbours. I propose to describe the supposed mis-

deeds of these evil spuits and witches more fully hereafter. It may
suffice here to add that they cherish, as every Bhumij believes, a

peculiar fondness for working harm to new-born babes. So every

distemper in a child or its mother is unanimously ascribed to the

influence of these enemies of mankind. The ojhd is not only

a doctor so far as these distempers are concerned, but he can

commune with the unseen spirits. He can utter incantations

that are intended to terrify or turn out the spirits and baffle aU

efforts of the witches. Sometimes the ojhd gives mesmerized

water, or mustard seeds purified by his mantras or incantations.

These may be sprinkled at the door of the lying-in-room or on

the person of his patients with a view to drive off the spirits.
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Whatever may be the drawbacks of such a method of treatment it

must be said to the credit of the ojha that the remedies used by
him are most inoffensive and do not in any way serve to augment
the malady. In the case of a mother who has lost any previ-

ous child in infancy the services of the ojha are sometimes

engaged from the very birth of the child. The skill of the ojha

may sometimes be gathered from the fact that not infrequently
he causes a torn shoe or a broomstick to hang from the door or

the walls of the convalescent room in order to temfy the evil

spirits.

Bhujna.—In the sixth month of a child^s birth it is usual to

perform the ceremony of bhujna, or first rice. A Bhumij unless

he be very rich will not on this occasion consult an astrologer to

appoint a date for this purpose, but will fix it with reference to

his own convenience. On that day the nails of the child

are pared by the family barber and its body rubbed with oil

and turmeric. The child is then washed in a neighbouring tank

and a piece of new cloth is put round its loins. Then in the best

room of the house the following articles are arranged in order :—^

(1) a quantity of paddy,
'^

(2) boiled rice in a plate,

(3) a piece of silver, preferably a coin,

(4) a poila, or a brass pot for measuring paddy,

(5) a gold ring,

(6) a ball of cowdung.
The child is then let loose among these articles. If his hands

first touch the poild, it indicates that the child will succeed in

life as a mahajan, or money-lender. If he touches the .ball of

cowdung, his fortune will be supposed to lie in the direction of

breeding cattle. In case he touches paddy or rice, he will excel

in husbandry. If, however, his hands fall on gold or silver he

will become a moneyed man. These tests are supposed to reveal

the future life of the child. The result of this test is, however,

readily forgotten and no great importance is ever attached to it.

After the above ceremony is over, the relations think of

giving a name to the child. It may be of interest to see what
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considerations influence the minds of the people in fixing a name.

If the child is bom on a "Wednesday {Budhbar) the child is

usually called Budhu or Budhni according to the sex. A'child

born in the Bengali month of Jeth (May-June) is sometimes

named Jethua. Similarly one born in the monthJof^Bhadra

(August-September) is named Bhadua and one born in^Aghran

(November-December) is named Aghnu. The thirteenth day of

Jeth is considered an important day by the agricultui-al population

of the district. This day is called the day of Rohin, and it is on

this day that the first sowing of rice crop takes place. A child

bcm On this auspicious day is always named Rohin or Rohina.

In certain Mundari families in the fiscal division of Bagh-

mundi there prevails the custom of naming the eldest son after

its grandfather. Thus Lagua-'s son Bharat will call his eldest son

by the name of Lagua. Again the eldest son of this second

Lagua will have the name of Bharat given him. This practice

prevails more extensively among the Santals. There is reason

to believe that both the Bhumij and the Santals have borrowed

the practice from some of the ancient ruling families of the

district. This practice once prevailed among the Greeks. It

may be of interest to trace its origin and development among
the aborigines of Manbhum. However, the practice is confined

only to certain families.

After the child is thus given a name, the grandmother or, in

her absence, the paternal aunt or, failing her, some elderly

female relative will put rice into the mouth of the child. This

completes the ceremony of bhujna, or first rice.

EanhmdJia.—The last of these childhood ceremonies is called

Jcanllndhd, or ear-boring. The kdnhlndha ceremony duly perfor-

med serves to initiate the child to the dignity of the tribe. It takes

place in the early months of the fourth year. The restrictions

about food and drink are not enforced so long as this ceremony
remains unperformed. Among some castes in this district the

proper initiation takes place only at marriage. The Bhumij,
however, perform it at a much earlier period of life.
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On tlie daj of kanlindhd the courtyard is cleansed and

painted with rice powder dissolved in water. In the centre of

the courtyard is placed a wooden board or pira painted as

above. The child is made to inib his body with oil and turmeric

and take his bath in a neighbouring tank. lie then wears

a ne\v cloth and takes his scat on the board. The paternal or

maternal uncle of the child then perforates the ears with the

thin end of a cojiper ring and places one ring on each ear. Then

a fowl is killed by throwing it against a stone. The friends and

relations of the family are usually entertained at a dinner consist-

ing of boiled rice and meat curry. This done the child become

a member of the caste and is made to obey all the restrictions

about food and di-ink.

In different local areas these ceremonies are performed with

occasional differences of details. Some families of Bhumij have

within recent times begun to wear the sacred thread and to

imitate some of the Brahmanical rites. Such families, however,

are very few in number and form an insignificant fraction of

the tribe.

III.—Rites and Ceremonies observed at MARRiAaE.

The Bhumij are divided into various septs or gotras. The

names ol some of these septs areas follow :
—

(1) Bhuiiga (a kind of fish).

(2) Sanri (a kindof bird).

(3) Gulgu (Sal fish).

(4i)
Jaroo (a bird).

(5) llansda (a wild du:'.k) .

(0) Hemrom (an areca nut).

(7) Jugi (a bml).

(8) Biidda (a kind of worm),

(y) Sandilya (a kind of bird).

(10) Vdrahi (a wild pig).

(11) Nag (a serpent).

(13) Kashydpd (a tortoise).

(13) Tessa (a kind of bird).

(14) Ilarta (leather).

(15) Marouiu (a sheep).
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Thus, an animal or soma material object often represents the

clan or goira of the Bhumij. The Bhumij regard with a peculiar

awe the totem object or animal representing his clan or sept.

Each Bhumij clan is exogamous. A nuptial union between

persons belonging to the same clan is considered incestuous by

the tribe.

In olden times the actual parties to the marriage used to

select his or her partner in life. They used in those days to

marry after attainment of maturity as the Santals in many

places still do. But now child marriage has been in universal

fashion among the Bhumij of Manbhum.

Marriage among the Bhumij is attended with elaborate

ceremonies extending over a pretty long time.

Proposal.
—The relatives of the boy and the girl wUl first of

all discuss among themselves the desirability or otherwise of the

proposed match. If the relatives of the boy approve of the match

they will at the first instance proceed to see the girl. . On this

occasion the father or guardian of the boy will In no case join the

party. If the party thus sent approve the match, the boy's father

will then send a formal Invitation to the g'lvVs people to come to

his place and see the boy. Upon this invitation the bride's

party, including her father or guardian, will visit the bride-

groom's house and see the,boy. In case the bride's party after

due Inspection approve the union the negotiations for bride's fee

or pan will commence.

bride's fee or pan.
—The discussion in this matter Is carried on

in a curious way among the Bhumij. The bride's father will

deliver over to the boy's father some pieces of goat's dung con-

tained in a cup made of sal leaves. The number of rupees he de-

mands will be equal to the number of pieces of goat's dung found

in the cup. The boy's father will count the pieces, throw away
some and keep only as many as will represent the number of rupees
he intends to pay. If the boy's father wants to deliver any cattle

in exchange for any part of the fee he will prepare figures

of cattle with ml leaves and place them in the leaf-cup or dona.

The cup will thus be thrice exchanged between the parties and
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the price will be fixed in the last round. When the price is thus

settled the guardians of the boy and girl will come to the

assembled relatives clasping each other^s hand.

One of the relatives assembled on the occasion will then ask,
" You clasp each other's arm. Do you mean to fight a duel

and that in the presence of so many gentlemen ?
''

To this the boy's father will first reply by saying,
"
Well, I am going to lose (i.e., give in marriage) a son."

The bride's father will follow by saying,
'^
Well, I am going to lose a daughter."

Then the same relative who first spoke will again ask,
" Under what penalty and to whom in case of a breach ?

"

The answer will invariably be,
"
Fifty Rupees to the Raja (meaning the landlord) and an

equal sum to the castemen."

This promise means that the party who after that, solemn

declaration recedes ifrom the agreement w^ill have to pay the

penalties named above. It is seldom that the parties after

having gone so far ultimately break their promise. But in rare

cases when such breach becomes inevitable neither the landlord

nor the castemen have been known to take steps for enforcing

the promise made in their favour. From the formality still

employed it can, however, be inferred that in olden times some

fines used to be inflicted on the contracting parties in case of

a breach. All that now takes i)lace is a suit in the Civil Court

for damages by the aggrieved party.

It may, however, be of interest to narrate here that the pan now

varies from twelve to thirty rupees. The oldest men affirm that

in their childhood the usual price of a girl was Rs. 3 which had

however to be determined in the above way. With the rise in

prices all round the price of a bride too has increased.

On the conclusion of the agreement the boy's father will

pay at least a part of the fee then and there and ask the friends

and relations of the parties to bless his son.

The girls of the village will then assemble and rub tho

body of the boy with oil and powdered turmeric. The boy will
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then be taken to some neighbouring tank or river and made

to take his bath there. The courtyard of the bridegroom will

instantly be painted white with rice powder dissolved in water

In the centre of the yard the boy will be seated on a wooden

board painted as above. Here the bride^s party will be intro-

duced. On their arrival the boy will at once rise from his seat

and wash the feet of his intended father-in-law with water con-

taining powdered turmeric. After performing this rite he will

again take his seat upon the board when the girVs father will

bless him by touching his head with the palm of his hand and

placing before him in a leaf-cup some/an* (betel-leaves), sujodri

(areca nut), a piece of sandal-wood, and some coin, usually an

eight-anna bit. The girls will during this ceremony sing their

fcivourite song,

Haradi, haradi pura Patana

Aguru Chandana.

Chandana kati kere Maroa

Pdstari rangd jai ubatdnare

Meaning :
—

" The city of Patna(l) is full of turmeric and sandal-wood.

The platform has been made of sandal-wood and

the courtyard has become beautifully decorated

with rice powder dissolved in water.^'

This done the boy^s father will invite the party to a dinner.

The invitation is readily accepted. As taking a bath is necessary

before taking a meal, the boy's father generally places a pot

of oil before the relatives saying,
" A big crocodile has made

its appearance in the river. "Will it not suit you to go and see

it ? Here is the oil to be rubbed on your persons before going

down into the river.''

The dinner on this occasion consists of boiled rice and meat

curry which the Bhumij heartily enjoy. During every solemn

feast a number of goats must invariably be killed and cooked.'

(1) It is not unlikely that
'

pura patana
'

may mean simply
'
the city.' Such

reduplications as '

pura
'

(city) and '

pattana
'

(city) are not uncommon in the

songs of the Mnnda-speaking tiibos. Or perhaps there may haYO been a local

ziame of that name in the land of the Bhumij.
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Among richer people it is customary to take the relatives to an

enclosure for goats and to ask them to choose the animals to be

slain. The animals chosen by the relatives are ungrudgingly
slain for their food.

Ceremonies connected with Lagan.
—The day of marriage

is usually fixed on the day the child is blessed as described

above. Three^ five^ seven, or nine days before the marriage

the father of the bridegroom with some friends will proceed

to the bride's house to bless her and bring what is known

as lagan or day of marriage. The total number of men taking

part in this ceremony may not be less than three. Usually five

men form the party on this occasion.

On this occasion, as in the case of blessing the boy, the girl is

anointed with oil and powdered turmeric and made to take her

bath in some river or tank. She is then seated on a wooden

board in the centre of her courtyard painted with rice powder
as already described. Here she is blessed by the bridegroom's

parly who usually bring her the following presents :—

(1) A sari (or wearing cloth).

(2) A pair of bracelets made of conch-shell.

ifi) One wooden comb wherewith to dress her hair.

( L) One looking-glass.

(5) Oil and powdered turmeric contained in leaf-cups.

On this occasion a quantity of rice, one areca nut, a piece of

turmeric root and a number of mango leaves and durba grass are

tied together in a piece of new cloth dyed with turmeric. There

must be as many mango leaves and durba, grass as there are days

remaining before marriage. The bundle will also have to be

tied by as many knots as there are days remaining before

marriage. This is known as lagan puntli or bundle of marriage

day. The bride's father will deliver this bundle to the girl wlio

will make it over to her intended father-in-law. The party will

then return after taking dinner, consisting of boiled rice and

meat curry.

Great rejoicings will commence at the boy's house when the

party returna with lagan. A few women will always go out to
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meet the party and receive the preciotis bundle. With song and

music the women y^iM cany home the bmidle and place it in

a conspicuous part of the house. One of the knots will be

ceremoniously untied every day in the midst of tumultuous

rejoicings.

On the bridal day the female relatives of the boy will amidst

music, both vocal and instrumental, go out in a procession to

some neighbouring tank or river to fetch water for the ablution

of the bridegroom. The party vnll invariably carry a sword and

a bow and arrows as a necessary rite in connection %\ath the

ceremony. The boy will then be rubbed with oil and powdered
turmeric and bathed in water thus procured amidst songs sung

by the women of the family and neighboui'hood.

The boy and the girl as well as their respective parents will

remain fasting on the day of marriage.

Atn-^jlhaha.—Formerly, it is said, this ceremony used to be

performed with great pomp. But now the process has become

much siaipler. Before proceeding to the bride's place the boy
as well as his mother are made to sit before a mango tree.

The tree is painted with rice powder dissolved n water and

vermilion. Then a tender twig is broken from the tree which

the boy touches with his lips. This t\vig he then hands over

to his mother who chews part of it and then throws it away.
The mother then asks her boy,

" Where do you go with so much pomp V*

The invariable answer is,

" To fetch a female servant for you, mother.^'

It is diriicult to make out the actual signifijance of this

am-bVidhd ceremony. Tlie bride, however, in her turn perfom^s
a similar ceremony. As soon as the bridal party reaches her

house she with her mother and other female relauves go to a

neighbouring mango tree. The tree is painted with rice flour

and vermilion and there the mother and the giil take their seats.

The girl touches a mango twig with her lips which her mother
chews with her teeth and throws away. This done they return

h ome to take part in the actual wedding ceremony.
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When the bridegroom and his party arrive at the house of

the bride they iare taken to the mdrod, i.e., a platform roofed

over with the green leaves and branches of sal tree. Here the

boy is ceremoniously received by the females with lighted torches

in hand. He is seated in a part of the mdrod painted

with rice flour. He is then given a quantity of gUr (molasses)

and water wherewith to refresh himself after a whole day's

fasting. The boy is kept waiting until the girl returns from

am-hlhdhd. Then the boy is asked to look for the girl. He
directs his steps towards the inner apartment of the house but is

stopped at the entrance by the girFs father. He has then got to

deliver over to him a piece of sdri (wearing cloth) for the girl

and another piece for her mother. "When this is done the brothers

of the girl carry her in a bamboo-basket to the mdrod. The

brothers generally demand something for carrying the girl. When

they are paid a paltry sum of two annas or four annas they place

the basket containing the girl near the seat of the bridegroom in

the mdrod.

The priest then utters mantras and binds yellow cords round

the right wrists of the boy and girl. The boy then paints

the forehead of the' girl with consecrated vermilion and places

an iron bangle on her wrist. The giil in her turn puts a mark

of vermilion on the forehead of her husband. In certain parts

there was formerly a practice of extracting a little blood from

the fingers of the bridal pair and to produce a mark on the fore-

head of each with the blood of the other. This was a symbol

for making them of the same blood. Now, however, in some

places the pared nails of the bridegroom are made to touch the

forehead of the bride.

Then a screen is placed between the boy and the girl. They
are made to sprinkle water on each other over this screen. This

done, the priest makes the couple walk seven steps. These cere-

monies solemnly gone through, the pair become husband and wife.

Ji 3Iongld.'
—This is the last of the ceremonies attending a

marriage, and takes place on the eighth day. On this occasion the

bridegroom and the bride go for a bath in some tank or river.
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The boy is armed with bow and arrows and the girl carries

a pitcher on her head. Another woman carries a quantity of

guf in a cup. On their way home from the tank or river the

bridegroom occasionally shoots an arrow at some object on the

way. The bride hastens forward, collects the arrow and the

object shot at. She places the arrow in her husband^ s hand, puts
•

some guf and a little water from her pitcher in her beloved's

mouth and preserves the game in her cloth. This nice ceremony

beautifully illustrates the character of the tribe and ^ows the

role each had to play in life. If manly acts, such as shooting

games, are ejcpected of the husband, it is the duty of the wife to

serve her partner in life during need and help him in his heroic

acts of every-day life,

I have observ'ed in an early part of this section how child

marriage among the Bhumij is an innovation introduced among
them after their conversion to Hinduism. In the wild parts of

the fiscal division of Barabhum one may occasionally come across

immarried women aged twenty or twenty-five. No penaltv is

inflicted by society upon parents for their inability to procure
a match for their grown-up daughters.

I have outlined in the foregoing paragraphs the rites and
ceremonies generally observed at a marriage among the Bhumij.
But the form described above is not the only form of marriage

recognized by the tribe. Grown-up bachelors and maids have

still a somewhat free hand in choosing their partners in life.

The man and woman in such a case sometimes agree between

themselves to contract a marriage. After this agreement they
secretly meet at an appointed place where the man places an
iron bangle on the forearm of the woman and paints her forehead
with vermilion. This done, they instantly become man and wife.
All that is necessary to secure the recognition of society to such a
marriage is to pay a little fine to the castemen and the bride's fee
to her father. Such marriages, though not very general, are not
infrequent among the Bhumij living in the wild and jungly
parts of Barabhum.

In case an unmarried girl becomes big with child her
fellow-tribesmen meet together, inquire after the man concerned
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and compel him to take the woman as a wife. No stigma or

social disability attaches either to the man or woman alter the

woman is thus handed over to her secret lover. These forms of

marriage are, however, becoming rarer every day. But nevertheless

excommunication from the pale of society is by no means a penalty
inflicted on a party who is thus joined to his or her beloved.

It may very well be inferred that the latter classes of marri-

age were in vogue among the tribe before it became Uinduized.

IV.—Divorce and Remarriage oj? Womev.

The marriage tie among the Bhumij, as among other Diuvidian

tribes, is extremely loose ; and either of the parties may at his

or her pleasure untie the bond. Cruelty on the part of the husband,

or his inability to maintain a wife, or his attachment to some

other woman, as also infidelity on the part of the woman, are

among the causes that usually lead to a divorce. When the

husband happens to be the aggrieved party he takes back by
force the iron bangle given at marriage ; and when the wife

happens to be the aggrieved party she takes her iron bangle

and throws it at her husband. This done, the marriage tie

is dissolved and the parties become free to contract a frosli

marriage. Usually the divorce takes place before the birth of

a child. A divorce after the birth of a child is of rare occurrence,

though the Bhuniij never fail to recognize it.

A widow or a divorced wife irrespective of ago or other condi-

tions of life may take a second husband. The form of remarriage

is known as sanga marriage. It is usual for the parties to such a

marriage to enter into an agreement to marry without the media-

tion of any friend or relatives. When the parties thus agree to

reraany they meet at an appointed place. The husband places

an iron bangle, the symbol of marriage, on the wrist of his wife

in the presence of some castemen. This done they become

legally wedded husband and wife. The children of a remarried

woman enjoy all the privileges of children born in regidar

wedlock and inherit their father^s property.

It may here be noted that the most suitable husband for a

widow is her late husband's voun;;rer brother. On the death of
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her husband, the widow, if she has no mind to many anybody

else, will cling to her late husband's younger brother. The

younger brother will in such a case consider it to be his

bounden duty to marry the widow. A great social opprobrium

will attach to the man who refuses to take as a wife the widow

of his deceased elder brother. Ancient Sanskrit literature gives

instances of such unions among the non-Aiyan savages. From

these it is clear that this custom prevails from time immemorial.

In fact, the Bhumij consider the taking of a brother's widow for

a wife as a moral obligation.

V.—Funeral Ceremonies.

The Bhumij as a rule bum their dead and bury a part of the

remains in the Shashdn or S.dfshaH. Now it is usual with all

the Bhumij to cremate the body on the bank of a river or

streamlet. But not long ago it was customary with certain

families to burn the dead on a tanr or high land, or in a paddy field

or even in the land adjoining the homestead of the deceased.

In the selection of a crematorium each family was governed by

its own special custom. However, the race now prefer carrying

their dead to the bank of a river or jore.

The Bhumij wash the body with cold water and cover

it over with a piece of new cloth. The body is then mounted

on a pile of wood. The eldest son of the deceased then gets

a twig of mango or pa' as tree covered with a piece of new cloth

which he gets soaked with ghee (clarified butter). This twig is

then, ignited and applied thrice to the mouth of the deceased.

This done, the son proceeds straight to his own home. The

friends and relatives of the deceased will then ignite the pile and,

when the body is reduced to ashes, will place a part of the

remains in a new jar which they will carry to the house of the

deceased. Here the jar wQl be kept hanging from the roof of his

bedroom for three days, and on the fourth day they will piocure a

big slab of stone and carry it to the burial ground of the family.

Then a procession will be formed at the hotise of the deceased in

the following order :
—

(1 )
A man at the head of the party wiU throw hhoi (fried paddy) .
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(2) A man carrying bow and arrow will follow Mm.

(3) Behind this man the daughter or the brother's daughter

or, failing either^ some other woman of the family will

carry on her head the jar of remains covered up with

a new sheet of cloth and profusely adorned with

garlands and wild flowers.

(4) Behind the relics the drummers will continue to beat

their drums.

(5) The friends> relatives and men of the village will form

the rear-guard.

In this order the procession will proceed to the burial ground.

Here the remains will repose in the bosom of the earth by the

side of his forefathers. A huge block of stone, already procured,

will then be placed over these buried remains to protect them

from the ravages of animals, as also to mark the spot to the

members of the bereaved family. This is the prescribed way in

which the remains of the dead are preserved in the family

skdshcin.

Mourning and Sraddh.—Like many Hinduized aborigines,

the Bhumij observe mourning for ten days counted from the date

of death. On the eleventh day they perform the irdddh of the

deceased ancestors in a way befitting their condition in life.

Degraded Brahmans officiate as priests on this occasion. The

ceremony closely resembles that observed by the Sudras in Bengal.



IV.—Ho Folk-lore.*

II.—By Sukamar Haldar, B. A.

10.—A HE-GOAT^S BLUFF.t

A man went to market and bought a he-goat for sacrificial

pnrposes. It was long-legged, long-bearded, and long-homed.

In the rains he took it with his cattle into the jungles to gi-aze

at large. The place was hilly and one day the rain poured in

torrents. The he-goat took refuge in a cave which was

a tiger's dwelling-place, while the rest of the herd returned

to the fold. The tiger came home in the afternoon and found

the long-bearded he-goat standing at his doorway. Said the

tiger :—
" O you long-legged one, O you long-bearded one,

O you long-horned one, O you who are perpetually chew-

ing the cud ! whence have you come and what is your

errand ?
"

Tlie he-goat replied :—
" I have made a meal of

all your brood. You alone are left. Now, then, let me taste

your flesh.
" The sight of the strange animal had already terrified

the tiger and the utterance of this ominous threat was the signal

for his precipitate flight. The tiger never turned to look back

until he met a jackal, who thus addressed him :— "What is the

matter, grand-dad {tatdng) ? What are you flying from in

BO undignified a manner ?
'' After hearing the tiger's story he

said :—" You have been imposed upon, grand-dad, and that by
an impudent goat. Come with me. You will dispose of him in

a trice.'" Said the tiger :
—"

It is quite easy for you to boast be-

hind his back. To act on your advice would be for me to court

my own death, for you will show a clean pair of heels as soon as

you come in sight of his temble mien.'' Said the jackal :—
" Here then is a compact, grand-dad. If you take me for such

• Continued from Volume I, Part II, page 273 of thia Journal.

t A folk tale Tory similar to this is well kaowD in Bengal.
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a coward tliat I will fly at siglit of that miserable ^oat you, bind

me with your tail so that I may not ^J-" The tiger tied his

own tail fast to the jackaVs and the two went together to the

cave. The he-goat said as they came near :
—" Grand luck for

me. I will have two for dinner, not one."'' The tiger ran for all

he was worth and the poor jackal which was dangling behind got

tossed about from rock to rock and soon his head was reduced to

a pulp and he died. The tiger left the place for good and the

he-goat remained in undisputed possession of the cave.

11.—A Crab Satt. *

It was the time when cultivators mend their field partitions,

or dris, preparatory to ploughing. A strapping Ho youth went

to his field in the morning, placed his flute (rufu), guitar {banam)

and wrap on an ari and proceeded to trim and dress the dri with his

spade. A she-crab who dwelt in a hole at the foot of the a, ri, saw the

youth, and falling in love with him, had recourse to the follow-

ing stratagem. While the young man was engrossed in his

work she stealthily removed his things from the dri to her

hole. When it was time to go home the young man missed his

things and was puzzled as to what had become of them. Seeing

the she-crab he inquired of her and she said :—'' Don^t worry,

I have got them.'''' He asked her to return his things. She

told him that he must enter her parlour in order to take his

things away. He refused to enter the hole and she would not

let him have his things except on that condition. As it was

getting late and he was hungry after his long toil there was

nothing for him but to go home without his cloth and musical

instruments. His mother offered him rice and diang (rice beer) ,

but he was glum and moody and refused all food and drink.

She asked what ailed him and then he told her about his troubles

and said he would not touch a morsel of food until all his things

were brought back to him. His mother hastened to the field

and interviewed the she-crab and told her it was a matter of

• This story (like many othors) illaatvatea the Btronjf inflaonoe of Bengali and Oriya
folk etorica ia Kollian. A striking example is afforded by story No. 16 -pott which
Bcema to be a wholesale adaptation of a Bengali uacsory tale.
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life and death as her son would take no food until his things

were restjred to him. " Don't worry, dear mother-in-law,
'*

said

the she-crab,
"
his things are quite safe in my keeping. Send

him to me and let him take his things away/^ The old woman

went home and delivered this message to her son. The young

man went again to his field, but as the she-crab still insisted

upon his entering her hole and he was equally determined not to

enter, he had to come away.-disappointed once more. As the youth
continued his fast his relatives met together and held a consulta-

tion and decided upon a novel plan. They lit a great bon-fire

and under their instructions the youth's mother proceeded to

the she-crab's hole with all demonstrations of woe, striking her

[
chest and pulling about her dishevelled hair and she thus spoke :—

" You have deprived me of my child. He refused to take any

nourishment, and now there you see his funeral pyre blazing

high.
" The she-crab got out of her hole and stood on tip-toe,

the better to see the fii*e. Convinced that the object of her affection

was no more she was overcome vsdth grief and she cried, while

violently beating her breast :
—

Hae nerelam bagenadingdo, nerelam bagenadingdo.
Iloro kankara nerelam bagenadingdo.

Roro junjuri junjuri nerelam bagenadingdo.

Translation,
" O my husband, you have left me behind. A full-formed

crab am I with all my limbs intact. And yet have you left me
behind. O my husband is gone V

Placing the youth's cloth and his musical instruments on her

head she went on lamenting loudly and proceeded in the direc-

tion of the fire. To the sui-prise of all the spectators she flung
herself into the fire and immolated herself like a true Saii on
what she believed to be her husband's funeral pyre.

It is believed that this has given rise to the practice of roast-

ing live crabs for food.

12.—A Woman's Tongue.

There was a Gonr who used to tend the cattle of the

villagers. Near his house there was a stone Lingam (phallus)
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representing the god Mahadeo. It was his daily practice, when he

returned home at noon with his herd to strike the Lingam with

his stick before sitting down to breakfast. One day he forgot

his usual practice and only remembered the omission after hav-

ing partly eaten his meal, and then he jumped up and taking his

stick in his left hand went out to strike the Lingam. He was

thus addressed by Mahadeo :
—" Your hands are unwashed.

Do not defile me by touching me with your unwashed hands.*

I am ready to give you a boon if you keep your hands off me.^^

The result was that Mahadeo conferred upon the Gonr the

faculty of understanding the speech of all living beasts and the

man returned to his meal without striking the Lingam. Maha-

deo warned him that the moment he disclosed the secret to any
one he would die. Next morning the Gonr took his herd

across a river. Soon after it came on to rain heavily. Appre-

hending: a flood he hastened to recross the river with his cattle.

A calf which had been lying asleep under a tree was overlooked

and the rising flood cut it off from the rest of the herd. It came

up to the brink of the river and cried aloud to its dam :
—"

Mother,

you have left me behind and I will die of cold.'''' Its dam

said :
—" No harm will come to you. Lie down between those two

trees yonder. Two pitchers full of coins are buried there. The

place will afford plenty of warmth.'''' The wonderful gift which

he had obtained from Mahadeo enabled the Gonr to under-

stand the conversation. When he went home he cudgelled his

brains to find out some means of securing the hidden treasure. lie

was afraid to bring the money home lest his wife should bruit it

abroad, and he should be hauled up before the E,aja. As a prelimi-

nary step he proposed to put his wife's secretiveness to the test,

and he told her that the Raja's wife had been brought to bed of

a young crow, that the matter was strictly confidential and that

she was not to mention it to any one. His wife communicated

the strange story to the first woman she met at the village well.

It was not long before the report reached the ears of the Raja.

* This is an allusioa to the Hindu idea of pollation associated with the eating

of cooked food.
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A vigorous Inquiry was set on foot and the Gonr's wife was

arrested on a charge of ha\'ing started the canard. The woman

betrayed her husband and on her information the Gonr was ar-

rested. Mahadeo had forbidden him on pain of death to impart

the secret of his gift to any one. But he was obliged to give

out the whole truth to the Raja and having done so the poor

Gonr dropped dead. The Rani asked the Raja to tell her how
the man had died so mysteriously. The Raja was in possession

of the gift, but he could not impart the secret to any one with-

out risking his own life. The Rani would take no refusal and

so great was her power over her husband that he offered to tell her

the secret on the banks of the sacred stream where he could meet

death with composure. The royal couple went in procession to

the river. On the way they passed a she-goat which was nib-

bling the green grass on a verdant spot near a spring. The

Raja heard the she-goat speak thus to a he-goat which wa5 graz-

ing on an arid waste-land at a short distance :
—" Here is a place

full of verdure. Why are you browsing on a dry desert ?"" Said

the he-goat in reply :—
" Ttiere is a Raja.'going to his doom as he

has been foolish enough to yield to a woman's importunity. I give

no heed to a woman^'s tongue. I am quite happy here.''^ This

speech impressed the Raja so deeply that he changed his mind

and determined to keep the secret to himself and returned to the

palace with his entourage.

13.—A Jackal's Cunning.

A man was engaged in ploughing his land. His team

consisted of a bullock and a bull. A jackal strolled up and

addressed the ploughman:
—"

Well, mate, are you ploughing ?
*'

"Yes, mate, I am ^' was the reply. Said the jackal, looking out of

the corner of his eye at the bull :
—" When will those eggs drop,

old mate, so that I may dine on them? ^'
This strange question

the jackal repeated each time that the ploughman came round to

him with his i^lough. Eventually the man knocked ofE the conical

crest of an ant-hill and asked the jackal to take his seat thereon

and then he said :
— " My friend, the eggs will be : t your dis-

posal when water issues forth from this solid rock." The jackal
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seated himself on the ant-hill and waited. He waited long

and in the meantime the white-ants drilled a hole into his

posterior. After some time the ploughman dug up a mouse

and he raised it from the ground and offered it to the jackal

saying :
—" Here is a nice egg for you, my friend.

'' The jackal

hastily swallowed it, but it at once ran out through the passage

which the white-ants had made. As the mouse came out the

jackal caught it and taking it for another little rodent put it

into his mouth. The mouse again got out and the jackal again

caught it and devoured it. This was repeated many times

until the new passage was discovered by the jackal, and then he

said :
—" Look here my dear, the white-ants have bored a big hole

in the lower part of my trunk. What am I to do to stop the

hole ?'' The ploughman replied :
" Don^'t fret, my dear old pal ;

go to a cobbler and he will patch it up for you with a piece of

skin.''' The jackal got a cobbler to patch up the hole. Not

only was the defect satisfactorily remedied, but the jackal found

in the patch a handy drum and amused himself by beating a

tattoo on it whenever he felt inclined. Meanwhile the jackal

had been scheming means of revenge against the ploughman

who had so shamefully deceived him. Having matured his

plans he went one morning to the man^^s village and gave out

to the villagers that the Dikus (Hindus) were about to raid

the place and warned them to fly in time. He re-appeared in

the evening and said :
—" You sluggards, you have lost valuable

time. The Dikus .,>are already at your gates. Fly for your

lives and take your children with you. There is no time for you

to remove your poultry.-"' He then left the place and after

going to a safe distance started beating a tattoo on his

patched hole. The sound of the drum lent colour to his warning

and the frightened villagers ran off pellmell. The jackal then

leisurely collected all the fowls which the villagers had abandon-

ed and took them home. The men subsequently returned to

the village only to find that the Dikus had relieved them of

their poultry. The jackal attempted a repetition of his game, but

on this occasion, as ill luck would have it, a decrepit old woman
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was unable to leave, the village and had hid herself In a pig-sty.

She discovered the real truth about the Dikus^ raid and duly in-

formed the villagers. The men then devised a plan to punish the

villainous jackal. They made a waxen effigy of a woman and

placed it right in the middle of the path by which the jackal

usually entered the village. When next time he was coming to

announce the approach of the Dikus he found the wax figure in

the way and mistaking it for a human being said :
—" Be off,

old woman, why are you standing in my way 1:" As he re-

ceived no response he lost his temper and struck the figure with

his drum-stick. The stick stuck fast in the wax and he could

not remove it.
" Give up my stick, old hag, or I will fetch

you a slap.
" As this threat had no effect he smacked the face

of the old woman, with the result that his hand was firmly

glued to her face and he tried in vain to remove it. In despair

he kicked at the figure and his foot stuck fast in the same way
as his hand. The villagers turned up and found the jackal

in a sorry plight and they determined to have their full [revenge

on him. Said the jackal :
—" You can devise no severer form of

punishment than this : take me to a blacksmith's forge and

there belabour me with a red-hot iron rod/' The villagers

adopted the suggestion and took him to the nearest smithy.

He was placed so near the forge while the iron rod was being
heated that the wax melted away and freed his hand and leg and

he hastily made his escape.

14-.—A Jackal's Stratagem.

There is a village which stands in the midst of an immense

forest where there lived at one time many man-eating tigers.

The villagers met together in order to devise some means of pro-

tection against these terrible animals. They decided upon erect-

ing a large raha (cage) in order to entrap them, and got the

village blacksmith to construct one of adequate size. After

excavating a circular moat with a single exit they erected a

stockade within the moat and placed the rdha at the entrance,

A dog was tied behind the rdha to serve as a bait. A tiger

soon came to the place and saw the dog, and he went round and
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round the moat until he cliscovered the entrance. The trap-

door of the rdbci dropped behind him as he got inside and he

soon found himself imprisoned. A man passed that way and

saw the tiger entrapped. The tiger thus addressed him :
—" My

friend, do me a good turn by finding a way for me out of this

dungeon. I will be your best friend ever after.
^' The man

replied :
—" You tigers are the natural enemies of man. You

are never to be trusted.^'' The tiger said :•—" I am willing to

take an oath and swear on my honour that I will do you no

harm if you ionly let me out of this prison.
'' The man yielded

to the tiger's entreaties and set him at liberty. Once outside

the rd'Ja the tiger's attitude underwent a transformation and

he asked the man to prepare for death. The man said :
—" I

have one request to make. I have left my wife and children far

way ; let me go and see them for the last time before I die.

You may come along with me.'' This was agreed to and the

man proceeded homewards followed by the tiger. On the way

they sat down to rest under the shade of a large Asan tree

{Edtndddru) . The man thus appealed to the tree :
—" I be-

friended this tiger on his swearing that he would do me no harm.

He is now going back on his word of honour and wants to

devour me." Said the tree :
—'' You men are very wicked.

You not only lop off my branches* but cut down my roots also

for your selfish pui-poses. You fully deserve your fate." The

two then resumed their journey and after a long tramp sat down

to rest under a Sal tree (<Sii;yow-^arM). The man made a similar

appeal to this tree and received a similarly cold reply. He and

the tiger then continued their journey and they came across a

jackal. The jackal attempted to run away, but he stopped at

the request of the man. The jackal said :
—" There is no trust-

ing you men. You are always after us." The man appealed

to the jackal when the latter stopped for a while and told him

the whole story and then the jackal addressed the tiger :
—" Yoii

arc a tiger of great size. The story of your entrance into a rdhd

is utterly absurd. I cannot bring myself to believe the story

* Cocooui are reared on the t'.viija of Asan trees loppod off for the purpoao.
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tintil I have an ocular demonstration of it/' The tiger agreed

to show him how it was done and then all three of them proceed-

ed to the village where the rdba had been set. Seeing the rdba

the jackal laughed outright and said :—" Surelj such a big

fellow as yourself could not get in through so narrow a slit. I

must see von do it, to believe vour cock-and-bull story." Down
fell the trap-door as the tiger naively entered the raid.

"
Now,

"

said the jackal, addressing the man,
" have your revenge. Let

me see you throw a stone at him.'* The man hit the tiger with

a stone and ran oS. The jickal too left the place and the

villagers assembled soon after and dispatched the tiger with

their arrows.

15.—Words op the Wise.

A king had two sons. The elder boy was miking good prog-

ress under his instructor, but the younger was wayward and in-

attentive. All the king's efforts to bring up his younger son

as became a royal prince were thrown away and the boy proved*

quite intractable. At list the king decided to turn him out of

djors . He caused two loaves of bread to be prepared. One of

these was designed to excite and the other to appease hunger.

With these two loaves, a loia (jug), some wearing apparel and

a small sum of money the young prince was cast adi-ift and

was left to shift for himself. The king's last words to him

were to tell him that he must not show his face again in the

royal city. The boy wandered away into the jungles. After

a long tramp he found himself in a thick forest and went

down to a river to quench his thirst. Just then a Sadhu (hermit)

made- his appearance at the place and the boy asked him who

he was, whence he came and whiiher he was going. Said the

Sadhu :
— " I speak not in vain. !My words must be purchased

for good money.
" The boy agreed to pay and the Sadhu said :

"
It is unwise to go on a joxirney alone. One should have

a companion.'' For this the Sadhu was paid a rupee. The

Sadhu's next hint was :
—"

Idleness begets woe, work brings

happiness.
" For this the Sadhu received another rupee and then he
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took his departure. The young prince continued his joumey in

the jungle and finding a rivulet he rested awhile on its banks.

He noticed a crab crawling out of the water and the Sadhu's ad-

vice flitted before his mind and he determined to make the little

crustacean his companion. He tied the crab in his napkin and

proceeded on his journey. He slept one night under a tree

and while asleep a deadly snake came to attack him. As the snake

struck at him the crab seized its neck in his vice-like claws and

strangled it. After killing the snake the crab began to scratch

the boy^s chest lightly with one of its smaller claws in order to

awaken him. The boy awoke with a start, but in doing so he

struck the crab involuntarily, breaking its claws. The crab explain-

ed the situation to him and pointing to the dead snake, said :
— "I

have saved your life ; but you have maimed me for life.
"

This

upset him and he put in the crab in a lake and resumed his journey

alone. Arriving at a town where there was a king he remembered

•the Sadhu's second advice, and he made up his mind to engage in

work. After he had served the king three days it was proposed

to him that he should marry the royal princess, the king's

daughter and become the prince consort. It was at first sight a

tempting proposal, but the boy knew of the great risk involved,

as it was an open secret in the kingdom that the princess had

been married successively to many men, but that none had sur-

vived the wedding night. The boy begged hard to be excused,

but he was compelled to marry the princess. The boy was

with the princess in the bridal chamber, but he did not go to

sleep. At a late hour of the night when the princess was fast

asleep in her bed he saw two snakes issuing forth from her

nostrils. He promptly killed them. A bier had been kept in

readiness for his dead body, but everyone was surprised to find

him alive in the morning. For a time he lived happily in this town

as the prince consort. One day he went out on a short journey

and met a party of labourers who were on their way to the city

of a neighbouring king in quest of work. He at once remem-

bered the second advice of the Sadhu and joined the party. Th,.^

men went and obtained employment as labourers, the prince
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being also employed as such. The king^s servants proceeded to

distribute fried pulse amongst the labourers for their lunch.

Every one took his own share but the prince refused his and

said :

" I will not have your pulse. My lunch will be brought

to me on the back of an elephant.
''' As his words savoured of

impudence the matter was reported to the king, before whom the

prince was placed in due course. As he repeated the words

in the royal presence, the king said :

"
If your words come

true I will make a present of half my kingdom to you. But if

it should prove false you will pay for it with your life.
•" Not

long after an elephant arrived with the princess, his wife, who

brought for him a large quantity of dainty food. In fulfilment

of his promise the king gave him half the kingdom and the

prince lived happily there with his wife. After a time the

couple went on a visit to the house of the prince's father-in-law

and the prince narrated his experiences to the old king and told

him of the great benefit he had derived from the advice of the

Sadhu. He then came back in triumph to his self-acquired king-

dom with his wife.

16.—The Trials of a Raxi.

A certain Raja had three wives. But he had no son by any of

them. One day a Brahman came to the palace for alms and the

Raja said to him :
—" I have no son and all men call me in contempt

the
'
sonless (kae-honang or banji) Raja.' I am ashamed of

myself. You are a wise Brahman. Do tell me how I may have

a son and heir.'' The Brahman said :
—" I see that you have a

garden. Does it contain a mango tree ?
"

Said the Raja :
—"I

do not know if there is one. Let us walk round and see." They

inspected the garden and found a mango tree standing on the bank

of a tank. There was only one fruit on it and under the Brah-

man's directions the Raja hit it with a stone and caught it with

one hand before it dropped on the ground. The Raja entered

the inner apartments of his palace and gave the mango to the

senior Rani and asked her to share it with her two co-wives, as

the Brahman had directed. In the absence of the youngest
Rani the other two divided the fruit and ate it ; but the former
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found the skin and stone which had been cast off and she ate

them. The youngest Rani in due course gave birth to a prince

while the other two Ranis did not conceive. Fearing to lose the

Raja's favour the two wicked Ranis conspired together and stole

the child from its cradle and left a log of wood in its place. The

Raja was away a-hunting in the jungles when a messenger

brought to him the news of the young prince's birth, and he

hurried home to see his son and heir. But he found only a piece

of wood in the cradle. Beside himself with rage he forthwith

ejected the young Rani from the palace and built a small

shanty outside the palace grounds for her to live in. Meanwhile

the wicked Ranis had exposed the little infant in a pit formed

by the removal of potters' clay by some kiinhah (potters) hard

by a lake ; and the infant had somehow crawled into the lake

and got transformed into a lovely lotus-flower {Kamal-hd). One

of the Raja's subjects drew the attention of a palace servant to

the magnificent flower and soon after the palace gardener's wife

went down to the lake and saw it. The gardener's wife tried to

pluck the flower, but it moved away towards the middle of the

lake and got out of her reach. Many others tried to pluck it but

no one succeeded. Amongst others the tv/o wicked Ranis made the

attempt without success. "When they api3roached the flower it

rebuked them, saying :
—" I was such a lovely child. Why did

you abandon me ?|" The Raja heard of the strange flower and

he went down to the lake and attempted to pluck it. The flower

said :
—" I was a well born child. Why did they abandon me V*

The flower receded and it eluded his grasp. The Raja left the place

utterly perplexed. He ordered the youngest Rani as a last resource

to make the attempt. She sent him word to say that she had been

so long lying neglected in her shanty that her hair was unkempt

and she had no change of raiment and that it would bring

disgrace on the Rfi ja if she were to go out to the lake in the rags

she stood in. Thereupon the Raja sent her a female barber to

assist her in her toilet and provided her with fresh raiment and

sent iipdiii lo convey her to the lake. As the young Rani's pdlki

came to the margin of the lake the milk from her buaals began
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to fall in jets on tlie lotus-flo\7er, wLieli advanced towards the

bank to meet her. At the Rani^s touch the flower was transformed

into a lovely child. The child was taken to the palaxie and she gave

the Raja a full and true account of the infamous conduct of the

two wicked Ranis. The pit where the infant had been abandoned

was deepened by order of the Raja and two Ranis were buried

alive in it. Thereafter the Raja lived happily with the youngest

Rani and her son.

17.—The Luck of a. Younger Brotheb.

There were seven brothers. The name of the youngest was

Lita. After living jointly in perfect amity for several years the

brothers decided upon effecting a partition of their joint pro-

perties intending that each should set up for himself. Instead

of receiving a fair share of the goods and chattels Lita got

only an old buffalo, with which he went away. After several

days^ wanderings he arrived in the dominions of a King, and

put up on the bank of ^a tank where there was good pasture for

his buffalo. Here he built a hut for himself. One day the seven

daughters of the King came to the tank. Before getting into

the water they anointed themselves with turmeric paste, which

they had brought in a lump. After dividing the paste into

seven parts a quantity was left over and this they made a pre-

sent of to Lita. "While the young ladies anointed them-

selves with the paste at the main ghat or bathing platform

Lita betook himself to a remote comer of the tank and did

the same. The young ladies began to disport themselves in the

water and started a game of hide and seek by diving about, and

they invited Lita to join them. Lita played the game wonder-

fully well and succeeded in finding ea^h of the seven hidden

princesses under water and to each one save the youngest he

said :
—" This is my wife's elder sister.^'' When he touched the

youngest princess he said :
—" This is my wife.^^ After this it

was Lita's turn to hide himself. As he dived the old buffalo

which had been wallowing in the margin of the tank sucked him

up with the water he was drinking and the young ladies searched
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for him all over the tank in vain. In despair they gave up the

quest and asked Lita to emerge from his strange hiding place.

The princesses then prepared to leave the tank but Lita seized the

youngest one to make her his wife and carried her off to his

hut.-^

During the first night of his honeymoon the unpretentious

little hut was transformed mysteriously into a magnificent palace.

Meanwhile the King noticed the absence of his youngest

daughter. The other daughters were taken severely to task.

They attempted evasion but were compelled in the end to give out

the truth. He heard of the strange buffalo possessed by Lita

and went to meet him with a young buffalo of great strength

so that Lita^s animal could be easily vanquished and the princess

rescued. To the surprise of every one Lita^s old buffalo over-

came the King's and the enterprise failed. The King then

procured a buffalo of enormous size and extraordinary strength

and went to meet Lita. On this occasion Lita's buffalo antici-

pated its doom and said :—" The buffalo which the King will

now pit against me will surely vanquish me. Remember this.

As soon as you see that I have been killed pull out my eyes and

keep them^ for you will find them of great use to you.'' Every-

thing happened as the old buffalo had foreseen ; but Lita man-

aged to retain possession of his wife. Lita had taken out the

buffalo's eyes and in the course of the first night they were trans-

formed into two powerful dogs. These dogs guarded his house

and accompanied his wife when she went to the tank to bathe.

One day the dogs started a hare and followed it. The hare said :^
" I am your friend. Do not kill me." The hare then joined the

company of the dogs. Meanwhile the King sent a messenger to

Lita declaring war against him and appointing a day on which

the battle would be fought. Lita was filled with apprehension

as his resources were very limited while those of his opponent

were enormous. The hare boldly oame forward and said :
—" Be

not despondent. I will raise for you a powerful army which will

* This la procisoly tho way in which mairiagea are effected omougst the

Hos OTon at the picseut time.
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scatter the forces of the King like chaff." The hare assumed the

role of a recruiting sergeant and^ arming himself with a small stick,

set out to beat up for recruits. On the way he saw a black bear

lying on the ground and struck it with his stick. The 'startled

bear said :
— " Why do you beat me ? I am your friend." The

hare then explained' matters and the bear agreed to fight under

Lita's banner. The hare went on and met [a'sleeping tiger"and

gave it a blow with his little stick. "Why do you strike me,"

said the startled tiger,
" know you not that I am a friend ?

"

Explanations followed and the hare got another recruit. The

hare next met a swarm of bees and struck them with his stick.

The bees enlisted just as the bear and tiger had previously done.

The hare then recruited a snake and finally an elephant. On the

appointed day of battle Lita marshalled his heterogeneous army
and the parties met in deadly combat. The bees formed the

advance guard of Lita^s forces and they easily routed the King's

troops and put them to .flight. The King acknowledged defeat

and returned to 'his own city leaving Lita master of the field.

Lita thenceforth lived peacefully with the princess. He afforded

everv help to the cultivators in times of scarcity and employed

large bodies of labour'on his estates. His brothers heard of him

for the reputation of his name had spread far and wide, but they

did not know that he was their brother. They came to him in

search of work and at once recognized him. Lita asked them

to stay in his house and 'thenceforth they lived with him in

amity.
18.—A FAitiLY OP Tiger-men.

There lived in a village a family consisting of seven brothers

and a sister, all unmarried. The youngest brother's name was

Lita. The seven brothers and their sister went to work one day
and on returning home were surprised to find that in their ab-

sence their rooms had been cleaned and tidied up and, what was

more wonderful still, their food had been cooked and kept ready
for them by some unknown and mysterious agency. Next day
one of the brothers stayed at home in order to unravel the mys-

tery, if possible. This man was fairly vigilant but he left the
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house just for a sliorfc -while to purchase salt and oil from the

village shop; and on his return he found that the rooms had

been cleaned up, the food was ready cooked and everything was

in its place. Each of the brothers took his turn of watching
with no better result until it was Lita^s turn to watch. Lita

posted himself in a neighbouring house and watched closely^

never quitting his coign of vantage for a single moment. He
saw a young woman cleaning the house and cooking the food

and he promptly went and laid hold of her. She pleaded that

she had a strong desire to live with his people. The mystery
was thus unravelled and the young woman lived in the house as

the wife of the eldest brother. Now, this woman was not an

ordinary human being. She belonged to a family of Tiger-men

[Kula-ho)
—a fact unknown to Lita and his brothers. One Jay

she proposed to go home to her parents and she was allowed to

go accompanied by her sister-in-law. While in her father^s house

she assumed her real form of a tigress at night and devoured her

sister-in-law. As she returned to her husband^s house alone she

was questioned about her sister-in-law by her husband and she

said in reply :
—" My parents have grown so fond of her that

they have detained her. They are eagerly expecting to see their

son-in-law.
*' The husband then set out with his wife. On the

way they had to cross a river. As the husband di*ank at the

river his wife asked him what the water tasted like. ''It is

sweet ", he said. His wife then asked him to cut down a creeper

called Bandu-ndi which was growing on the river bank. He

attempted to cut it with his axe but did not succeed. When he

arrived in the house of his father-in-law he looked for his sister

but did not jfind her. His wife said :
—"Your sister is away at

work with my sisters. Do not be anxious on her account.
"" At

night she turned into a tigress and made a meal of him. She

went back to her husband^s house and fetched his brothers in turn

and devoured them one after another, until it was Lita^s turn to

provide the woman tigress with a meal. When he came to the river

with her and drank the water she asked him :—-" What does it

taste like V Unlike his unfortunate brothers who had precelcd
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him he said :
—" All that I can fiad about it is that it is

fairly cold." He also succeeded in cutting down the

Bdndu-nai creeper which act his brothers had failed to

accomplish. Not finding his sister and his brothers in the

woman^s house Lita grew suspicious and he refused to be beguiled

by the specious excuses offered by her. At night he resolved

to keep his axe by his side. His sister-in-law wanted him to put
it elsewhere but he said:—*'It has grown into an inveterate

habit with me. I cannot have any sleep unless my axe is by

my side." At night he had his dinner and was shown into a

room. When he was left alone he made a close inspection of

the whole place and discovered a heap of bones in one corner.

He now found out how the land lav^'and instead of remaining in

the room that was assigned to him he kept vigil in an adjoining

room. At a late hour of the night he found the whole family

prowling about in the form of tigers and tigresses. As they

came to seize him he despatched them one by one with his axe,

and thus escaped the unhappy fate which had overtaken his

sister and his brothers. On his way home next morning his

attention was powerfully drawn to a stone of peculiar shape

and he picked it up. As he was going along he saw a ripe

mango on a tree which stood on the roadside. He left the

stone at the foot of the tree and climbed up in order to pluck
the fruit. He found in the meantime that the curious stone had

become transformed into a tiger. He managed to get inside the

mango and just then a parrot [rupd] plucked the mango and

flew away with it. The tiger followed in the wake of the bird.

The bird dropped the mango right in the middle of a tank

near a village. A large fish forthwith swallowed the fruit with

Lita inside it. After some time when the dry season came the

people from the neighbouring village came and caught up all

the fish in the tank. The fish which had swallowed the mango
was caught by an old woman. When the woman proceeded to

cut up the fish a voice from within said^:
" Use your knife

cautiously and do not hurt me." The woman was taken bv

surprise. She cut open the fishes belly very cautiously and
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found LIta inside. She brought him up as her own child.

Lita had long locks of hair. One day while bathing in the

river one of his locks came off. He put the lock of hair inside a

fig and cast the fig adrift. The fig was picked up by a young

princess who was bathing in the river. The princess was taken

with the lock and told her father the king that she would have

none but the owner of that lock of hair for her husband. The

king sent out messengers far and near and eventually found

LitaVho in due course became his son-in-law.*

19.—A BrOTHEU^S REVENGE.t

A man had seven sons. The youngest boy whose name

was Gukchomdeya was employed as a shepherd. One day, when

he went out with his flock he took some fried pulse to eat. At

midday while the sheep and the goats gathered together under a

tree to rest the boy began to eat the fried pulse. Many of the

sheep and goats began to work their mouths while sleeping and

the boy thinking that they were making faces at him, flew into

a rage and killed them all. When he came home without his

herd he was questioned by his mother and he told her what he

had done. His brothers were very angry and they went and

fetched the carcases home. To mark their displeasure they refused

to give him any of the mutton. He begged for some blood and

entrails and these they gave him out of pity. Setting out on a

journey with these provisions he came to a camping ground which

was being prepared for the reception of the king. In the evening

he climbed up a tall tree below which the royal tent was pitched.

The king arrived next morning with his retinue and in due

course he undressed and prepared for his bath. He lay on a

mat under the tree and his valets began to anoint him with oil

and to shampoo his body. "While the king lay flat on his back

•The latter part of the story bears a remarkable resomblinoe to story

No. (2) which has already appeared in this Journal. U'ide J.B.O.K S., Vol. I,

Part II, page 257.] It is an instance of one story being grafted on to another.

t This ia another version (differing in many of the details) of story No. 5

which has already appeared in this Journal. IVide J.B.O.K.S., Vol. I., Part II,

page 263.]
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Gukchomdeya dropped the entrails right on to his uncovered

belly. The servants rose with a start and they feared that by

some diabolical means the royal belly had burst. The panic

soon spread over the entire camp and there was a general

stampede and the king soon found himself alone in the jungle.

The king then left the camp and departed. After he had left, the

boy climbed down and collected all the booty he could find in

the deserted encampment, and returned home. He asked his

mother to go and fetch his brothers, adding,
" Now will I give

them the full value of the entrails which they gave me.-"

When his brothers appeared he distributed amongst them all

that he had brought away from the royal camp and they were

highly pleased. His brothers thought that he had received a

very high price for the entrails which they had given him out of

pity and in order to enrich themselves they killed their sheep

and goats and went to the market with the entrails. They soon

found out their mistake. They failed to get any customer and

came in for some abuse into the bargain, for people regarded it as

an insult to be offered such worthless stuff. Returning home

crestfallen they asked Gukchomdeya how it was that their

experience as to the marketableness of entrails was so different

from his. The boy said in reply :

'' It is not enough for you to

expose the entrails for sale at the stalls ; you must notify your

wares by crying out at the top of your voice and then there

will be no want of customers.^^ They tried this plan but it

failed entirely. Furious with rage they determined to punish

Gukchomdeya for having thus befooled them. When they

threatened to chastise him the boy appealed to them for mercy
and pointed out that he had not deceived them and had given

substantial proof of his own good luck. They relented and

spared him a beating ; but they proceeded to make a partition

of the family goods and chattels and in doing so they dealt very

unfairly with Gukchomdeya by giving him nothing but a lame

old buU. The bull was unfit for any work. One day it went

to the other oxen, the property of Gukchomdeya's brothers,

which were engaged in work and urged them to go on strike.
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The brothers found this out and forthwith killed the lame bull,

Gukchomdeya asked them for the skin. This they gave him.

He dried the skin and set out with it on a journey. In the

course of his wanderings he arrived at a spot which Beparis

(tradesmen) use as a halting-place. He climbed up a tree and

lay in wait until some Beparis came and unpacked their bullocks

in order to take rest. Quite suddenly he dropped the skin which

fell with a loud thud, and the Beparis fled panic-stricken.

The boy then climbed down and collected all the goods which the

Beparis had abandoned, loaded the bullocks with the goods and

went home. He told his mother that he wanted to distribute

amongst his brothers the sale-proceeds of the old bulPs skin,

and he asked her to borrow from them a paila (vessel used as a

grain-measure) and a stick from them. He then gave away all

the goods and all the bullocks, using the paila in measui-ing out

the former and the stick in driving the bullocks to each of his

brothers. His brothers, hoping to make a short cut to affluence,

killed all their bullocks and took the skins to the market for sale.

No one bought the skins. Many abused them for offering such

trash. They returnd home sorely disappointed and firmly deter-

mined to kill Gukchomdeya. Seizing him, they sewed him up

in a sack and flung him into a river. After it had floated down a

long way the sack was seen and dragged out by a Goala who was

tending his herd on the river bank. The Goala opened the sack

and found the boy alive. The Goala had a sword and a stick

with him. The boy asked him for a loan of the sword, and

having possessed himself of the weapon he turned round on the

Goala and thus thundered forth :
—" You have marred my hajjpi-

ness by dragging me out of the water. Woe to you."" As he

brandished the sword the Goala took to his heels and never

turned back, regarding the boy as a river devil. Gukchomdeya

took possession of the cattle and drove the herd home. As on

the former so on this occasion he asked his mother to go and fetch

his brothers so that he might distribute amongst them the cattle

which represented the value of the sack which they had so

gcncroutjly given him. His brothers were overjoyed and they
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eagerly asked him to sew them up in sacks and to throw them

into the river so that they might return home rich as he had

done. Grnkchomdeya put each of his brothers in a sack but before

casting them into the river he took the precaution of belabouring

them with sticks so that they were all killed.
" Why are you

beating us ?
"

they inquired.
"
It is to ensure your good luck/'

he replied. Having thus got rid of his brothers he came home.

His sisters-in-law (for all his brothers were married men and

he alone was single) asked him about their respective husbands.

He told them in reply that they had gone abroad to acquu-e

wealth. As a long time passed by and they did not return each>

of the widows pressed Gukchomdeya to take her to wife. He
was thus obliged to take all the six women. Needless to say

that between these six women Gukchomdeya*s earthly career

was of brief duration.



v.—Santal Marriage Customs.

By the Hon'ble and Rev A. Campbell, D.D.

The exclusiveness of the people of India is carried by them

to the greatest extremes. Each caste among the Hindus,

and each tribe among the aboriginal peoples will only, as

a rule, eat or intermarry with persons of their own caste or

tribe. In no other country of the world are the people so

exclusive, and one wonders how it has come to be so. Was
it introduced by the Aryans, or did they find it in existence

among the people of India when they entered it ? Did they

bring it with them, or did they adopt it from the aborigines of

India ? They have assimilated much which is not Aryan, and

why not this also ? Exclusiveness of the type found in India

does not exist among people who claim the same origin as the

Brahmans. Non-Aryans seems to have exerted a greater influ-

ence over Aryans than Aryans over Non-Aryans. Hinduism

has absorbed tribe after tribe of Non-Aryans, and with them

also many of their religious ideas and customs, but many of the

aboriginal peoples of India are up till the present day practically

uninfluenced by Aryan religious ideas and customs. The

Santals, Mundas and other cognate tribes who inhabit Chota

Nagpur and one or two of the adjoining districts do not seem

to have had much intercourse with the Aryan people of India, and

among them the exclusiveness already referred to exists in all its

rigour. Santals, for instance, will only eat food cooked by one

of themselves. In one of the earlier famines the British

authorities were under the impression that Santals would eat

food cooked by a Brahman, and it was only when it became

known that they preferred death from stai-vation to contami-

nation that special arrangements were made for them. "With

i-egard to marriage the same exclusiveness exists. No Santa!
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may marrv a woman of another tribe or caste, and the same

law is also applied rigorously to women.

A man may not marry a woman of his own sept. He may
maiTy into his mother's sept, but not within the prohibiled

degrees of consanguinity. These rules are observed with all

possible strictness, and no compromise is ever allowed. Chil-

dren belong to their father's sept.

In regular marriages parents conduct all negotiations and

it very often happens that the young people meet each other for

the first time on the marriage day. Members of a Santal family
never speak of a bride as so-and-so's bride, but always as our

bride. She has been bought „with family fimds and so she

belongs to the family. It very often happens that a bride,

although of full age, is not brought home permanently at first.

Immediately after marriage she is taken to the house of her

husband's family, and may stay there a few days, after which she

is taken home and left there. The reason for this treatment

generally being that it is not convenient for the husband's family

to keep her as there is a sufficient number of people in the house

to do the farm work. At any particularly busy season, such as

rice planting or matkom gathering, she may be brought home,
and when the press of work is over, taken back to her parents"*

house. It is not considered the right thing for a young wife to

visit her parents unless some male relative goes to fetch her, and

the custom generally is for her to remain'at her father's house until

some one of her husband's family comes to take her back.

Infant marriage may be said to be non-existent among
Santals. Instances do occur now and again, but they are so very
rare and are so entirely non-Santal ithat they may be entirely

overlooked. Many man-iages, however, take plaee in which

the girl is within a year or two of adolescence. In such cases

she remains in her father's house until she has reached, or is on

the threshold of, puberty.

There are several forms of legal marriage among Santals,

but, as with a few exceptions, they appear to have originated iu
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the desire to avert the worse of two evils, they are regarded as

more or less irregular.. The different forms of marriage are :
—

1st The Kirifi bahu..

2nd Tunki dipij bapla.

3rd Hirom chetan bapla.

4th Sangha bapla.

5 th Ghardi jawae.

6th Golat bapla.

7th Jawae kirinok bapla..

8th Nir bolok bapla.

9th Itut bapla.

10th Apaftgir reak bapla.

11th Kora kuri kundel napamkate reak bapla.

The first six are regular marriages and the others irregulaj^

still these latter are valid unions.

The KiRiN Bahu.

The first form mentioned, that of the KiriA bahu, or

bought bride, is, of course, the most common and is regarded as

the most honourable. The bride is bought for a price, but her

relative?^ as they say, retain the right to interfere if blood is

shed. The money paid to the bride^s father or other guardian is

called pon and has a slightly different meaning from price.

The money paid for the purchase of a tenant's right in land is

known as pon. The land is not bought outright, but only the

right to cultivate it as a holding under the landlord to whom
rent is paid. There are different rates of pon varying from

three rupees to sixteen and even more. Return presents bearing

a certain proportion to the amount of pon are also made by the

bride's father.

The lowest rate of pon, that of three rupees, is named the

" Kulai mandal *'
or

" the hare's hindquarters ", and no return

presents are demanded from the father of a bride for whom this

sum is paid.

For a pon of five rupees the bride's father gives in return

one brass plate and cup and a cow with a calf*
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For a pon of seven rupees the return presents are the same

as for one of five rupees.

ToTSL/jOnoi nine rupees a brass lota in addition to those

preseents given for a seven rupee pan.

For a pon of 12 rupees the retttrn presents are a brass plate

and cup, a lota, a brass waterpot and a cow and calf.

For a pon of 16 rupees the return presents are a brass plate,

brass cup, brass Idta, brass wateqwt, a cow and calf, a yoke o

x)xen, a kadali cr digging hoe, an axe iind one male servant.

The bridegroom's father has, according to custom, to give

j)rcsente, mainly of cloth to certain relatives of the bride. Her

uncles get each a piece of rfoal, a kind of cloth wo\'en in alter-

nate red and white stripes. They give a cow and calf in return,

and also entertain the bridegroom's friends. The bride's mother

gets a present of doal cloth, and her maternal grandmother gets

another, but she gives in return a pot of rice beer, a quantity of

parched rice and a /ids, or large neck ornament of bell-metak

Her paternal grandmother also receives a doal cloth, but she is

not required to give anything in exchange. The bride^'s eldest

or youngest brothw get a bullock. The chief of the bride^'s

village gets ofte rupee, and in return he gives to the bride-

groom's party 12 seers of rice, some dal, <?ne pice worth of salt

and one anna. The persoti who measures out the rice kctps ona

pail a of it for his own use.

The go-between gets a pair of shoes and a dhoti or loin cloth

from each party. These along with food which he receives when

he visits the parties professionally is all he can claim as a reward

for his services.

There is a groomsman and a bridesmaid. The bridesmaid

receives a present of a sakom or wristlet from the bridegroom,

a.11'1 the bride's father gives the groomsman a todor or a wristlet

of the shape worn by males. Two elderly women whose duty it

is to see the bride safely to her new home get each one anna,

A marriage is the occasion for feasting and jollity. l!<5m

di-uaimers are always engaged and there are dancing and
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meniment ; rice boer is always in evidence and is served out with

no niggardly hand.

Regular marriages, as a rule, take place in the early part of

the year—Febniaiy-April, and groat preparations are made
for their due celebration ; marriages are always most numerous

after a good harvest.

The custom is to marry the young folks according to their

ages, and it is very seldom that a younger is married before an

elder. Should a younger sister be married before an elder, the

latter claims a solatium known as taram gande, which amounts

to about two rupees.

In the ease of regular marriages the initiative proceeds from the

mane's side. The first procedure is to engage a go-between.

There are no professional go-betweens, or marriage negotiators

among the Santals, any one, male or female, may act in this

capacity, but generally elderly people are prefeiTcd. A go-

between is rewarded for his services by certain presents and, of

course, he always receives food when on a visit to either party

professionally. Having received his commission the go-between

makes enquiries as to where an eligible maiden is to be found,

and having located her he proceeds in a very circuitous way to

sound her parents as to whether they are likely to receive favour-

ably the proposal which he has to make. When he has reason

to believe that there will be no disinclination to treat with him

he discloses his principal and gives such information as is required.

Preliminaries having been satisfactorily concluded a visit is

arranged for, so that they may have an opportunity of seeing

for themselves the material prosperity of the family with which

they are about to be allied. The bride's family having satisfied

themselves on this point the inspection of the proposed bride

and bridgroom follows. The procedure is much the same on

both sides and is more or less private. Sometimes the young
folks arc given a chance of seeing each other at a fair or market,

but generally this is dispensed with, and they may not meet till

the marriage day. It t^ometimos happens that either one or

ether of the parties most intimately concerned may be dis-
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appointed when they see the person chosen for their partner

through life, and in such cases if the girl is displeased she runs

away and returns to her father's house. A girl who begins her

married life in this way seldom turns out well ;
the result

is generally an Amicable separation, the bridegroom being re*

imbursed for bis expenditure on the marriage. A song sung by

Santal women very well describes the disillusion which many

young Santal wives experience :
—

" I said, he will be a rich man's son,

I saw him, and he was a servant lad.''

When on the way to inspect the bride or bridegroom the

party keeps a sharp look out for omens, and should an evil omen

be unfortunately seen, the party proceeds no further and the

proposed marriage is abandoned. Among evil omens are the

following :
—

To see a man with an axe over his shoulder.

To see a male carrying firewood on his shoulder or

a female carrying it on her head.

To see a jackal cross their path.

To see a quail rise and fly away.

To start a hare from its fonn.

To see anyone throwing out ashes.

The following are among good omens :
—

To see cows on the way.

To see a woman carrying a waterpot on her head .

To hear the Uri'c bird call on the right hand.

To see a corpse in the village to which they are going.

If this possible list of evil omens is successfully avoided no

further secrecy is observed as to the object of the expedition.

Everything being so far arranged to the satisfaction of both

of the contracting parties the next step is for the bride's parents

to take or send a party to present a dhoti or loin cloth to the

bridegroom, and for the bridegroom's parents accompanied by
a few friends to go to the bride's house and pay the stipulated

price to her father. The amount varies with the means at

the disposal of the parties. Return presents are made to
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certain of the bridegroom^s relatives, which often makes serious

inroads on the pon received by the bride's father.

A party of a bride's relatives or friends going to present

a bridegroom with a loin clotli are received by his parents with

very great ceremony. The greeting on arrival being over the

visitors are given oil and tooth brushes and directed where

they can go to bathe. The bath over, refreshment is set before

them and a modicum of liquor is not wanting.
The serious business of the day is fchen introduced. The

company, at whose head stands the village chief, being assembled

the bridegroom appears carrying a lota of water. He is

accompanied by a relative, a maternal uncle or a sister's husband,

who precedes the young man and shows him the different

salutes to which the guests present are entitled. They

begin with the village chief, after him his assistant, and so on

down the line. The bridegroom places the lota of water in

front of each as he salutes him. Then a brass bowl of handi

or rice beer is put into his hand and he presents it to the

Manjhi or village chief. The Manjhi having drained the bowl

it is scoured with ashes and rinsed in water, and then refilled

and given to the Paranik or village chief's assistant, who drinks

it off. The bowl is again scoured and replenished with handi

and handed to another, and so on till all have drunk.

Liquor having been served all round the bride's father or

her eldest brother takes the bridegroom on his knee, and if

the present is a todor or wristlet it is put on the wrist, if a

mandoli"* is hung round his neck, and if a d^oii or loin cloth it

is bound like a turban on his head.

More liquor is then served out and the bridegroom says,
" Receive at my hand a cup of water,

Put a silver armlet on my arm."

The visitors are then supplied witb food after which they

prepare to take their departure. Just as they are about to

bid good-bye, some one of the bridegroom's parly says,
" Take

this property," meaning the bridegroom,
" with you. We made

<*
Beocptnole for olarm,
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it over to you." They reply,
"
Yes, Sir, we took it orer, but we

are lea^'ing it for a few days in your charge." To this the

reply is given,
"
Yes, Sirs, you entrust it to our keeping, but

should anything untoward happen to it the responsibility will

be yours." They reply,
"
Yes, if it becomes blind or lame the

loss will be ours." Aft^r this colloquy has been brought to

a conclusion the bride's party take their leave.

The ceremony observed when a bridegroom's party go to

make a present to a bride is the same as has already been

described with reference to the present given to a bridegroom.

The gift considered most suitable for a bride is a kind of neck

ornament known as a has or a hash.

These gifts are regarded as a seal to the compact entered

into between the two parties and the man and woman are

regarded as betrothed persons.

The marriage is the next incident in the long train of

events which has led up to it. In fixing the day convenience

only is consulted. There is no consulting of an oracle for an

auspicious day. The omens have already spoken on the subject.

Seven or eight days before the date fixed a large number of

cotton threads are prepared and on each seven or eight loop

knots are tied, one knot for each day to elapse before the

marriage. One such thread is sent to each person or family

whose presence is desired as an invitation. Each day one knot

is untied and, when all have been operated on, the marriage day

has arrived.

A mandwa or booth is erected in the courtyard of the house

of the bride and also in that of the bridegroom. The mantjwa

is constructed as follows :
—

A post, made from the branch of a Matkom tree {Bassi%

latifolia), is fixed in a hole dug in the ground and occupies the

centre of the mandwa. In a cavity at the foot of this post

some rice, three roots of turmeric and five of the shells used

as money wrapped in a leaf of the Sarjom tree {Shorea robusta,

Garin.) are buried. "When the mandwa is taken down after

the marriage is over, if the rice and tunneric roots show signs
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of germination or sprouting it is believed the marriage will be

fruitful) and if no such indications are visible the matter is

regarded as doubtful. This centre post is bound round with

straw ropes and plastered over smoothly with soft clay. It is

then whitewashed and representations of date, palm trees and

men are drawn on it with charcoal and a kind of red ochre

known as giru. Posts are fixed at the four corners of the

mandwa and branches of trees with the leaves on serve as a

roof or covering to keep out the sun. The mandwa is erected

by the villagers at the invitation of the Jog Manjhi who visits

each house for that purpose.

The mandwa is decorated with festoons of mango leaves,

as is also the entrance to the house from the street. Twine in

which mango leaves have been inserted is stretched overhead

across the village street in three places.

Three fowds, two white and one brown, are sacrificed on the

day the mandwa is erected.

The young men who construct the mandwa receive

mandwa handi, or mancjwa liquor, and mandwa daka or mandwa

cooked rice.

In the evening the villagers, male and female, on the

invitation of the Jog Manjhi assemble in the mandwa where

there is a mat spread on the ground. The village Manjlii or

chief and his wife first seat themselves on the mat and three

maidens anoint them with oil and turmeric j after them come

the village naeke or priest and his wife, and following them all

the men and women of the village. Last of all the bridegroom

is anointed, and during the process much harmless fun and

joking accompanied with singing are indulged in. The in-

dispensable handi is served out all round and the business of

the day is brought to a close by the young women dancing the

Dom dance.

Three days or so after the construction of the mandwa the

ceremony known as dak bapla or water marriage is performed.

The principal actors are three women and two girls. One of

the women, wearing a cloth intended as a present to the bride's
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mother, carries a drawn sword ; another cf them dressed In the

cloth destined for one of the bride's grandmothers, carries the

scabbard. The third woman has a bow and arrow ; she has

on the garment intended for the other grandmother. The

two girls carry each a small waterpot on the head, in which

are a few of the shells used as money. The Jog Maujhi takes

handi in a lota, some thread, three iron-pointed arrows and a

kudali or digging hoe.

A procession, headed by Dom musicians, proceeds to a

tank in the vicinity, and the three women already mentioned

dance the Dom dance all the way to the music of the drums.

Arrived at the tank one of the party, known as the Babre or

Brahman, digs with the kudali a miniature triangular tank and

fixes an arrow in the ground at each of the angles, and winds

a thread three or five times round the arrows. The Jog ^Manjhi

makes three marks with sindur on the ground where the arrows

are fixed and offers a libation to Marang-buru and the manes

of the village chief. The following is the prayer usually repeat-

ed on this occasion :
—

'* "We salute thee, Oh ! ]Marang-buru, thou seest we many
and take away this water. Do not permit any one to envy.

Do not allow any spell, charm or cantrip to succeed, so that

this marriage may take place without any untoward incident

attending it.'''

The three women and the two girls then enter the water.

The woman with the bow shoots an arrow into the water and

she with the sword slashes it. The two girls dip their water-

pots at the same time, and with one action raise them on to

their heads and cover them with the cloth intended for the

bride. The waterpots are carried in procession home and

deposited in some secure place. Another miniature triangular

tank is made at the house and the three arrows fixed at the

corners and thread wound three or five times round them, as

was done at the tank. Two bullock yokes are placed in the

centre. On these the bridegroom and his father stand, the one
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in front of tlie other. A sword is laid flat on the father^s head>

and on it he pours water which flows on to his son^s head.

The bridegroom is then bathed by having water poured

•over him, and a few grains of rice and a few small pieces of

dhubi grass are wrapped up in three sarjom leaves and tied to

his wrist where they remain till the marriage is over. In the

case of a bride a few grains of rice, three pieces of turmeric

root and some bits of dhuhi grass are folded up in a matkom

leaf and tied round her wrist. After the marriage is over these

are untied and inspected, and if signs of sprouting are visible

the fates are auspicious, and if the grain is mouldy the future

of the married couple is clouded with Uncertainty.

These preliminaries being concluded the bridegroom and

his party towa.rds evening set out for the briie's village, accom-

panied by Dom musicians. The go-between carries five cloths

in a basket, one of which is intended for a present to the

bride^s mother, two for her grandmothers, one for the bride

herself, and one, all white, for the bridals youngest brother.

The brlde^s father takes six rupees with him, five to be paid to

the bride^s father as p5n, if that was the sum agreed on, and

one for the Manjhi or chief of the bride^s village. A goat,

a quantity of handi, some rice, and a supply of ready cooked

foods as provision for the party on the way are also provided

by him. Arrived in the neighbaurhood of the bride^s village

they halt under a tree and begin the Dom dance.

The bride's people being apprised of the arrival of the

baridti or party of the bridegroom, they send some persons to

meet them taking with them a waterpot full of water and

\ Ista. After water has been served out all round they return

to the house.

The hariaty or bride^s party, Is then marshalled vci order and

goes out dancing to meet the harxat who in like manner come

dancing to meet them. Having met they mingle together in

the dance for a short time, when a halt is called and they salute

each other. Then th'3y go dancing in a body down the village

street, and at each house some raw sugar is put into the
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boridegroom's mouth. Having made the round of the village

they return to the place where the baridt halted outside the

village. Here the bridegroom is again bathed and anointed

with oil and turmeric. His hair is combed and dressed and

he is apparelled in new garments. This is the occasion of

much joking and naerriment and the young women chaff and

make fun of the bridegroom to their hearts^ content. This over,

the bride^B party return home, and presently the Jog Man
j
hi

appears and summons them to the sindra dan, or marking
the bride with tindur. Th^ baridt is once more marshalled and,

headed by the Dom musicians, proceeds to the bride's house,

and waits outside in the street. Those chosen to carry out the

bride, generally the bridegroom's brothers, enter the house and

as a beginning are served with liquor. The bride, attired in her

marriage raiment, steps into and seats herself in a large new

shallow flat basket known as a bahu daura. The bearers then

lift and bear her out into the street, where the bridegroom awaits

her sitting astride on the shoulder of his brother-in-law or uncle.

The bride in her basket is raised to the level of the bridegroom,

and each sprinkles the other three times with water by means

of a sprig of a mango tree. The fathers, uncles and aunts of

the couple then salute each other in the fashion peculiar to

their new relationship. Some sindur in a sarjoin leaf is then

given to the bridegroom, who with the little finger of his right

hand marks the bride five times on her forehead, and what of

the sindur remains on the leaf he wipes off on her brow. The
bride is then lifted out of the basket by the bridegroom and

the upper garments of the two are knotted together, so that

where one goes the other must follow.

The bride's mother then brings a brass plate on which are

a ball of cowdung and another of dough, some unhusked rice,

a few bits of dhubi grass and powdered turmeric. "With these

on the plate she makes certain passes over the couple and then

scatters the dhubi grass and rice on the ground behind the

bridegroom's back. Then she dips a finger in a mixture of

flour and wat^r and dabs a little oo his cheeks, and he also does
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the same to her. Then she puts todor (wristlets) on his wrists

and throws the dough balls over his and her own back. Other

near relatives also make passes over the couple with the brass

plate and its contents, and also dab some of the mixture of

flour and water on his cheeks. Eire in a dhahii, or earthen-

ware pot lid; is brought out of the house and placed on the

ground, and the bride^s mother and aunts make a series of passes

over the fire with the right hand, while holding a tok or long

pestle used to clean rice, In the left. The last to perform this

operation breaks the lid with a thrust of the pestle and the fire

is quenched with water.

An adjournment is then made to the mandwa, and the

company circles three times round the post In the centre.

The bride and bridegroom sit down on a mat and the girl

anointers anoint them with oil and put a sindur mark on each^

The bridesmaid, groomsman and one or two others are alsa

anointed with oil. The young couple and their attendants are

conducted into the house and regaled with rice and milk and

rice and gur (raw sugar) . The baridt, or bridegroom's party,

then take possession of the mandwa, and seated on straw chew

tobacco and converse In veiled terms with the bride's friends^

It Is Impossible to give In a translation anything like a fair Idea

of the stereotyped conversation carrried on on such an occasion,

as so much depends on the words and the double meaning
of many of the expressions used. To bring this lengthened

conversation to an end some one of the bride's pirty says,
"
Come, shall we not make our bodies, which are now like

baskets set on the ground, like Palmyra palms ?
•"

(moaning,

shall we not assume the perpendicular.) The hint Is taken and

all stand up, and after mutual salutation the baridt (bridegroom's

part y) return to their camp under the tree on the outskirts of the

village.

After a little while the Jog Manjhi, carrying in his hand a

lota of water, goes to the encampment of the baridt and,

addressing them, says,
"
Come, let us gather pot herbs," the

meaning of which Is
"
Come, let us kill a goat for the pui-pose of
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cooking it.'*' The invitation thus brought to them by the Jog

Manjhi is accepted with alacrity, and headed by the Dom

mnsicians, they proceed in a body to the bride's house and sit

down in the mandwa. A goat is brought in and while the

Jog Maujhi holds it one of the bridegroom's party cuts off its

head with one stroke of a kapi or battleaxe. The fathers and

uncles of the bride and bridegroom then salute each other, and

afterwards show the same civility to all present. Liquor is

now brought and the bride's father pours out a libation to

Marang-buru and the last of the departed village chiefs, at the

same time praying that no harm may befall the newly married

couple, winding up his prayer as follows :
—" Then when they

come and go may they not stumble or trip, may they keep to

the right or left of loto thorns and karke thorns." Liquor is

then served all round with great liberality.

One of the bride's party addressing the go-between says,
" "What is there still to be attended to ?" Taking the hint the

go-between goes to the bridegroom's father who gives him five

rupees, and he holding the money in his fist salutes the company.

The go-between then says,
"
See, my mothers, what I have

brought in the basket." Three women take the pieces of cloth

out of the basket and measure them. They say they are not

of full length and do not meet their requirements. Much good-

natured chaff is indulged in, and joking and meniment are the

order of the day. A pot of handi, or rice beer, is brought from

the Manjhi's house and given to the baridt. One of the bride's

party reminds the go-between that there is a certain matter

w^hich has not been attended to, and he taking the hint goes
to the bridegroom's father who gives him a rupee which he

presents to the Jog Manjhi of the bride's village. Then some

time is spent in parabolic conversation and in propounding

conundrums, riddles, puzzles, etc., after which the haridt return

to their camp on the outskirts of the vlUage.

The go-between is sent for and informed that as all

requirements of custom and usage have been fully complied

with the time has arrived when they should be accorded
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I)ermission to return home, taking the bride with them. The

bri(le''s father is made acquainted with the wishes of the baridt

and he sends the Jog Manj
hi to their camp to invite them to

come for the parting ceremonies. The baridt accompany the

Jog Manjhi to the bride's house and begin to dance the Dom
dance in the mandwa. The bride and bridegroom are led by
the hand out into the street where all follow them. The whole

company of guests and relatives proceed to the head of the

village street where they halt. The men and women of the bride's

party range themselves in two rows, and the go-between leads

the baridt from one person to another announcing the new rela-

tionship and showing the proper method af salutation to which

each one is entitled. The fathers, mothers, aunts and uncles of

the newly married pair stand by themselves and salute each

other in the manner peculiar to their relationship. This over,

some one of the bride's friends says,
" Come baridt, let us make

this the shade of a matkom tree
"

(meaning, that as people sit

under the shade of a matkom tree, so they should do now) . In

accordance with the invitation all become seated. The bride's party

begin a conversation by saying, addressing the bridegroom's father^
" Do they not say that we are following in the way our fathers trod,

and do they not say that a certain Manjhi has chosen a pot out

of 12 kilns full, by tapping and sounding it? Now this article

has just now been made over by one man to another man, and

that man is now responsible for it. Should it become a thief, or

a prostitute, or become blind or lame the responsibility rests with

him. Do they not also say that owing to the virtue of the cow-

shed cattle increase, and from the virtue of the house come sons

and daughters-in-law ? We shall teach them to cook rice and

relish, to bring water and leaves, and fetch firewood, and should

they refuse to be taught, then let that person send a man, or a

walking stick to give us the information. Then shall wo not all

unite in instructing her ? And Sirs, a certain Santal has from to-

day sold, even to bones and ashes, but the blood of the head and
of the cars he has not sold, should blood be shed he will require
it at your hands." Much more of a like nature passes between
the parties before the final salutations take place.
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Five young men, brothers of the bride by preference, and two

elderly women accompany tlie bride. One of the men carries a

fo^, the iron bound end of which is covered, and one of the women
takes a mat with her. If the parties are well-to-do and can afiord

it, the young folks are borne in a ehaudal, or open palkij otherAvise

they go on foot. On reaching the entrance of the village street

the party halts and begins the Dom dance. The Jog iManjhi

brings drinking water and serves it out to the company. Th«;

bridegroom^s mother brings a vessel of water and some gnr or

raw sugar in a cup, and the mat, which one of the women has

brought, is spread on the ground and she seats herself on it. The

bridegroom sits in her lap and she puts a small quantity of gur in

his mouth and then gives him water to rinse his mouth with.

The bride then takes her place on her mother-in-law^s lap and is

treated in a like manner, A move is then made down the village

street, the Dom dance being danced the while. At each house

during their progress down the street the pair are fed with gur.

On arriving at the residence of the Manjhi a libation of water is

poured out to the last departed village chief, and he is solemnly

saluted. "When the round of the village has been made the party

gathers in the street opposite the door of the bridegroom^s house and

his younger sister brings water and washes his and his bride's feet.

The bridegroom's mother again feeds the pair with gitr, after

which she brings a brass plate on which are some pieces of dhubi

grass, a ball of dough, a few grains of rice, some semi-liquid turmer-

ic, oil and a todor, or iron wristlet, and the bride places beside these

things in the plate a small box containing sindUr and a comb which

she has brought with her from home. The bridegroom's mother

then makes certain passes over the couple with the brass plate and

its contents, and then dabs a little water in which flour has been

mixed on her daughter-in-law's forehead and she does the same to

her mother-in-law. Then the mother-in-law puts oil on the parting

of the girl's hair and combs it* Then she applies sindur all down

the parting of the hair. The bride then combs her mother-in-law's

hair and applies stndur to the parting of it. The same civilities are

observed between her and five of her husband's aunts, maternal
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and paternal. As was done at the bride^s house, so here again,

fire is brought and placed on the ground, and certain passes having
been made over it with the hand the vessel containing the fire is

broken bj one of the bride's brothers with the fo^ he brought

with him from home.

The company then adjourn to the mandwa, and under the

guidance of the bridegroom's eldest sister the couple go round

the centre post. They are then seated on a mat and anointed

with oil and turmeric by three unmarried girls, after which they

are conducted into the house and receive rice and milk and rice and

ffur. The young folks of the village begin the Dom dance under

the mandwa, and continue it till well on for daylight.

In the morning the bride's brothers, or those who act for the

nonce in that capacity, are given a light refreshment of parched

rice, and are also accorded the honour of cutting off the head

of a goat which will be cooked for the feast which is to follow.

The floor of the mandwa is swept and smeared with cowdung
and one of the bridegroom's sisters with water in which flour has

been mixed, draws figures on the ground, a representation of the

Kadam"^ tree, being a great favourite.

Then the bridegroom's mother comes out of the house carry-

ing a flat basket. She is followed by two aunts, one carrying

a lota of water and the other a small earthenware pot containing

rice which has been brought from the bride's house. All three

women have some rice in their lap. The Dom musicians are in

ihe comiyard beating iheir drums, and the women go dancing

into the mandwa, and five times make the circle of the centre

post, at the foot of which they shake the rice out of their laps

on to the ground. The other things they had in their hands are

placed in some convenient spot close by. A mat is spread over

the figures traced on the floor and the bride and bridegroom sit

on it. Passes are made over the earthenware pot, in which is the

lice brought from the bride's house, with a flat basket in which

arc some pieces of dhabi grass and some unhusked rice. The

(Ihuhi prass and rice are scattered on the ground behind the backs

*
Anthocejphalus Cadamhu, I3tli. & Hook, f .
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of the bride and bridegroom. The bridegroom's mother then witli

the basket makes certain passes over her son and daughter-in-law,

and puts a hasli, or neck ornament, on the latter. Aunts continue

the making of passes over the couple as long as there are any

entitled to perform the ceremonr.

Then the bridegroom^s youngest sister bathes the feet of her

eldest brother and his wife, and as she completes the operation on

the feet of the latter she seizes her tightly with both hands round

the ankles. The bystanders say to the bride's brothers,
"
See,

a crab has seized her, come to her rescue." The go-between gets

a sakom, or wrist ornament, from the brothers which he gives to

her who is acting the crab, and she then lets go her hold on the

ankle of her sister-in-law. The bride and bridegroom again re-

pair to the mandwa and go five times round the centre post, and

then seek to enter the house, but the girl who performed the feet

bathing and played the crab stands in the doorway and bars the

entrance. This is known as Sinduar, or the closed door, and is

thought to have some reference to the Sinduar and Bahiduar of

the Santal legend. The go-between again comes to the rescue

and gives her four pice, which the bride's brothers have again

supplied, and she stands aside and the couple enter the house.

In a minute or two the brideo:room^s mother emerges, carrvins

the aforesaid flat basket, and is followed by the two aunts, and

all go dancing into the mandwa, and having circled five times

round the centre post dance back again into the house.

The time has now arrived for the feast. The Jog Manjhi

having satisfied himself that the cooks have completed their

work says,
"
Come, let us now give the bride's brothers a feast."

They are conducted to the mandwa and when seated a leaf plate

and a leaf cup are placed in front of each. There are four

attendants, one to deal out the first supply of rice, another to

give the first helping of relish, a third to replenish the plates

with rice, and the fourth to perform the same service with the

relish. The relish is of goat's flesh cut up into small morsels

and cooked with spices in such a way as to have a considerable

amount of liquid in the mess. After these come all the othere
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in their turn, invited guests and fellow-villagers, men and

women, who all partake of the marriage feast. The coots

and others who have been responsible for its preparation are not

forgotten, a share of all that is going, both of food and liquor,

being given to them. The whole company are then treated

to handi, which they drink out of small leaf cups.

The next morning the bridegroom^s father accompanied by
the Manjhi and Paranik conducts the bride's brothers to where

his herd of cattle are feeding, and points out to them a bull-

calf, which it is customary for them to receive on such an

occasion. If it meets with their approval, one of them gives

it a slap on the back with his hand, which act is understood

to mean that the gift has been accepted. The Manjhi then

addresses them as follows :
—"Come, ye brothers of the bride,

will you not take the property away with you ?
''

They reply,
" Let it remain here for a day or two.'' Towhich is answered,
" Should it fall into a pit, or a ravine, be eaten by a jackal or

devoured by a leopard, be stolen or cribbed, it will be to the

loss of the bride's brothers." This over, the party returns to

the house of the bridegroom.

The next event is the washing of the hair of the bride

and bridegroom, which is done with a kind of soapy earth

known as narkan hasa, or hair cleansing earth. Water is

mixed with some of this narkan hasa and the bridegroom

plasters a little of it on his bride's forehead. This act is sym-
bolic of his having washed her hair. The bride then washes

his hair, using the narkan hasa as soap, and then bathes him

and anoints him with oil. The bathing is performed by pour-

ing water over the person. The bride is then bathed and

anointed with oil, by some of the women present, who also

pour water on her head. The bride then washes her husband's

feet, after which they salute each other. She then washes the

feet of the village chief and salutes him by bowing down before

him ; after him comes the Paranik, and then the naeke, whose

feet she washes and bows down before them. They return her

salute in the way peculiar to an elder acknowledging the salute
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of a younger person. These are followed by the bridegroom's

nneles, paternal and maternal, however many there may be

present, whose feet she washes and salutes as before, which

salute they duly acknowledge. Then the Manjhi era, or Manjhi's

wife, the Paranik era, or Paranik's wife, the naeke era, or naeke's

wife, and all the aunts present have their feet washed by her,

after which act she salutes them, and they acknowledge her

salute in a particular way. The bridegroom's eldest brother

now comes with his feet and legs swathed with straw ropes.

She removes these and bathes his feet after which she seizes

him firmly round the ankle with both hands. He offers her a

fruit of some sort to let him go, but this she scornfully rejects.

Her brothers remark that that is not sufficient inducement

to cause her to relax her hold. He then gives her a brass

wristlet or a sum of money, on recepit of which she releases

him. They then pour water over each other. The feet bathing

is continued till aU the brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law are

overtaken. She seizes each in turn firmly round the ankle and

holds on until she is bribed by a present to let go. This part

of the performance is the occasion of much merriment, all sorts

of worthless things being proffered her, but she is obdurate and

insists on getting something which is of value in her eyes, a

trinket or money pleases her best. It is now the bride's turn

to have her feet bathed. This is done by a sister-in-law, who
also plays the crab, and receives a present. The feet bathing
is brought to a conclusion by the bride and her sister-in-law

saluting each other.

The bride's brothers, the invited guests, and the people of

the village are then invited to enter the house and when

seated the bride and bridegroom serve out liquor all round.

When all have drunk the married couple are called and made

to sit in the centre of the group, and are addressed with

regard to the responsibilities of the new relationship into which

they have entered, and advice given as to the manner in which

they should comport themselves towards each other. To the

bridegroom they say,
"
Up till to-day you have been free to
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come and go. Wherever night overtook you^ there stayed still

morning. Now, wherever you go you must return home

at night. See we have bound a tofio* round your neck. Yon

must shake this totko and make it sound. And should the

Lagre or other dance be danced in the village^ go together^ and,

if it is dark, return home together. And if you are ill or

suffer pain tell each other about it. Help your wife to bring

firewood and leaves.t If you go to a hunt and get any fruit

eat half and take half home to your wife. If you get the flesh

of an animal eat one piece and wrap the other piece up in

leaves and carry it home to your wife. At all times tend and

help each other, do not be separated from each other.'''

After a brief interval the guests and others are invited to

partake of food. The bride serves out the rice and the

bridegroom the relish. The feast being over, the village

youth turn their attention to the briders brothers. They are

anointed with oil, their hair combed and dressed, and their

eyelids painted with aenom or lampblack. Then holding

each other's hands they go to the maudwa, where they dance

for a short time.

The time has now arrived for those who came with the

bride to return home. The bride salutes her brothers and the

two women who accompanied her, after which the two parties

salute each other, and the bride's friends set out for their home.

The bride follows them weeping and the girls of the village

follow her, persuading her to return saying,
"
They will return

in a few days. This is the lot of girls, what can you do ?"

The young men of the village pull down the mdndwa and

throw the centre post and twine into a tank. The young men

and women then engage in the Lagre dance, and after sunset

a quantity of liquor known as the sisir hancji or dew handi is

supplied to them. The name dew handi is given to this liquor

as those who drink it are out in the dew, or out till late when

dew falls. At supper time the dancers receive their share of rice

• A wooden bell tied round the neck of an animal given to straying,

t With which plates, cups, etc., for family use arc made. TLey aro brougbt

frcBh from the juDgle ercry moroing.
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and relish, but these are not served out to each, a large qiiantity

is given to them and they divide it among themselves. Supper

over, the festivities are at an end and all return to their respective

places of abode.

After a period of five days the go-between and two of the

bride's brothers go to the bridegroom's house. They are regaled

with liquor and a goat or pig is slaughtered in their honour.

Next day about noon they set out on their return home, taking

with them the bride and bridegroom and three of their friends.

On arrival at the bride's father's house the Jog Manjhi invites

the villagers to meet them and drink in their honour. The

invitation is accepted by all and a merry evening is spent.

The next day the bride and bridegroom are conducted home

again. The services of the Jog Manjhi are again in requisition

to invite the villagers to meet the pair and drink handi in their

honour.

The ceremonies and festivities connected with the marriage

o£ a Kirih bahu or Bought bride are now at an end.

TUNKI DiPIL Bapla.

Tuhki is a small bamboo basket with a contracted opening,

and dipil means to cany on the head ; bapla of course is marriage.

It is difficult to express the idea in English, but the marriage in.

which the tuhki is carried on the head, or the tunki-carried-on-

the-head-marriage may come as near as it is possible to do. It is

an incongruous idea, as the iuhki is small and only heavy articles

are carried on the head. The bridegroom does not go to fetch the

bride but she comes carrying all she has in a itthki on her head.

This is a regular marriage. It is only resorted to by the very

poor, and on that account there is no display connected with it,

and little in the way of feasting or drinking. The bridegroom
does not go to the bride's house to be married. A friend or two

of his go to the bride and fetch her to the bridegroom's house

where the sindur mark is made on her forehead. As much of the

ceremony detailed under the Kirin hahu marriage as is possible

in the circumstances is observed. There are no Dom musicians

present and only the Dom dance is indulged in.
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HiROM Chetan Bapla,

This is a marriage in which a man takes a second wife during

the lifetime of his first. Should the first wife be baiTCn, a second

is generally taken, and although a first wife may have children it

often happens that her husband gives her a co-wife. Santals have

a saying that if you wish to see quarrelling take a second wife.

If the man can afford it he gives each wife a house of her

own. Sometimes, however, they live together, and it is then

that discord reigns in the home. If the first wife remains with

her husband she continues mistress of the house.

If the proceedings are above board the services of a go-between
are secured, and he receives instructions as to who he is to look

out for, whether a widow or a spinster. If the bride is a spinster

he pays her father twelve rupees, and he is not required to give

any return presents to the bridegroom^s relatives. The bride is

shown by the bridegroom one half of his property, and if he

should at any time get tired of her and send her away she takes

that half of the property with her when she goes.

Sangha Bapla.

This is the form of marriage when aiwidower marries a widow

or a divorcee or when a divorce marries a widow or a divorced

woman.

When negotiations for a union of this sort" [are in progress

the woman is always referred to as a " felled ox " or a "
chipped

vessel."

A go-between is engaged by the would-be ibridegroom and

commissioned to look out for a suitable wife for him, a widow

without encumbrance or a divorcee. The go-between having
come to know of a suitable woman informs his principal who

directs him to sound her father on the subject. This he does in

Santal fashion by saying,
" If the pot-herbs of a certain person

are not being cooked, would you cook them for him ?
•'"' The

reply will most probably be,
"
Yes, if his pot-herbs are not being

cooked, why should not we cook them for him, who wishes his

pot-herbs cookqd? ^ The ^o-bctwccn gives the name and
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residence of his patron, and gives any information that may
be desired. As soon as convenient the woman's father, in what

to others would appear a most casual way, pays a visit to the

man's hoxise. No notice is taken by either of the proposed

marriage, they meet and part in a most distantly friendly way.
The woman's father has, however, seen sufficient to enable him
to form a fairly accurate opinion of the wealth or otherwise of

him who would be his son-in-law. Everything being considered

satisfactory the go-between is sent for and informed that there are

no objections to the marriage taking place. The go-between
then goes to the man who is in need of a "

chipped vessel
" and

makes his report, after which he goes to call the Manjhi, or

village chief, who when he comes enquires,
"
"Well, friend, why

have you brought me here ?
" He repKes,

" This man requested me
to get some one to cook his pot-herbs for him, and I have found

such a one, and you have been called to advise." After some

talk the day for the marriage is fixed and intimation sent to the

bride's father. On the morning of the marriage day some

friends of the bridegroom go to fetch the bride. The gifts

customary on such occasions are made. These are, one rupee as

the price of the bride and one cloth with red borders and ten

cubits long. When the bride and her escort arrive, the Manjhi
of the village, the Jog Manjhi and five or six men, and the same

number of elderly women are invited to the house to witness the

marriage ceremony. The bride and bridegroom are anointed with

oil and turmeric, and the old women anoint themselves. A
Dimbu* flower is then brought and the (man with his left hand

puts a sindur mark on it, and then, also with his left hand,
inserts it in the woman's back hair. This completes the marriage

ceremony. Liquor is not wanting as an aid to the proceedings.

Ghaedi Jawae Bapla.

This is considered a regular marriage, but as the initiative is

taken by the girl's father it is looked upon as less honourable

than that of the Kirin bahu, or Bought bride.

! Oc%mv,m Banlycum, xar, ihrytifioram, L,
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In the case of a family where there are only daughters, one

of them is generally married in this way, or where, for some

reason or another, a daughter has not been sought in marriage,

her father adopts this method of getting her settled in life.

A go-between is engaged to look out for a young man ta

whom the opportunity of obtaining a bride without cost to himself

is sufficient inducement to become the sought instead of being the

seeker. The go-between having found, as he thinks, a suitable

young man addresses him thus, "If any one were to offer to make

you a ghardi jawde,
''

or house husband,
" would you agree ?

"

"
Yes, if any one were to make me a house husband (or hou^e

son-in-law) I would accept the position.^'' The go-between reports

to the girl's father and between them a day is fixed for the

marriage. No invitations are issued in advance to friends or

relatives, all is done without ostentation, as being married in this

way is generally regarded as reflecting upon the personal charms

of the bride. On the day fixed the go-between goes to, the bride-

groom's employer and says,
" I wish to make this young man

a ghardi jawae, give him up.^^ The reply, under most circum-

stances, will be,
"
Very well, take him.'*'' The master, having so

far proved complacent, is requested, as a favour, to depute two or

three persons to accompany them to the bride's house. On

arrival there her father sends for the Manjhi and Jog Manjhi

and explains matters to them. The Jog Manjhi is sent to invite

the neighbours to grace the occasion with their presence. The

happy pair are anointed with oil and turmeric, after which the ,

ceremony known as sindi'adan, or marking of the bride with red

lead on her forehead by the bridegroom, is observed. The bride's

father is lavish with his liquor, and also provides a grand feast,

which comes off in the evening.

After the marriage ceremony has been duly observed the

bridegroom's sisters-in-law produce a block of wood full of knots

and twisted in the grain which they request him to split with an

axe which they provide him with. He may not succeed in doing

80, but it gives the girls and younger women a good opportunity

to make him the butt of their wit and sarcasm. A youth who
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has taken upon himself the responsibilities of a husband, must

show himself equal to, at least, supplying his wife with firewood,

without which she cannot cook the family pot-herbs.

The pair live there as members of the family, receiving food

and clothing in return for their labour, for a period of five years.

The wife is entitled to cei-tain perquisites which she carefully

collects and lays past, and in a well-to-do household these will,

in five years, be of considerable value. Having served his father-

in-law for the customary period the ghardi jawae receives a yoke
of bullocks, a cow and calf, a bundle of rice, a kudali and an

axe. With these and the woman^s gleanings the pair set up as

farmerSj in a small way on their own account.

Where there are only daughters in a family the parents would

be left helpless in their old age if they were all to marry and

leave them. In such cases one of the daughters is given a

ghardi jawae, or house son-in-law, who resides permanently in

the house of his father-in-law. An effort is sometimes made to

transfer the family land to him during the father-in-law's life-

time, but this in not always possible as the heir, or heirs, at

law can object to such a proceeding, as a female cannot inherit

immoveable property, and the owner can only under certain

circumstances alienate it. Be this as it may, the pair receive all

that can be given them during the lifetime of the woman's father,

and at his death are generally in fairly well-to-do circumstances.

Itut Bapla.

The meaning of itut is to mark an unmarried woman on the

forehead with red pigment, the marker to be a man. It is to

a man what the Intrusion marriage is to a woman. By means of

it a man can forcibly wed the woman of his choice. It is gene-

rally resorted to when there is no prospect of a regular marriage

being Impossible. Sometimes the girl also is in the secret but not

always. The place chosen by the man to carry out his design

may be a fair, or market, or where the girls of the village go to

draw water, or any other place which may offer the desired oppor-

tunity. The man comes prepared with a small quantity of red
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lead wrapped up in a leaf, and unless the girl and he have come

to an understanding surreptitiously plasters a little on her fore-

head, or on the parting of her hair in front. The girl on realiz-

ing what has been done to her hurries home weeping, and tells

her mother the name of the man who has thus forcibly wedded

her. Her father calls the villagers together and tells them the

story of the injury done to his daughter and names the man
who did it. He winds up his complaint by saying,

" Come let

us be revenged.'''' A large party having been organized, they set

out so as to arrive at the man's village sometime during the

night and lie in ambush till the village cattle are turned out in

the early morning to graze. They then seize a yoke of good
oxen and kill two big fat goats. One goat they give to the

Man] hi of the raided village and the other they carry home with

them.

They go to the house of the man's father and demand that he

be delivered over to them. They are frenzied and excited and

threaten if they find him to cut off one of his hands, to gouge
out his eyes, to bind him hand and foot and cudgel him. He is,

however, not to be found, as he no doubt fully expected such

a visit, and has kept out of the way. Not finding the object of

their search they give vent to their rage by an onslaught on the

household utensils of his father. They enter the house, break the

fireplace to pieces, and smash the water-pots, cooking pots and all

other earthenware articles that the house contains. They then

go home taking with them the two oxen and the carcase of the

goat.

Should the matter be amicably arranged between the parents

of the couple a regular marriage is the result, and the presents

usual to the occasion are not overlooked.

Should no such arrangement bo possible the girl remains with

her father and should she be married it cannot be as a spinster,

it must be as a divorced woman.

Apanqir Bapla.

The Apdhgir marriage is an elopement pure and simple, gene-

rally the result of mutual attachment. This and the Intrusion
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marriage are the only means by which Santal lovers may become

united when they choose their partners for themselves. A pair

who have decided to elope make such provision for this crisis

in their lives as their resources^ which are usually extremely

limited, will admit of. They leave their homes ostensibly to

accompany a village party to a fair, or other place of amuse-

ment, and finding a suitable opportunity, either on the way to,

or at the fair, they slip away and go their own road. They may
settle down in the part of the country they go to, and if so good
and well, they are married persons and their children are legiti-

mate. Oftener, however, after having come to the end of their

resources they return to their village and, separating, go each

to his and her own home. Little will be said to them, and if

there be no impediment steps will be taken to have them legally

married. The man^s father explains matters to the Jog Manjhi
who assembles the villagers saying,

" The fig eaters have return-

ed, come let us perform the legalizing ceremony.^'' The name
"

fig eaters
"

applied to the pair suggests that they may have

spent the time they were absent in the forest where they subsist-

ed on wild figs.

The man^s father provides a feast and pays one rupee, and

the woman's father also gives a feast.

No presents j»ss between the parties.

GOLAT BaPLA.

The Goldi hapld is a regular marriage, but instead of a bride

being bought an exchange is made.

A man who has a son and a daughter of marriageable age
and who is not in a position to pay the fon or price for a wife

for his son calls in a go-between and commissions him to look

out for a family in a like position, so that they may exchange

daughters for wives to their sons. In such cases the sister must

be younger than her brother, otherwise a marriage of this sort

cannot take place. As there is a fair exchange of one daughter
for another there is no pon. or compulsory giving of presents.

In other respects the marriage ceremonies are the same as those
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in a Kirih bdhu marriage. It is a matter of arrangement as to

whose daughter is married first. Both marriages take place with

as little interval between them as is convenient to the parties

concerned.

Jawaeye Kieinok Bapla.

There are two forms of marriage arising out of a like circum-

stance, that is to say, where an unmarried woman has had a

liaison with and become pregnant by an unmarried man. If the

parties belong to septs that may intermarry one procedure is

followed, and if they belong to the same sept or are nearly related

on the side of the woman''s mother, though of a different sept,

and are, therefore, within the prohibited degrees of consanguinity,

another is observed.

Owing to the conditions which prevail in Santal village life

pregnancy is detected at a comparatively early stage and is

brought to the notice of the Jog Manjhi who calls the men of

the village together under the presidency of the village chief.

The Jog Manjhi opens proceedings by informing the assembly
of what has come to his knowledge. An enquiry is held and if

the allegations of the woman are proved and the paternity of the

unborn child ascertained, the relationship of the parties decides

the further development of the case.

In all cases coming under this head it is the father of the

man who is dealt with and who is held to be responsible. The

reason being that only the head of the house has control over

the property of the family. So long as the family remains

united, that is until the family land, goods and chattels, etc.,

are divided among those who are entitled to participate, even

grown-up sons have nothing that they can call their own.

There is a common purse and the father only has control over it.

Supposing a legal marriage possible and the patcrniiy of the

child fixed upon a certain person, the father of that person is

seized and compelled to sit for some time exposed to the direct

rays of the sun. Then he is bound, his clothes stripped;off.

Water is then dashed on him, and he is fanned. The fanning

induces extreme cold and the victim shivers violently. A heavy
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log of wood is then placed on the top of him so that he is

nnable to stir, "While he is in this condition the Manjhij or

village chief, orders the Jog Manjhi to conduct the \yoman to

the man's house. The Jog Manjhi accompanied by the woman

goes to the man's house and addresses his mother as follows :—
" "We have brought you this bride, give her room in your house/'

She does not, however, tamely submit to have a daughter-in-law

foisted on her in this fashion, and begins to vilify her, calling

her all the bad names which the Santal vocabulary, which is not

a large one in such terms, admits of. The girl, baited beyond

endurance, accuses the mother of not having looked sufficiently

well after her son, of having allowed him to be out at night, and

she further lays the blame on the man for the persistent atten-

tion which he paid to Iher. All the while the Jog Manjhi has

been patiently waiting, and after this ebullition of temper has

spent itself he says,
"
Come, take her In and give her a place to sleep

in." She is then conducted by the Jog Manjhi, in the presence of

witnesses, inside the house and left there. The Jog Manjhi then

re< urns to where the villagers are assembled and reports that the

woman has been duly installed as daughter-in-law of the house.

The attention of the company is then given to the man under the

log. The Jog Manjhi, who is spokesman for the occasion,

addressing him says,
" Give us what is our due. "We will not

let you off. Give us seven rupees as /?ow, or price of the brid^

and money and rice sufficient for a feast. We will not give

you your liberty until you comply." There is no help for it, he

is compelled to agree and give all that is demanded. He is

then liberated. The woman's father does not get the seven

rupees which are paidasjso/z, it is spent in liquor and a feast

for the village elders. Although the bride has been so uncere-

moniously brought home, the marriage, for such it is. Is generally

as happy as if it had been accompanied with all the pomp and

ritual of a Bought-bride marriage.

In cases where the parties may not be legally married, for

the reason given above, the procedure is more complicated.

The paternity of the unborn child being reasonably established
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and the relationship between the man and women not admitting

of their being married, the village chief addressing the assembled

village elders says,
" This matter cannot be settled by me.

Give information of it to the Pargana and Des Manjhi, And

from to-day let no one eat or drink in this man^s house, let no

one smoke or chew tobacco with them, and should relatives

come to visit them, forbid them also having any intercourse

with them/^

On a day fixed by consultation with those interested the

Pargana, Des Manjhis and Manjhis from the surrounding villages

meet to effect a settlement. The Pargana addressing the fathers

of the delinquents says,
" Your son and daughter have been

found guilty. Have you anything to say ?
"

They will most

probably reply,
" What can we say now that the thing has

happened ?
'' The Pargana then says,

" I fine you a hundred

rupees and a hundred plates of food and if you do not give

them I shall have you outcasted at the annual hunt, and fix

a flag before the door of each of jovl." (The flag is a leaf plate

from which food has been eaten.) If they are wealthy men

they pay at once, otherwise they beg to be let off a part, which

is usually acceded to, and the fine fixed at a sum that they can

pay. Should one or both refuse to pay up they are proclaimed

at the first annual hunt following, and are formally deprived

of all the privileges which as members of the Santal tribe they

had hitherto enjoyed.

Meetings of this sort are held in the open air at some little

distance from the village and with the money received as fines

a feast is prepared. When the viands are ready to be served out

the Pargana smears a small space of ground with cowdung
and water, and on the place thus prepared a leaf plate of rice,

a leaf cup containing a relish of flesh meat cooked with spices,

a lota and a brass plate on which are five rupees, are set before

him. The Pargana then offers a portion of the food to Sin-

bonga, or the sun, and addresses him as follows :—" I salute

thee, Oh I Sun of the sky. Behold, the son of such a one

(giving the name), and the daughter of such a one (also giving
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the name), having been fo\ind guilty of incest we are by this

feast re-admitting them into caste/' What remains of the

food after the offering has been made is not eaten, but throwa

away. The lota, brass plate and money are appropriated by the

Pargana.

The foregoing has had reference only to the position of the

parties and their relatives with regard to tribal customs, and

what follows is designed as repai-ation to the yet unborn child,

so that it may not come into the world with the stigma of illegiti-

macy on it. This is effected by some one being bribed to take

the woman as his wife and assume the paternity of the child. This

form of marriage is called Jawaeye kirihok bapld, or the buying

of a husband. If possible, the choice of one to become the

woman's husband and stand sponsor for the child falls upon

her brother-in-law. An elder sister seldom raises any objection

to having a younger sister as a CO-wife, so that this is in every

way the best solution of the matter. The man's father is mulcted

in a yoke of oxen, a cow with a calf at foot, a quantity of

unhusked rice, a kudali or digging implement, and an axe, all

of which are made over to the bridegroom, who is addressed by

the Pargana as follows :
—

"
Young man, we have caused all this property to be given

to you. You will shave your head." The shaving of the head

refers to the ceremony which is observed by a father when a

child is born, and is equivalent to acknowledging its paternity.

The families of the man and woman unite in giving a feast

and the fathers serve out the food. After the lords of creation

have had their wants supplied the women and children are

feasted. The Manjhi's wife receives a present of three rupees,

which are presented to her on a leaf plate. If this money be

not given to her she refuses to partake of food, and as to allow

her to leave without joining in the feast would be a disgrace,

she is always certain to be given this her perquisite.

The Bdpla bhdj, or marriage feast over, the assembly breaks

up, leaving all parties in good standing with their fellows.
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NlRBOLOK BapLA.

The English tranBlation of the above is as near as possible
" The Intrusion Marriage/^ It consists in a young unmarried

woman intruding herself into the house of the parents of a

young man upon whom she has set her affections, or with whom
there may have been love passages, and he has ceased showino-

her attention. Being hurt at the treatment she has been subject-
ed to she resolves to venture on the Intrusion marriage, and thus

assert what she regards as her right. It is always Leap year in

Santalia and a Santal maiden need never pine away in sino-le

blessedness or sigh her heart out for the man she loves. She
has the privilege of choosing a husband for herself, and there is

no escape for him by paying a forfeit.

A^young woman having decided upon a NirhoJoJt marriage
takes a few of her companions into her confidence and informs

them of her design, and looks to them for their countenance

and assistance. She prepares a large pot of handi or beer, and

carrying it poised on her head goes straight into the inmost

apartment and having disposed of her pot of liquor sits down

to await events. She has, of course, chosen her time so that

there is no one to oppose her entering. The action has been

performed in daylight before witnesses and it soon spreads that

Buch a woman'has gone into such a man's house. The man's

mother, when she hears of it, is greatly incensed, but by the

unwritten law governing such cases she is precluded from ejecting

her from her house by force. If she can by hook or by crook

prevail upon her to come out herself she is at liberty to do so.

Of course, a small crowd soon assembles in the coui-tyard, some

of whom sympatlxize with the inti-uder, and others take the

part of the man against her. The mother, however, sets to work

resolutely to do her level best to drive her out. She carefully

closes up all apertures by which air can enter and then flings

a largo handful of pepper into the fire, and shutting the door

anxiously awaits the result of her strategy. A Santal house is

generally divided into two apartments by a partition wall about

five feet high, so that there is no obstruction to tho fumes of
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the burning pepper pervading every comer of it. The crowd in

the courtyard are speculating as to whether she will be able to

hold out or not^ and the mother is scolding in her shrillest tones.

When a considerable time has elapsed the spectators begin to

wge the irate dame to open the door, as the fxmies of the burning

pepper must have in a large measure become innocuous. She,

thus counselled, opens the door and the girl is brought out into

the fresh air, where she rapidly throws off the effects of the

burning pepper. By the time she has recovered her breath her

mother-in-law,
—for they now stand in the relation to each other

of mother-in-law and daughter-in-law,
—

appears with a quantity

oijanhe* with which she has mixed some oiL This she puts

in the dhinki or large mortar and orders her daughter-in-law

to pound it into flour. This, of course, owing to the presence of

the oil is impossible, but a brave attempt is made and continued

till the bystanders begin to indulge in uncomplimentary remarks

directed against the older woman, and she feeling the force of

them, or being ashamed to longer indulge her spite brings the

exhibition to a close. She accepts the position and, as the story

books say, all live happily together.

No price is paid for an Intrusion bride and there are no

compulsory presents.

• Uabusked grain of Fas'j^alum icrohiculatum.



17"I,—The History of Orissa in the Seven-
teenth Century, reconstructed

from Persian Sources.

IL—By Jadunath Sarkar, M A-

[Continued from issue of June 1916^ pages 152-~1G5.)

Section 10,—Revjnuj Collection.

After taking eflective possession of the province and

restoring order in this way, Khan-i-Dauran, early in 1662, sent

five elej)hants as his present to the Emperor on the occasion of

the marriage of two of his (the Khan''s) sons, together with two

other elephants presented by the Sultan of Gclkonda. {Muraqaf,

page 53.) These, as we know from the oiScial history [Alamgir-

namaJt, 751), reached the Court at the end of May. The forests of

Telingana/^immediately west of Orissa and lying in the Golkonda

territory, were famous for elephants, and these animals formed

the usual present from the governors of Orissa to the Padishah.

In May 1628 Shah Jahan received five elephants from Baqar

Khan and in Sej^tember 1636 eight others from Mutaqad Khan.

(Abdul Hamid's Padishahnamah, I.A. 201 and I.B. 216.)

Elephants, however, were occasional presents. The normal

revenue also began to be sent to the Imperial Court regularly

from this time. Having
"
punished all the usurpers, oppressors,

and lawless men of the province, and made them obedient/'

Khan-i-Dauran could report to the Emperor/
'' the revenue is

being collected by our officers"; and, as a proof of it, heat

once transmitted to the exchequer at Delhi *' the accumulated

revenue of 15 lakhs of rupees, kept at Katakand the parganas,

together with seven pieces of clolh {parchah), one piece of scarlet
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cloth, and two caskets of Ckhdni decorated in the Dutch style."

These were escorted hy his own men as far as Kajmahal,*

whence they were to be sent to Court with the revenue ol

Bengal. (J/iira^f?^, pageoO.)

He next devoted himself to realizing the portion of the

Golkonda tribute which "
appertained to the province of Orissa,""

being p.iid from the Golkonda district of Chicacole. This

money had naturally remained unpaid during the civil war

between Aurangzib and his brothers. Its exact amount was

also in dispute. The Qutbshahi agent at Chicacole (Haidar

Khan) asserted that he had paid the fixed sums of Rs. 12,000

and Rs. 1,000 during every year of Shuja's vieeroyalty. But.

the papers sent from Delhi put the tribute at Es. 20,000 a year.

Khan-i-Dauran succeeded in collecting lis. 80,000 out of the

arrears under this head, and sent an agent to Chicacole to dun.

for the balance. (Page 51.)

Evidently all the financial records of Shuja's time had been

lost or destroyed by dishonest officers (page Gt)), and thfs

produced uncertainty about other imperial dues also. For

example, the Emperor knew the tribute of the zamindars of

Saranghara to be Rs. 8,000 a year, but could not say what

additional sum they used to pay as succession fee. Khan-i-

Dauran wrote in reply,
" I find from the old records of

the suhuh that they used to pay Rs. 10,000 as succession

fee, but then their annual tribute was nothing like what your

Majesty represents it. They used to pay something as na-zar

at intervals of two or three years [but no regular tribute]. I

have now laid on Purushottam Dev Rs. 10,000 as fee for

succeeding his brother [in the zamindari],^ which has been fully

realized.'
'

(Page 61.)

Severe measures had to be taken with the revenue collectors

and zamindars lest they should defraud the Government of its

dues. Khan-i-Dauran writes thus to Muhammad Jan, a
former diwan of the province, whom he had appointed (page 19(5)

land-steward or factor [sdhib-i-ihtamdm) for his fiefs from

•
Later, the Oriesa revenue used to be deliyered to tbe £aujdar of BurdwaQ

for tranemigtion to Court. (Page 189.)
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Bhadrak to the southern limit of Orissa :
—" Balabhadra and

Brajanath qanungos, who have been released from prison, and

Pai-amananda, the zamindar of Eahmachnan (?), are sent to yon
in chains under a bailiff {sazawal) as asked for by you....If

you fear that before my arrival near Katak the zamindars will

carry off the crops, then write urging the amils to collect the

dues and attach the standing crops. Appoint men to guard
the grain.''' (Pages 163, 164.) And, again, to Man Singh,
the faujdar of Remuna :

—" Send select men to hasten the

gathering in and guarding of the crops and the collection of

the Government dues... Send them quickly that the revenue

(i.e., Government share) of the autumn harvest may not be

removed.'' (Page 182.)

The inference naturally suggested by the above passages,

namely, that in Mughal times the revenue of Orissa was collected

in the form of rice, is definitely supported by a letter from Murehid

Quli Khan to Aurangzib written about 1704 :

" The revenue-

collection of Orissa depends on the autumn harvest, which has

to be kept stored for a long time, and, in spite of all my devices,

cannot be sold." To this the Emperor replied,
" I have heard

that traders take the crop and in return for it they bring from

the ports whatsoever is in demand." (Inayctullah's Ahkam-i-

Alamgiri, Rampur MS., 2193.) Khan-i-Dauran says the

same thing,—" In this country the realization of the land-

revenue of the whole year depends on the three months of

autumn." (Page 65.)
" As for the tnalangi boats for loading

rice in, they have not been procured owing to the bad conduct

of the darogha of the port. Get boats from the zamindars of

the mahal, and send the rice to the port to be shipped in the

sailing season." (Page 165, see also page 146.)

Some incidental light is thrown on the State purchase of local

industries. Khan-i-Dauran writes to Muhammad Jan,
" The

officers of the Imperial Government have reported that 210

iudi of cloth, of the aahan, harbarahy do-suti and tkati

varieties, 20,000 maunds of rice, 300 mauuds of mustard oil

(' yellow oil '), 200 mauud* of scsamum, 100 maunds olgalmosafr
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are required for provisioning the shipa [of the State]. According

to the schedule attached to this letter, urge th3 officers of Jajpur,

Bhadrak and other mahals in your faujdari to get them ready

quickly and send them before the sailing season to the port of

Baleshwar to Muhammad Baqar, the darogha of ship construe*

tion.'"' [This is evidently a reference to Shaista Khan^s vigorous

naval construction programme with a view to his conquest of

Chittagong in 1665.''^] "The price of these things will be

deducted from the amounts due from the amlas."

" The amlas should advance to the weavers, artisans, oil

vendors, etc., money for the things ordered. First, settle the price

with the help of brokers. Then, take bonds with the attestation

of the brokers for the delivery of the goods in time. Send the

do-suii before the other articles to the darogha that he may
make sails with them. All the kaldpatis and najdrs,

—master

craftsmen and blacksmiths,
—

living at the port of Harishpur

and other places, should be won over and sent t<i Baleshwar, to

engage in shipbuilding [for the Government] there. Dated

2Sth December, 1664.'^ (Pp. 173—175.)

We also learn that
" Rs. 39,000 was due from the chaudhnri

and qanungo of Chakla Medinipur, on account of the taqdvvi

loan and pottan to the peasants.^^ (Page 180.) A much larger

amount must have been granted by the State for this purpose.

Section 11.—Comparative Revenue Retdrxs.

No useful or very reliable return of the total revenue of

Orissa during the seventeenth century can be constracted, first be-

cause the area under imperial rule varied considerably from time to

time, and, secondly, because the Persian statistical books {Dasfur"

-ul-aml) now extant are very badly written and occasionally drop
certain figures out of a sum and thus give palpably wrbno-

amounts. In these MSS. arithmetical figures are not represented

by the Arabic numerals (as in all modem countries), nor by
letters of the alphabet (as in the Roman system of notation and

* 893 J.A,S.B., I90r, p. 406, and my Eisfory of Aurdngiib, III., 231.
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the Arabic abjdd), but by raqaim or groups of symbolic marks

suggestive of Chinese writing. The slightest carelessness or

indistinctness in writing these raquim may turn 20 into 2^0U0.

The following comparative study of the revenue of Mughal
Orissa at different periods is placed before the reader with the

warnings that {a) the area assessed wus not always the Fame, {b)

these figures give only the standard or paper assessment, whiJb

the actual collection fluctnated from year to year and was always

short of these amounts, and (c) some of the figures quoted below

are probably unreliable or incorrectly transcribed in the Persian

MSS.—

Revenue of Oriisa,

1594 A.D. RS. 31,43,316. (AJn-i-Akbarn' '
Mi, 14 .'-144

'

,„ -r^ ^n r.r, r\r\r. (Abdul Ilaini i's

1648 „ RS. 50,00,000 Pad.shahn.iiiah>

ii, 711

1654 „ Rs. 50,39,500
<

^ft"'-;^/i^"l,'' * ' used by Tbomas^

166a „ Rs. 72,70,000 (Bemicr, 457 )

. 1690 „ Rs. 35,70,500 ^S^ffW
f.5, b)

C 1695-1700 Rs. 43,31,025 .(Dastur-ul-aml

used by Thomas)

e 1695 A.D. Rs. 1,01,02,625 (

Kbnia.at-nt-

e 1697-1707 Rs. 57,07,500 (Manucd. n. 4i4>

1707 A.D. Rs. 35,70,500 (Ramusio)

1707 „ Rs. 35,70,275
» eiiTandas, in India Office HS.

Tieffenthaler, Rs. 35,70,525.

It will be seen that the 5th, 9th, 10th and 11th of the above

figures are all 'derived from the same source, viz., an official re-

turn. The amount mentioned in the Khulasat-ut-iaworikh* is

clearly wrong. The rather high figures given by Bernier and

!Manucci are not necessarily incorrect, but may be due to the

efficient administration of Khan-i-Dauran and Murshid Quli

Khan respectively.

• For the Khulasat, soe my India of AurdngHb : Statistics, Topographif
and Roitdx, x\r, Iviii, 47, 18,
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Section 12.—The Diwaxs and Theie Method of Retextie

Administration.

Ziit of Diwdns of Orissa.

Mian Muliammad Jan, ?—1657 ; dismissed, lired at Balesh-

war, afterwards (1661) appointed land-agent of the

Subahdar, Khan-i-Dauran.

Mir Ismail, ?—October 1660.

Mirza Ibrahim, Bakhshi, officiates as diwan also, October

1660—March 1661, dismissed.

Muhammad Hashim, March 1661—e. 1663, dismissed.

Muhammad Tahir, died in the province.

Muhammad Taqi, c. October 1664—1665 ?

Khwajah Muhammad Mumin, c. 1665— ?

Owing to the political disturbances through which the pro-

vince had passed at the end of Shah Jahan^s reign, the loss of

financial papers, and the appointment of an almost entirely new

staff of officials, the revenue department was in a very unsatis-

factory and confused condition during the first few years of

Aurangzib^s reign. Some of the provincial diwans seem to have

been inefficient, slack or dishonest ; otherwise we cannot account

for their rapid succession and frequent dismissal. A permanent

diwan arrived in March 1661 in the person of Muhammad
Hashim. This man set to work with the proverbial energy of

a new broom. Proud of having been appointed from the Court

by the officiating Imperial Chancellor (Raja Raghunath Khatri)

and no doubt charged with a mission to reform the administra-

tion of the department and realize the State dues fully, he

reached the province with a contempt for his predecessors in

office and a deep-rooted suspicion that the Subahdar had been

robbing the State in collusion with the local diwans.

Muhammad Hashim, diwan, started by rudely quarrelling

with Khan-i-Dauran. The Subahdar wrote to him on 1st July,

1661, "Your predecessors were Muhammad Jan and Mir Ismail.

You have called for their papers. What objection can I possibly

have to giving them to you ? Muhammad Jan gave up his
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office long ago, and ha-? since then been living at Jajpur on

account of ill-health. You complain that Mir Ibrahim, Bakhshi,

has usurped and appropriated to himself some villages in the

pargana of Sarsatibisi. What his agents have collected from

that pargana will be paid into the imperial treasury. You
write that the amil of pargana' Karmul has misappropriated

some money collected in that mahal. I order an inquiry to be

made, and in case the allegation is found true, the man will be

beaten to make him disgorge the money/^ (Pp. 141, 142, see

also 142—145.)
The new diwan seems to have set himself n-p as a centre of

defiance to the provincial governor's authority, and introduced

confusion into the executive government. As Khan-i-Dauran

wrote to him,
" You have summoned the employes of the Mint

to Hariharpur. Have you received any order from the Emperor
to set up a Mint there ? If not, send the men immediately back

to Katak to do their former work.-" [Then follows a censure of

the diwan's conduct.]
" The men of the imperial artillery, starving

through non-payment of their salary, have come away from

the outposts where they were stationed. You should come here

quickly and grant them ian (cash pay) according to the regula-

tions.'' (Pp. 146, 147.) We learn a little later that their pay had

been stopped on the plea of checking the accounts !

Even in the department of revenue collection, the inconsider-

ate and capricious methods cf Muhammad 11 ti shim spelt ruin

to the imperial administration. As Khan-i-Daurau wrote to

Aurangzib :
—•

"Themahals of crownland [khaUa) have been reduced to

desolation and their affairs have fallen into confusion,

by reason of the harsh assessment {tashkhts) of an

unsuitable amount of revenue and the neglect of atten-

tion to details by Muhammad Hashim, the diwan. The

villages have been ruined by his harsh exactions. Ho
used to transact business in this way : when a candi-

date for revenue-collectorship {krori) accepted^,the'post,

Hashim Khan used to impose on him the (paper)
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assessment of the pargana and send him there, before he

could learn about the (actual) yield of the place. After

a short time, another man was secured for the same post,

and Hashim Khan, taking money for himself from this

man, dismissed the former collector, appointed the second

man and made him promise in writing to pay a larger

revenue than the first krori had engaged for. After a

little more, a third man appeared, offering a still higher
sum to the State, and he was sent as collector to the

pargana, on his giving a bribe to Hashim Khan and

signing a bond {muchalka) for the payment of a larger

revenue ! The Khan never informed the zamindars,

headmen [chaudhuris] and ryots about this assessment

(Jamd-bandi), but kept them full of anxiety and distrac-

tion as to the State demand. He has thus increased

the revenue [on paper] twofold in some places and three-

fold in others, while the ryots, unable to pay, have fled

[from their homes] and the villages have turned into a

wilderness.. ..When Muhammad Hashim arrived in per-

son to make a settlement [band-o-hast) , the ryots, already

brought to death^s door by his oppression and harsh

exactions, [mostly] fled on hearing the news of it.

Some of them, unable to pay the demand, have died under

blows ; most others are in prison. It is impossible for me
to report [fully] the grievances of the ryots, who, having
sold their wives |and children, have barely succeeded

in keeping body and soul together.-" (Pages 63, 64.)

As Muhammad Hashim refused to follow the advice of Khan-
i-Dauran and reform his ways, the latter wrote to the Imperial
Chancellor to remove him and appoint another diwdn (page 63).

This was done, either late in 1662 or early in 1663 (as Raja
Kaghuuath, to whom the Governor's letter was addressed, died
on Snd June, 16(33).

Section 13.—Islam ix Oeissa.

The pro-Islamic ordinances issued by Aurangzib early in hii

reign and described in my Ilistor^ of Aurangzib, Volume III,
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pages 89—106, were enforced in Orlssa also. On page 203 of the

Muraqat-i-Rassan is given the text of the proclamation by which
"

t\xe faiijddrs, thandddrs, gumashtahs oi jagirddrs,amils, krons.

ferrymen, road-guards, ehau,d/iuris, qatiungos and zamimldrs, of

the entire subcth of Orissa
'"'

are told that His Majesty the Em-

peror had abolished the duty on '' the commodities mentioned in

the following schedule,^'' for the good of his subjects, and that

these officers should abstain from levying the taxes and should

keep the roads open for the transit of goods, on pain of imperial

displeasure and chastisement. Tiie schedule is not given in ray

MS., but we knovv from other sources what the abolished duties

were. (See page 80 of my Historj/ of Aiirdngzib, Vol. III.)

The beginning of Aurangzib's reign saw the stiict restora-

tion of the offices of Canon Liw Judge {qazi) and Censor of

Public Morals {mahtasib) enjoined by Islamic rule and precedent,

in every province and important town. Shaikh Junaid was

appointed muJitauh of Kitak, and his duties are described on

page 193. (See also Histori/ of Aurdngzib, III, 93, 9i.) Of the

q^izis of Katak we flad two nim3S : RahmituUah, who was dis-

missed for misconduct and violation of canon law, and Sayyid

Muhammad Ghaus, who succeeded him both as q^azi and mir-i-

adil, on a siliry of Rs. 4 daily, in 1665. (Pages 192—195

and 125.)

At the end of thelsixteeufch century, Orissa, like many other

parts of Eastern India, was notorious for the castration of children

and their sale as eunuchs by their mercenary parents. (Jarrett's

Ain-i-Akbari) 11,126.) In 1663 Aurangzib issaed a general order

forbidding this wicked pra3tice througlioufc his empire. [Masir-

i-Alamgiri, 75.) Even some years earlier he had made the Im-

perial Chancellor, Raja Righunath Khatri, write to the Governor

Khan-i-Dauran, a "
letter by order

"
telling him that in Orissa

many people used to castrate their sons, that Shuja had forbid-

den it during his viceroyalty, and that the subdhddr should put

a stop to the practice immediately on the receipt of this imperial

order. Khan-i-Dauran replied,
"

I have made careful inquiries,

but found no trace of this practice. They say that it has never
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been done in this province from ancient times to this/^ (Pages

75, 76.)

The Muhammadan rulers of India used to make grants of

rent-free land to the holy men and scholars of their faith as
"
help

to subsistence
''

[madad-i-mash] . Several instances of this system

are given in the Uuraqai.
" Shaikh Abul Khair lives like a

darvish in a monastery in the village of Qutbpur in sarkar Goal-

par. For the last 24 years he has been enjoying as his madad-i-

mash a village named Darbast-Jasra in pargana Kasijurah in

that aarkdr, in accordance with the sanads of former governors.

The papers sent by the Khan-i-Khanan (i.e., Mir Jumla) to the

diwan of this siibah show the village as resumed to the State.

Please move the Emperor to restore this faqir's grant.
''

(Khan-

i-Dauran to the Imperial Chancellor, pages 78, 79.)
" Shaikh

Bar-khurdar, a member of the Naqshbandi order and a holy

monk of Katak, enjoys as his madad-i-mash a village yielding

Rs. 317 a year, named Nur-tank in pargana Karmul, in sarkar

Katak. I recommend for him the additional grant of one Rupee

daily from the income of the <;^a^M^ra of the mir-i-bahar (admiral

or ghat officer) of Katak.^"" (Khan-i-Dauran to the Chief Sadar of

the empire, page 124.) We also have a parwdnaJi, dated 13th

December 16G5, conferring a madad-i-mash village in pargana

Baqarabad, sarkar Katak, on Hakim Muhammad Rafi. (Page

200.)

The Mnrdqat also throws light on Aurangzib^s policy of

temple-destruction. On page 172 the governor wiites to his

agent Muhammad Jan :

" The destruction of the temple of

Kendrapara and the building of a mosque there has greatly

pleased me,''^ Page 202 gives the following general order for the

demolition of Hindu places of worship :

"To allfanjddrs, thdndddrs, mutasaddis, agents oi jdgirddrs,

kroris, SLnd d/nlds ii-ora. Katak to Medinipur on the frontier of

Orissa. The imperial Paymaster Asad Khan has sent a letter

written by order of the Emperor, to say that the Emperor,

learning from the news-letters of the province of Orissa that at

the village of Tilkud in Medinipur a temple has been [newly]
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built, has issued his august mandate for its destruction and the

destruction of all temples built anywhere in this province by
the... infidels. Therefore, you are commanded with extreme

urgency that immediately on the receipt of this letter you should

destroy the above-mentioned temples. Every idol-house built

during the last 10 or 12 years, whether with brick or clay,

should be demolished without delay. Also, do not allow the...

Hindus and...infidels to repair their old temples. Reports of the

destruction of temples should be sent to the Court under the

seal of the qazis and attested by pious Shaikhs.''

Section 14.—Topographical Notes.

The following faujdaris or subdivisions, each under

a fanjdclr, are incidentally mentioned in the Muraqai :
—

1. Chakla Medinipur, from Medinipur to Narayangarh,
(Pp. 38, 188.)

2. Hemuna, on the frontier of Mayurbhanj. (Pp. 181,

109.) Five miles north-west of Balasore.

3. Katak. (Pp. 137.)

4. Pij)li Niur, beyond the Katjhuri river. (Pp. 52.) Twenty-

two miles due north of Puri.

5. Padishahnagar, beyond the Katjhuri river. (Pp. 53.)

6. Pachhera (Pp. 63.) Panchira, west of the Baitarani,

24 miles west of Bhadrak and 3 miles west of Killah Amboh,

7. Sarang-garh and Sandhahpur [' Sarangerh and Santrapur"*

of Stirling, page 49.] (Page 82.)

8. Talmal. (Pp. 145,154,163.)

9. Malud,
'* on the frontier facing the Deccan.'' (Pp.81,

158, 160, 162.) South of Lake Chilka, 19'33N. 85-19E.

All the above are mentioned by Stirling (48, 49) as Mughal

thanahs, with the exception of Tadiahdhnagar, the nearest

approach to which in Stirling's list is Alemghir Shirgerh.

Wo also learn that Soroh was on the frontier of Bhadrak

and Lakhanpur on that of Kconjbur {Muraqai, pp. 41, 59.)

As for KhaliJcot (this Journal, page 156) or Kailikot {ibid,

page 164), Stirling (page 45) mentions the zamindari of

Kalicote as 'a Hill Estate, now under the Ganjam District.
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Separated from Orissa about 1730/' Fifteen miles due north of

Ganjam Town.

Mansnrgarh.
—I find a Mansur-Kota 12 miles Bouth-west

of Ganjam and 8 miles due east of Berhampur.

Ilariharpicr.
—Nine miles south of Baripada (in the Mayur-

bhanj State.)

Narsinghpur.—l^orth. of the Mahanadi 20-27N. 85-7E.

JMlgiri.
—Eleven miles south-west west of Balasore.

Soroh.'—On the railway line, midway between Balasore and

Bhadiak.

Khurda.—The old fort stands 5^ miles west of the Khurda

Road station.

Kujang.
—20*14E. 86-34E. on the seaeoast.

J)ompdrd.-^19 miles south-west west of Katak.

Malipdrd.
—Eleven miles south south-east of Dompara.

Kdlupcirdh.
— ** Gurr Kalloparra

"
of Indian Atlas, sheet

116, 5 miles south-east of the Khurda Road station.

Mutri.—" Mootooree "
of the A tlas, 1 mile north-west

of Kallopana.

Khurdihd.—''Gurr gorodhea^' of the Atlas, 2 miles south-

west of Kalloparra.

Bani,-^On the south bank of the Mahanadi, 23 miles south-

west west of Katak.

7eo«pMr.—20-4N. 85-25E.

Talmal.—At the north-east corner of Lake Chilka, 15 mUes

north-west west of Puri.

Uarishpur Garh.-^On the seacoast, 20-4N. 86-29E.

Kanika.—Along the seacoast, north of Point Palmyras and

south of 21N. Latitude.

Kulrdh.— '•' Khulardah "
of Atlas, 8 miles south south-

east of Katak.

Bhdnpur.
—Fourteen miles north of Kalikot. (Sheet 107.)

Rawafa.—There is a pargana
" Raootrah ''

in Atlai , due

north-east of Balasore, aoross the river. (Sheet 115.)

JBaclhara or Machhara is a mistake for Panchira of the

Atlas and Pachhera of Stirling. It was at the gate of the

Keonjhar State t



VII -Ho Riddles.

By Girindra Nath Sarkar, B.A.

The asking of riddles is in vogue among the Hos, and may
be said to be one of their main sources of amusement. In Ho
hamlets, it is usual to find, in the evening, Ho lads sitting in

a group on a chatai (palm-leaf mat) spread on the floor of the

hut, or if the weather permits, on a number oiparkums (bamboo

cot) in the open courtyard, propounding and solving riddles.

Ordinarily one of the lads of the group propounds a riddle

while others try to find the answer. I give below a few speci-

mens of such riddles :
—

1. Miaf odren uriko

Jlar kmidi Jcoredo

Pundigedko

Tdngd tanga horedo

Ileiide puridijengd holdoa.

Translation.

Cattle of the same shed,

"When collected (all) are white ;

When dispersed, some will be black.

Some will be white and some will be red.

Answer.—Simpro. (Fowls' eggs.)

[Fowls' eggs are all white. But when young ones are

hatched, some of them appear white, some appear black, and

others appear red.]
2. Midtge gdde hard

Miat hurure tol goednd.

Translation.

A green bullock got caught in a forest [lit., (wooded) hill]

and died.

Answer—Tumdm^ {Ta^ar-mrm.)
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3. Miat uri anrkete siua

RaJcekingto hand hobdiid.

Translation.

1 yoked a single cow and ploughed [the field]. I unfastened

It and it became two.

Answer.—Kdrkd r.

[A green twig bitten at the end into a brush used in cleaning

the teeth].

4i Punur Idtdr heteng heteng.

Beteng Idtdr tdhed

Sd/ied latdr lumur lumur

Aywnkeddm chi kd.

Translation.

It twinkles under the bush,

A breeze blows underneath^

It chatters under the breeze.

Did you hear [what it is] or not ?

Answer*—*-J/i<^a. (Face.)

[This is the face having eyes under the eyebrows, breath

coming out of the nostrils under the eyes and underneath the

lips chattering all the time].

5. Mi pod gdngdi did

Kdni lehd ddiyd.

TilANSLATIOH.

You will not be able to count a cupful of fried maize.

Answer.—Jfil. (Stars.)

6. Rord hordte htude

Bdydr hordkdnd.

Translation.

A black rope moving along a path.

Answer.-^ ndfnmiii. (Black ants.)

[A row of black ants'moving along a path.]

7. Ilonte toldtuid

Apiite hifing hord senodnd.
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Translation.

The father tethered his child behind and went off through
a narrow path.

Answer.—KdJcdru ddru. (A gourd creeper.)

8. Midtge burure

Hongd sitid

Anjd niihiurtd.

Translation.

A little child roamed about in a forest with rapid strides and

came back.

Answer.—Iloldt (Razor.)

9. Midi ge kuihon

Kde etamtdnd

He be dupildkedd

Translation.

A girl carries about babies under her two arms.

Ansyfei.—-Gdngdi ddru. (A maize plant.)

10. Ape odred birodko

Dur-dur idnho niied.

Translation.

The waterfowls of your house are flying off.

Answer.—Sdkam poo. (Leaf-cups.)

[At festivals and maniage ceremonies, Ho lads and maidens

drink quantities of rice beer or diang (Hindi, Hanria) to stimu-

late their activity after a dance. They drink it from cups made

of Sal leaves. They throw the cups down aside when done with,

and when they are carried away by the wind they look like

a flock of birds in flight.]

11, En od sen

Ter od sen

Udurkanti gurednd.

Translation.

To this room it goes,

To that room it goes.

When thro^vn off,

Down it falls.

Answer.—7an 5. (A broomstick.)
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12. Ati ! aiumtdnam ?

Mata cketdn jang mend.

Translation.

Listen to me I Do you hear ?

A ripe fruit, the stone is above.

Answer.—Songsong, (A marking-nut.)

13. Simla blur ate dub.

Translation.

It whirls in the sky and enters the earth.

Answer.—Kudldtn. (A spade.)

14, Ja chetdn dd

Da chetdn ddfu

Ddru chetdn hdsd

lidsd chetdn ndjam

Ndjam chetdn sengel.

Translation.

Water above fruit,

Wood above water,

Earth above wood.

Intoxicating drug above earth,

Fire above drug.
Answer.—BhurJca.

(Hubble-bubble.)
15. Honre Lijd

Mdrdngre toto

Bare jato

Bitar undu

Translation.

When young [it is] clothed.

When adult [it is] naked,
On the head [it has] matted hair,

Hollow within.

Answer.—i/aiJ. (Bamboo.)
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[When the first sprout comes out of the tap-root of a bamboo,
it appears to be wi'apped round with a piece of snow-white cloth.

This cover gradually vanishes, and twigs twisted together appear
on the top of the bamboo.]

16. Mia^ en
ff
area, libnTio

BdleJcdnie doko

Ildpandko

Mdrdngtdnreko
Sdben chdbdod.

Tran'slation,

Children of the same mother while young all are calm and

quiet. When grown up, all are finished.

Answer.—-/aw. (A barley plant.)

17. Mi gud hdrdko,

Mendate menda

Diringlekad.

Translation.

A cowshed full of cows whose horns are all bent down.

Answer.—Kdddl. (A cluster of plantains.)

18. Miutengdied Tionkb

Fundigedko chd bedkb.

Translation.

Children of the same mother are all gaping and looking white.

Answer.—Kdtsom. (A cotton plant with its pods opened,)

19. Mido hdpdnum
Sdbi j)d

Murki pefedkdnd,

Translation.

A woman wearing ear-rings all over her body.

Answer.— Miisrt dhinri (the pod of the masiir or JEroum lens.)

20, C7iid dm nelddm ?

Jpod ba QeUd kdnia.

Translation.

Have you seen [a creature with] three heads and ten feet ?

Answer—Ildrdkin Sildiii\_2L man ploughing (with two

bullocks yoked to a plough.) ]
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21. Gard gdrdte

Ldo tad.

Translation.

From river to river it jumps.

Answer.—Jdlam. (A fishing net.)

22. Upun ho tdikend midt uli sRhdie.

Lit midt inlend.

NelJcenido kit hdldngkedd
Ka neJkenido hdldngkedd.

Hdldngkedido hde jomkedd
Ed hdldngJcedi jdmlcedd

Jomkedido kd,e b and

Kd jdmkeni btdnd.

Traxslatiox.

There were four men under a mango tree.

A mango fell from It.

He who saw it did not pick it up.

He who did not see it, picked it up.

He who picked it up, did not eat it.

He who did not pick it up, ate it.

He who ate it, could not satisfy his hunger.
He who did not eat it, had his himger satisfied.

Answer.—Mef, ti, «, Idi. (The eves, the hand?, the mouth
the bellv.)



VIII.—The Baud Charter of Kanaka-

bhanja Deva (Circa 1475 AD.)

By B. C. Mazumdar, B.L., M.R.A.S.

I.—General Remarks.

1. How and when this copper-plate charter, consisting of

three plates, came to the possession of a Khond peasant of Baud

could not be ascertained. When the peasant was induced to sell

this document to the Naib Tahasildar of Sonpur, all that could

be ascertained was that the plates had been long in his possession

and that he was under the delusion that he could get a clue to

80me buried wealth if only he could idecipher Ithe inscription.

From the recital in the plates it is quite clear that the charter

relates to a village of the Baud state which was bounded on

the north by the river Tel which forms the natural boundary line

between the states of Baud and Sonpur.

2. Three plates, each of which measures 8J" X 4i", are

suspended on a copper-ring of 3^" diameter ; and this ring

passing through the circular holes cut through the plates at the

top edge in the middle is closed in a lump of copper, shaped

like the bud of a lotus. This lotus bud, as the royal emblem

of the line of Bhanja chiefs disclosed by this document, will be

shown later on to be of some historical impoiiance. The readers

will bear in mind that the earlier Bhanjas of Kimidi and Baud

attached a seal to such documents, and this seal bore a crescent

and the figure of a bull [vide E. I., XI., page 98, and this journal

June, 1016). I should also inform the readers that this lotus is

also the family emblem of the present rulers of Baud.

3. Though the plates are in good pieservation and the letters

engraved on them seem to be ck-arly brought out, some words
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could not be properly deciphered. This is partly due to the faet

that the engraver had perhaps to engrave unfamiliar archaic

letters following the custom of using an ancient script on

such formal occasions. I do not think that the geogi*aphical

names have undergone much change since the date of the charter,

and if local investigation could bo made, at least the villages

mentioned in the charter could be identified. I could get none

in Baud to do this work forme.

4. The charter begins with ' Om '
as usual, and this com-

pound letter is represented by the symbol which we meet i^-ith in

the charters of the Trikalinga Guptas and it also ends with the

letter
* Om '

written in reverse order. Very likely the engraver

was not familiar with the old form of the letter ^ and as

such has used ^ for it throughout the text. Barring other in-

accuracies of minor importance the whole text may be said

to have been correctly engraved on the plates. The language is

Samskrit throughout, and the bulk of the text is in the

Artustulha metre. With a view to help the scholars to read

aright the letters and words which I could not properly decipher,

I point out here the portions which are in verse and which are

in mixed prose and verse. From the very beginning (i.e., from
the word Svastt) to the word Kandita with which the sixth

line of the first page of the second plate almost ends, there are

twelve couplets of Anmtubha verse. Then we get almost to

the end of the page some lines in poetic prose enumerating
(lines 6—7, plate II, p. I) the qualities of Kanaka Bhanja.

Again from the word Madhydesa {Ibid line 10) to ccheddh

(line 10, p. 2, plate II) the composition is in mixed prose and
verse. Let me set out here separately the lines which are in

verse in this mixed composition :
—

Gunaih Arthapatirnama Dvijobhut Sadhusattamah (plate

II, p. 2, lines 1, 2).

Tatputrobhut Dhanapatir = Vidvan Sadhu Dvijagranih

{.Ibid lines 2, 3).
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After these two lines there is one line in poetic prose^ and

then again from the word Vaddiiya {ibid line 3) to Pradatiabdu

in the fourth line there are two charanas in Anustubha metre.

From the name of the villagH3 Fdhula (line 5) to SdsHam (line 6)

the sentence is in prose, and it is agaiii followed by the Anus-'

^ubha lines :
—

Catuh sima paricchinnam yasah punya vivrddhaye.

Tithim punyatamam jnapya yatha sastravidhanatah (lines

6,7).

Then from Purvvasydm in the seventh line to ccheddli in the

tenth line the composition is in prose. Now from Evamasya to

the end of the third plate^ inner side, the whole portion will be

found composed in Anustubha metre. The two closing lines

engraved on the outer side of the third plate are in prose.

5. It is to be noted that though the letters not in vogue

were imitated on the plates the Oriya forms of many letters have

oonie out in the engraved inscription unawares. The Oriya

visarga sign of the present time is met with in line 7 after

^rUhivipaifj as well as in some other succeeding lines. This

charter is no doubt of a time later than that of lidnalo,

lianabhanja whose plates have been published in the last number

of this journal.

6. I draw especially the attention of the readers to the last

line of the last imprecatory verse (plate III, p. 1
,
line 11) which

runs as follows :—

Fitd ga'^ddabhakadasya nmtd sydi tiriha suhari. Many
slabs of stones have been found in the district of Sambalpur

^Yhich bear the figure of a donkey to the right and that of a sow

to the left. One such slab of a ston,e with these figures haiji

been kept reclining against a tree in the yard of tlxe Municipal
Octroi office in the town of Sambalpur, J strongly recommend

that this stone slab may be placed in the Museum which will

Boon be established in connection with the Research Society of

Bihar and Orissa. The peojile of the district of Sambalpur
know these stones to be boundary stones ; but not knowing liow

to interpret the symbol of donkey and pig, they take the donkey
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to be the representation of a cow (though the figure of the

donkey does not even distantly resemble a cow) and put this

imaginary interpretation upon the symbols that if the trespasser

to the land demarcated by the boundary stone, be a Hindu, he

should incur the sin of slaying a cow, and if he be a !Muham-

madan he should be the doer of the irreligious act of slaying and

eating a pig. The readers will, however, get the real interpreta-

tion from what has been explicitly stated in this document {vide

my translation of text) .

II.—Discussion op the Datfs of the Bhanja Plates.

1. To fix even approximately the dates of the copper-plate

charters of Kanaka Ranabhaiija and B:lja Kanakabhanja, a mass

of materials relating to several Bhaiiia families of Orissa will

have to be carefully sifted and critically considered. Let me

name only some of them at the outset. In my paper on the
" Three Copper-plate Records of Sonpur

"
(E. I. XI., pages

93-101-) all the epigraphic records'of the early Bhanjas, which have

hitherto been discovered and published, have been noticed and

classified. The Gazetteer of the Feudatory States of Orissa by
L. E. B. Cobden-Ramsay, Esq., c.i.e., records the accounts which

the Bhanja Rajas now give of their origin. My reference to

this learned work will be by the abbreviation E.G. as a con-

venient contraction of the abbreviated form Ramsay Gazet-

teer. By using the abbreviation G.T. I shall speak of the

genealogical table maintained in the family of the present

Ruling Chiefs of Baud which has been very graciously procured

lor me by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of our province.

As in my reference to other records and works the established

forms of citation will be used, no special mention of them seems

necessary in this pretiminary remark.

2. It is too well known to be repeated with any detail that

the temple of Jagannath at Puri came into existence in the middle

of the twelfth century A. D., and tliat what is called the Madia

Paiiji Chronicle commenced to be maintaiued from that time.

This is why wc meet with only fanciful accounts of the eai'lie^
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rulers in that orthodox history. Previous to the occupation of

Orissa by the Mukhalinga-gangas the seaboard districts of

Orissa did not form a composite organized whole and the tract

as a dependency of Kalinga country was only a part of the

Mudu-kalinga or Tri-kalinga empire while the hilly tracts of

Odra was only an outlying province or visaya of that empire.

When after the breaking up of Harsa Vardhana^s empire by
about the end of the seventh century A.D. the Tri-kalinga country

fell into the hands of the Andhras, a dark period covering two

centuries and a half ensued. We come upon some sure dates

when the Cholas in their attempt to conquer some northern

countries passed through Orissa and held a loose sovereignty

over Orissa or Odra Visaya. We learn from the inscriptions

of Rajaraja the great, alias E-ajakesarivarman, Chola, that he

conquered the Kalinga country (including Orissa as a matter of

course, which was part and parcel of the Tri-kalinga desa)

towards the end of the tenth century A.D. His son Rajendra

Chola led his conquering expedition into Bengal, established his

overlordship in Orissa, and proceeded against the Somavamsi

Guptas in the country of Kosala which at that time must be

identified with the Sambalpur tract only, as the Bilaspur tract

lay 'outside the range of influence of Janamejaya and Yayati.

That those Chola Rajas did not establish any permanent sway over

Orissa and Kosala is admitted on all hands. We get, moreover,

this hint in the epigraphic records of Janamejaya and Yayati

that they were able to crush the influence of the miglity Chola

conquerors (Prasiddha dvaisi-vamsa-pravidalanapatuh) and were

lords of Tri-kalinga and Kosala {e. g., E. I„ VIII, pages

138—43).
3, We get it next from Southern India inscriptions that

in 1070 A.D. Rajendra Chola II, or Rajakesarlvarman, who

subsequently assumed the title Kulottanga Choladeva deposed

Parakesarivarman of the regular Chola line and seized the Chola

crown. This Chola king overran the whole of the Tri-kalinga

country, and became at least nominally the overlord of Kalinga
and Orissa. This gives us enough ground to fix the dates
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of Janamejaya Maha-Bhava Gupta I, (E. I., XI. 93) and of

Yavati Maha-Siva Gupta (above Vol. II, page 45) between

1000 A.D. and 1050 A.D., if not a little earlier. Now it is

no doubt admitted by all competent authorities that during

the tenth and eleventh centuries A.D. Orissa was ruled over

by kings of the lunar race, whose names alternate between

Bhava Gupta and Siva Gupta (Puri Gazetteer, page 27),

yet I have adduced some new evidence in support of the

proposition, as I wanted to show the reason why a line of Kesari

kings was considered to have preceded the Cholagangas. All

the Chola Rajas bore the title Kesari and they were invading

Orissa when Janamejaya and Yayati and their descendants

were lords of Kosala and Tri-kalinga. The confusion on the

part of the Madia Panji is thus easily explained.

4. Let us next consider the case of the Bhanjas of the epigra-

phic records. On a refei-ence to my remarks on the early Bhanjas

in E. I., XI., 98, it will be found that Ranabhafija, grandson

of Kottabbanja, dates his Bamanghati (a sub-division of Maur-

bhanja) copper-plates vnth a Samvat year 288. It can be said

with certainty on paleographic grounds that the plates bear the

script of a time which can under no circumstances be earlier

than the tenth century A.D. This Samvat era cannot belong

to any era of the Bhanjas, for Ranabhanja's son Rajabhanja

and his other successors used only their own regnal years and did

never use this unknown Samvat. ^Moreover, Ranabhafija

mentions Birabhadra with whom the Bhaiija line starts in such

a manner that this Birabhadra, bom of a peahen^s egg, does not

seem to be far removed from Kottabbanja. It is true that the

Chola Rajas who invariably called themselves Kesaris, did not

lay a firm hold upon Orissa after their brilliant victories or

victorious expeditions, but that as overlords they exerted some

influence cannot be doubted. Looking to the political condi-

tions of the time (beyond the upper limit of which the Baman-

ghati plates cannot be placed), it may be said that it was natural

for some Rajas of that time to use the Cholaganga era or

Samvatsar. The vcar 288 of this era falls in 1060 A.D. As
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what we may reasonably infer from paleograpliic evidence does

not militate against the date 1066, I am inclined to assign this

date to the Bamanghati plate of Ranabhanja I. The readers

may be disposed to reject this date on the ground of its being
based on a supposition, but they will see that the upperJiost limit

of the time of Ranabhanja I. cannot be much removed from

this date.

5. It will also be found in my paper, just referred to, that

the descendants of the first son of Ranabhanja I. ruled in the

Maurbhanja tract while his third son, Netribhanja, became

the progenitor of a new line of Rhafija rulers at Ghumsur in

Ganjam. "VYe are not in possession of any epigraphic record

which may inform us as to how the descendants of Netribhanja
extended their influence at Ghumsur or in the neighbouring

tracts. The copper-plates of Satrubhaiija (E. I., XI p. 98) and

of Ranaka Ranabhanja above (June 1916) disclose the rule of

the Bhanjas at Kimidi and Baud. Kimidi being quite in the

neighbourhood of Ghumsur, it is highly probable that some

lineal descendant of Netribhanja established another new line of

rulers at Kimidi. Satrubhanja was the ruler of two KImidis

as well as of Baud, while Ranaka Ranabhanja became the local

Chief of Baud, losing all touch with the Kimidi country. There

is no evidence that the Somavamsi Kings who became lords of

Kosala in the Sambalpur tract and whose governors governed

the Sambalpur tract in the twelfth century (E, I., XII.,

p. 237) could extend their influence over Baud, Daspalla and

Kimidi. On the other hand, one historical event suggests that

Baud was not brought under the rule of the Guptas. The

Ratnapur stone inscription of Jajalla Deva mentions the fact that

this Raja of the Bilaspur-Raypur tract humbled the power of

the Raja of Kimidi in the Andhra country in the twelfth

century A.D. He also claims to have defeated Somesvara in

the neighbourhood, whom I identify with Somcsvara of Soni)ur,

the governor of the Guptas in the twelfth century (E. I., XII.,

p. 237). Since we get Netribhanja at Ghumsur In the latter

half of the eleventh century, the Kimidi Chief who met with
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reverses must not be far removed from Netriblianja. I think

that after the conquest of Jajilla Deva, Kimidi power ^vas

weakened, and so it was that the outlying tracts of Daspalla

and Baud were severed from the parent trunk and one indepen-

dent Chief of the very Bhanja family commenced to rule the

tract now covered by Baud and Daspalla. The manner in which

Kanaka Ranabhanja is found to have disowned the overlordship

of Kimidi (though admitting fully his connection with the

Kimidi Bhanjas) leads us to suppose that during his time Baud

became an independent state. Looking to the dates of Jajalla

Deva and Somesvara I am inclined to fix the date of Kanaka

Ranabhanja towards the end of the twelfth or the beginning

of the thirteenth century. I shall show presently that some

other facts tend to support this supposition. Let me here put

tentatively the date 1180—1200 as the time when Kanaka

Ranabhanja assumed the rule of the Baudadesa.

6. We must not lose sight of this important fact that from

Kaja Ranabhanja I. of Maurbhanja to Ranaka Ranabhanja of

Baud, all the eai'ly Bhaiijas connect themselves with the family

which is said to have started by Virabhadra in the forest of

Kota called Kottasrama. That Virabhadra came into existence

by breaking open the egg of a peahen is narrated by the Kimidi

Bhanjas in their plates when they say that they come of the

Andaja-Vamsa. It will, however, be observed that Kanakabhanja,

son of Durjjayabhaiija and grandson of Solanabhanja, does

not trace the origin of his family to the egg of a peahen,
but states it in a vague and general way on the basis of the

gotra name of the family, that the Bhanjas in olden daj-s

descended from Kasyapa muni* Not only does he not con-

nect himself with the Bhanjas of Kimidi, but states that of

the numerous families of the Bhanjas his family at Baud is one,

and it starts in the capacity of a ruling family with his grand-
father Solanabhanja. That this Solanabhanja is much removed

in time from Ranaka Ranabhanja is fairly clear. I have noted

in the general remarks that the seal of the early Bhanjas is

wanting in this charter, and in the place of the old family
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emblem a new emblem of a lotus is met with. Not only the

form of the lease is altered but the verses which the Kimidi

Bhanjas used in their charter are altogether wanting in this

record. Those who are familiar with the epigraphic records

of different families will appreciate the force of my last

argument. Kanakabhaiija with his father and grandfather belong
no doubt to a family which cannot be directly connected with

that of Raja Satrubhaiija and Kanaka Ranabhaiija. He
flourished long after the time of Kanaka Ranabhanja ; but how

long after, is the question before us.

7. We meet with this important passage on the inner side of

the first plate of this charter, that the Bhaiija Rajas of old times

who favoured the lords of Baud and others (Baudesvaradayah
lines 4, 5) made a grant of historical importance evidently in

favour of some Bhanjas (for otherwise a prominent mention of

it in the charter cannot be accounted for), consisting of ten

villages (1, 6) . It is a fact that the feudatory state of Daspalla

originated with a grant of ten villages. These ten villages

constituted the old or Purana Daspalla just on the border of

Nayagarh, not far away from Kimidi (R.G., p. 159), That

the ancestors of the present ruling family of Baud had nothing

to do with the creation of Daspalla will be shown presently. The

traditional account of the origin of Daspalla, as recorded in the

Feudatory States Gazetteer, is to the effect that one Salabhanja,

a brother of the then ruler of Baud, made a humble beginning

towards the establishment of the state with an area of ten koses

of land 516 (now 522) years ago. This takes us back to 1391 A.D.,

when very likely the states of Nayagarh and Khandapada were

not in existence. I shall refer to this date, 1394, after critically

considering other materials.

8. What has been recorded in the Feudatory States Gazetteer

regarding the origin of the ruling families of Maurbhanja and

Keonjhar, on the basis of family tradition and the state papers,

prove clearly that the present Bhanja families of Maurbhanja
and Keonjhar are in no way connected with the early Bhanjas
whose epigraphic records we have referred to above. The annals
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of Maurbhanja and Keonjliar as well as their tradition agree

equally in the account of the origin of the modem Bhanjas

(R.G., p. 213 and p. 239). It is narrated that a son of the

celebrated Mansing of Jaypur in Rajputana came to Puri and

got the Zamindari of Harikarapur on marrying a daughter of

the then Gajapati Raja of Puri, and that subsequently the eldest

son of this adventurer became the ruler of the northern half of

the state and the second son became the proprietor of the southern

half which developed into the state of Keonjhar. It is also

stated that Jaysing after the acquisition of Hariharapur conquered

Mauradhvaja then holding the gadi of Bamanghati, and thus

effected a territorial extension. The absurd dat^s recorded in the

family annals may be wholly disregarded, as the temple of

Jagannath and the progenitors of the Gajapati Rajas were not

in existence earlier than the middle of the twelfth century

A.D, Moreover, the date of Mansing and that of the expedi-

tion of his son Jagat Sing in Orissa are too well established to

allow any confusion to arise. We all know that this event took

place in 1589. The traditional account that the upper part of

Keonjhar and the open eastern tract of Maurbhanja constituted

a zamindari entitled Hariliarapur has now been proved to be

tme from the records of the Moghul times by my learned friend

Professor Jadvmath Sarkar. According to family tradition and

the state papers, the present ruling family of Baud originated

from Anangabhanja, a nephew of Bisvambarbhanja who was a

Raja of Keonjhar. Without even examining this claim critical-

ly, we can assert with certainty that the progenitor of the present

Baud Raja who comes of the Bhafija family of Keonjhar must

be placed at least three decades after 15S9 at the earliest. I

shall not be profitably engaged if I show here that the Baud

genealogical table is a thoroughly unreliable document.

9. It is quite a fortunate thing for our history that no name

appearing on the G.T. is found by chance to be identical

with any name of the Bhanjas of our epigraphic records,

though the G.T. has been swelled with numerous fanciful

names. The fact that Anangabhanja of Keonjhar origin gave
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up tlie title Bhanja and assumed the title Deva at his acces-

sion to the Baud gacli {R.G., p. 136) shows that he accepted

according to the rules of adoption the title of the adoptive

family. It may he reasonably presumed from the gotra name

of the Baud Rajas that the heirless family in which Ananga
was adopted belonged to the Kasyapa gotra of the solar race

and the Rajas of that extinct family bore the title Devavarman

as the present Rajas of Baud do. We learn from the copper-

plate grant of Yogesvara Devavarman^ grandson of Somesvara

Devavarman^ that he held both Baud and Sonpur as a feudatory of

some other Raja not explicitly mentioned in the grant (E. I., XII. ^

218). When I edited this record Mr. Sewell very kindly worked

out the date from the materials I supplied him from the record

itself^ and this date is 11th January^ 1562. I may mention also

that the earliest possible date^ according to Mr. SewelVs astro-

nomical calculation is Sunday^ 9th January, 1508. Irrespective

of what has been stated about the Baud Rajas on the ground of

their Keonjhar origin it may be asserted that the present line of

rulers must have come into power after the Devavarmans of our

epigraphic record ceased to rule in Baud^ since the present

Rajas have a continued rule from the beginning up to now.

Referring to the fact of the existence of the Devavarmans in

the sixteenth century in Baud, I am strongly inclined to suppose

that the remote forebear of the present Rajas of Baud was

taken in adoption in the family of Yogesvara Devavarman who

claimed to be of the solar race and of the Kasyapa gotra.

10. In the seventh line of the text on the first plate of the

Mahada plates (E, I., XII., 230) it has been mentioned that

Somesvara Devavarman^ the grandfather of Yogesvara Deva-

varman> became the lord of Baud after extirpating enemies, and

that he snatched away the banner of the enemy which bore the

emblem of Pundarika or lotus (Satru-dhvaja-pundarikakarsaka).

That the lotus was the emblem of Kanakabhauja of our jn-osent

record is what we all now find. There is no doubt of the fact

that Kanakabhanja with
^
his grandfather Solanabhailja must bo

placed some time later than 1200 A.D. (which is the date of
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Rftnata Eanabhanja) aiid must be given a time prior to that of

Soraesvara Devavarman who as the grandfather of Yogesvara

may be considered to have reigned hj about 1450 if the eai'liest

possible date, 1508, be assigned to the plate of Yogesvara Deva-

varman. Whether Somesvara defeated Kanakabhanja or his

sou or a remote lineal descendant of his, we do not know ;
nor

do we know what gap of time exists between Yogesvara Deva-

varman and the first nder of the present Baud family. One

fact, however, must be noticed to fix the highest limit of the

time of Kauakabhanja's grandfather. It has been suggested in

para. 7 aV)Ove that KanakaIdiaiija knew of the gift by some

Bhanja Raja which gave a start to the formation of tlie Daspalla

state ; if this be considered correct, Kanakabhanja with his

.grandfather must be placed about
fi''ty years after 1394 as the fact

of the gift of ten villages was remembered as a celebrated event

of the past time. In that case the date 1562 fixed by me with

tbe help of Mr. Sewell for Y'ogesvara Devavarman has to be

accepted, and Yogcsvara^s grandfather must be given the date

1500 A.D. Tiiat these dates mentioned by me are not in

conflict with the known facts of local history has at least been

shown. If therefore the date 1475 be assigned tentatively to

the charter of Kanal<abhaf!Ja the facts set forth above may all

be properly harmonized.

(1) TiUJfSLITEEATION OF THE TeXT.

A B.—1. The X cross, si^ iadicatea that a letter remains andcciphcrcd. Tlie

eign + has beou p-.it in where a letter is wanting in tiie text. Whoro no intel-

ligible construction could bo made, or where tbe words appoar to be nnmeining,

the letters JV3 thiy lo-k like, hare been tentatively pat in, bat such doubtful

portions have boon underlined.

2. Where I have corrected tbe spelling of the words, or have put in the letters

which seem to have been inadvertently dropped by the engraver I have put my
Buggested emandutions in small ( ) brackets.

Plate I, Inner Side.

Om (in symbol) ||
Svasti S(8)ri Kas(s)yapo nama

Muuir-asin-mahatapah j Tad-vams(s)e BHANJA bams(s)o-

yam-esmiu s (s) uddh-anvaye pura |
Ya x su x x di (bhih ?)

s(s)restha babhiibah kila bhubhujah | yair-daltam s(s)asaiiam
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pafica sthanam panc-ottaraifa taiha
I S(s)ataih panca gajendra-

nam dharmma [^] + yas(s)ase-rthine 1| Bhujena marjjita

ya(ye)sam manye BAUDE S(S) VARADAYAII Bandhanaya
tu hharJcJioda matra X thain-as(s) aknuvan

j Dehikapr/ural'ha-

n^imo ? bhatjenokto vanig-dadau | Sodasyaibatu hafyarahliandyai

harpasya pattane I| S(S)IIIMAN SOLANABHANJO-bliud-
varias-esmin Prthivipatih |

Prasada prasarad-dhama dliavatikrta

mandalah
j Vr2kt\mhYgg2Lr\-nadanyartha panthapatheya tandulah

( Anek-arama sariacchanna chaya-cchadita bliutalah
{
Nikhat-

aneka sr x ta jaldvyartha propaphalali yoga [^] + patra

vargesii samarpya sakalam yayau.

Second Plate, Fikst Side.

Dik Klipta[^J Kirtili santapta tapo Varanasim prati/ S(s)riman

DURJAYA BHANJO=bhut=tatputra RANA DURJAYAH
/ Pa X nyava rane dakso dakso data katbasu x babLuva manda-

lesana (nam) Cudamanir-iv-aparah / S(s)riman KANAKA
BHANJO bhut tatputro nrpasattamah / candadorddanda saiii-

khelat khadga mandana panditah / Rana vyoma (?) ripustoma

naseca rasmi be(klia?)nditah / Paripanthi nikhatlka-vi-dyayam=

atipanditam [*] / Dorddanda canda dorddanda sarasuveka kanditali

[^] /Masi[^] (?)-Cayah /Srstya Vis(s) vasrjam, Vikramena Visnum,

raudrena Rudram, S(s)aurycna S(s)unasirain, Saumyena Somam,

r/] The very metre requires an additional letter and this letter I saggest

to be '
ya.'

t'] The verse req aires sixteen letters wliilc there are only fifteen in the line

and there is a little g.vp botweea
'

ga
' and '

pa.' I suggest the letter 'su
' waa

dropped and the first word should be '

yogyesu
'

as adjoctirc to
'

ratravarggcan.*

[s] Bead '

Klpta
'

for
'

Klipta '.

[*] Read ' fanditah.'

[']
' Kanditah

'

is altogether meaningless though the word looks exactly like

that.
' Ru '

of this script is almost similar to ' ka ', if on that account the word

be road as
'

runditali ', and the common Oriya word ' runda
'

be supposed to have

been used, the word may mean ' collected
' or

' assomblod together.
'

["] This reading I consider doubtful ; the next two letters must bo
'

cayah
'

as a portion of the compound word to indicate enumeration in eoUoctive form of

those qualities of Kanaka Bhanja which have been next detailed.
' Masih '

ia

the obsolete form of
'

masi,' which mcaua ' ink
'

primarily, and as such in conflict

with what we get in the succeeding linca.
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valena Marut, vibhabena Dhanadam, Kantya Madanam,

Ksantja ["^J dharam, Sthamna jaladhim, dhamna dytirmanirD,

dhia Dhisanam / sa tulavati nikhila surasamuham / Madhjades

(s)a vinirggata Hastigramiya PA—

Second Plate, Outer Side.

RASARASAGOTRAH TRAI(TRA-)YARSEYAH provaio

gunaih PJ / ARTHAPATI nama dvi-3= obliut sadhusattamah

tat putro
— bhut DHANAPATI bidvan sadliu dvijagram]i(m)

HARIVAMSAH tat sutah x xrasi [^J vadanjo dana S(s)ux x

l}^] vidvan dvijava-r-ottamah / Sa samvak Brahmanay= asmai

ksadhipendrah pradattavan / Bahula Bendaki Jamarapura

Simhipura ubhayapatakau Dharmmapura x bhi Ranakam(ka)

S(s;asitam /
Catuh sima paricchinnam jas{s)ali punya \'ivrd-

dhaye/ Tithim punyatamam jnapya yatha S(s)astra vidhanatah/

Purvvasyam= asyasima Maharapurh grama bhumin pasana paric-

cbedah / Daksina pas(s)ciin=asyam digam Kopasimba Gramani-

(ma) bbumih pasanab paricchinnab / uttarasya(m)dis(s)i

TELANADI paricehedah / Ebam=asya catxib siina tanira

S(s)a6aaikib(ki) Krta sajalastha
—

Third Plate, First Sidb.

la maxca sarvv=opadravavarjItam / Madbuk= ainra vane

pvi(?)caix xnuktasu/ Tatsamam / x dutebbya (?) Pradatabya

varsikasya P^] st irddb— api (?) / Rastrab(stra-)s(s)asanikair=
naiva n= anyat kincid=iti sthitih / ye ye bhupa bbavisyanti

[^] It scema that between *

Ksantya
' and ' dhara ' there ia a compound letter,

bat I think that the letter
' dha ' wa3 twice ansaocessfally attempted and then

the letter waa left as an erased one.

[•] This line to indicate a atop aeema to be misplaced ; it ahonld have been

put after
'

pravaro ', as
'

ganaih
'

has to be construed with the succeeding
words.

['] Bead 'rfiait
'

i.e.,
'
Salt

''

as joined in aandhi with a word of two letters

not deciphered. If the andeoiphcred letters be ' sadha ' then the first letter

i3 the modern Kami letter
' Ea ', which ia really the Telega

'

sa
'
in form.

C'°] I suggest
'

Suraaca.'

["] It should be '

ta
'

aud njt
'
ata

'

; after this the letter
' da

'

is required
to be put in both for meaning and metre.
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palana—ya stha(sthi)te rayam
|I Nyayato liarane dosa s(s)i-a^

vanan = muni vaxfah / Mabhud = a phala s(s)amkava(h) para-
dattetl parthivah / Svadatiat plialam= adhikyam paradatt=
anupalaue ||

Valiubliir = vvasudha datta rajabliih sagar=
adibhih

/ yasya yasya yada bhumih tasya ^aaya tada phalara
Svadattam paradattara va yo hareta vasundharam / Sa visthayam
krmir= bbutva pitrbbih saba pacyate / Gamekam 'svarnnam=
ekam ca bbumer=apy= arddbam= angulam/ .

Haram= narakam
= apnoti yavad = abhuta samplavam / S(s)nmat iKANAKA-
BHANJA gya varnnaka varan= adbinab / Rastrasy= asya

Trliycbdc llkhitam tamra s(g)asanam || Imany= arniia X

s(8)astrani pa x na X ksitim baret / Pita garddabbakas = tasya

[mata svat-i' ['*] sukan=:ti /' ••

rtha
'- -^ '

Third Plate, Outer Side,.

Trayatal= anug(s)asanam(na)m= utkirnam = itl
l|ol| Likbitar^

VisnutI [^*] namna nipunen= iti
1|
Oiii in reverse order

|J

(2) Translation of the Text..

With remarks in [ ] brackets.

(Om in symbol.) There was the sage Kasyapa who pcr-

formod great austerities (/.I). From him (tad-vamse, /. 1
)
dcacend*

this (ayam) Bbanja-vaiiisa (/.2) ; and in olden times (pura) in

this family of pure origin (asminsuddhanvaye, /. 2) many great

(Sresthah, ^.2) kings (bbubhujah, ^.3) were born (babbubuh) [Six

letters between pnrd and sresthah not having be^n deciphered

the full translation of the whole line could not bo given] [J1.2, 3).

Ten villages forming one consolidated group (panca sthanam

pancottaraih tatha) were gifted by those kings as a sdsina or

L'*] For want of Bpaco here the two letters
'
ti

' and 'rtha' were not

ergraTcd side by side, but one waB ongravod over the other. Tho .last syllabic
'
iti

'
is an addition merely ; and as such should bo read separately to maiutuju

the correctness of the mttrc.

['*] Eoad Vi8uur=iti.
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rent-free grant (/.3.) By them were also gifted [^] five hundred

best elephants to the donee who asked for them (aithine) to attain

rehgions merit (dharmmaya) and to acquire fame. The lords

of Baud and other lords (Bandesvaradayah) may be said to have

been cleansed or purified (marjjita) by the trunks of those ele-

phants (yesam bhuyena) (//. 4, 5). [The three lines of Anustubha

verse from Bnndhanaya in line 5 to Pattane in line 7 could not

be translated as I failed to decipher all the words properly.]

In this family was born SOLANABHANJA who became niler

or FriJiivipati {'. 7). The vrhole manda Ia or country (perhaps

the headquarters town is only meant) looked white by the exten-

sion of the buildings of the ruler's palace {11.7, 8). The travellers

having rice with them for their provision (panthapatheya tandulah,

^.8) [did perhaps obtain some facihties everywhere]. The

country or town was full of or covered with (samcehanna, /. 9)

many pleasure gardens (arama^ /. 9), and the earth was fully-

shaded (chnyacchaditaj /.9). Many tanks or channels (nikhata,

I. 9) were dug which served the purpose of PRAPA [2] for

water. This king SOLAXABHANJA went or retired (yayau,

last word on the inner side of the first plate) to Benares (Yara-

basimprati, I I, pi. 2, p. 1) entnisting the charge of all things

to his competent ministei-s (yogya patravargesn^ LIO) ; the fame of

this king spread throtlghout the country (dik-klpta kirtih^ pi, 7.1

g^ p. 1) and he performed severe austerities (santapta tapah, tHd

l.l) DURJAYABHANJA who was invincible in war was his son

(^.2) X X [Then follows one line of anustubha verse in which

Edne daksaox skilled in war occurs, but the meaning of the whole

line is unintelligible]. He was the jewel of the crown (cud-a

mani, /.3) or the supreme chief of all the rulers of petty princi-

palities (Mandalesanaifa, /. 3). KANAKABHANJA, the great

king was his (Durjjaya Bhanja's) son. He was fierce and

mighty in power and was dexterous (Panditah, I. i) in the use

[^] This line is to be construed with yair dattam of the previous line.

[-J The constraction is not clear as jalahyariha does not yield any good mean-

ing, Prapa means a shed, from where water is given to the travellers. Daring
hot-weatbcr montha temporary jalacchairas or Prapas are run up in this country
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of the sword (kharga^ M) x x x x [^]. He was past master of

the art of (vidyayarii) kilhng or subduing the enemies or Pati-

fanlhis {U.h, 6) x x X x {*). His qualities are as follows:—In

his]facuity of creation he was like the creator of the world ; he was

like the god Visnu in his tXkrama or power; in his fierceness

he was like the god Rudra ; in his prowess he was like the god
Indra Or Sunasira ; he was amiable like ^oma or the moon ;

in his strength he was like the god Marut ; in wealth he was

like Dhanada or Kuvera ; in the grace of his person he was like

Madana, the god of love ; in patience he was like the earth ; in

vigour he was like the ocean ; in majestic lustre he was like the

sun
;

in intellectual power he was like Dhisana or Brhaspati.

Thus he could be favourably compared with the whole body of

Suras or gods {II. 1—10). There was in the village Hasti in the

Madhyadesa (/.lOj ['] [Then commences Plate II, Reverse side] a

Brahmana of the Paraiarasa gotra, and of the Pravara of three

Rasis [not mentioned in the text] ; by his qualities (gunaih)

he justfied his name ARTHAPATI ; and this ARTHAPATI
was foremost among the honest men {ll.\, 2). His son was

DHANAPATI who was learned, honest and foremost among
the good Brahmanas ; and HARIVAMSA was the son of

this DHANAPATI and he was also of good character (pi. II,

p. 2, /^.l—3). This HARIVAMSA was generous (Vadanya,

ihi^ l.?>) [^] XXX learned and foremost among the good

Brahmanas [IL 3, 4) . To this Brahmana was made the gift of

[the lands described later on] by the king. One Ranaka (a

[*] Excepting
'

EipuBtoma
' no other word of the fifth line yields any mean-

ing.

[*] The line beginning with Borddanda and ending with Kandita or Sundita

conld not be properly translated ; the moaning of the word Dorddanda as well

as of chanda-dorddanda is clear ; and if the word next following is sara, then

the meaning of it will be ' Power '; but the last word is difficult to interpret as

there is no such word Kandita or Bundita in the vocabulary of the Sanskrit

language.

[*3 As to what Madhyadesa signifiea was discussed in connection with other

plates in the previous numbers of the Journal. The very name Hastigrama also

occurs in many other plates, from which village the Br&hmauas came to be
settled in the Sambalpur tract.

t'J After the word Vadanya there are five letters which have not been proper-

ly deciphered. I euggcst thtm to be Dana surasca.
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gentleman descended from the Raj family) was .in charge of

the villages Vahula, Bendaki, Jamarapura and Simhipnra and he

while residing at Dharmmapura had under his control the

PATAKAS (the representatives of the trade-guilds) of two

villages (Ubhavapatakau, /. 5). The gift was made of the land

with ! well defined boundaries on all sides, with the object of

acquiring and enhancing (vivrddhaye) fame and pietv (/.6) ; and

this was done on an auspicious day or titki according to Sastric

rituals [11. 6, 7). The gifted village is bounded on the east by
the lands of the village Maharapura aad there is a stone to

demarcate the boundary (pasana Pariccheda, /.8) ; on the south

and the west there are lands of the village Kopasiiiiha demarcated

by stones (pasanah paricchinnah) and it is bounded on the

north by the river Tel {II. 9, 10). This description of the bounda-

ries of the village is hereby engraved in this copper-plate grant

(/. 10) [']. The enjoyment of the village will be over all lands

and water and will be free from all undue exactions (pi. 3,

p. 1, ^.1). [In the next portion of the first line certain defined

rights have been conferred in respect of profits derived from

Malta trees (madliuka) and mango-groves (amravana) ; but as

all the letters could not be deciphered a full translation could not

be given. The inference is made from the use of the word

tatsama and from the purport of the line next following.] Tae

donee will have to pay the half of
'
that

'

every year [I. 2). The

rulers of the country will not be entitled to realize anything

more
{J,l. 2,3). Those who will be kings of the country in future

should respect this grant, for it is wrong to make resumption

knowing [or more properly hearing {srahandt)'] what the munis

or sages have enjoined [l. 4) . [Then follows the imprecatory
verses up to srimat in the ninth line which being very
familiar need not be translated]. [This is declared by]^ one

f] Of the word 8ajaias??iaZa the first three letters are the tenth line of the

reverse side of the second plate.

[*] f'arna means ' fame and glory ': and avaranadhina in norainatire case

means '

one living under thi shelter of or in the employ of the king.' The

portion in [ ] in the translation is what should be understood from the

context.
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under the glorious protection of Kanaka Bhanja. In the thin?

ytar of his (Kanaka Bhanja^s {I'dtitra era this copper-plate charier

is inscribed {/I. 9, 10) [Though four letters nhev msirani aro not

quite legible the pui-port is quite clear]. He who will dispossess

the donee, transgressing the sacred laws, will be begotten by a

donkey upon a sjw which mv>ves about the ti)tkas 'u- ghats for

filth {II. 10, 11). [Then we turn over to the text on the outer side

of plate IIIJ. Engraved (utkirnarh) is the charter (anusasanarii)

which has three folds (trayatala) or three plates (/. 1). It is

written or engraved by one who is skilful in the art (nipunena

+ iti) and who is by name (uamua) Visnu {I, 2).



MISCELLANEOUS CONTRIBUTlOSfJ

I.—The Bodh Gaya Plaque.

By Vincent A. Smith, IkLA., I.C.S. (Retd.)

Dr. Spooner assumes {anie volume 1, page I) as a matter

needing no proof that the temple depicted on the terracotta

from the Kumrahar ruins near Bankipore, part of the site of

PataHputra, is the Bodh Gaya shrine, and that the figure is

"unquestionably the oldest drawing of this building in exis-

tence/' The assumption evidently is based on the facts that

the plaque depicts ^ tall straight-lined temple, containing aii

exposed seated image of Buddha and surrounded by a railing

and a crowd of subsidiary sttipas. The railing and the subsidiary

sfupas aie of no account, because many important monuments

possessed accessories of the same kind.

But does the figtlre on the plaque agree with the record of

the Bodh Gaya temple ? The most remarkable feature of the

delineation is the top member, consisting of "a complete stupU

with fivefold hti'* Is there any reason for supposing that the

Bodh Gaya shrine was ever surmounted by such a structure ?

The earliest detailed description available is that recorded by
Hiuen Tsang (Yuan Chwang), who spent altogether about ten

years in Bihar, between A.D. 637 and 642. It is necessary to

see what he says, as reported in the condensed version by
Wattors (II, 110).

" This temple,'* the pilgrim observes, "was made of bricks and

coated with lime; it had tiers of niches with gold images ; its

four walls were adorned with exquisite carvings of jiearl strings

and genii ; on the roof was a gilt copper amalaka ; connected

with the east side of the temple were three lofty halls, one
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behind another
; the woodwork of these halls was adorned with

gold and silver carvings and studded with precious stones of

various colours^ and an open passage through them communi-

cated with the inner chamber. On the left-hand side of the

outside door of these halls was an image of Kuan-tzu-tsai Pusa,

and on the right, one of Tzu-shi (Maitreya) Pusa, each made of

silver and above ten feet high.
" On the site of the temple there had once stood a small

chaitya (or temple) built by Asoka. The present temple had

been built by a Brahman (the legend follows) :
—

"
... The image he had made represented the Buddha as he

sat under the Bodhi tree in the act of pointing to the earth and

telling Mara that the earth should bear him witness.^'

Similarly, Beal [Records, II, 118) says :
—

" The whole is surrounded \_sic,
read ' surmounted *] by a

gilded copper dmalaha fruit. In the thirhara (page 120) they

found a beautiful figure of Buddha in a sitting position, the

right foot uppermost, the left hand resting, the right hand

hanging down."'"'

These passages clearly establish three propositions, namely,
—

(1) The temple seen by Hiuen Tsang in the seventh

century was the immediate successor of the small

shrine built by Asoka. No intermediate structure

intervened.

(2) The temple was crowned by a gilt copper dmalaha, not

by a stupa with fivefold hti.

(3) Buddha was seated cross-legged in the hhumi-sparsa

or
"
earth-touching

"
attitude with his right hand

hanging down and the finger pointing to call the

Earth to witness.

Dr. Spooner guesses that the plaque may be of Kushan age,

the first or second century of the Christian era. It may or may
not be ; but assuming the correctness of the guess, the pilgrim's

text forbids the assumption that the temple seen by him can be

crowned by a complete stujia with fivefold hti.
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So far as I can can make out from the photograph, the right

hand of Buddha on the plaque is raised in the attitude of blessing

or giving, and is not hang^ing down.

Thus, in two essential points the plaque does not suit the

Bodh Gaya temple.

Again, Dr. Spooner rashly identifies the two figures outside

the cell of the temple on the plaque vrith the silver images seen

by Hiuen Tsang.

But those images were on the right and left of the outside

door of the three lofty halls, a structure distinct from the temple,

and apparently connected by a passage with it, if the words

"inner chamber'^ refer to the temple. In that respect, too, the

identification fails.

The plaque was found at Pataliputra, not at Bodh Gava,

and it seems to me probable that it may represent one of the

great temphs at Pataliputra. There is no reason to deny that

one of them may have been built with a straight-lined steeple.

Nothing is known about the details of their architecture.

The above argument, it will be observed, is in no way

dependent on the identification of the existing temple, as restored

by Mr. Beglar, with the temple seen by Hiuen Tsang. My criti-

cisms simply deal with the fact that the representation on the

plaque does not agree with the description recorded by the pilgrim,

whose language forbids the hypothesis that an earlier temple,

crowned by a stupa with fivefold hti ha<l ever existed.

While I do not suggest for a moment that the plaque actually

represents the temple at Ti-lo-shi-ka (Tiladaka) described by
the pilgrim (Beal, II, 103 ; Watters, II, 105), description of

that structure agrees as well with the plaque as that of the Bodh

Gava [temple. But in neither case is the agreement complete.

Watters writes :
—

" At the head of the road [or
'

passage ^], through the middle

gate were three temples [cMng-ihe) with disks on the roofs and

hung with small bells ; the bases were surrounded by balustrades

[i.e.,
*

railings '], and doors, windows, beams, walls, and st^rs

were ornamented with gilt work in relief. The middle temple
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had a stone [ 'erect' in Boal] image of the BucTJha thirty feet

high ; the left-hand one had an image of Tara Bodhisattva ; and

the right-hand one had an image of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva ;

these three images were all of bronze/'

To sum up. I am of opinion that the temple depicted on the

plaque cannot be identified with any approach to certainty. It

does not agree with Hiuen Tsang's description of that buildings

and there is no sound reason for believing that the representation

on the plaque is the ''
oldest drawing

''
of the Bodh Gaya temple^

il.—Reply to Mr. Vincent Smith's Not6.

By D. B. Spooner, B.A., Ph.D.

I am indebted to the Secretary for affording me an ojiportu-

tiity of commenting upon the criticisms with which Mr. Vincent

Smith has honoured my short notice of the Bodh-Gaya plaque*

*rhe notice in question was intended merely as an explanation

of the design selected by the Society for the cover of their

Journal, aiid wd,s, as Mr. Smith rightly infers, written on the

assumption that the temple depicted on the plaque was indeed tile

temple at Bodh-Gaya. The adoption of the plaque by the Society

was based upon the same assumption, and as the Society is familiar

with the monument and has had access to the plaque, I had

looked upon their adoption of it as confirmatory of my own opinion

in regard to it. If I have taken the accuracy of this identi-

fication too much for granted, or if I have expressed myself

too positively on the subject^ I can only express my regret for the

circumstance. I must admit that there is no absolute proof that

the two buildings are the same, but I may nevertheless maintain

that of all the buildings known to us in Bihar to-day, the famous

temple at Bodh-Gaya is far and away the most like this one

which we see depicted on this plaque. If the Bodh-Gaya shrine

were of an ordinary type, this would signify but little, possibly.

In point of fact, it is a most unusual style, almost (I do not

say quite) unique in India ; and it seems to me that this fact

lends the visible and obvious resemblance between the two an
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added weight. It is also clear from the plaque itself that the

temple it depicts was one of great importance and celebrity, in

which again the agreement between the two is quite correct. An

unimportant temi:)le would not show either the extensive and

costly railing round about it, nor this multitude of minor stupas,

nor would there be such a column set up in front of it as this one

which we see. I therefore do not agree with Mr. Vincent Smith

that the rail and the little stupas should be summarily eliminated

from consideration. It may be true, as he observes, that they are

features common to other monuments of importance, but the

fact remains that the only important Buddhist monument in the

neighbourhood of Patna where these features actually do occur,

is the great temple at Bodh-Gaya ; which does not seem to me

an altogether negligible factor in the case. When the type of

temple is so unusual as this, and when the drawing here agrees

so generally as it does with the one important moiiument of this

period known to us in this region, it does not seem to me that

the assumption imder challenge is indefensible. That a residuum

of doubt remains, however, may be admitted. Whether that doubt

is quite so large as Mr. Smith rnakes out is perhaps less sure.

His obiection to my identification is based upon certain

discrepancies between the figure on the plaque and the description

of the Bodh-Gaya temple given by Hiuen Tsang, particularly

the fact that Hiuen Tsang tells us (1) that the roof was crowned

with an amalaka, (2) that the image in it had its hand in the

Bhumisparsa mudrd and (3) that on the east of the temple there

was a series of three subsidiary halls which do not appear upo^
our plaque.

Now it seems to me that dt^pite these discrepancies my
identification may still be right on either one of two quite

possible hypotheses. Mr. Smith says that up to Hiuen Tsang's

time (middle of the seventh century) there had been only two

^emples at this site, (a) the one erected by Asoka and [b] the one

built by some Brahman to replace the older one. It was the

latter which the pligrim saw, and the account of which is held

to be discrepant with oui' plaque. What precludee the possibility
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that the temple on the plaque is actually the older of the two ?

We should remember that it is inscribed in Kharoshthi, a

script the Mauryas used, that it was recovered at Asoka-'s

capital and that it shows a column of generally Maurayan charac-

ter before the shrine, and that while certainly an early plaque no

lower limit for assignment has yet been fixed. The fact that

Hiuen Tsang speaks of this older building as having been a

little chaitya can hardly be decisive against this possibility,

inasmuch as he certainly had no personal knowledge of it; the

actual railing which we see (of Sungan date) suggests the opposite,

and on purely a priori grounds it is improbable that Asoka would

have built either a small or an insignificant shrine at what has

always been the holiest of Buddhist sites. There seems therefore

a clear possibility that the temple on the plaque is actually

Asoka^s own. Such resemblance as is now discernible between

it and the modern temple will in this case be explainable by
" Amara '''

having copied the general style of the original when

he rebuilt it (a very natural thing to do), whereas the minor

differences will also be accounted for. This seems therefore

quite a possible alternative.

A more probable one to my mind is that the plaque depicts

the actual structure which the pilgrim saw, but in an older form

than when the pilgrim saw it. Mr. Smith accepts tentatively

my guess as to the dating of the plaque in the second century

and yet, while noting that Hiuen Tsang's visit fell in the

seventh century, seems to assume that throughout this lengthy

period of time, the temple of the Brahmia must have remainod

always in its pristine form. This is by no means necessarily so.

Whether my date for the plaque be exact or not, the presence

of Kharoshthi on it and its occurrence in the neighbourhood of

Kushan coins, makes its relegation to the Kushan period not

unreasonable, and there is certainly, so far as I see now, no

positive evidence to put it later. If we say tentatively third

century, we are hardly likely to be erring greatly in the upward

direction ; it may be older, though, than first appears. But

allowing Mr. Smith one added century and taking the third as
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our upward limit In this case this leaves four hundred years between

the pilgrim^s visit and our plaque. Is it warrantable to assume,

as Mr. Smith apparently do-js, that no alteration or development,

could possibly have taken place in such an interval ? I should

suppose such a contention difficult. I am, as I write these lines,

sitting in an ancient palace, erected even less tlian this full period

of time ago, and the utter and pathetic ruin which has over-

whelmed the major part of it brings forcibly to mind the mean-

ing of four centuries in India. Had such a temple as our plaque

depicts been erected at Bodh-Gaya in the third or any previous

century (and we da not know at all when the present temple

really was constructed originally), with a stxipa. upon its summit,
and a fivefold hti, we may feel reasonably confident that long
before Hiuen Tsang arrived, so exposed a portion of the whole as

this would have fallen into disrepair and quite conceivably have

been replaced, with his amalalca. I do not see that any serious

weight attaches, then, to this discrepancy. There is surely no

proof at all that the amalaka was part of the original design.

An even stronger consideration of the same sort makes me
doubt still more the decisiveness of the further feature in Hiuen

Tsang's description upon which Mr. Smith lays so much stress,

namely, the three reputed halls upon the east side of the shrine.

What the pilgrim tells us calls to mind the temple comjdex fami-

liar to us in Orissa now, where we have the main tower or sikhara

and its porch (the jagainohan) and then in some cases further

halls in front of both
;

in all, a series of four units in some

instances, just as our pilgrim states. Mr. Smiih admits that the

halls were distinct from the temple proper. Is not this admission

dangerous for his argument ? Subsidiary halls like this, esi^e-

cially when detached, are by no means necessarily contemporary
with the monument. Indeed, I have the impression that they
are even normally additions to it, and that in perhaps the majority
of instances these disconnected halls are gradual accretions, added
on from time to time. This is particularly true in the case of

famous and important temples, where worship is performed over

many ceuturics, and it is therefore especially conceivable for such
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a temple as Bodh-Gaya, in particular. Such would have been the

usual development^ for it was a settled custom to enlarge such

shrines, just as it was to extend old stupas by enveloping them.

There is thus every possibility that these additional halls were no

part of the original design, that they had not been erected when

our plaque was made, but had been added at some point or points

in the long interval of centuries between our document and

Hiuen Tsang. To this second of hi§ four objjectionSji therefore,

I personally attach but little weight.

As for his third, I almost demur to having the occurrence of

the plaque at Pataliputra instead of at Bodh-Gaya Itself counted as

an argument against me. Such plaques are in their very nature

meant to travel, if I am right in thinking them to be souvenirs of

pilgrimage^ and a neighbouring city like the capital is thus the

most natural place in the world for such an object to be found.

Was not the evidence of the Basarh seals, which show the name
^' Vaisali

"
in their epigraphs, discounted by some scholars for the

very reason that they had been found right at Basarh itself ? On
this analogy I should suppose myself at liberty to look upon the

findspot of our plaque as favourable to my argument^ if anything,

It certainly has, to my mind, no evidential value on the other

side.

For these reasons, therefore, I must crave permission to abide

by my former judgment, and should do so quite unmoved were it

not for Mr. Smith's fourth objection, regarding the posture of the

hands, which strikes me as by far the most legitimate of all. The

JBhumispana, mudra Is certainly what we should expect for

Bodh-Gaya on the analogy of later art, and it. is clear from

"what Mr. Smith has quoted from the pilgrim that the Image
there did show this mudrd in the seventh century. There are,

however, so many possible or conceivable explanations for the

difference here that I should hesitate to look upon this detail as

absolutely decisive, where no other positive evidence exists. Yot

instance. If the plaque Is so early as I think, it Is conceivable that

the image dates from a period before these mndrdi were lixed, for

they are UQt absolutely determiuatc in our oldest work. There is
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always the possibility of inaccurate or careless work on the part

of the engraver, in a country where mistakes occur in the spelling

of even royal names in epigraphs, and there is a remote possibility

that the photograph misleads (for, being now on tour, I am as

dependent on it as is Mr. Smith himself). I do not doubt the

correctness of his interpretation, though, and am considering the

matter on the assumption that he is right. Even so, where

reasonable explanations of this one discrepancy can be found, I

should deprecate treating this detail as in itself conclusive. That

it raises a certain degree of doubt, I willingly admit, and there-

fore I say that, on the whole, I agree with Mr. Smith that the

temple cannot be identified with perfect certainty. But I do not

share the full measure !of his doubt by 'any means, and st'll

consider that in probability, the temple on the plaque is actually

the temple which we know in modern form at Bodh-Gaya. If

ever the inscription can be read, the matter miy be settled once

for all.



Itl.-—A New Explanation of the Couvade.

BytheHon'ble Mr. C H. Bompas, B.A., I.C.S, formerly
Deputy Commissioner of Singhbhum.

Your journal affords me an opportunity of putting on record

a small fact which may be of permanent interest. It is known
that among the Hos of the Kolhan the father after the birth of

a child is isolated and is unclean in exactly the same way as the

mother is.* I once asked a Ho why this was so, he answered,
'' Because the life has gone out of the man •/' the Bengali word
*' Jiban

'' was used.

This gives a clue to what seems to me a probable explan-

ation of the custom of couvade which is found in so many
parts of the world. For so widespread a custom we need an

explanation founded on the very nature of things. "When once

the fact of paternity is recognized, it is not unnatural to

consider the father as contributing the invisible spirit to the body
which has grown in the mother^s womb. If the birth of the

child's body is a time of danger to the mother, the birth of tlie

chik^s spirit may be equally dangerous to the paternal sjnrit.

This is rather a different explanation from that which treats

the custom as, in origin, an acknowledgment of paternity,

though such an acknowledgment would actually be involved.

Once the custom originates it may in certain localities

leceive artificial developments in consequence of more artificial

reasons being found for maintaining the custom, such as the

diversion of evil influences from the mother.

The answer in this case was more illuminating than that

which I received from a Ho when I asked why the race was

• It may be noticed that it ia the Ho fatlicr who cats the umbilical cord of

his new-born child, and bo is the only male person who may enter the Ij-ing-in-

room during the eight days of ceremonial impurity (6m). He baa also to cook for

bis wife during that period.—id tier.
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divided into Killis. He stared in amazement and asked
" ChiKkatele kipiringia ?

"—^how should we buy brides from

each other if there were no exogamons divisions ? This merely

showed the importance attached to the practice of exogamy.



IV.—Further Relics of the Copper Age,
In his last Presidential address, His Hononr the President

referred to several copper axes and other relics of the Copper

Age that had been brought to light through the agency of the

Society. The search has been continued and three pieces of

copper of a novel type have been forwarded to the Society by
Mr. L. E. B. Cobden-Ramsay, c.i.b., i.c.s., Political Agent,

Feudatory States of Orissa. They were found with six or seven

similar pieces on the bank of the Gulpha river, at village

Bhagra Pir, in the Mayurbhanj State. The river washed away

the bank and exposed the pieces of copper which were about

a foot beneath the surface. No other remains or utensils were

noticed at the place. The shape and general appearance of these

pieces of copper can best be understood by rjeference to the

illustration on the opposite page. They were apparently

intended for use as battle-axes, the ;ehaft being split at the end

and the narrow neck of the axe-head firmly bound in the cleft.

The large axe, (Fig. 1) which measures 18^ inches in length and

15| inches in breadth, may perhaps have been intended for cere-

monial or sacrificial use. Tlie other two measure respectively 10

inches by 8^ inches (Fig. 3) andlO.^ inches by 7 inches (Fig. 2).

The two first are about one-eighth of an inch in thickness and

the third about one-twentieth of an inch. The largest and the

smallest appear to have been sharpened at both ends and are both

considerably oxidized. The other, which is but slightly oxidized,

has an edge on the small end only. These axes were apparently

made by casting or hammering out a roughly oval disk of

metal, sharpening the edges and then cutting otit two more

or less circular holes to form the neck. Mr. C. T. Trechmann,

to whom a description of the axes was sent, writes:— '' The

thinness of the implements seems to be extraordinary. In such

apparently isolated finds it is diiBcult to get any details of
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anything which may have accompanied the objects. The Copper

Age in Europe in some places, for instance, Ireland .and the

Swiss Lake dwellings, definitely preceded the Bronze Age,

but there seems little evidence as yet to connect any of the

Indian implements with European ones/'



v.—The Date of Kalidasa.

By B. C. Mazumdar, M.R.A.S.

In his learned paper in this Journal (Vol. II, No. 1)

relating to the date of Kalidasa, Mahamahopadhaya Haraprasad

Shastri has advanced and supported the very theory which was

brought to much prominence by Dr. Hoernle in 1909 in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Pandit Shastri has neither

referred to the paper of Dr. Hoernle, nor has he taken into

consideration the discussion which followed in criticizing the views

of Dr. Iloernle. In the interest of truth I get over my feelings

of delicacy to state that I took part in the discussion referred to

above, and my proposition as to the time of Kalidasa was accept-

ed by many scholars to be correct. I beg to note it that such

an eminent scholar as Mr. Vincent Smith has accejDted my date

and has referred to my paper {J.R.A.S., 1909, pp. 731—739)
at page 304 of the third edition of his "

Early History of

India/'

It is now admitted on all hands that Kalidasa must have

flourished after 420 A.D. and some time before 580 A.D. when

the poet Subandhu is likely to have flourished. Now if it can be

shown that Kalidasa did not flourish during the time of Yasodhar-

man, my projwsition, that the literary career of Kalidasa extended

from the time of Kumar Gupta I. to the early part of the reign

of Purogupta, must be accepted. This is exactly wliat I tried

to show in my paper referred to above. The political condition

of India of the time of Yasodharman, on which the arguments

of Pandit Shastri are principally based, makes it pretty clear that

Kalidasa''s reference to the Indian Rajas in the sixth canto of

the Raghuvamsa and his description of the exj^edition against

the Huns in the fourth canto militate against the theory of

Pandit Shastri,
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It will not be denied that the Huns conquered Gandhara by
about 470 A.D., and previous to that time they were powerful

in their settlements to the north and to the nortb-west of the

Gandhara eountiy. Though Pandit Shastri has admitted it,

I must point it out as a fact, of importance, tliat when during the

last days of Baladitya, Yasodharman defeated Mihirakula, the

Huns had their settlement in India proper and the town of

Sialkot was the capital of Mihirakula. Is it not then quite

clear that the expedition against the Huns as described by

Kalidasa refers to the state of things as existed by about

455 A.D. ? The Huns have been described by Kalidasa as

foreigners like the Persians, and Raghu^s soldiers had to proceed

"further north
•'^

(Kauverim disam), after having defeated the

Persians, to meet the Huns in their own land (lY, 66—68). It

cannot be conceived that the Huns in the time of Yasodhar-

man published any account of their early movements through

Persian territories to India to enable Kalidasa to give a descrip-

tion of their then forgotten old settlement by ignoring their

presence in India itself.

Even if it be admitted that the overlordship of the Magadha

Rajas, as is found acknowledged in the sixth canto of Raghu-

vanisa, was but nominal, it cannot be said that the court poet

of Yasodharman could make any mention of such overlordship

since Yasodhamian never recognized it. "We learn it from his

Mandasor inscription that Yasodharman, far from acknowledging

the overlordship of the imperial Guptas, most openly defied their

authority. On reference to the sixth canto we find that the

Baja of Ujjaini is only third on the list while Anga-raja, belong-

ing very likely to the Lichhavi family, is second. Of the

Samanta Rajas (Feudatories of the !Magadha Rajas) no doubt the

Raja of Ujjaini is described as the leader, but all the same he is

but a s^ar before the moon (VI, 22). Could such description

by Kalidasa be pleasing to Yasodharman, who declared himself

superior to the imperial Guptas ?
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It is met with in the epigraphic as well as other records

of Ceylon that a Simhalese poet who died in the year 524 was

honoured by being given the title Kalidasa during his lifetime.

Mr. Parkar's history of Ceylon which is the latest and the

best work on the subject, records it that Kumara Dhatu Sena,

the then ruler of the country, died by self-immolation in the

year 524 on the funeral pyre of the Simhalese poet Kalidasa,

as the loss of his poet friend was unbearable to him. Dhatu

Sena reigned from 515 to 524 A.D. I need hardly add that

for a poet of Ceylon to get the title Kalidasa some time between

515 and 524 our Kalidasa must have flourished earlier than

500 A.D.



VI.—Reply to Mr. B. C. Mazumdar's
Note.

By Mahamahopadhaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A., CI.E.

The theory of Babu Bijay Chandra Mazumdar amounts to

this :—
Kalidasa found the Huns to the north of Persia, their original

home ; and he must have, therefore, lived before the Huna invasion

of India in 455 A.D. But Raghu did not find the Huns to the

north of Persia. He found them on the Indus, the river Sindhu.

After subduing Persians and Yavanas he proceeded towards the

north ; there he let loose his horses on the Indus and there he

found the Himas. So the Huna settlement was then on the

banks of the Indus ; i.e., after their expulsion from Central India.

The word " Tattra
"

there seems to be significant after the

mention of Sindhu.

The Guptas governed their distant provinces by officers

appointed by themselves. They had a governor at Kathiawad,

who repaired the dam of the lake Sudarsana. From this it would

seem that places like Avanti and ^lathura, which were nearer

home, were also governed by officers ; and these governors could

not be placed on an equal footing in the Swayambara assembly
with the Gupta emperors. It was after the expulsion of the

Hunas, when the governors had assumed independent or semi-

independent positions, that they could be so placed.

Mr. Mazumdar thinks that Kalidasa was the court poet of

Yasodharma Deva. But there is no evidence for it. On the

other hand, Vasula, the son of Kakka, was employed to write his

panegyric and he may have been the court poet. Kalidasa was

at that time a poet of estabhshed reputation and he would not

serve a newly rising military leader. The other contention n-

Mr. Mazumdar is equally unfounded, viz., that YasuuLaiUixi i::T ;

recognized the authority of the Guptas. Yasodharma does not
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style himself as an independent power, he does not assume the

titles of Porama, Vattaraka, etc., etc. Though master of territories

much beyond Gupta empire, he calls them (jupta Nathas ; thus

showing his reverence for his nominal masters.



NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
[,
—Minutes of a meeting of the Council

held on Wednesday, the 28th June,
1916, at the Hon'ble Mr. Oldham's
house at Bankipore.

Present :

1. The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. V^. Oldham, I.C.S.,

in ike Chair.

2. K. P. Jayaswal, Esq., M.A., Bar-at-Law.

3. S. Sinha, Esq., Bar-at-Law.

4. Babu S. C. Roy, M.A., B.L.

(1) The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed,

(2) Considered a list of l-i applicants for ordinary member-

ship. Besolved, that they be elected. Their names are given

below :
—

1 . Kumar Shanti Shekhareswar Ray, The Ratankar, Seaside,

Puri.

2. G. C. Lathbury, Esq., Giridih, E.I.R.

3. Raja Dharanidbar Indra Deo Deb, Feudatory Chief, Bonai

State, P.O. Bonaigarh (Orissa).

4. Babu Keshi Misra, B.A., Zamindar and Sub-Manager,^

Raj Darbhanga, P.O. Hayaghat.
5. Maulvi A. K. Abdur Razzak, B.A., Special Inspecting

Officer for Muhammadan Education in the Chota Nagpur

Division, Ranchi.

6. Babu Rajani Nath Ghosh, M.A., Assistant Head Master

of the Patna Collegiate Schoolj Bankipore.

7. Maulvi A. N, Muhammad Ali Hassan, M.A., Assistant

Head Master of the Palamau Zilla School, Daltonganj.

8. Rai Sahib Kedar Nath Das Gupta, B.A., Head Master

of the Purulia ZiJa School, Parulia.
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9. Maulvi Manziir Rasul, Assistant Master in the Purulia

Zila School, Purulia.

3 0. Babu Sashi Bhushan Bose, M.A., Barganda (Giridih).

11. Babu Narayan Prasad Mahanti, B.A., Assistant

Inspector of Schools, Chota Nagpur Division, Ranchi.

12. Babu Dhanapati Banerji, M.A,, B.L., Pleader, Puri.

13. H. R. Meredith, Esq., B.A., I.C.S, Subdivisional Officer,

Beguserai.

14. J. Maclean, Esq., M.A,, I.E.S., Inspector of Schools,

Patna Division, Bankipore.

(3) Resolved that the following gentlemen be elected

Honorary Members of the Society :
—

1. William Crooke, Esq., B.A., I.C.S. (Retd.), Langton

HoTise, Charlton Kings'' Cheltenham (England) .

2. Prof. William Ridgeway, M.A., Sc.D., F.B.A., LL.D.,

Litt. D., Disney Professor of Archseology and Brereton,

Reader in Classics in the University of Cambridge,

Caius College, Cambridge, Fen Ditton, Cambridge.

(4) Read a letter dated the 12th April, 1916, from the

Honorary Treasurer requesting that an allowance of Rs. 1 5 per

month be granted to his clerk for performing the clerical duties

in connexion with the accounts of the Society. Resolved, that

the allowance be sanctioned with effect from the 1st Mav, 1916.
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LEADING ARTICLES.

I,—-Seven Copper-plate Records of Land
Grants from Dhenkanal.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Shastri, IVI.A-, CLE.

In May 1916 seven copper-plate grants were sent to me for

decipherment by His Honour Sir Edward Gait, Lieutenant-

Governor of Bihar and Orissa. The plates are single ones, and

the lot contains five grants of the Sulki family, one of a queen
named Tribhuvana MahadevI, and another of a local ruler named

Jaya Simha. The grant of the Sulki family contains one record of

Ranastambha who is known to us from the grants of his son Kul-

astambha ; one, a new one of Kulastambha, who is already known

to us from his Puri [
^

] and Talcher [
'^

] grants and three of a new

ruler named Jayastambha. The grants of Tribhuvana Mahadevi

and Kulastambha were received before the others. According to

the information supplied by the present Chief of Dhenkanal, these

['] Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1895, part I, page, 123ff.

[*] Epign^hia Indica, Vol XII, page 156.
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iwo plates were washed out of a field called Bhim Nagari Gadh

together with 25 Muhammadan silver coins, close to the Brah-

manl river in the year 1896. According to the tradition cuiTcnt in

Dhenkanal, this Bhim Nagari Gadh was the Dandapat, i.e., capital

or royal residence of Ananga Bhima Deva. It is also said that

Anaiiga Bhima Deva referred to this place in a speech as the

capital of the Kesari Kings. Of the remaining five plates three

were being worshipped together with an image of Raghunatha

(i.e., Rama Chandra) in a temple in the village of Sanda about

18 miles north-west of the capital of the Dhenkanal State. The

remaining two were found at Kander Siifaha, a place close to

Patrapada on the opposite bank of the Brahmani river. The place

is opposite Bhim Nagari Gadh.

A.—The Grant of Ranastambha.

The inscription i s incised on a single plate of copper measur-

ing 6*9" by hh". There is a seal to the left of the inscription but

the impression on it is no longer legible. There are thirty-three

lines of writing on the plate of which nineteen lines are on the

obverse and fourteen on the reverse. The characters vary

from *2
"
to "S". The inscription has been very clumsily incised

and the letters are indistinct and shapeless. The inscription

records the grant of the village of Kolamponka in the Kodaloka

Mandala by one Ranastambha Deva, evidently a subordinate ruler,

as his titles are Mahasamantadhipati, Samadhigatapanchamaha-

sabda. Details about his genealogy are not given. The gi-ant

was issued from Kodaloka and the donee was Bhatta Sudarsana

of the Gautama gotra and a student of the Vajasaneya Sakha.

The grant was issued in the year 33 of an unspecified era. The

eulogy is composed by Bhoga Kalyana Deva and incised by

Mundaka, son of Dhana.

The nose of ga and of ia has a big triangle instead of a knob.

The dental na has two limbs, the left-hand limb has a curve

at the lower end and a vertical line in the upper end, the right-

hand limb is a vertical line ; they are joined by a horizontal

matra. The ya has a big protruberant- belly, i.e., the lower part
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of the left hand limb is a big curve. Theja is like the English E,'

The long u is uniformly replaced by short u in this. The palaeogra-

phy might be described as of the tenth century. The n ext four

grants belong to the same century.

I edit the grant from the original plate.

f^

^^ -

^lil.«rti|r44lGjyj.rd

10 '^ f^n[^iT?^ ^^^ : 'TOT>Tfr??^^%^Trf5Tf?T h;?^^ yf i^tm -

11 ^i'er : ^TfiT^fr ^rhr^frfnTTTr^'? ^^rinM^ i wfjr : cttctxtr -

[
*

] Correct form fIC 2 Text i»: 5^
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18 ^V I '*(l'^<T«h°i|c|^^ '*<<*if^T ^r^ Wrarf^^f^ 7R cliff

irw -

19 w^'^^m I ^^ ir^^^ WT^ ^^n-'P^lt i

25 fij *. I ^^firl^m Tfn ^T^r5T^. i ^ir^i^fw ^^i ^r^ «r^T

26 iF?? ^^ct^"n?i^ [«] ^^^t MitJ^t T[ ^ ^T^ ^^JTf [I] ^-

28 fl^ [i] ^TflT^Trnsnf^ it-r^t^cr^^i^ : ii ^^ns^rai

29 f [•] ^ : TH^f^ TTTf^ ; [i] ^^rmc^ ts^rRiar?^ nr^rmj
-

m*^«i*i [I]

32 ^^ ^^^ ^ f5\f®cn M^fidR^ [
•

] ^1fJT^iwnir?it^

VI

33 jitip^jt'^s^R^ 5^«Rl^f?I

[
*

] Perhaps the correct form is ^T^H^^JCt^T^
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Translation.

A

(Lines 1-9.)

From Kodaloka,—the inhabitants of which are saturated

with the influence of the goddess of prosperity, who is tied down

by the profusion of honours and worship proffered to her—which

cast into the shade the fame of other cities by the prowess of iti

mighty and prosperous Kings
—the sky-licking temples of

which, being washed white and emitting light, illuminates all

sides of horizon.—King Ranastambhadeva in the best of

his health, the lord of all feudatory chiefs, the master of the five

great sounds, devoted to the worship of the feet of his parents,

a great worshipper of Mahesvara, the refuge of truth—who

navigates the dark river of the enemy-force with ease—who is

a Kaipbrha to those who in great fright take refuge with him—
and who is the possessor of great merit through his devotion to

Gods, Brahmanas and Gurus—who humbled down bad charac-

ters through his pi'owess
—

duly honours, reminds and orders the

present and future Raja snakas Rajaputtras, great feudatories,

guilds, tribes and assemblies in the village of Kolampanka,

situate in this district :

(Lines 10—20.)

Be it known to you that this village has a small area and

has, in its vicinity and adjoining to it, the revenue-paying, fruit-

ful lands of the village of Bhaumasmaka, the boundaries of which

were settled by my father, as being to the west of Mvipya, and

from south all round surrounded by Jodapatbana and other lands-

both of them (the village Kolampanka and the adjoining lands)

are given by me free of rents and all other imposts by making our

Kuladevata (family goddess) Bhagavati Stambhesvari Bha-

ttarika, a witness, on a copper-plate gi"ant, as long as the sun

and the moon abide, to Bhatta Sudrsana Deva, a student of the

Vajasaneyasakha, a scion of the Gautama gotra, with a view to

t-he increase of merit of father, mother and self, with a view
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that Vedic sacrifices may be performed, with a view that worship

may be offered to men, Gods, Brahmanas, Gurus and guests,

and also with a view that fire-offerings, recitation of the Vedas,

repetition of prayers, and practice of austerities may be per-

petuated.

(Lines 21—23.)

Whoever, either born in my family or in other families,

maintains this gift, will have his family perpetuated in pros-

perity and power, but whoever acts otherwise will lose his

kingdom and die issueless. Therefore from motives of religion

and from respect to myself you should maintain this.

Lines 23—31 contain usual imprecatory verses.

(Line 32 to the end. J

Sumvat 33, Kartika, baddhi,—this eulogy is written by

Bhogi Kalyana Deva and incised by Mundaka, the son of Dhana.

B.—The Grant of Kulastambha.

This grant is incised on a single plate of copper measuring

7*1'' by 5"5". A seal is attached to the top of the inscription,

which is circular in shape. Its diameter is V. The impres-

sion on the seal is divided into three parts by two horizontal

lines. The upper compartment contains a crescent, the middle

one the name of the King,
" Srikulastambha Deva ''', and the

lower one a deer couchant. There are altogether forty-four lines

of writing on the plate, of which twenty-two are on the obverse

and twenty-two on the reverse. The average length of the letters

is '2" to 'o' and the characters do not differ much from the Talcher

grant of the same prince *. The
•Fide Epi. Ind., Vol.XlI,

language of the grant is corrupt

Part 4, No. 20, page 156. Sanskrit. The record gives the

following genealogy :
—

Vikramaditya.

Ranastambha.

Kulastambha.
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The relation of the donor to Ranastambha is not expressly

stated. The record is not dated. It records the grant of the

village of Jharabada in the Gojillo khanda of the Sankhajoti-

valava Mandala to Bhatta Brihaspati, the son of Bhatta Ravi

and the great grandson of Bhatta Sinha (Simha)*who had migrated

from the village Nidhati in the middle country. The donee

belonged to the Kasyapa gotra, with three Rishis who are not

named, as his pravaras, and was a student of the Madhyandina
branch of the Yajurveda.

The name of the family Sulki is not mentioned in this record

but the goddess
' Stambhesvari

'
is named in L. 3, Kulastambha

is styled Maharaja in this grant and as the lord of all Gondas

(Gonds, Sakalagondamahadhinatha) . His only other title is

Samadhigatapanchamahasabda, one who has attained the five

great sounds, a title very often applied to feudatory chiefs.

I edit the record from the original plate.

3 HTorrgft fflf^. [ I ]

a-

5 f?iH ;

(Here lines have been omitted in the srrant. See
Plate C. )

6 ^+ill;^+^rjci ^U M IdiftcTT

7 H^T^crat ^rrf^cT T^ f%7cl : I [ I ]
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15 cH ^r^^ffSrset ^nr% ^^;t!: ^nf^i^ ^c?t^:

16 "Bi^^iTP^rFrg^ : ^^R^^n^T^r^rrrraiini-

17
?^: [ II ]

18 ^ TTt^mfVTT^: ?T^TT«r ^ ir^r^^cr^Hf^ ifsft

19 ^ : Hi^^ td^am^^i'^U,^ M 4«-d; *tt«w f^-

%l 'i?t^^t[t]?^t^ ^^T^snwrf^^ ft^Er^nrf^Tf^nn

Reverse.
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28 \i4un ^(^fi^Kmu ^vo^^v^iumy^f^ ^-

30 ^^ ^cii *^lc^l^M^^iK*^«^J.^^ ^rrzizrgftfHi^^

81 f^"Bjirei^TT^nRf^T5T fkw^f^ ^WT^ \ entrant

36 g^ ; ^Ri ^rero^ mrt^ i ^m '^ v^^nx
37 ^ xrarq% I

40 cl^ cl^ Tfi^* I

41 Tt : [ I ] ^^"RTRiTrnnw ^r^'m^in^ i

42 Ui>^til4-<^1 ^ ^cl ^^ ^Tt [ 1 ]

43
J|fH^5Slf

TTC^I

44 ?^ [ : I J :
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Translation.

B
(Lines 2—5.)

Victoiy to Girlsa! whose foot-lotus is pressed by the diadems

of Gods, Siddhas and Vidyddharas^ and who is shining with his

tawny, matted hair, illuminated by the rays of the moon, his

crest jewel.

In the family of Snlki, there was a king, the destroyer of

his enemies, famous as Vikramaditya, who obtained a most

gracious boon from Stambhesvari, who oppressed his enemies by
his increasing prowess. (Here two lines have been omitted.

Lines 6—19 are common to this grant and the next wuth but

slight and unimportant modifications.)

(Lines 19—36.)
The king in health, duly honours, intimates and orders, the

present and future Kajanakas, Rajaputtras, great feudatories,

kumaramatyas, antarafigas and others, lords of districts and

holders of jurisdictions in this mandala, whose boundaries include

Sankhajotivalaya . Be it known to you that on a copper-

plate grant I give away the village Jhadabada, situate in the

district of Goilla, with its boundaries, with all rights, free from

all imposts, properly acquired and properly managed, with land,

water and forests, clearly defined in all its four boundaries, to

Bhatta Brhaspati, a devout worshipper of Visuu, the son of

Bhata Ravi, and the great grandson of Bhata Siha, a student

of the Madhyandina Sakha of the Yajurveda, a scion of the

Kasyapa gotra with three pravaras, who has come out from the

village Nidhati in the middle country, with a view to the

increase of merit of father, mother and self, for doing honour to

Visnu Bhattaraka, on the occasion f Visuvasamkranti. You

should maintain this grant out of respect for religion and for

myself and out of respect for our family goddess Stambesvari

Bhatarika. Whoever born in my family or in another does

this, will increase his posterity and prosperity. Therefore you
should maintain from motives of your own welfare.



^^^(n'/M

^5?3u:^flf^^.^

'
">
-[Vr?<fi r-^t "Cn Si^"^?!^^ <fS^^^'Q .'•1 <

B. Obverse.





'(^^C?f^f(n^'naT^<3'Tiqaj^q(2ib>r

^.niq^(^^c^5'5fc<f(is[<?^2;'"«J!^Q(:fici'4Q

fia&rai&£i£ni(^'E^E!fdJBBG9iK:^

mA)s&mi\usKiiMtsxKitis L*i«ifi

B. Reverse,
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The rest of the inscription is taken up with the usual

imprecatory verses from the Dharmasastras.

C—Grant of Jayastambha Deva.

The grant is incised on a single plate of copper measuring

10'3'^by 7*2". There is no seal and the place for the seal, a

circular projection to the left of the inscription, is vacant ; it

measures 2-7" by 2-1". The characters are 7-3" in height.

The letters are very neatly incised. The language is corrupt

Sanskrit. There are altogether twenty-one lines of writing on

the plate, of which seventeen are on the obverse and four on the

reverse. The record mentions that there was a king named

Kulastambha of the Sulki family. His son was Ranastambha,

and Ranastambha's son was Jayastambha. The genealogy is :
—

Kulastambha

Ranastambha

Jayastambha

The grant was issued from Kodaloka, which is same as Kodala

of the Talcher grant. Jayastambha is mentioned as a devout

worshipper of Siva. He is styled Maharajadhiraja, the lord

offall Gondrars (Gonds), and master of the five great sounds.

The inscription records the grant of the village of Chand-

rapura in the Konkula Khanda of the Goilla Visaya of the

Kodaloka Mapdala, to a Brahmana named Yavana, who belonged

to the Sandilya gotra, whose pravaras were Asita and Devala,

who was a student of Kauthuma Sakha of the Chandoga Charana,

who was the son of Khambho, and the grandson of the Bhatta

Putra Nirvana, who had migrated from Kolanca, Kolanca is

mentioned in the genealogical works of Bengal as the place from

which King Adisura obtained Bi-ahmanas versed in the Vedas. It

has not been met with in Epigraphic records before and its iden-

tification is not certain. Various theories have been put forward

none of which are trustworthy. The record is not dated either in

any era or regnal year. It was incised by the merchant (Vanika)

Isvara.
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I edit the inscription from the original plate.

?(Tf?:[;ii]

?f^f^' : [ « ]

cr

6
* ^ "

^^wfinCll]

2 [ : I ]

7 ^s^i^w^;[ii]

^wh?rtaf^«^^if^ [ T J IT'^TfiS [ T ] ^
8

"

^ ^
^Tf[:i]
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12 ff^^ ^ ^f^rq^ H^ ^?^ [ ^ ] ^T'^r^nrfe^TTtbrTfT^^

15 >TTTiitf^r^sn?r?f '*(r*Hd<r^<sy=*T : *<lJi^<^ ^5*^

17 ^^Snn^ [ 1 ]

JJ^ zr^ Z[^ ^jfil cm cT^ rT^ W [ « ]

Reverse

18 XR^f^T xnf^*'^ : [ 1 ]

20 ^TT^ ^rrar^TTfcn^ : [ I ]

21 f^'[^]f(g)^T
3r^ ^Tnr : Mi^lvi ^ f^i^n [ : i ]
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Translation.

(Lines 1—16.)

Victory to Girlsa ! whose lotus feet are pressed by the

diadems of Gods, Siddhas and Vidyadharas and who is shining

with his tawny, matted hair, illuminated by the rays of the

moon, his crest jewel.

In the family of Sulki, there was a king, the destroyer of

his enemies, the famous and prosperous Kulastambha, who

obtained a most gracious boon from Stambhesvari, who op-

pressed his enemies by his increasing powers.

By means of temples, white as his own fame, forming, as it

were, the only road for reaching the high heaven of Siva, looking

bright, variegated, charming, shining and entei'taining
— he

raised his reputation to heaven.

He had a son named Ranastambha, a prosperous king and

a peerless hero in the world, whose enemies fly on all sides

frightened at the stroke of his brilliant sword—the frontal

mark of the circle of kings shining like the moon, with the rays

of his brilliant qualities
—which acted like the ear-ornaments,

adorning the faces of the ladies of the quarters
— which

contracted the lotus faces of the wives of his enemies —
and which pierced through the nocturnal darkness of vice.

To him was born a son—who, by his prowes, scattered his

enemies like clouds—who, by his might, smote the armies of

all quarters
—whose hands were always wet in the act of

making gifts
—who rose to great fame — who was equal to

the elephants of the quarters
—who was learned, devoted to

virtue, equal to Prithu in the world. (In this grant the reading

is Jaga- Ripu, which is meaningless. The reading has been taken

from B), and acquired prosperity by his prowess—whose swords

never got rusty
—who frightened all his enem es by the strength

of his gigantic arms—whose mind was devoted to the worship

of the feet of the Gods, Brahma9as and Gurus—and whose
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arms crushed the heads of elephants, belonging to his invincible

enemies.

From Kodaloka he, Sri Maharajadhiraja Javastambha Deva,

a devoted worshipper of Mahesvara, master of the five great

sounds, the lord of all the Gonds, in health, duly honours,

intimates and orders all future Rajanakas, Rajaputtras, great

feudatories, Antarangas, King^s favourites and others, such as

lords of districts, holders of jurisdiction with officers, holders of

badges, feudatories at the head of country folks :
—

Be it known to you, that, the village named Candrapura in

the division of Konkula, connected with the district of Goilla

in this mandala, the four boimdaries of which have been fixed

before, is given away, with all the boundaries, with all rights,

with weavere, cowherds, fishermen and other tenants, along with

fishery rights, hunting rights, rights of collecting tolls and ferry

rights, free from all imposts
—
by committing the gift in

writing on a copper-plat^
—as long as the sun and the moon

abide—to Vavana, the son of Khambho, the son of Bhataputtri

Nirvana, well versed in the thi-eefold knowledge, a student of

the Kauthumaiakha of the Samaveda, a scion of the Sandilya

Gotra, with Asita and Devala for his pravaras, who has

migrated from Kolanca with a \'iew to the increase

of the merits of father, mother and self. You should maintain

this gift of mine.

(The lines 17—21 are taken up with imprecatory verses.)

Line 21. Incised by merchant Isvai-a. If letters have been

dropped or over inserted, they will bear authority.

D.—The Grant of Jayastambha.

This inscription is incised on a very small plate of copper meas-

uring 5*5" by 3"8".
* A seal was attached to the upper portion of

this record but at present it is in a damaged state : it measures

1" by 1*5", The upper and lower right comers of the plate have

been damaged, probably by fire. There are thirty-two lines of

writing on this plate, of which nineteen are on the obverse and

thirteen on the reverse. The letters varv from 2" to S" in
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length. The characters have been clumsily incised and seeni later

than those of C plate. The grant was issued from Kodalapataka
which seems to be the same place as Kodaloka of other Sulki grants.

The donor was Jajastambha Deva, with his son Nidayastambba.*
No other genealogical detail is given. The inscription records

the grant of a piece of land in the village of Llolapura in tbe

Kodala mandala to Risbivaka son of Bhattaputra Candavochha,

who bad migrated from Mutavasu on tbe occasion of a solar

eclipse. The donee belonged to the Kasyapa gotra and his

pravara was Naidbruva, Tbe grant is not dated.

I edit the record from the original plate.

10 ^ ^m^ iTpprfn <^y4<r?T ^JTTf^

11 Tnf?T ^% '^R^ f^%mwg H^t

12 ^w^jt^^rarr^ ; ^tsr^TTTT^ '^

13 ^ : ^nRTTT^T TncTTfxr^KrTTPTT^

15 ?I : f^qsinff cHW^ f^f^cl ; ^\T^^

•So that the genealogical tree will Btand thus :—

Kulastambha

Kanastambha

JayaBtambha

Nidayastambha
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16 [xtJjTi^n ^???^ :ht»b'^%^ It)

17 [ f ] ^^^i^ 'Era^^rr^Ti'T

18 ^iTTT^'^ ^inm ; tt^t m^^rsu.

19 [^j'f [I]

Reverse side.

[ ^^ ^^ ] ^i^ ^fir^^ ci^ cT^ ^s^ [ *B ]

21 ^^m TT^^iP^ ^:fc% ^^^wD]

23 -cq^ [ I ]

24 ^ xrrfS^ : [ I ]

25 T^cTRirra^ [ B ]

26 ^ ^fl.HJ*|Ji^ [ r]

f <C ^^m [ T ]

27 mi^ ^-RTrfro^'^^ : [ u ]

28 y(d4j^*1% ^^^ yiix^fd : [ I ]i

29 ^^ eft 5^?g^n:fqW tarn ^-

30 inn^Tift : [ I ]

•'51 ^m ^r^[^i^5TT^ ^"RcT : "^[^
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Translation.

D
(Lines 1—19.)

From the city of Kodala, Maharaja, the prosperous Jaya-

stambha Deva with his son Nidayastambha Deva, devoted wor-

shipper of Mahesvara, of well known prowess and strong arms^ all

the quarters bowing down to him with all the feudatory chiefs,

his fame spreading all over the world, in health, duly honors,

intimates and orders all present and future Hayakas, Dandapasikas,

feudatories, Samavajis, landowners, record-keepers, officers and

country-folks of this mandala and says :
—

Be it known to you that, the village of Llolapura connect-

ed with this mandala, and with the four boundaries marked,

is given in its entirety by me on the occasion of a solar

eclipse, with water in hand, to Rsivaka, son of Landavaccha,

son of Bhata, a. scion of the Kasyapa gotra, with Naidhruva

for his pravara, migrating from Mutavasu—with a view to the

increase of merits of father, mother and self. A Hoyal copper-

plate.

(Lines 20—30 are taken up with the usual imprecations).

(Lines 31—32)
—None should annul the grant for all time

to come, as long as the sun, moon and stars.

E.—Grant by Jayastambha Deva.

This plate measures S'S"" by bT\ The inscription is written

in a scribbling hand, much effaced and very incorrect. A seal is

attached to the left of the plate in the form of a lotus with extend-

ed petals measuring 3"" diameter. There is a ring inside the

petals, inside the ring at the top is a crescent, below it the promi-

nent figure is that of a bull couchant, behind which there is a stag.

The central part of the seal bears the name of the King, Sri

Jayastambha Deva. The letters vary from "S" to '4>'\ In this

record Jayastambha Deva's father is said to be Alanastambha,

a corniption of Ranastambha, and his fat her is Kanadstambha

alias Vikramaditya, who in his turn was the son of Kan-



H^'^jr^

,f^!%'Mium
V^t' r^^e

TVT/>rfe^ -Tp irtff^cjlA^nXJ ?«er

mm^^W^P^'^^^^

^^^^ ^i^cfj:i:n!d^^

D. Obverse.





D. Reverse.
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canastambha.-^ The donee is Gobbarahuti Sarma Citradiksita,

the son of Mandabhuti Sarma Chitradiksita belonging to

Jajnadha Parasara gotra, with Gargva as his pravara. He seems

to have migrated from a place named Dastipada.

The most curious part of the grant is that the village granted

in it is not named, though it is said to have been inhabited by

weavers, brewers and cowherds fgokuta), and though the khanda

and mandala in which it is situated are also mentioned, viz., Taha-

kula and Kagavimutakmasisam respectively.

I edit the grant from the original plate.

OBVtBSE

1 [ 'arf ^rf^
^f^ ^5IIT[ T ]^ 4- + + ^TT?TT ]

^ ir^: [ I ]

^T^~)cT ( tt ) [Som3 letters lost] ^T^^- ^'H : [ II ]

cf^ [i ] ^im^-
5 HTWt3IcI :

*So tlie genealogical tree of the Sulki family runs thus :—

Kancanaatambha

Knlastambha, probably miswritten KanadBtambba alias Vikramaditya.

Eanastambba, probably miswritten as Alanstambha

Jayastambha
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6 [ ^ JlTHf?r :

7 ^^IW ^ ^

8 Jl5T ^^cWTcT [ : ] ^^W'
* W^ [ T] fe [ : ] ^«T^^ w?;fTj

i 6

fr^ [ fe ] ^^ 'T^ [ T ] '^^ ; ^Rf-

^TW [ T ]^ fsfT'gt^THWT, '^^ [some letters lost but which

and where it is impossible to ascertain]

10 m [I]

11
^

TO^'^tf^w^^^Cn]

yycyiH*id? [^:]

TWT^ [tt]

TT^^RT [ f^ ]

16 T tr

8 T%T
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Reverse

21 [ IT ] ?W%?^fWTf^ rm WPn^T[^Er^ ^^ "t?tfl^f^^

27 tn^T^ ; II ^^^ ww^ [ I ] ^^fW^ Tm Jj^r^ :

28 ^T^ ^T ^flHcI^ c(^ cl^ ^?i^ II

29 f^^ ; II

30 ^^T W

31 xnftrg^i
* Should be ^^-Vf-'^rftcn^^n^TTf^-^T^T^;
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Translation.

(Lines 1—6. See Talcher grant of Kulastambha, page 158

Epi. Ind., Vol. XII.)

(Lines 7—11.)

He—whO; by pulverizing the heads of his enemy's elephants

scattered, broadcast, pearls like so many loams of cotton, by
which even the sky looked full, as it were, of planets

—who

riding on an elephant uprooted the King of Dhekata and then

not only duly honoured him, but also restored him to his former

prosperity

(The next veise is not possible to translate, as it is incomplete).

(Lines 11—14.)

The prosperous Parama Bhattarka Raja Jayastambha, the son

of the prosperous Alanastambha—whose pair of feet was revered

by the row of the heads of all kings,
—who was resplendent with

the immense mass of the rays of his spotless sword,
—who resided

in Kodala,—who has been granted a most gracious boon by

Stambhesvari—who was a devout worshipper of Mahesvara and

master of the five great sounds,
—

being in good health, duly

honours, intimates and orders, the present and future great feuda-

tories, maharajas, princes, intimates, kumaramatyas, uparikas,

lords of districts, their employees, dandapasikas, sthana ntarikas

and other dependents of the King, the chatas, bbatas and vallabhas,

feudatories, samavajis, landlords, keepers of record, commandants

of forts and judicial officers :
—

Be it known to you that (the village not named) in the divi-

sion of Tahakula, in the mandala of Kagavimulaktamasinga,

with weavers, cowherds, brewers and other tenants, with fishery,

hunting and ghatwali rights is given away free from all imposts

by a grant on the principle of leaving holes on earth through which
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no pen can pass. So long as the sun_, the moon and the earth

abide, with a view to the increase of the merit of mother, father

and self—to Govvarahuti Sarma Citradiksita, son of Sengatada

Citradiksita and grandson of Mandabhuti Sarma CitraJiksita

of the Yajnadha Prasara gotra with Grxrgya for his pravara.

This village included in the grant, demarcated by four boundaries,

you should maintain, out of regard (for me) so long as the moon,

the sun and the earth abide.

F.—The Grant of Jayasinha.

The inscription is incised on a single worn plate measuring

9-3" by 55". There is no seal. The letters seem to be very

much effaced, and there are indications of melting by fire. There

are altogether nineteen lines of writing on the plate, of which

nine are on the obverse and ten on the reverse. The size of the

characters varies from '2" to "5". The language of the record is

Sanskrit. The inscription records the grant of the village of

Karvati in the Yamagartha mandala by on 3 Jayasimhadeva, who

is simply styled as overlord of all Gondas and the master of

the five great sounds. Nothing is stated about his genealogy

or family. The grant was issued from Mandakini Kulavasaka.

The donees were two in number, Mahendri Svami and Skanda-

svami of the Autathya gotra. The record is dated in the year

88 of an unspecified era. The grant is composed by Mahana

Bhogi Tara Datta and incised by the coppersmith (lost) .

The palaeography seems to be a little older. The superscript

ra is not given at the top of the letter over the line but within the

line in the form of a vertical stroke with a horizontal mat-

ra. The nose of the ga is a line and not a triangle, the dental na

has not got two limbs, it has a loop in the middle, the ka in kusali

is very nearly a cross with a short matrd, this is very ancient but

the Jca in karayia is, most modern, it is neither a triangle nor

a circle (with a hook projecting to the right) but a figure between

a triangle and a circle. The palteog'-aphy of this plate may
be a century or more old. I edit the grant from the original

plate.
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Reverse.

11 '^ ^^^ ^T ^*T^cT^^ c{^ cTTI ^li^ [

*

] II

13 xp(^tTTlT[^% I

14 ^f^^3W ^fii^c^T fq^fir ; ^rf tte^^
(;

ii ]

16 ^m^Tfl^ ^ [f^^ ] 3fT if^ H [ ^. ] TTT^trf^

17 f^^m [ II ]

18^ \ ^^Umv^^f(im f?T I ^n^ LL^\

J9 ^ ^ U



'^^••Sfe







r^e

KV,r^^

i?- K*

:.4C-
%. ^
c k^
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Translation.

F
(Lines 1—9.)

Om Svasti.—From the'family residence Mandakini; the pros-

perous Jayaslmhi Deva, in health, master of the five great

sounds and the lord of all the Gonds^ honour, and pays his

respects to, Rajaputras, Antarangas, present and future law-

officers, scribes and others, living on the bounty of the Raja,

the Chatas, Bhatas and Vallabhas.

Be it known to yoa that the village, Karyati, connected

with this district, with its four boundaries, is given by me to

Mahendri Svami and Skanda Svami, scions of Autathya Gotra

and students of the Rigveda, with a view to the increase of the

merits of mother, father and self, by means of a copperplate, to

la^st as long as the sun and the moon. Nobody should be

inimical to those enjoying this land

(Lines 10—17 are taken up with imprecatory verses.)

(Lines 17—19).
—This is written by ]Mahattabhogi (enjoyer

of service land) Tara Datta and incised by coppersmith [the

name is lost]. Samvat 99 Jyestha, Sudi.

G.—Grant of Tribhuna Mahadevi.

This inscription is given on a single copperplate measuring

15-2'' by 11-7''. There is a seal to the left of the in-

scription in the form of a lotus with two sets of petals, one

set spreading out and the other rather contracted. Within

the contracted set of petals there is a rim all round ; in the middle

is the name of Srimat Tribhuana Mahadevi supported below by
two lines extending right to the top of the right side. Above this

writing there is the form of a bull couchant ; above the bull there is

a wreath of flowers and below the lines there are leaves.

The letters are uniform and measure 'S'\ There are alto-

gether forty-two lines of writing, twenty six on one side

and sixteen on the other. The writer is Bhogi Nagadeva
and the Dutaka is Nakulbhadra. The former is a revenue
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officer and the latter head of the Revenue Department.
The - donor is Tribhuvana Mahadevi and the donee is

Bhatta Jagaddhara of the Bharadvaja gotra with three pravaras

Angirasa, Barhaspatya and Bharadvaja. He was a Professor of

Kanva Sakha of the white Yajui-veda. The motive of the grant

was the bringing about of rain. The name of the village granted

is Kontaspara, which contained weavers, brewers and cowherds

(gokuta), and it belonged to the district of Tosala which I have

identified with Dhauli near Bhuvanesvara and the identifica-

tion has been adopted bv Dr. Bloch. The camp from which

the grant was issued was Suvesvara pataka.

The donor was the daughter of Raja Malladeva who was an

ornament of the Southern regions and who at a great crisis to the

dominion of the Karas on the death of a Raja of the family, pro-

bably his own son-in-law, upheld their power. Her husband was

Lalita Bhara Deva, who is styled Maharajadhiraja and Paramesva-

ra. He is compared to the moon, and his family to the water lily

pond. She was at first unwilling to take up the reins of govern-

ment, but she was at last prevailed upon by a very pious lady, per-

haps a nuUj of the name of Purayidevi. She was a worshipper of

Visnu.

The time of the grant is specified in the inscription as, W5 (35)

of an unspecified era. In the preamble mention is made of the

extinction of three older dynasties, viz., those of Unmatta, Kesari

and Gayada. Of these the Kesaris are well known, they were re-

placed in Orissa by the Gangas in the eleventh century. There are

grants by Gayada of the Tuhga family in the tenth century. The

Unmatta family is not yet known, but Unmatta may be an epithet

and not a proper name : but the letters
'
tt

*
are distinct, it cannot

be '
tt ^

A palsBOgraphical examination is not necessary as the grant

was made after the fall of the Kesaris. The donor assumes Imperial

titles but she was most probably tributary to the Gangas.

To the courtesy of Babu R. D. Banerji I owe the inspection

of a beautiful copperplate of this family which he is editing for

the Epigraphia Indica. That plate is in a script which ap-
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pears to be much older tlian any of this series. It is issued from

Subhadeva pataka and the kingdom is called Uttara Tosala.

The three kings named are Subhankara Deva, who was a Paramo-

pasaka, i.e., a Buddhist. His son was Sivakarana Deva, who is

styled Paramatathagata ; his son again was Subhakara Deva,

who is styled Paramasaugata.

Obuerse.

^ -

V* ^ SJ > J
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18 !Tr^^ ^f^r m?^^r f^^^r ^^i^^: ^Gh^idim ^^fmrcrr

21 lif^n^f^^^ '^T^f^^TTfc^TTT ^W^ft^T -

2i liHTTTm3fiTTfi*n<y4^Mrcid^T5^^^^r<KMina*^I'rnfTf^:^T-

Reyzese

29 ^rfq^H'qi^JT ^I'^^l^f^f^^ff^l^* JTTcnftr3tT''3R *, ^Ef^-

31 ^r^^iirm I ^anwr<5iTf^:i ffeiiTrMiTTTi^ i f^^^^ir

82 «f^nr^^iTT^ ^niinw^cn'^^rp^^
-
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°\

TTT^iT^Tgrf t ^ : xTTT^^ ^if^^ : [ 1 ]

35 ^TTTgtn^% II

I^ ^ -

37
*l«yl«(cHi;(^f^^5Tt

38 ^ ; xR^tTf^ f^cjjT [ : II ]

f^n : ^ftf%^^ ( ^ ) ^\^h. : ^^^^ ^'^ nw^^ rnM^^^ ii

?TWn5 *?i*i[<rt<SM
—The grant comes abruptly to an end here.
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Translation.

G
(Lines 1—33.)

Om Svasti.

From the victorious camp^ established at Subhesvara pataka,

though inhabited by the four colours (Vamas, colours, castes) ,

shines with only one white colour on account of possessing

palaces, sky-licking and e iiulating permanent masses of fame—•

monkeys, exceedingly fidgety, emulating showers of merits—
whitewashed city-walls with the surroundiug moats, shining like

the remnant of the ocean.

"When the Maharajas, such as Unmatta, Gayada, Kesvari and

others—who were so high as to live in Nandana—who delighted

the gods
—who were like wishing trees with mighty fruits,

bent upon supplying whatever a suitor wanted—who were, like

lions fierce with claws, and adepts in piercing elephants, belonging

to invincible enemies—who were devoted to the work of regenerat-

ing those who had lost their prestige
—who were like flamingoes

in being partial to pure merits or flying on white wings, but unlike

them, being free from any mental addictions or not being

anxious for the lake of Manasa—who were like lotus tanks, in

being rich in their armies or in being full of splendid lotus stalks,

but unlike them, not being fond of oppressive taxation or fond of

the fierce rays of the sun—who having brought, under control, the

empires of others and his own, exhausted their entire treasures

in furtherance of religion—who have adorned the face of the earth

with various monasteries, viharas and palaces, as if with a desire to

build a staircase for ascending the city of ludra—and who were as

powerful as Indra—had passed off and when the Kara family
were known only to fame—Tribhuvana Mahadevi, Maharaja-

dhiraja ParamesvarT, Parama Bhattarika, meditating on the feet

of her parents, a devoted worshipper of Visnu, the daughter of

the prosperous Raja Mulla Deva, the frontal mark of the southern

quarter,—who finding the earth with all her Kara kings dead
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and gone, like the sky bereft of all shining stars^ destroyed
all the mountain-like enemies with his thunder-like hands—
the wife of Maharajadhiraja, Paramesvara, Lalitabharadeva,

the best of men, the moon of the Kurauda tank of Kara kula—
whose lips were sanctified by the goddess of speech, devoted

to truth, who, was like a touchstone in fulfilling the desires of

suitors by granting whatever they wanted, whose hands were

perfumed by the flowers in the locks of the wives of his enemies,

whom he dragged by their hair and whose footstool was

variegated with the rays of the diamonds in the diadems of

the subjugated kings—who was like the shoot of the root

of beauty issuing for the conquest of the world—who was like

the earth, the receptacle of the honey of courtesy
—who was

like the blossom of the tree of good manners—who was magna-

nimity incarnate—-who was like the family residence of

fine arcs—whose person was adorned with hundreds of auspicious

signs of a lord of the world—who was entreated by Gosvamini-

Puraji Devi, having religion for her prime object and by a 1 irge

cii'cle of feudi iry chiefs, all anxious for her coronation, saying
'

this world is held by all rulers simply for favouring the sub-

jects. So be pleased to do so now. Like a lord, rule the kingdom.

Do favour to our men. Accept the kingdom of the Karas which

has come down to you by the right of succession
"—who,

like Katyayani, ascended the lion-throne—who was like the

presiding deity of the beautiful lotus tank—the lotus-like feet

of whom was softly touched by the diadems of the great feuda-

tories, bowing down in devoted loyalty—who had all her

attendants, naturally of pure character and clean hands—who

was like a thoroughfare in heaven with Guru (Jupiter, precep-

tor), Dhruva (Polestar, truth), Mitra (Sun, friend), shining

with all splendour —who was like a digit of the moon which

delights men with soft rays or light laxatlon—and who was

like the goddess of prosperity whose stability depends upon

the stability of progress
—

duly honours, intimates and orders

all present and future great feudatories, Maharajas, Rajaputtras,

Antarangas, Kumararautyas, Uparikas, lords of districts, their
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employees, Dandapasikas, Shanantarikas, and others, depend-

ing upon royal bounties, such as Chatas, Bhatas and Vallabhas

in Tosala, also the great nobles, great landlords, keepers o£

records and all others from Kutakola, down to Karanas oj

clerks :—•

Be it known to you, that the village Kontaspara, connected

with this district, with boundaries and rights, with weavers,

cowherds, brewers and other tenants, with hunting and ghat-

wali rights, with tolls, ferries and so on, free from all imposts,

on the principle of "leaving holes on earth^^ through which no pen

can pass, as long as the sun, moon and earth abide, with a view

to the increase of merits of mother, father and self and all

creatures—is given away to Bhatta Jagaddhara, a student of

Kanva Sakha of the white Yajurveda, a scion of the Bharadvaja

Gotra with Angiras, Varhaspatya and Bharadvaja as his

pravarasfor bringing down rain, with water in my hand and

by means of a copperplate, and according to the principle of

Nivi Dharma.

This gift of mine should be maintained by you out of

respect for me—Samvat ? (35), Kartika, Sudi 6,

Lines 33—40 are taken up with imprecations.

(Lines 40—42.)

The Dutaka of this grant is Mahaksapatalika Balabhadra.

The writer is Mahaksapatalika landlord Xagadadeva. It was

heated by Kaviradeva, who is styled Malinambuvaha, the

carrier of dirty water. It was incised by Harivardhana and by
his son Rabhasavardhana. Boundaries of the vilWe

(Here the grant comes abmptly to an end.)





II.—Kumurukela Charter of Kanaka
Satru Bhanja Deva.

(Circa 1325 A. D.)

By B. C. Maznmdar, BL., MR.AS.

IXTRODUCTORY KemARKS.

This copper-plate charter, consisting of three well incised

plates, is in nice preservation. It was unearthed in April 1916

in the very village Kumumkela which is the subject-matter of

the grant. The other village Jaintamura, which was gifted

along with Kumumkela, could not be identified either in the

Uttara-Tir Pargana (Uttara palli of this record) of Sonpur or

anywhere in the state of Sonpur. Such a village name as Jaint

or Mura is a familiar village name in the Sambalpur tract, but

actuallv we do not get a village called Jaint except in Sambal-

pur, and that village is about fifty miles off from Kumurukela.

2. This charter of a later Kimidi-Bhanja of Baud was given

to me by Maharaja B. M. Sing Deo on the first of July 1916,

and I took it up to edit, forgetting as it were that I am blind now.

I made my amanuensis to draw the inscribed letters on the palm

of my hand to enable me to decipher the text ;
it affords me

very great delight that following this curious process I have

been able to decipher the record snccessfully and can confidently

publish an account of it. I offered this tentative suggestion in

editing another Bhanja record (this journal of June 1916, page

168) that the lines beginning with Samhara Kala were a debris

of some verses composed in the Vasanta tilaka metre, and that

in the event of a discovery of a better plate the text might be

reconstructed. This suggestion of mine is now proved to be

wholly correct, as in this record the lines beginning with Saijihara

Kala (plate I, 1. 2) and ending with nrpasya (ibid, 1. 8) are

found correctly inscribed in the Vasanta tilaka metre. I must
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note, however, that the subsequent portion of the text is full of

spelling mistakes and grammatical errors.

8. The seal, in the lower part of which the ends of the ring

(on which the plates are suspended) are closed, contains the

legend Sri Satru Bhanja Devasya in two lines, and over the

name of the Raja there is a half-moon which is a Saiva symbol.
In the seals of the earlier Bhanja Rajas we meet with the figure

of the bull Nandin, and in the text the phrase Paramamahesvara

occurs as an appellation of the Rajas. As both these elements are

wanting in this charter, and as the grantor calls himself a

Ranaka (pi. II, p. 2, 1. 3) and not a Raja proper "w^e may safely

infer that this Satrubhanja was a feudatory of the Kimidi

Bhanjas, and was a later descendant of Rana Bhanja whose

charter was published in the June number of this journal in

1916. As such I am inclined to place this Satrubhaiija some

time between 1300 and 1350. It may, moreover, be noticed

that this Raja who comes after the aforesaid Rana Bhanja is

the son of Angati who also was a Raja of Baud (pi. 1, 11. 7 and 8).

It has been distinctly mentioned that the territory governed by
him fell within the Khinjani mandala (pi. II, p. 1, 1. 6). That

Khifijani and Khindini are variants of the name Khimidi or

Kimidi has been noted under the text. That the grantor became

a,thoroughgoing Vaisnava is evident from the fact that the

charter begins with an Arya verse composed in the name of

Visnu. The verses in the name of Siva which follow were

inserted as it was customary in the family to inscribe those

verses in all their charters.

4. The grant of the villages Kumurukela and Jaintamura

situate in the Uttarapalli visaya, was made on the day next

following the Ekadasi tithi of the month Kartika which is

specially sacred because of Visnu's turning over his side prepara-

tory to his waking up. This day was considered to be the day

of autumn equinox. The date Kartika Sukladvadasi has been

twice mentioned in the text, and it has been stated that the

gift was made after worshipping the God Visnu ;
Visnu Bhat-

tarakamuddisya is the actual phrase which occm's in the text
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(pi. II, p. 1, 11. 10, 11). Neither the tithi nor the regnal year

fifteen (pi. Ill, p. 1, 1. 11) gives any clue to the date. The

writer in charge was Savaradatta (called Sandhi Vigrahlka) and

the engraver was Bevala of the goldsmith (SuTarnatkara) caste

(pi. Ill, outer side 1. 1
)

.

5. The Brahman grantee was Bhata Manoratha, son of Bhata

Narayana, who migrated from a village called Bangakuti and

was a resident at the time of the grant of the villages at

Gandhatapati ; neither of these villages can now be identified, for

they must have been situate somewhere outside the state. This

Brahman belonged, I suppose, to the Kaiyapa gotra and was a

student of the Rgveda Charana ; as to his Pravaras my remarks

under the text may be referred to (see notes 14- and 15 to lines

1 and 2, pi. II, p. 2).

6. The plates measure 8^"x5j'', and the weight of the

whole record with the ring and the seal is three seers and three

chattaks corresponding to six pounds and six ounces.

The second compound lett^jr of the name of the grantor Raja has

to be specially observed. The name occurs thrice in this record, first

on the seal, secondly, in the fifth line of the second plate, first side,

and thirdly, or finally, in the third line on the reverse side of the

second plate. In all these cases the second compound letter of

the name is identical with a Bengali letter in form ; BengaK
•^tra^ looks like the Bengali vowel

' e ', and when ' tru
'

is written,

a curved stroke is added to the right in the middle, but this

curved stroke faces downwarls when the letter is the compound
letter

' kra \ It wiU be observed that the stroke I speak of,

comes downwards in this record in all the three places mentioned

above. I am perfectly aware that when the stroke comes down-

wards more as a perpendicular line than as a curve, long
' u '

is indicated. Considering the fact that Satrii Bhanja is a pet

name in the family of the early Bhafijas, I have given the name

to be Satru Bhanja accepting the long
' u ^

as a bad spelling ;

but it is not unlikely that the name may be Sakra Bhanja
and not Satm Bhanja, The word Sakra is a name of the god
Indra who wields a

*

vajra
*

in his hand. In the first line of
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the second plate, first sidej we read the sentence khyatah khadga-

bhrajisnu bhuja vajra Bhafija bhupatih ; and here in the mention

of the word '

vajra
'
a pun on the name of the Raja may be

suspected, if only we can accept the name to be Sakra Bhanja
and not Satru Bhanja. My present condition of life is in my way,
and I therefore leave it to the expert epigraphist s to decide

whether the letter I specially note is
'
tru

^
or

'

kra'.

TEXT.

1 . The initial letters of the lines in verse, the names of gods
and the important proper names are given in Capital letters.

2. Letters inadvertently dropped by the engraver are in

small brackets
( ), while suggested emandations are given either

in square brackets [ ] or in the footnotes. General incorrectness

of the text has been allowed to stand ; only a few corrections

have been suggested for evident reasons.

3. The text being rather familiar now, only a few ex-

planatory notes on some important points have been given under

the text.

First Plate (Inner side).

1. Orii Siddliih
j
Anavarata

(

*

) -vahala-pu akaih-ll AKSMl-

kuca-pidanena duritam-vah Apaha-

2. ratu surabhi-parimala-susatpadam-ura[h]sthalarii VIS-

NUH
11
Saifahara (^) kala hutabhug=vi-

3. karala ghora Sambhranta kiihkara krtanta nitanta

bhinnarii Bhinn-Andhakasura (^) mahagaha-

4. n= atapatram Tad=bhairavam HARA-vapu (:)
r= bha-

vatah prapatu (:) j Durvvara-varana-rana-Pratipaksa-pa-

5. Ksah (*) [ksa] LLAKSMI hathapaharanocchalita

pratapah |
BHANJA naradhipatayo bahavo babhubur=u-

(1) The portion from Anavaiata to Visnuh in line 2 is in Arya meter.

{^) From Sambara to Nrpisya in the 8fch line, the text is in Vasant-tailaka
meter.

(*) The Asura or demon Andhaka whom Siva slew.

(*J Paksat + LaksmI; this second word paksi means an elephant,
—i.e.

Laksml or Glory was snatched away from the royal clophint of the enemy
king.
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6. dbhutayo-tra (^) btuvlbhuri sahasra samkhyah |
Tesam

kule sakala bhutala pala mauli-Mala=

7. rcoita= ngliri-7Ugalo balabam nrpo= bhut Sri ANGATI
[H] (* ) prakata paurusa rasmi cakra-Nirdda

8. rit iri-hri Pir] dayosya pita nrpasya Nanamanapama-

nanyonya lagna-gaja-vaji

9. bhata-ghata ghasram ghata ghora samaranirdaritari

narendra vrnda Laksmi samuhah.

10. hatha harana vikata pata purusakara pratapatikrante (^)

neka sahasra samkhya vikhya-

Second Plate (Fibst side).

1. to (:) khyatah khadga bhrajisau bhuja vajra BHAXJA
BHUPATIH piiravrti purat sarad=a-

2. mala-vahala-jaladhara-dhavalayasah-pat-alakamala mala=
lariakrtah sakala di—

3. g= vadhu= vadano (:) (*) anavarata pravarttamana nana

Banmana dananandita ni [h] sesah (s) sva;iana-

4. dinadah sitanapa (^) janamanovaddah prabhav= and a jah

f) PARAMA-YAISNAVO mata—
5. pitr padauudhyatah Bhanjaoialakulatilakah SRI Sx\T-

RUBHANJA DEYA kusaH.

6. KHIXJANI (^) mandale bhavisTad=raia rajananta-

rahga kumara manya maha sdnta (®) brahma-

0) The plural form of udbhatih descendant x atra.

(') The name i3 the name of the father of the grantor. My reading Angsti

if correct, the meaning of the word is Brahma. Xo other word could be sn^ested

for this proper name, as the initial A is dear and the final ti is fairly legible.

(') Here stands one erased letter.

(*) This sign similar to a visarjania seems to be a sign for a stop. Where

the sign appears to me as such, I have transcribed it, as here, as (:) and not as h.

(*) Seems to be nihsesa.

(*) The" word seems meaningless ; sita means sharpened or whitened, but the

second portion seems ill joined.

(') The origin of the Bhanjas from the egg of a peahen is referred to.

(^) Khinjani and Khindini equally appear for Ehemidi inthe plates of the

Bhanjas.

(*) This form Sacta for Samauta is DOw in popular use in Orlssa.
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7. na puroga matrn-anyasca danda pasika ccatabhata

vallabha jatiyam yatharha (:)

8. manayati BAUDHA-PATI satnadisayati canyat earvvatah

sivam=asmakam viditamastu.

9. bliavatam Uttarapalli prativaddhah JAINTAMURl
sametah KUMURAKELA gramah catuh si-

10. ma paryyantah sanidhi sc=opanidhisca (:) KARTTIKA-
SUKLA-PAKSA MAHADVlDASYAM VISNU.

11. BHATTARAKAM= udI[ddI]sya mata (pi) tror=at-

manasca pa [pu] nyabhivrddhaye (:) salila dharapurah.

Second Plate (Reverse side).

1. sarena (:) vidhina (ka) sya (pa) sagotraya Garga-A.pany=

Anglrasa ( ) pravarayab Bahvr (^).

2. ja caranaya Vang-akutl vinirgataya Gandhatapatl vyas

tavyaya (:) subrabmacari-

3. ne Bhata MANORATHAYA
(:) Bhata NARAYANA-

sutaya (:) RANAKAH SRI SATRU BHANJA DEVENA.
4. dat [ttjam Bhata MANORATHASYA vidhir-vvidheyah

suviddha[ddham] nikrfcya tararasasanah pratipadi

5. tam asmabhih paraiiiparya kulavaiarena yavad-vedardba
bacanam kandat ka (nda) t pra-

6. rohanti (:) ja [jya] satciia pratanosi sabasrena virohasi (:)

Evam buddha parardhanca pa-

7. ratab vaddhavatarenapi bhavadbhih asmad=uparodbat
ddharmma gauravacca nake

8. nacit svalpam= api vadba karanTyarfa[ya] Ij
Uktanca

ddharmma sastre Bahubhlr=vvasudha datta-

9. rajabhih Sagaradibhih yasya yasya yada bhumib tasya tasya

tada phalam Mabhu.

(') The Pravara names do not fit in with tho gotra namo, for Kasyapa,

Apsara and Naidhrava should be the names. If Kasyapa is a wrong reading, then

even Garga and Angirasa cannot be joined with tho unkuowa namo looking like

Apanya or Apalja ; there is no Pravara name which rescmblea Apanaya cither

in form or sound. Garga appears in the company of Kaustubha and Mandavya
and Angirasa with others and not with Garga. (Vido S^wda Kalpadruma and th«

Gotra-pravara section of the Dharma Pradipa by Dhanofijaya).

C) 13ahu + rik = ]Jgvcda.
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10. yah phalasamkavah paradatteti pathri[rthi]vali j

Svadanat= plialain=anantyah paradatta nupe [pa]-

11. lane Assjva meddh [dh] asahasrani vajapeyah satanica

I
Paundarika sahasrain bhumi.

Third Platk (First sidf.).

1. danadd-heyam (^) plialam |
Sv?.datam paradatam= va ya

liareti vasuudharam Svavisthayah krmi.

2. bhutva pitrbliih saha pacyate | Hiranyam=ekam gorekam
bhumim= apy= arddliam= angulam.

3. Haram narakatn=ayati= yavad=abbuta saplavah j
Avisam

visam=ity= ahull vrahmasvain.

4. visa ucyate Visamekakino hauti (:} vrahmasvam putra

pautrkam'ISarvyesamnca pradana

5. nam bhumidana prasasyate Kalpakoti gataria papam
sancitam jarate narah

[
Eka-

6. vimsatikidany=eva kastam hi narakasthitam Bhumida-

nena matrena Praoetabhir=vvImu-

7. cyate ij
Bhumim yah pratigrhnati (;) ya ca bhutai

prayacchati Ubhau tau punya karmma-

8. nau nlyatau svarga gaminau (:) [ Trnagra jala vindusca

jala \'udvuda sadrsam Sadrsam jivl-

9. tarn jfiatva kuttiddliarma nalopayet Iti kamaladalamvu

vindu lolam Sryamanuci-

10. ntya manusya jivltam Sakalam= Idam=ulahri [hr] tafica

vuddha nahi purusa parakirttaria lopyah.

11. Pravarddhamana Vijayarajye Samvatsara PANCADASA
TAME Karttikah Suklapaksa Maha-Dva.

Third Plate (Revebse side).

1. dasyarii likhitam= idam sandhivigi-ahika SAYARADAT-
TENA (:) utkirnna suvarnnatkara DEVALE.

2. NALlanehitam maharajakiyamudranam= itih|!

(1) Danad x heya ; other works of piety are of iiiferior value.





III.-—An Oriya Copperplate Inscription
of Ramachandra Deva, Saka 1728.

By Rai Monmohan Ghakravarti Bahadur, IVI.A... B.L.,

F.AS.B., MR.AS.

This copperplate is in the possession of a Parsi gentleman

who got it from a Brahman at Broach in the Bombay Presidency.

It consists of a single plate written on both sides. I edit the

inscription from a fine ink impression kindly supplied to me by

Mr. D. R. Bhaadirkir of the ArchnBological Survey Department,

"Western Circle. Copperplates in Oriya charactere are extremely

rare. I know of only one such inscription^ that of Purusott ima-

deva, published by Mr. John Bearaes in the first volume of the

Indian Antiquary. Hence though the present inscription is of

recent date^ it has been thought worth publishing.

The engraved portion, runs in 12 lines, 7 on the obverse

and on the reverse. The last two lines of the other side of

the plate should be read reversed, and were added probably

afterwards. The engraving is well done.

The letters are modem Oriya^ and do not differ from the

present type, except in joint a, which in three places (line 1,

paftd and line 12 Thdkur) is written like modern conjunct" y'l. The

letters are medium-sized, and are distinctly legible. In the ink

impression the letters appear reversed, and have been read with

the help of a mirror.

The language is modern Or'ya throughout, except in lines 9

and 10 where a Sanskrit verse is quoted. A transliteration

of the test, according to the standard of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, is annexed. It might be noticed that the Oriya
draws no dstinction between the va and ba of Sanskrit. In

copying the copyist has made a few mistakes, such as ta for ifa

in patia (line 1), je ioxye (line 3), i9 for nte in paryanU
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(line 5)j Spha for spha in nispkala (line 10), ksatira for ksettraj

and Aksat/a for Ksaya (line 11). The copyist has followed the

current hand in abbreviating samhanddha to smanddha in lines

2-3, and Purusottdma to Purusottma in lines 11-12, and in

lengthening sanmati to sanamaii (line 9) .

The inscription purports to be a grant of the village

Kakarahandi to one Radhacarana Dasa for the due performance
of the hhoga of the idol Rasikasiromani with two other images.

The village Kakarahandi is said to be in the division of Marakota

Parlddara of the Fort Jayapura. The hlioga consisted daily

of three dJmpas or meals and five alakdsas or interval rites as

ablutions, etc. In the last two lines, the grant was passed on

to Bhagabana Dasa Adhikari of Gangamata Matha in town Puri.

The grant was made at the time of the moon-eclipse in Saka year

1728, Yovian year Ksaya, on Monday the 19th day of Mithuna,

month Asarha, full-moon day. On calculation this date is

equivalent to 30th June 1806, which was a Monday.

The grant was made with the consent of one Ramachandra

Deva, who was King of Nandapura. He has been given the usual

hirudas or titles assumed by Oriya Chiefs.

The Gangamata Matha spoken of in the last two lines, is

situated in Balisahi of the Puri town, near the well-known holy

tank of Svetaganga, which might have given the name to the

Matha . Within the Matha or monastery there still exists an image

by name Rasika-raja with the idols Radhika and Lalita, one on

each side. In the temple of the monastery are still held three meals

[dhupa)f morning, midday and evening, and only one abakdsa,

viz., the cleansing of teeth followed by bath in the morning.

Periodical festivals are also held in the Matha, of which the best

known are Nandotsab, Jhulan or swinging and Radhastami.

Neither the village with the divisions, nor the tract

Nandapura can be identified. An inquiry in the Matha has been

fruitless. It is said that the Matha had land in the KalahaiKJii

State of the Central Provinces, but it was given up as being too

far to be managed.
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Text.*

Obverse.

Line 1. Siri Radhacararia-Dasanku abadhana kalaralpat-(tt) a.

Pat-(tt) a-nirnava, Sri Rasika-siroma—

I. 2. ni-yugala-murttinka Amrta-mona-i nima-(mi) tte Jaya-

pura-durga Marakota-pariddara sma (samba)
—

I. 3. nddha Kakarahandi-grama, e dina candra-grahana-sama-

yare abadhana kalai je (ye), e

/. 4. grama sa-jala-stbala-nidhi-nikhata-kastha-pasana-padara-

pankala-chaya-iipa<3haya-san
—

I. 5. dhi-sim-antare yabas-candr-arke bhasm-antake param

parya-(*n) te Sri Rasika-sl—
/. 6. romani-yugala-murttinku Amrta-mona-i karai, nitya

tini dhupa panca abaka—
/. 7. sare kalyana karu thiba. Ethire ana abadhana nahi.

Sri Rajadhira
—

Reverse.

I. 1. (8) ja-^NIaharaja-Biradhibirabara-Pratapa-Sri-Nanda-

pura-bhupati-Sri-Ramacandra
—

/. 2. (9) Deva-Maharajankara sana(n)mati. Sva-dattarh di-

(dvi) gunam punyam para-datt-anupalanain [*].

I. 3. (10) Para datt-apaharena sva-dattam nis-(s) phalam
bhavet. Salibahana Sak-abda 1728,

/. 4. (11) tma (ttama)-ksa-(e) tra Sri Gangamata—Thakura-

ninka matha Sri-Bhagabana Dasa Adhikari Gosainka [* ],

I. 5. (12) Aksaya-nama-sambatsara Mithmiadi 19, na Asarha

suddha 15 Soma-bare [* ]. Sri Puniso—

Tkanslation.

The lease to Radhacarana Dasa after representation

(to the king) . The reason of the lease, for the nectared food

{bhoga) of the (idol) Rasika-siromani (the crest jewel of all

rasikas, i.e., Lord Srikrisna) with the images of a couple (Radhika

• Edited from an ink impression kindly sent by Mr. Devadatta Eamakiishna
Bhaadarkir of the ArcbaBJlogieal SaiTey Department, Western Circle, Pooaa,
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and Lalita), the village Kakrahandi in Marakota Pariddara (divi-

sion of) Jayapura fort (is granted). This day at the time of the

moon-eclipse it was ordered that this village with (all) water, land,

wealth, mine, wood, stone, upland or muddy (low) land, shade or

the shaded, junction, or boundary end, (is granted) as long as the

sun and moon (last), till the burning up end (of this world,

i.e., pralaya), for the nectared b/,opa of the Kasika-siromani

with double images. Daily by three meals and five ablutions

(the king^s) welfare should be sought. In this let there be no

neglect. (Granted with) the consent of Sri Rajadhiraja Maha-

raja Viradhiviravara Pratapa Sri Raraacandra Deva Maharaja,

King of Nandapura.

(Next a Sanskrit verse.) Double the merit of one^s own gift

comes from the maintenance of another's gift ; by the theft of

another''s gift one^s own gift becomes fruitless.

(Date) Salivahana Sakabda 1728, the iofif/an year Aksaya,

Milhuna 19th day, the month Asarha bright half 15, Monday.

(This is of Sri Bhagavana Dasa Adhikari Gosai of Sri Ganga-

mata Thakurani Matha in Purasottama Ksettra.



IV.—Maner Copperplate of King Govinda
Chandra Dev of Kanouj.

By Professor Ramavatara Sarma* MA.

FoRE-n-ORD.

This is the Maner (Maniyara, as spelt in the Inscription) cop-

perplate of King Govinda Chandra of Kanouj (1105—1142 a.d).

The Inscription is dated Jyeshtha, 1183, Vikrama Samvat

(1126 A.D.). Some years ago in the course of a law-dispute,

a man of Maner (a village in the westem part of the Patna

District) filed the plate in court. One of the pleaders of this

man was a brother of Professor Jadunath Sarkar of the Patna

College and the latter kept a transcript and photo of the plate.

Professor Sarkar has very kindly lent me the transcript and also

a printing from the photograph of the plate and has generously

permitted me to [translate and edit it for which I owe him

sincere thanks.

Five kings of Kanyakubja 'Kanouj) are mentioned in this

plate. I. Yasovigraha, II. Mahichandra, son of I
, III. Chandra-

Deva, son of II., IV. ^ladanapala, son of III, and V. Govinda

Chandra, son of IV. In other plates of the Dynasty, Govinda

Chandi-a is mentioned as husband of Nayana Kali Devi and father

of Rajyapala and of Vijayapala (father of Jayachandra, the

famous rival of Prithviraja) . King Chandra Deva is extolled as

founder of the Gadhipura or Kanouj kingdom. Madanapala
and Govinda Chandra both appear as conquerors. The latter is

also a poet.

Maniyara (Maner) was a Pattala or administrative division

of the kingdom. Padali, a village in the division, is given in

charity by Go\-inda Chandra to the Bi'ahman, Ganesvara Sarman,

son of Thakkura Dedabha and grandson of Thakkura Siva of the
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Kasyapa race. This gift is announced in this plate. A strange

thing, known as'the Turk^s duty or blackmail, is mentioned in the

inscription. It was written by [the court scribe, Srivisvabhupa,

A literal English translation of the inscription is given here.

Translation of Maner inscription of King Govinda Chandra I, of

Kanyakuhja, date of Imcnption 1183 Tikarina Samvat or

1126 A.D.

The Glorious King Govinda Chandua.

Welfare (to all). Be for your welfare that vigour of

Lakshmi at the commencement of her conjugal life wherein her

arms danced on the neck plate of the irresistibly eager Vishnu.

After series of kings of the Solar family had gone to heaven,

there was the noble king, Yasovigraha by name, like the sun-god

himself with his effulgent splendour. His son was Mahichandra,

by whom his own infinite fame like the lunar lustre was spread

across the ocean. His son was the glorious king, Chandra

Deva, attached solely to policy, who had subjugated the circle of

enemies, had annihilated the darkness of the unrestrained heroic

soldiers, by whom had been earned through the prowess of his arms

the unrivalled suzerainty of the Gadhi city (Kanyakuhja), where

the popular discontent was wholly extinguished by his very noble

valour; by whom protecting the holy sites of Kashi, Kushika

and North Kosala, after acquisition and ceaselessly giving away

gold weighed against himself to the twice-born, the earth was

marked with hundreds of balances. Victorious is his son Madan-

pala, the crest-jewel of the lords of the earth and the moon of

his dynasty, by the water poured from whose coronation pitchers,

the earth's incrustation of the Kali's dirt was washed off ; during

whose victorious expeditions causing the downward fall of the

earth owing to the unexampled weight of the moving steps of

intoxicated elephants, stalking loftily like high mountains, the

famous Shesha for a moment hid his face in his lap, as from the

pressure he felt as he stood smeared with coagulated blood

dropping from the palate pierced by the crest-gems. Like the

moon from the ocean, from him King Govinda Chandra was born,
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who Is the source of speeches exuding thick ambrosial drops

and who has in the folds of his long arm-cordons enchained the

new kingdom-elephant; whose arraved elephants did not find

in the three quarters, the elephants fit at all for an encounter and

then wandered in the Thunderbcarer's quarter as rivals of the

mate of Abhramu (Airavata elephant). This same king with his

feet served by the circle of all the princes, the glorious lord

Govinda Chandra, in victory, master of thought in various lores,

lord of the three estates, lord of the horses, lord of the elephants

and lord of men, supreme lord, suzerain over great kings, supreme

ruler, solely devoted to the mighty lord (Shiva), patronized by

the feet (successor) of the glorious lord Madanapala, supreme

lord, suzerain over great kings, supreme ruler, solely devoted to

the mighty lord (Siva), patronized by the feet (successor) of the

glorious lord Chandra, supreme lord, suzerain over great kings,

supreme ruler, solely devoted to the mighty lord, who acquired

suzerainty over the rich Kanyakubja with his own arms, com-

mands, informs and directs those who live in Padali with Gunadi

in the Maniyar division, all the countrymen assembled and also

kings, queens, princes, ministers, lords of the gate, commanders,

treasurers, policemen, divisional officers, physicians, astrologers,

harem-guards, ambassadors and officers connected with elephants,

horses, municipalities, mines and cattle. Be it known to you
that the village cited above with land and water, with metal-

mines and salt-quarries, with fish ponds, wlthjplts and deserts, with

groves and jungles of mahua and mangoes, including plants, grass

and meadows with all above and below, with the definite four

limits including the borders, was thoughtfully given, mth the

order enduring as long as the moon and the sun exist, to the

Brahmana Thakkura Sri Ganeshvara Sarman, son of Thakkura

Dadabha, grandson of Thakkura Shiva, having three pravaras,

Kasyapa, Avatsara and Naidhruba, of the Kasyapa family, by us,

with water from the palm rendered holy by the touch of the

cow's ear and Kusa-grass, for the continuity of the virtue and

fame of my parents and of myself, after bathing in the Ganges
at the rich Kanyakubja (city), gratifying, according to the rites.
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the mantras, the deities, the saints, the men, the ghosts and the

manes, waiting upon the hot-rayed sun, whose beams are strong

enoujh to dispel clouds of ( arkness, worshipping the god who

bears on the head a digit of the lord of the herbs, offering worship

to Vasudeva, the guardian of the three worlds, throwing into fire,

oft'erings full of milk and rice, on Sunday, the ] 1th of the

black fortnight of Jyestha in the year eleven hundred eighty

three, in figures 11S8. Obedient to my command, you shall

give all dues as given now including the revenue, the

trade-duties and the Turk^s duty. Verses also occur in this

context. He who receives land and he who gives it, both the

virtuous parties certainly go to heaven. O Indra, The conch,

the throne, the umbrella, excellent horses and excellent elephants

are the result and marks of land-gift. Raraabhadra makes this

request to all the future King's
'
all of you should at all times

maintain this religious duty common to all men ^ Sagara and

many other Kings have enjoyed the earth : He gets the fruit to

whom the land belongs for the time being. Taking away a single

cow, one piece of gold and even one finger-measure of land, a

man lives in hell until the destruction of all beings. One

taking away land cannot be purified by a thousand tanks, a hundred

horse-sacrifices and the gift of crores of cows. He who takes t ^y

land given by himself or by another is drowned in dung with

his ancestors, being a worm. A donor of land lives in heaven

for sixty thousand years and one, who takes it away as also his

approver, lives in hell for the sami number of years. Those

who tako away a deity's or a Brahman's property are born black

serpents living in dry hollows in waterless forests. What good

man takes away again those gifts which were given before by

Kings for virtue, wealth and fame ;
for these gifts are like left-

off garlands and vomitings ? Suzerainty over the earth is spor-

tive like a storm-cloud ; enjoym3nt of s3nsuous objects is sweet

until its fall j
lives of men are like water-drops at the tip of a

grass-blade : Certainly virtue alone is a real friend when one

has to leave for the next world. This copper plate was inscribed

by the State-ofRcer prince Thakkurva Srivisvai
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v.—Death and Cremation Ceremonies
Among the Santals.

By the Hon'ble and Rev. A. Campbell, D.D.

Ox a death occmTing in a village the goret or village mes-

senger is informed and he communicates the intelligence to the

villagers and says,
"
Come, let us cremate him.

'' All the

relatives within a reasonable distance are also apprised of the

occurrence. All assemble with as little delay as possible at the

dead man's house, and there is much weeping and wailing on

the part of the females. Preparations for the "
lifting

''
are

hurried on. Some cot ton seed and rice are parched and a fowl

is caught. The eldest son puts a mpee between the dead man's

teeth, and a bait, lota and some money are placed beside the

corpse on the bier. Women mark the body with sindur and grind

some turmeric. Fire is taken by lighting a thick straw rope

and a handful of thatch is pulled out of the roof. The coi-pse is

then carried on a bed, which serves as a bier, and deposited at

the end of the village street where two roads meet, a deep-toned

drum is beaten five times, and sometimes guns are fired at the

time the corpse is being brought out of the house. "Women

bathe the hands and the feet of the corpse, and anoint it with

oil and turmeric and a little of the parched cotton seed and rice

are sprinkled on the ground at each of the four posts of the bed,

and the fowl is carried three or four times round it. The body
is then removed to the neighbourhood of a tank or stream and a

funeral pyre prepared. Women do not go to the place of crema-

tion. After they have perfomied the ser\-ices to the dead which

fall to them, they go to bathe, and return to put the house in

order, and prepare parched rice and grind flour to make bread.

When the pyre is ready a part of the head of the corpse is

shaved, if it is that of a male) and some red pigment applied
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to the feeti The eldest son then washes the mouth, feet and

hands of the corpse. His younger brothers do the same, as also

all relatives present. After this ceremony is over they look to see

what in the way of brass vessels, cloth or money have been

sent with the corpse. These are all taken possession of, as well

as the rupee which was placed between the teeth, and whatever

personal ornaments there may be. The body is carried three

times round the funeral pyre and then placed on it. The fowl,

which has already been referred to, is also carried three times

round the pyre, and then nailed to the post on the east side of

the pyre. The eldest son winds some cotton thread round a

reed, which he lights at a firebrand, and then holding the

burning reed in his left hand with his face averted, applies the

fire to the mouth of the corpse, and having done so throws the

reed on to the pile. At the same time all present throw a small

piece of firewood on the pile and say,
"
Now, do not delay us,

consume quickly, see, we are providing the firewood.
" The

eldest son also throws a bit of firewood on the pyre in the name

of each absent relative. Fire is then applied to the pyre by

means of the handful of thatch pulled from the roof of the dead

man's house. The cremators then retire to the shade of some

tree near by, where they are shaved. The dead man's eldest

son has both head and face operated on.

A small earthenware vessel has been brought to receive the

pieces of bone rescued from the ashes. The eldest son, with

his own hands, grinds a piece of potsherd into a cii'cular shape

to close the mouth of this vessel, and in the centre he bores a

hole into which he inserts a piece of the culm of a certain

grass.*

When the body has been consumed the fire is extinguished

by pouring water over it, and the eldest son picks from the ashes

a piece of the frontal bone, the collar bone, and the upper arm.

These pieces of bone are first washed with water, then with milk,

then with turmeric water and again wit.h clean water, after which

they are deposited in the forementioned earthenware vessel

*
Rollboellia perforata, JKoxb.
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and the opening is closed by the piece of potsherd. The grass

culm sticks up in the middle. The vessel is hermetically sealed

with a paste made with rice flour and turmeric water.

As the refuse, ashes, etc., of the funeral prre would be

desecrated if touched by human hand, they are floated away
with water, and the area occupied by the fire is delved all over.

The delver avoids coming into direct contact with the soil on

which the pyre rested by standing on an old kata^ or winnowing
fan. A mixture of cowdung and water is then sprinkled

over the newly tumed-up soil, and roasted cotton seed and

parched rice are scattered over the places where the four comer

posts of the pyre had been fixed.

This over, the eldest son and two or three others go home to

prepare for the journey to the Damuda (Damodar) river, to the

waters of which theJang buha, or pieces of bone rescued from the

funeral pyre, of every Santal are consigned. The others bathe and

wash their clothes in cold water, and then collect whatever was

found on or with the corpse ; of these the barber is awarded

a lota and a piece of cloth, the remainder are carried to the

village. On the way they cut four saplings of the Indian ebony

tree {Diosp^ros (oneifosa) and pull a few handfuls of chero

grass. Arrived at the entrance to the village street one of their

number goes to the dead man^s house and a woman makes for

him four bags, three of leaves and one of cloth. In one of the

leaf bags he puts parched rice, in another bread, and in the

third husked rice. He also gets some flour, salt, turmeric,

ground charcoal, burned clay from the cooking stove, sindur

and a well grown pullet. With these he returns to where the

other cremators are waiting for him at the entrance to the village

where two roads meet. The women of the house follow him

wailing, and bringing milk and water in leaf-cups. One of the

cremators then makes a little hollow in the ground, and on the

side towards the west he n arks out a square with the burned

clay from the'stove, and deposits some rice injthe/centre'jof it,

and makes three marks round it with''«iWilr.'^ He then takes

the pullet, marks it with sindiir, and putting its back close to
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the rice allows it to pick a grain from the centre of the square.

Then grasping it in his left hand he goes three times round the

assembled companj. This is repeated thrice, and the fowl is

sacrificed by having the head severed from the body by the neck

being pressed against the sharp edge of a battle-axe.

The pieces of bone rescued from the ashes of the funeral pyre

are euphoniously called the jdhg bdha, or the bone flowers, and

are treated with the utmost respect and reverence. Preparatory

to taking the jahg hdlid to the Damuda river the following

ceremony is observed : The eldest sou of the deceased takes the

pieces of bone out of the earlhenware vessel in which they

were placed at the cremation ground and holds them in his

hand. Three of the saplings cut on the way home by the

cremators are tied together near the top and fixed in the ground

over the hollow already referred to, and the earthenware vessel

which contained the jdhg bdha is placed on the top of them.

The pieces of bone are held over this vessel and the women

pour first water, then milk, and again water over them. The

pieces of bone are then put into the cloth bag and the eldest son

of the deceased ties them up in a corner of his loin cloth,

and taking the fourth sapling in his hand goes three times

round the sticks on which the earthen vessel rests. On complet-

ing the third circuit he aims a blow with the stick at the

earthenware vessel, and if it be broken to pieces it is supposed

that there will be no more deaths in the family at present, but

should it not be shattered to pieces, one or more deaths may be

expected in the near future.

It falls to an eldest son, if there should be one, to take the

jdhg hdhd to the Damuda river. Having selected his com-

panions he sets out on his way to perform this, the most important

rite, in connection with the disposal of the dead. If the river

is a long way off they go a little distance in t he direct ion in

which it lies and then return home and wait until suitable

provision can be made for th3 journey.

The articles which were found on, or Bent with the coi-pse to

the bunung-ground are sold and the money given to the
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cremators. "With it they purchase materials for a meal, not

forgetting a moderate supply of liquor. A goat is killed, but

only the head is cooked and eaten on the spot, the carcase is

divided and each man carries his share home in a raw state.

The party who go to the Damuda take with them parched

rice, bread made of rice flour, rice, cloth, a wristlet and some

shell money. These are required in connection with the

ceremonies which are observed on the occasion of consigning the

jd^g bdha to the waters of the Damuda river. The Damuda
is the sacred river of the Santals, and in their language is known

as the Nai is the old name in Santali for a river, but it has

entirely disappeared from modem Santali. It is, however,

retained in connection with the Damuda which is known as

the Nai. Sometimes Nai is used as a proper name having the

modem Santali word for river added to it. It is then the Nai

river. After leaving home the party never look behind in the

direction from which they have come. On reaching the Nai

the shell money and the wristlet are deposited on the bank.

After bathing an altar is constructed and on it parched rice and

bread are offered. Then taking iha jdng bdhd or bits of bone

in his hand the eldest son of the deceased enters the river faoing

up stream, and going iinder the water he ttirns his face down
stream and at the moment of rising he lets go the pieces of

bone which sink into the sand. At times when the river is low

the pieces of bone are buried in the sand. Individuals of the

Dom or Hari caste are always near and they appropriate the

garment, which has been discarded by him who took the bones

into the river, as also the money and wristlet, which were

deposited on the river bank, and the parched rice and bread left

on the altar.

This over, they turn their steps homewards. Nothing that

they brought with them from home can be taken back. Food

must be consumed, and whatever money they have is spent in

liquor ; sometimes wealthy people, whose homes are at a distance

from the Nai, observe the Karam festival at some convenient

place during the return journey.
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On the Nai party reaching home three of their number are

supposed to become possessed of Marang Buru, Porodhol and

the spirit of the person who had died and whose jang baha has

recently been consigned to the sacred waters of the Nai. The

men who are supposed to be possessed by Marang Burn and

Porodhol, each receive a winnowi ng fan with some rice in it,

and to a question they put to the third man he replies,
" I am

dead.
" He is then asked to state how his death was brought

about, to which he answers,
" There was no room for me in the

eyes of a certain man, and for that reason I died.
" The

meaning of this is that through envy some person had brought

about his death. He is then told to ask for water, and on his

doing so the eldest son of the deceased gives him water

which he drinks. The other sons also give him water one after

the other according to their ages. Milk is sometimes given

instead of water. He is then asked,
" Is there any danger in

the future ?
" and he replies,

" There is danger, but consult the

ojhas or medicine men, propitiate and sacrifice fowls and nothing

evil will happen to you.
" The men possessed recover their

identity and the end is reached.

The Chore sept of SaniSls do not consign the jdhg haha to

the waters of the Nai. They stuff them into a crab^'s hole on

the bank of the Gua Nai, an affluent of the Nai or Damuda

river. This fact may account for the Chore sept calling them-

selves Gua Soren when in search of wives.

l^hejahghdhdoi children are not taken to the Nai, but arc

disposed of at the place of cremation.

The last of all the rites for the dead which are observed is

known as the hkandan. It generally takes place ten days or

BO after the return from the Nai, but the time depends very much

upon the convenience of the parties concerned. The bhandan

is a family gathering and all relatives are invited to be present.

The bhandan proceedings are commenced by the dead man^a

relatives giving an account of what has taken place in the

stereotyped form usual on such an occasion. The guests reply

also in a liko form expressing their sympathy with the family
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and acknowledging the hospitality which has been shown towards

them.

Then three men are chosen to adopt the means whereby

they shall become possessed. One is to be possessed by Mirang

Bum, another by Porodhol and the third by the man whose

hhandan ceremony is being performed. Each man is given a

hatak or winnowing fan in which is some rice which has been

husked without boiling. They sit in a row rubbing the rice in

the hataJcg and shaking their heads frantically from side to side.

When they are believed to have become possessed they are

regarded as having lost their identity in that of him by whoi»

they are possessed^ and are addressed a3 hongds or gods. The

term Gosde is used indiscriminately by Santals when addressing

the objects which they worship. Some one addressing the men

says, ''Come Gosde, you are now holding hataki made by
Mahlis from hill bamboos j your disciples are seated. Come
like a cow returning to her calf.

" The men with their long
black hair hanging down frantically shake their heads and svray

their bodies from side to side and in a short time the Gosdes

invoked are supposed to possess them. Then some one address-

ing them says,
" Oh ! Gosde, you have come to your disciples

and pupils, tell us about your tribe and o igin and then we
human beings will know that it is this god that has come, then

Oh ! Gosde, we will place stools under a Hesak or Bare tree

and worship.
" Then those possessed reply,

" As you human

beings are questioning us we vrill tell you who and what we are.

Oh ! human beings, I have come ". (The spirit of the dead man
is supposed to speak.) Then they say,

" Oh ! Gosde, tell us

truly why you left us ", to which he, sobbing, replies,
" Oh !

human beings, I am dead and fallen, my lease of life was only
for so many days.

"
They again say,

" Oh ! Gosde, ask the

person from whom you require something.
" He then begs

water from his son, who gives it to him in a leaf cup. He then

asks it from each of his relatives (or sons) in turn. After the

water he is regaled with handi liquor. X hatak is given
to him, the rice in which he offers to the bongds. The eldest
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son asks for assurance that no deception has been practised upon
them. This given, the possessed are reminded that the day is

far spent and that the time has arrived when they should return

to the sky, which advice they are supposed to follow.

A cow is then brought in to the courtyard of the house, and

the deceased^a eldest son scatters some rice on the ground for

her, and says,
"

See, I am giving thee thy share ; see it and

listen to it. I offer an oblation of cooked rice and a sacrifice.

See that you accept them. Watch over the children and guard

them. See to it that no sorrow or sin enters this house.
" The

cow is then killed as an offering to the spirit of the deceased.

The relatives also bring goats and fowls which are similarly

offered, each offerer saying,
" Take note, this is offered to you

by so and sO.
" The carcases of the animals offered in sacrifice

are cooked with rice and the night is spent in feasting.



VI.—A General Account of the Birhbrs,

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M. A.

I.—Habitat.

The hills and jungles that fringe the Chota Nagpiir plateau on

Local Extent. its east and north-east, form the principal

home of the Birhors. This line of hills runs from the Ramgarh
thana in the Hazaribagh district on the north along the Ormanjhi,

Angara, Ranchi, and Bundu Police circles {thdnds) on the east

of the Ranchi plateau up to and beyond the Tamar thana which

marks the south-eastern limit of the Ranchi district. Here and

there in these hills and jungles extending roughly over an area of

over seventy miles in length and twenty miles in breadth, the

Birhors either wander about in small scattered communities track-

ing game and collecting rope-fibres and honey, or camp in tiny

leaf-huts, making rude wooden vessels and plaiting ropes and

weaving them into hunting-nets and carrying-nets. Several

groups of Birhors are met with beyond the north-eastern margin
of the plateau in the jungles and hills further north in the

Hazaribagh district north of the Damodar, where they muster

strong ; and a few scattered groups have strayed into the Man-
bhum district on the east and the Singhbhum district on the

south. A few stray groups of Birhors are also found in the

jungles and hills of some of the northern and north-westerti

thauas of the Ranchi district and the tributary States further to

the west. The nature of the country occupied by the tribe may
be roughly described as a long succession of ranges of wooded
hills separated by open valleys. These valleys aJone are fit for

cultivation, and are dotted over with villages sparsely inhabited

by agricultural tribes and castes more civilized than the Biihors.
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The BIrliors themselves generally select comparatively open
Flora and Fauna. spaces on the wooded hill-tops and slopes^

or the edges of the jungles for their tandas or settlements. These

jungles and hills support a tropical flora^ among which are timber

trees like the sal {Shorea robusta) and the gdmhdr {Gmelina

arhorea), wild fruit trees like t\\QJd?nun [Eugenia Jambolana)^

ihebair [Zizyphus Jiijuba), the mahud [Bassia Latifolia), my-
robolans of different varieties and a few kinds of wild yams and

tubers, besides bamboos and fibrous creepers like the chop {Bau-
hinia scanden). Shrubs bearing edible berries, such as the pidl

{Buchania Latifolia), are not numerous. And thus the natural

vegetation of these hills and jungles affords but scanty food for

the Birhors. Among the fauna of these woods the deer, the

porcupine, the hare, the rat, and the monkey are the more im-

portant from the Birhor''s point of view, as their flesh is highly

prized by him for food. The tiger, the leopard, the hysena, the

bear, the wolf, the blue cow or nilgai {Basela^^hus tragocame-

lus) are also met with here and there in these jungles. Among
birds, the peacock, the pigeon, the plover, the partridge,, the-

snipe, the teal, and parrots are worth mentioning. As may be

expected in tiiese surroundings, the Birhor has developed into

a keen hunter with strong powers of scent, sight and hearing, and

has acquired an intimate knowledge of the haunts and habits of

different birds and animals, and the medicinal properties of

various roots and herbs.

The climate of these parts is characterized by oppressive heat

Climatje. in the summer season, severe cold in the

winter and a heavy rainfall during the monsoon. The maximum

temperature in summer has been known to exceed 110° in the

shade and the minimum in winter has fallen below 40°. The

annual rainfall varies from 50 to 65 inches, so that in the rainy

months, the Birhor can no longer move about in pursuit of game

but must perforce stop in kumbas or leaf-sheds, eking out his

scanty store, if any, of dried corolla of the mahud {Bassia latifolia)

llower with some edible leaves or roots or yams gathered

in the jungle, or with grain exchanged for, or purchased with^
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the sale-proceeds of ropes made of chop fibre, or rude vessels

made of wood. Thus, the flora and fauna of his habitat have

largely determined the nature and quantity of his food, the size

of his food-groups or tandao, the character and material of his

dwellings, and have influenced his occupation, material cul-

ture, and even social organization.

II.—Jaghis and Uthlus.

As their name of Birhor, or '

jungle-folk \ suggests,
the tribe live in a state of almost primitive culture well calcu-

lated to rejoice the heart of the anthropologist. They wander

about, or settle down for a time, in small groups of from three to

about ten families, earning a precarious subsistence by hunting,

by collecting chop creepers and making them into ropes for

barter or sale in the nearest villages or markets, and by

gathering bees'-wax and honey when available. Although the

most cherished occupation of all the men of thetribe is hunting,

the Birhors are, according to their mode of living, divided into

two main divisions, known respectively as the Uthlus and the

Jaghis. Except in the rainys eason, the Uthlu (migratory)

Birhors move about from jungle to jungle in small groups with

their families, their scanty belongings, and their gods or bkuts,

represented by stones and wooden pegs and carried in baskets by
one or two young bachelors, who walk at the head of the party.

Other boys carry fowls meant for occasional sacrifices to the gods,

the men follow with their hunting nets and tools and weapons, the

women carry palm-leaf mats, wooden mortars and pestles, and both

men and women carry bamboo-baskets containing their scanty store

of dried ynahuS, flowers and any grain they may have laid by,

and the girls carry earthen pots for cooking and canying water.

They stop and hunt at one place for about a week or a fortnight

(except in the rainy months which they spend at one place), and

then move on to another jungle, and similarly camp and hunt

there, and again move on to still another jungle, and thus wander

about in search of food until they come back to their o iginal
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starting point in about two years* time, and start once more

on a similar tour along the same route.

The Jaghi (settled) Birhors, on the other hand, are those

families that, tired of toilsome wanderings, have settled down for

a comparatively long period, generally on some hill-top or the

borders of some jungle. Some Birhors of this latter class may
clear some land in the jungle for purposes of more or less perma-

nent cultivation, but the majority are landless. Bii'hors, both

Uthlu and Jaghi, however, sometimes rear a scanty crop of

maize or. beans by burning a patch of jungle, scratching the

sod and sowing in the ashes. Even the landed Jaghi Birhors

rarely stop at one place for any considerable length of time.

The slightest ill-treatment, real or supposed, by the landlord

of tlie place or by people of the neighbouring villages or

the growing scarcity of chop creepers in the jungles makes

them migrate to some more suitable place, or fall back to their old

Utklu or nomad life. Indeed, there is no Jaghi settlement

I have seen that is more than fifteen or twenty years old,

although I have heard of a few that are older. Some Jaghls have

been known to revert to their old nomad or Vthlit life out of

sheer ennui. And even some landed Jaghi families leave their

taudSs and rove about with their scanty belongings and lead

an Uthlu life from after the paddy harvest in December until

the rains set in by about the middle of June. Generally, a Jaghi

Birhor after his marriage with an Uthlu wife sooner or

later joins the group of his Uthlu father-in-law and takes to

a nomadic life. And this is one reason why Jaghis now-a-days

are averse to marrying their sons and daughters to Uthlu. The

Uthlus by reason of their greater exclusiveness have retained

more of their primitive customs aud usages than the JSghis who

come more frequently in contact with the Hindus and Hinduized

tribes of the valleys. Still an analysis of the culture even of

the Uthlus will reveal certain traits that do not appear to have

evolved from within and cannot be attributed to race, but betray

evident traces of social environmental influences.
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III.— The Tanda and Its Houses.

The settlements of Jaghi groups as well as the temporary

encampraeuts of Uthlu groups are both known as tandas. A
tanda usually consists of about half-a-dozen or more huts. In a

taudS of the Uthlu Birhors, the huts are mere improvised leaf-sheds

in the form of low triangular hutnhds or straw-sheliers, such

as their neighbours, the Mundas and the Oraons, erect near their

rice-fields to guard them when the crops are ripening. Each family

erects its separate shed or sheds made of branches and leaves. Each

of these sheds has one opening, sometimes provided with a door

made of branches and leaves. The houses in a Jdgki tanda are

a little more pretentious. Although the roofs of their huts are

generally made of branches covered over with leaves, the Jaghi
huts have often better walls, some of which are made of branches

plastered over with mud, and some even wholly made of mud.

Their huts usually possess slightly raised floors. Although each

family has generally only one hut, it is partitioned off into at least

two compartments, one serving as the lumber-room in which their

possessions, consisting generally of one or more iron axes, hunting

nets, rope-making tools, and a few earthen pots in which dried

corolla of the mahud flower and perhaps grains are stored and

where the ancestor spirits are worshipped, and another and a

larger one forming a kitchen and sleeping- room combined.

A comer of the larger room is, if required, staved off as a pen for

fowls or for goats or cattle, if the owner happens to possess any. In

some tandas there may be one or two comparatively well-to-do Bir-

li6r families who have mud-walls to their huts and even a separate

shed or lean-to for cattle. Some clans, such as the Ludamba,
erect close to their dwellings a miniature hut or iumbd to serve

as a spirit-hut {bongd-kumbd). In this hut there is a small

bamboo-box called bongd-peii or spirit-box in which a little

aru5 rice in a small bamboo-tube, a little vermilion, and other

puja requisites are kept. Some clans have also their thdns,

or spirit-seats, adjoining the settlement, where lumps of clay,

pieces of stone, and wooden pegs represent the tutelary spirits

of the clan. These spirits receive sacrifices of fowls and goats
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as occasion arises. These will be described in a future paper.

By the side of a /a^//t settlement is a sacred "
grove

''
called

"
Jilu jayer

" marked by one or more trees and a few blocks of

stone. This is the seat of the Sendra-hdngds or deities, or rather

spirits, of the hunt, and there before every important hunting

expedition the nets of all the hunters are placed in a heap

and fowls are sacrificed before them, and, after the party return

home, here they cut and dress and divide the game. The

Uthlus, too, select a suitable tree near their camps to mai*k their

Jilu-jdyer during their stay at any particular place. Although

there are no fences round the Jaglii houses nor any compounds,

there is generally a small open space in front of each house.

At one end of each tanda of the Jaghis as well as the Uthlus

there is a giti-ora or sleeping-hut exclusively used by the young
bachelors of the settlement. The young maidens sleep with some

old widow in a similar hut, usually at some distance from the

boys' giti-ora. Although outwardly a strict moral discipline

appears to be maintained in these dormitories, closer investigation

reveals the existence among their inmates of universal laxity of

morals according to the civilized standard. (^)

Except the annual Spring Hunt, or a wedding in some com-

paratively well-off family, or a ^anchayat convened to punish

some serious social offence, when the men o-f a number of tandas

living within an easy distance of one another are invited to take

part, there is hardly any occasion when a number of these scat-

tered groups or tandas come together. The different clans of

the tribe hang together loosely as so many inter-marrying groups

with a tradition of common descent, talking the same language,

following the same pursuits, and agreeing in substance but often

differing in details, in their social and domestic customs and usages,

and in their religious and magico-religious rites and observances,

IV.—The Daily Life of the Birhors.

The men rise from their be'd at [cock-crow and begin

to wind chop fibre made out of bark of the Bahunia

() In a fow degoocrato tau^afl, liowovcr, I have |xui88ed both tho Jilt* jayer
and th£ gitt'O^a,
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Plate I.

A Birhor twisting rope in front of his leaf huts. The forked
wood planted in the ground is the horiQd and the short stick in hi§
band is the civt^li.
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scandens creepers collected the previous day and soaked in

water and split into fibre the previous evening. Then

they unite the ftrands by twisting («tn) them round each

other, and tighten Qjatna) them with the help of the c/iuttili

stick. The women generally rise a little later, but before sunrise^

and assist the men in making roj^es. AYhen daylight appears

the women go to attend to household work and the men smooth

[hot] the ropes with the /lonod which is a forked piece

of wood. "With the ropes thus made the men go on preparing

tethers for cattle and stlds or carrying-nets. The men work at

these until about 8 a.m., when they clean their teeth with a

small twig known as ddtun, wash their fa<;es and have

their morning meal either of rice and pot-herb [sag] or

of boiled corollas of the mahud flowers. Neither men nor womer

take a daily bath, but all generally bathe once or twice a

week. It is only at these baths and at the end of a ceremonial

pollution that they wash their scanty clothes. The men ordinsfc-

rily wear a bhdgoa, or short narrow strip of cloth, one end of which

is wrapped round the waist, the other end being passed between

the thighs and attached to the part which serves as the waist-

band ; and the women wear a broader waist-cloth known as the

Idhdngd.

After breakfast the men go to the woods either to hunt or to

collect chop. The women sweep the huts in the morning,
cleanse the utensils, if any, fetch water from some spring

or stream, and cook the morning meal. They take their meals

after the men have taken theirs. Then they either go to the

jungles to collect mahud flowers or some edible leaves, yams, and

tubers, or go to the neighboming markets or villages if there are

ropes and sikds to sell. If there is more than one woman in the

house, those that remain at home twist ropes or weave sikdi.

Children, from about the tenth or eleventh year of their life,

generally help their parents in making ropes.

The majority of the Birhors Hve from hand to mouth. When
after an unsuccessful hunt or a fruitless search for chop

creepers a Birhor sees no prospect of having other food
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for the following day, his wife or daughter gathers piska yams,

boils them ia water, peels them and then leaves them for the

night in some stream of flowing water so as to remove the acri-

dity. In the morning it is brought home, boiled again in water,

pounded and eaten. These yams are available in January and

February and also in July and August. On my arrival in April

last at a settlement consisting of only four Jaghi families^ I

learnt that two of the families had had little or nothing to eat

for a day and a half as all the c/iop the men of the four families

had collected a day or two earlier together with their axes had

been forcibly snatched away from them by an overzealous servant

of the owner of the jungle where they had been to collect c//dp,

and thus they had no ropes to sell.

When the men return home, generally late in the afternoon,

with chop creepers, each family leave their c/iop immersed in the

water of some pool or stream for about an hour and then take

them home. After their evening meal the men split the cidp
stems (bajdrs) into strands, and then they all go to sleep. In

winter months they kindle a fire in the middle of the hut-floor,

and the family sleep around it. Fire, it may be mentioned, is

always made by friction with two pieces of wood or bamboo.

From October to May, the men go out on hunting excursions

or collect chop or gather honey, when available
; and the women

gather makua, fruit and flowers and collect yams and tubers in

their respective seasons. This is indeed the brightest season of

the year for the BIrhor; and it is now that the dull daily routine

of life is from time to time brokeu by weddings and other

festivities, for which large quautities of tli or rice-beer are

requisitioned.

In June, July and August, the few Jaghi Birhors, who have
cultivable fields, attend to their cultivation, and the U(/ilus, who
at this season camp at some selected spot, as well as the landless

Jaghis make wooden cups and bowls which they exchange for

grain or sell for cash in the neighbouring villages and buy rice

or other grain with the sale-proceeds of these thlugs, as also



Plate III.

Birhors going out to hunt. The young man on the

left is eariying a hunting-net slung on a stick across his

shoulder.
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with any money they may have saved out of the sale-proceeds

of game in the winter and summer months. Their women some-

times work on wages at transplanting paddy seedlings on the

fields of people in the neighbouring villages. In September men

again begin to gather chop and make ropes and iikai or carrying-

nets, and their women take them to the neighbouring villages

for sale or exchange. Hunting-nets are also made at this time

for use in the coming season, and occasionally for sale

to Oraons and others. From September to November, lJ\hlu

as well as JagM women occasionally gather leaves of a kind

of wild date-palm, which they call iita {Foenix sylresfris)

and plait bed mats with them when they have no chop fibres to

twist.

Thus the few elementary arte and crafts that the BirhOrs

have acquired or invented, though not wholly determined by

their physical environment, have been greatly favoured by it.

Again, in order to sell their humble manufactures of wood and

rope-fibres, and to buy their scanty clothing and tinsel ornaments,

their iron tools and weapons, their earthen pots and such humble

condiments as salt and pepper, all Birhors—Jdffhi as well as

Uthlu—necessarily come in contact with other tribes and castes

in the open valleys near their native hills and jungles. And

in the rainy months their women ofton work in the neighbour-

ing villages as field-labourers in company with labourers of other

castes and tribes. Among the Jaghis, again, some comparative-

ly more intelligent and well-to-do people amongst them enter

into ceremonial friendship with men of other castes and tribes

inhabiting the neighbouring villages. The inevitable influence of

such contact with comparatively superior but mostly analo-

gous culture may be traced in the manners, customs, beliefs

and practices, and even in the vocabulary, folk-lore and songs of

the Birhors. But, however much their physical and social

environment may have influenced Birhor life, the vital elements of

their culture, their totemistic social structure and animistic
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religious system are in their essentials a genuine product of the

race.

v.—Race and Language.

Ethnically the Birhors belong to the same dark-skinned

{melanous), short-statured, long-headed {cloli-

cocephalic), wavy h2iVi:e^{ci/motrichous), and

broad-nosed {platyrrhine) race to which the Mundas, the

Santals, the Bhumij, the Hos and other allied tribes belong,

and like those tribes the Birhors speak a language belonging

to the Austro-Asiatic sub-family of the Austric linguistic

family which extends through Indonesia and Melanesia to

Polynesia,

According to Sir George Grierson, the BIrhor dialect is

more closely connected with Mundari than

with Santali. Indeed, I have heard some

Mundas of Eanchi naming the Birhors as *Bir Mundas'

or 'Jungle Mundas^. But, on the other hand, some

Birhors themselves told me that they are nearer kinsmen to

the Santals than to the Mundas though they could give

no reasons for this assertion. And in the dialect spoken

even by the Ranch! Birhors, although it is more closely connect-

ed with Mundari than with Santali, one cannot help noticing

a few peculiarities that occur only in Santali and not in Mundari,

although curiously enough some of them occur in the corrupt

dialect used by the Mundari-speaklng Oraons of the Ranchi thana.

Thus, the very name hor (man) in the compound BIr-hor is

also the Santali form of Mundari horo. Again the insertion

of an ' h ^ sound after the ' a
' sound in certain words is charac-

teristic of SanlSli rather than Mundari. Thus, Mundari '
tdike-

naing' (I remained) h&coxa.QB tAhekanaing in Santali and tdhi-

kanding in Birhor as also in the corrupt Mundari dialect used

by some Oraons of the Ranch! thana; so again 'Using' which

is the Mui.ulari word for '

to-day
'

appears as
*
iih ing

'
in Birhor,
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and as teheng In Santall. The census figures for BIrliors In

1911 are as follows :
—
BlEHORS IN 1911.





VII.—A Persian Poet of the Shahabad
district.

By Saiyid Wasi Ahmed Bllgrami, B.A.

Mir Imami : Bom at Koath in the Shahabad (or Arrah)

district in MohuiTum 1212 A. H. (the month of the Im^ms), he

was called Iinaml. His father, Mir Iftikhar AH Bilgrami, who

under the pen-name of " Zarra " (atom) has left behind a Persian

Diw&n, gave him the best available education in literature,

theology, and medicine. Then he was sent to join Maulvi

Waliullah's Madrasa at Furrukhabad. Mir Imami's cousin and

boon-companion was the illustrious Hazrat Shah Sahib Alum

Bilgrami of Marahra (United Province) whom Ghalib ac-

knowledged as his spiritual guide in a number of letters addressed

to him in Urdu-i-Muallah. On his mother's side, ImSmi traced

his lineage from the celebrated Bilgrami poets, Allama Syed
Abdul Jalil, and Hussanul-Hiud ^Mir Ghulam AH Azad, as he

himself boasts :
—

(1) The bubble of Abdul JaliPs ocean I am ;

It is a bold testimony that I am Kauser-Hke (of purest

water or Hneage ; kauser being a fountain in Moham-

med's Paradise).

(2) My house situated at Bilgram

Belongs to the same eminent (personage).

The poem, Shorish-i-Ishq, was Imami's maiden attempt at the

age of 23 in A.H. 1235. Then foUowed Samar-i-Murdd (A. H.

1248) and a volume of Persian lyrics. Critics say that Imami's

poetic flights remind one of Saeb, Naziri, and Ghanimat. To-

wards the simset of his life, his mind became deranged, but the

sparks of poetry were all along aHve in him. He died at the age of

62 in A.H. 1274, leaving behind an only son, Mir Quwwat Ali,

^' Shorish ", who had versatile studies and was the author of an
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Urdu Diwan, a treatise on Prosody (lausi-ul-Qawafi) and a num-

ber of original works [
*

] on Islamic theology. In order that the

deceased poet^s memory may not die out, his great-grandson,

now a boy of 5, has been named Imami.

His first work, Shorish-i-Ishq, was printed in 1295 A.H. at

the Nurul-anwar Press, Arrah, and covers 28 pages. His later

and more mature poem, Samar-i-Murad, exists as a MS. in the

Khuda Bakhsh Library. It has, unfortunately, been very incor-

rectly named and described in Khan Sahib A. Muqtadir^s

Catalogue of that Library, Vol. Ill, page 265 (MS. No. 437,

Persian Poetry), as I shall show below.

To quote the exact words of the cataloguer, it is
" a poem, in

the metre of J^mi''s Yousuf Zalikha, dealing with the love

adventures of a youth, who in course of a voyage after suffering

shipwreck reached an island, and there fell in love with a damsel,—
by an anonymous author. Eeginning :

—

" My pen is the banner, and word the army ;

To the field (of Poetry) I have come : God is Great [^J !1
"

The name of the poem occurs as Shorish-i-Ishq at the end

of the poem. The date of composition, A.H. 1248, A.D. 1832,

is expressed by several chronograms at the end. The story itself

begins on fol. 7* :
—

[»J Seveu in number. (1) Mirat-ut-tahqiq. (2) Lamat-ul-uqul. (3; Tambi-

hat-ul-uqul. (4) Manazerul-Nazirin. (5) Jaal-Haq. (6) Zahaqal-IBatil.

(7) Falsafa-tul-Kalam (a MS. iu 800 pages).

[*j The expression, Alla-ho-Akbar, though used as a taobir or battle-cry here

may also allude to a hill near Shiiaz, whence flows the water of swe^t

Eukhnabad—a river immcrtdlized by the verses of Hafiz Shirazi.

The HrBt hcmiitioh Las been criticized and corrected by the poet's ocusin,

Hazrat Sahib Alum of Marahra, thus ;" Lawayam khama o a//a» lashkar
"

on the ground that
'

lashkar
*

or army has a collective and plural sense,

whereas
'

lafz
'
or word is in the singular number, liut Imami's retort is

that the word IsjJ iu itself prescuta the appearancc,of a compact body of

troops. « J '' is the vanguard, « ^ '•' the oeutrc, and «
Ji
" thei r«jar-

guard.
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But the true facts about the ^IS. are quite different from

what is stated above, (i) The MS. 437 is not by an anonjmoiis

author, {ii) It is not entitled Shorish-i-Ishq.

(«) The authorship.
—In the above MS., the poetic pen-name,

Imami, occurs in red ink alone as many as ten times, as if to

show that the book is not without an amount of life-blood in its

veins. The chronograms at the end (alluded to by the catalo-

guer) happily says in no equivocal terms that the poem owes its

birth to Mir Imami Bilgrami.

On fol. 58*, the MS. concludes with the author's prayer :
—

O God ! A look of compassion on Imdmi,

By Ahmad, the star of exalted seat (i.e., the Great Prophet).

On fol. GP, we have the date of composition by Anwar Ali,

Yds, of Arrah :—

As the year of its conclusion, my heart, O Yas,

"The Strength of Imdmi's pen'', found out. [3]

{it) The title of the poem. Again, the very title of the MS. is

wrongly given, Shorish Ishq is quite another Masnavi, and

shovdd not be confounded with MS. -137. The former, beginnina"

with the verse

Come ! O ye my sweet-tongued pen I

Come ! O ye my nightingale of Ind I

deals with the adventm-es of an Arab poet, Asmai, on his way ta

!Mecca, whose main story [*] opens with the couplet :

Bom in Arabia, a magic-worker, (in Poetry) called Asmai ;

The palate of eloquence watered with honey at (the mention

of) whose name !

[3] Cf. * wk^ J-> J c^^ J'-

Here "
taqafc i-khamila-1-Imami

"
gives the year, A.H. 1248.

[*] There is also a poem, embodying the sam3 storv by Shaikh Ali Hazin
in one thousand verses, liazia is ranked with Ghalib, Khusro, iJedil

and Azad Bilgrami among tho classical poets of India.

He lies buried at Eenares,
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The chronogram by Mir Mohammed Askari on fol. bS^ of the

_K. B. MS. 437, distinctly says :—
-

"When for his Masnavi's name, to fancy's bough I went:

The name, Samar-i-Murad, (Ambition's fruit) became green

on my tongue !
''

Mir Askari was Imami's uncle, for which reason the name

suggested was adopted by the nephew for his poem. Thus

Samar-i-Mur^d, and not Shorisli-i-Ishq is the correct title of

MS. 437. On fol. 59 % line 8, -whence the cataloguer's mistake

originated, the verse

has a marginal note, in red ink, attached to it, which reads thus :

that is,
"

it is the name of the author's first Masnavi dealing

with the story of the Arab poet, Asmai."

The word in italics is suggestive. The MS. under review,

then, must be a second Masnavi, and must have another title. It

is as well obvious that the theme of the two poems, Shorish-i-lshq

and the MS. 437 (or Samar-i-MurM) is not one and the same.

The former introduces to us an Arab poet, deciphering verses

on a stone-slab in a desert ;
— whereas the latter speaks of '^ the

love-adventures of a youth who in course of a voyage after

suffering shipwreck, reached an island, and there fell in love with

a damsel.'' There are altogether 16 chapters in 'shorish' or the

desert-story, as against 36 in
' Samar '

or the shipwreck-romance.

A comparison of the headings of the main stories of the two
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poems is given below as a conclusive proof that the MS. in

question is not Shorish-i-Ishq but Samar-i-Murad.

Shoriflh-i-Ishq. MS. 437, or Samar-i-Murad.

5. The love-story narrated bj
Asmai commences.

6. He happens to pass bj a
stone containing some verses.

7. He retorts by writing verses

on the stone.

5. The thread of

taken up.

romance is

6. The hero with his compa*
nions starts on a journey by^
land and water.

7. The ship described*

8. He comes to the same spot a 8. An invisible Voice speaks :—
second time only to find

another set of verses.

9. He extemporizes
verse in reply.

another

" And whoso feareth God,
unto him will he grant a

happy issue out of all his

afflictions, and He will

bestow on him an ample

provision fi'om whence he

expecteth it not ;
and

whoso trusteth in God,.
He will be his sufficient

support; for God will

surely attain His purpose.
Xow hath God appointed
unto everything a deter-

mined period.''
The hero, taking this voice

ae a mandate from God,^
throws away his coins

into water. His compa-
nions take it as a wind-

cry.

9. A parenthetical chapter : the
method of being benefited

by the above Koranic
verses.
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SHorish-i^IsIiq. MS. 4S7, or Samar-i-Murdd.

10. He, then, starts in quest of

the love-sick youth who had
written verses.

11. He comes to the same stone

and finds the youth lifeless.

12. Who leaves behind a third

set of verses on the stone.

13. Verses addressed to Asmai.

14. Asmai interns the corpse

15. The story concludes with

Imami^s prayer to God.

10. The heroes companions are

led by a love of money to

disobey the invisible mes-

sage. A discourse on reli-

gious duties.

11. A shipwreck : all go down
save the hero, who is cast

ashore on a plank.

12. The hero reaches an island

and finds himself in a

garden-like wilderness.

1 3. A lofty mansion : on the

terrace is a starry Beauty.

14. The hero over head and
ears in love.

15. The damsel unfolds to the

youth her own sad tale.

16 to 36. The romance conti-

nued.



VIII.—A Lepcha Funeral.

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A.

While staying at'Darjeeling during the Fvja holidays, I had

an opportunity of witnessing a Lepcha funeral. As there are

some points of ethnological interest in the rites and ceremonies

observed I took down a few notes of what I saw, and on these

notes the following brief account is based.

The deceased was the wife of a Lepcha servant in the Roman

Catholic convent at Darjeeling. The father of this man was a

Lama, and consequently the family is of some respectability in the

local Lepcha commimity. In fact, when I first saw the funeral

procession coming along the road just below the house where I

was staying, I had no idea that the husband of the deceased was

in comparatively humble circumstances in life. The bier was

covered over with an embroidered shawl and was preceded by a

venerable-looking old Lama, reciting mantrams in Tibetan,

ringing a bell with one hand, and holding in the other one

end of a long strip of cloth, the other end of which was attached

to the bier. Following the bier was a large procession of mour-

ners and a few men playing on drums and cymbals and sounding
conch shells. One man was twirling a small prayer wheel [mdni).

The musical instruments were all held aslant and not in the up-

right position in which they are ordinarily carried by the musi-

cians. This, I was told, indicated that it was an occasion of

mourning. The mourners now and again took up the refrain

of the Lama's mantrams. This refrain consisted in the well-

known mantram of the Buddhists " Om ! Mdni pa [d] me hum".

Thus the procession went on for about two miles along the

"West Mail and the Old Calcutta Road, and finally we began to

climb up a steep slope of the Jalapahar Hill. At about half-way
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np the slope, tlie procession halted, and I observed a number of

Lepcha women carrying jars of maraa-beer come up by another

route and join the party. The bier was put down on the ground
and most of the men sat down for a while to rest. The women
were in the meanwhile busy, some distributing glasses of beer to

the men and others collecting dried leaves and kindling a fire.

The relatives of the deceased selected a site for the grave by the

side of the other graves of the family, the deceased^'s husband's

brother now first aj^plled his spade to the ground thus selected.

J was told that according to Lepcha custom the son or brother or

other near kinsman of the deceased must dig out three spadefuls

of earth before others would join in digging the grave. The

height of the bier was measured with a stick so as to adjust the

depth of the grave accordingly. As some of the men went on

digging the grave, others, men as well as women, were busy collec-

ting pieces of stone and placing them by the side of the grave.

All the time the Lama went on chanting in Tibetan what I was

told were long addresses to the spirit of the deceased. The'refrain

of " Om ! Manx fa [c?] me hum" being now and again taken up

by the other men. The Lama as well as the grave-diggers and

other members of the party were now and again regaled

with copious draughts of mayua-beer served by the women.

When the digging was in progress I noticed the men frequently

expressing satisfaction with what they saw, and on enquiry I

learnt that what made them rejoice was the absence of any stones

{long) in the grave. If they had come upon any stones, it would

have indicated that the deceased had died before the length of life

allotted to her by Heaven, so that some human being must have

caused the death by charms or sorcery.

When they had dug a grave of the dimensions required, and

spread out a layer of stones at the bottom by way of a flooring to the

grave, a ceremonial glass of mama-beer was handed over to each

of the persons present. (I was excused on my assuring them

that I was not accustomed to spirituous drink of any sort.) The

drinking of this cup of beer is taken as a solemn undertaking to

recite the mystic mantram " Om Mdni pa [d] me hum" for the
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benefit of the soul of the deceased. Friends and relatives now

took a last look at the face of the deceased, bv slightly drawing

aside the cloth-covering over the bier. This partial lifting of

the curtain showed that the deceased was placed over the bier in

a sitting posture, and that a silver coin had been abeadj put into

the mouth of the deceased. The bier was first taken three times

round the grave and finally lowered into the grave, the Lama

all the while chanting his wJTi^ra/a* and the men chanting the

refrain of " Om Md/ii;pa [<l'\
me liv,m

""^
in a chorus. At each of the

four comers of the grave, a long split bamboo was vertically insert-

ed before the bier was let down. Over the bier was placed first a

layer of stones, then a layer of earth, and again a layer of stones

and over it another layer of earth and then a final layer of stones

over which a longish stone was placed in an upright position. This

upright stone indicated that the corpse was interred in a sitting

posture. On inquiry I learnt that in some families the corpse

was laid down in the grave in a lying posture and in those cases

the uppermost stone was laid flat on the grave. Such stones on

a number of graves close by were pointed out to me in proof of

this statement. Another symbolio representation was a lenjed

or thread-twister placed over the grave to indicate that the

grave was that of a female, thread-twisting and weaving being

the habitual occupation of a Lepcha female. Similarly, I was

told a bow and an aCrrow are placed over the grave of a Lepcha

male. Flowers were now. strewn over the grave and a meal of

boiled rice, stewed beef, and boiled marua [Elemine Coraeana)

was placed over the grave on a leaf-plate. A portion of this

food, I must not omit to mention, was already burnt near the

grave with fire lighted with dried leaves collected by the women

who attended the funeral. Finally the four bamboo splinters

that had been inserted into the grave at its comers were pulled

out of the grave by men credited with a knowledge of charms

and spells. A person skilled in magic lore is called '

bung-

thingbu
*
if a male, and ' mon '

if a female. The reason for first

inserting and then taking out these long bamboo splinters was

explained to me by the assembled Lepchas as a precaution to
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present the soul of the deceased from retaining in the grave the

soul of any one present whom she particularly loved on earth.

It is also worth mentioning that the Lepcha takes particular

care to see that no green leaf or stone gets buried with the earth

with which the grave is filled in, for such green leaf or piece of

Btone would stand in the way of the soul when it may be required

to go to Yama, the god of death, or to other worlds.

From the burial place most of the party returned to the house

where the death occurred, and I accompanied them. Outside the

house every one who had been present at the funeral was at first

thoroughly fumigated with the smoke of a fire in which a species

of bitter plant was burnt. Each of them had next to present him-

self before a ' men
•',

or female exorcist, who was standing there

with a live fowl in one hand and a kind of tall bamboo-grass in the

other. The ' mon ' made passes over the body of each with the

fowd and the bamboo-grass Then the fowl was killed by being

struck against the ground and was thrown away outside the

house. Finally, mania beer was served in bamboo-tubes to those

who attended the funeral and a meal was also provided for them.

Two days later a more imposing ceremony of driving away
the evil spirit \vas performed in the house. The whole afternoon

the inmates of the house were busy arranging the room where the

ceremony was to take place, kneading flour and making various

small figures of flour-dough resembling men and animals, and

scrubbing a large number of ceremonial brass lamps and arrang-

ing them in several rows tier above tier. By evening the old

Lama, with an assistant Lama and two disciples, took their seats

in front of the rows of lamps, an elderly relative sat on the left

of the rows of lamps, and close to him sat the husband of

the deceased ; important guests were given prominent seats and

other guests were seated as best as they could in and outside

the room. Many of them did not wait long in the room, but

were soon replaced by others. Fortunately I was given a pro-

minent seat from which I could see every part of the ceremonies.

The Lama and his disciples went on chanting interminable chapter

after chapter from a manusciipt book which, I was told, was
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known as tlie
" Mellom ". The chanting was freqnently ponc-

tnated by a chorus of the mystic mantram " Om Mdtii pa [i] me

hum " and by music of drums, cymbals, and conch-shells, and by
a peculiar shrill whistling sound made by some of the men. At

frequent intervals the Lamas and the guests were drinking or

rather sucking marua-beer with hollow reeds from bamboo-tubes

placed before them. As each guest arrived, he made a cash

present of from one or two annas to eight annas, and a man went

on noting the names and amounts on a slip of paper. As each

guest paid his quota, he was asked to light one or two of the

152 lamps, and the man sitting on the left of the ceremonial

lamps delivered a harangue which, I was told, was meant to in-

form the soul of the deceased that such and such a friend or rela-

tive was come to pray for her soul and light her path to the other

world. Each man bowed before the lamps after he had lighted

one or more of them. I made a present of a rupee and was given

the priAnlege of lighting two of the lamps for the benefit of the

soul of the dead woman. After the chanting of chapters from

the " Mellom ", some of which, I was told, were addressed to the

soul of the dead telling her that her friends and relatives had

done all they could for her, but could not save her life, and bid-

ding her not to grieve over her condition, nor to afflict the living

but to follow the ' Law ', and so forth. All the time the husband

of the deceased was frequently bowing low to the soul of the

dead, and I was told this was done by way of supplication to the

soul of the deceased not to be angry with him or do any harm to

him or to other surviving members of the family.

Now came the most exciting part of the ceremonies. Two

persons carried into the room a large wooden plank on which

were placed a few twigs representing a jungle and a number

of miniature animal figures representing the denizens of the

jungles and in the centre was prominently placed a life-

sized model of a cat. There were also one or two miniature

human figures arranged on the plank. The figure of the cat in

the centre was meant for seating the evil spirit which caused

the death of the deceased person and must have been obstructing
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the passage of tlie soul of the deceased to the other world. It

was intended that the evil spirit might lose its Avay in the jungle

represented bj the twigs and thus be unable to pursue the soul of

the deceased. A number of pebbles coated with delicious grains

were laid on the plank by way of food for the evil spirit. The

Lama and his assistant and disciples now chanted song after

song meant to alKire the evil spirit by promises of tempting
viands laid out for him. Some men were enthusiastically playing

upon dnims and cymbals and blowing conch-shells and one or

two men were uttering a kind of peculiarly shrill musical sound

by whistling. Suddenly the people became excited, and I was

told that the evil spirit had arrived and was seated on the cat.

The sound of music redoubled in shrillness. A number of men

began to pelt grains and stones at the figures of animals on the

plank. Some people drew out their swords which they bran-

dished over the figures. Then the plank was taken up, and as it

was being carried out of the house, the men followed it with

frantic yells and some hit the figures with their sticks. When
the plank was carried to an open space outside the house, burn-

ing torches were applied to the figures until they were all burnt

to ashes. Thus was the soul of the deceased saved from pursuit

by the evil spirit which killed her. Then we all went back to the

room, and as we approached the door of the room, some women

sprinkled us profusely with water so as to remove from us all evil

influences that we might have contracted from contact with the

evil spirit. Then food was laid out for the soul of the deceased

and further chanting of mantrams concluded the ceremony.

A



MISCELLANEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS.

I. Relics of the Copper Age found in

Chota Nagpur.

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A.

The earliest discovery of ancient copper articles in Chota

Nagpur appears to have been made in the year 1870 in the

Giridih (then Pacliamba) subdivision of the Hazaribagli district.

These consisted of five rough and unfinished copper celts of

which four are now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.^ The

next find was that of a great cache of copper implements in the

neighbourhood of the old Bargunda copper mine in the Hazari-

bagh district.
^ A broad heavy copper axe-head and a large

copper armlet from this find came to the hands of the late

Mr. Robert Eruce Foote in 18S7, and was figured (figures

4106 and 4107 of Plate 19) and described by him in YoL I

(page 161.) of "The Foote Collection of Indian Prehistoric and

Protohistoric Antiquities
''

(Madras, 1916).
The next discovery was that of a copper axe-head found in

September 1910 at village Saguna, thaaa Patan in the Palamau

district. This axe subsequently came to the hands of His

Honour the President of the Society and was described at page

126, Vol. I, Part I of this Journal. Next in point of time

was a find of twenty-one copper axe-heads of the same pattern as

the Palamau axe. This was discovered in 1915 at village Bartol a

in the Basia thana of the Rauchi district and described at pages

127-128, Vol. I, Part I of this Journal.

Several years ago some copper axe-heads from the Manbhum
district accidentaUv came into the hands of the Hon'ble and

* Vide Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1871, pages 231—23^ and
Anderson's Catalogtie, Part II. pages 332—395.
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Rev. Dr. A, Campbell who, being tlien unaware of tbeir nature,

put them by until last year when he saw the collection made by
our Society and became aware of their importance and readily

presented the Society with a few specimens. These were des-

cribed at pages 85-6, Vol. II, Part I of this Journal.

A solitary copper axe-head of the same class as the Basia celts

lay unheeded among a collection of mineral samples in the posses-

sion of Mr. P. N. Bose, late of the Geological Survey of India,

and I secured it from him last year for the Society.

In the Khunti subdivision of the Ranchi district I found, in

October 1915, two copper axe-heads which have been described at

pages 239 and 21-3, Vol. I, Part II of this Journal. We
next secured three copper battle-axes of a shape hitherto unknown

which recently came to the hands of Mr. L. E. B.

Cobden-Ramsay. These were found in the Maynrbhanj State of

Orissa and were described in the last number of this Journal

(pp. 386-7).

The latest discovery of copper celts was made a few months

ago at village Hami in the Palamau district and was brought to

my notice by my esteemed friend the Rev. Father Ernes, who

is a Member of the Society. From the description given by
Father Ernes in his letter we had little difficulty in concluding

that they must be copper celts ; and through the kind offices of

the authorities the whole lot was secured. They consist of six

copper axe-heads and seventeen copper bar-celts which lay buried

together on the bank of a small river.

Of the seventeen bar-celts, the longest measures 2 feet | inch

in length, the shortest 1 foot 3 inches in length, and the rest

are of various lengths from 1 foot 8 inches to 1 foot 4 inches.

The blade in each of these celts is crescentic in shape, being

formed by the upper face gradually sloping to an edge, and

varies in length from half an inch to an inch. The greatest

breadth is invariably at the edge, each celt tai)erlng to a narrow

rounded butt end. The axe-heads are similar in shape to the

BasIa axe-heads described in Vol. I, Part I, and on an average

are of about the same dimensions, Mr, J. Coggin-Brown, to
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whom His Honour tte President forwarded the celts for e^tami-

nation, writes :
—

" The type of implements is a curious one but it is not

unique. There are four examples of the same sort of thing in the

Indian Museum—long
' bar celts

'

resembling huge chisels in

form, with expanded lunette heads. One surface of these imple-

ments is convex and the other markedly concave, though as far

as I remember on a much smaller scale than the example you
send. They are from Gungeria in the Balaghat district of the

Central Provinces and were found in 1870. Like your specimen

their sides very gradually diverge and then expand suddenly into

the edge. As far as I know, this is the second recorded occur-

rence of these types in India and 1 regard them as authentic

copper-age pieces.

" I must confess that I do not know what use they were put

to, and speculition does not fit in with all their peculiar charac-

teristics. In my catalogue of the Calcutta collection I see the

following note :

' This instrument may have been used as a

weapon, and if so, it was probably hafted by being passed

through a wooden handle and secured by a ligature '. It seems

Just as likely that they were put to more peaceful uses, such

as the pickaxes as you suggest .'''

No crucibles or moulds or other traces of any workshop for

the manuPacture of these articles have been discovered in the

neighbourhood. There are no traditions in the locahty as to

who made them or how they came to be buried there.

Some copper ornaments that I discovered in ancient graves

in the Ranchi district have been described in Vol. I, Part II

(pp. 23o, 233, -215, 2iS) of the Journal. We are thus in

possession now of evidence for the past existence of a Copper Age
culture in all the districts of the Chota Nagpur Division. Tra-

dition in the Ranchi district attributes these relics of the copper

age to an ancient people now extinct who are styled the Asui-as

and to whom tradition assigns the credit of having introduced

the art of smelting iron in the Ranchi district.
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Evidence in the shape of remains of smelting places and

slags of iron, ornaments, implements and vessels made of cop-

per, foundations of extraordinarily large but comparatively thin

bricks, remains of pottery and burial urns, is gradually accumu-

lating, and would seem to bear out the Munda tradition of the

previous occupation of a large portion, if not the whole, of the

Kanchi district by an ancient people who made and used copper

and subsequently iron, and who had evolved a comparatively

much higher culture than the Mundas who claim to have ousted

them.
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II. A Find of Ancient Bronze Articles
in the Ranchi District.

By Sarat Chandra Roy. MA-

Objects of stone, copper and iron are not the only relics of

earlier human culture found in the Chota Nagpur Division.

Some ancient bronze articles have been recently unearthed in the

Ranchi District. This remarkable find consists of one large

copper hdndi, a number of bronze bells, besides a few bowls and

plates made of bronze.

A client of mine of the name of Ramai Oraon and his

son Etwa Oraon while levelling a plot of upland in village

Bahea, about thirteen miles to the east of Ranchi, found these

articles at a depth of a foot or so below the surface. The plates

and bowls were found in an earthen jar [ghara) and the other

articles were found embedded in the ground about three feet away
from the former. The illustration on the opposite page shows

the big copper kdndi, one bronze bowl and two bronze bells.

The field on which they were found forms part of a large plot

of upland, measuring about three acres, which slopes towards

the south into a hill-stream locally called Chandi-garha. The

land was up till recently covered over with jungle mostly of sdl

trees, and the solitary trunk of an old sal tree is still left to

mark the spot, towards the south-west of the field, where the

bronze articles were found. Sal jungles still form the

northern and eastern boundaries of the land. I had exca-

vations made in the field but nothing whatsoever could be

found except some small bits of old potsherds and a few lumps
of gulthd or earth burnt red which might not improbably have

been fragments of an oven or smelting-place for metal. To the

north-west of the land a cultivator of the name of Tota Oraon,
while clearing the jungle and digging the earth with a \'iew to
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convert the land into a cultivable field^ dug out an earthenware

ghara containing human bones and closed up with an earthen

bowl in the manner in which cinerary urns attributed to the

Asurs of Munda tradition are closed up. The man had thrown

away the ghara as useless and it got smashed into pieces. But

the site occupied by the ghara could still be made out, when I

visited the place, by the gap of the shape of o, ghara, left in the

soil by the urn. I had a portion of this plot of land dug up but

no more cinerary urns could be found.

The only other thing I secured in this village that is of some

interest from the point of view of prehistoric archaeology, is a

stone celt of a rather unusual type. This appears to be a flake

chipped into shape and probably used either as a child^s knife

or for ceremonial purposes. It is an unusually thin triangular

celt made of schistose rock, measuring only two inches in length,

one inch wide at the edge and half an inch at the butt end.

One of the faces is perfectly flat but bevelled slightly to form

the blade, which is rounded. The other face is distinctly convex

with a ridge at the middle running from butt to edge and from

this ridge the chipped convex face slopes towards each side.

Mr. Coggin-Browu, to whom some of the bronze articles

were sent for examination, writes :
—

" I have carefully examined the metal articles sent under

cover of your letter dated the 22nd June 1916 and have come to

the conclusion that they probably belong to the historical period.

At any rate I have never seen any Indian Copper Age remains

like them. The metal used in casting the bells and the large

bowl seems to be an alloy
—a bronze of some kind, but this can

only be settled by the chemical analysis of a fragment from

them. They are beautiful objects of their kind and are probably

of considerable interest from the historical point of view. I

would suggest their examination by some member of the Archaeo-

logical Sm-vey before they are stored in your IMuseum. If the

large bowl is bronze it suggests a resemblance with some of tlio

bronze remains of South Indian cemclcricF^ but the age of these
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bronzes has not been determined and they are supposed to be

importations from abroad."

The present residents of village Bahea are a few families of

Mundas and Oraons who are all comparatively recent settlers,

the oldest family having migrated into the village only three or

four generations ago. Before them it is said the village was

inhabited by some semi-aboriginal Bhogtas whose families have

been since extinct. There is no tradition in the village as to

who made and used these vessels and how they came to be there.

It may be noted that I have heard of finds of similar articles in

a few more villages in the Ranchi district, but unfortunately
have not yet been able to get hold of any one of them. A few

plates and anklets found by the Hon''ble and Rev. Dr. Campbell
in the Manbhum district appear to be made of the same metal

as those unearthed at Bahea.
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